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Preface 

Techniques used in steady-state flash vaporization calculations and 
multistage distillation calculations can be utilized to show that membrane 
separations are enhanced by the use of cascade or multistage operations. 
This is of importance particularly in the use of membrane materials 
showing low selectivity between the components to be separated. 

The primary domain of interest here is gaseous separations rather 
than liquid separations, nor are vapor-liquid separations necessarily con- 
sidered, other than that there is a similarity in the equation forms used, 
as is emphasized in Chapter 3. Nor are gas-solid or liquid-solid separa- 
tions considered, except in passing. 

It is first assumed that perfect mixing can be attained for single-stage 
and multistage or cascade membrane operations and that a condition of 
constant molal (or molar) overflow or underflow can be approximated 
during multistage operations. 

The calculations, in this respect, become similar to those employed 
for single-stage flash vaporization and multistage distillation with reflux 
and reboil, or for absorption or stripping. All the latter utilize the concept 
of an equilibrium stage. It should be emphasized, however, that the 
adaptations are constituted to apply to the nonequilibrium rate phenom- 
ena associated with membrane permeation. The calculations are similar 
in form but not in content. For one thing, the permeate flow rate per unit 
of membrane area (that is, the permeate flux) becomes part of the distri- 
bution coefficients or K-values for each component. An extra element of 
trial and error is therefore introduced. 

Of significance is that multistage membrane separations for binary 
systems can be treated graphically, in a fashion similar to the classical 
McCabe-Thiele method for binary distillation. This is developed and 
illustrated in Chapter 4 and affords a convenient means for evaluating 
separation possibilities, in determining the effect of permeability, reflux 
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or recycle ratios, the number of stages, and feedstream location, as further 
detailed in Chapter 4. 

Following this, more rigorous derivations for differential permeation 
are pursued. That is, permeation is viewed as a continuum rather than 
an operation in discrete stages or cells. In the first case to be considered, 
there is continuous point permeate withdrawal; in another case, the more 
general case of permeate flow is analyzed, both concurrently and coun- 
tercurrently. 

Finally and foremost, simplifications are provided, especially for 
operations with recycle or reflux of the product streams to induce a 
sharper separation. For countercurrent differential permeation, the cor- 
respondence becomes similar to distillation and absorption or stripping 
in a packed or wetted-wall column, although the representation and the 
calculations can become much more complicated, unless simplifications 
are made. 

The objective, therefore, is to subject the processes of permeation to 
a rigorous and systematic analysis, with appropriate reductions or sim- 
plifications, which will permit the process design of membrane units. That 
is, given the component permeability and the degree of separation spec- 
ified, the number of stages or the flow juxtapositions, and the membrane 
areas can be determined. Or, given the latter, the degree of separation can 
be found---a much more straightforward route. These are the criteria 
normally encountered in process design calculations, and it is the purpose 
here to systematize membrane calculations so that membrane separations 
can routinely be accommodated as a chemical engineering unit operation. 
Membrane reactors are treated as a special case. 

The appendices contain spreadsheet calculations that are system- 
atized, corresponding to each chapter of the text. The successive relation- 
ships involved in each case or embodiment are provided in spreadsheet 
notation, so that each methodology can be readily entered into and 
conducted on a personal computer using the requisite software (e.g., Excel 
or Lotus 1-2-3). In this way, the calculations can be adapted to whatever 
membrane characteristics and operating conditions are to be specified, 
both for single-stage and multistage separations with recycle or reflux, 
and with the entirety considered as a continuum. The last-mentioned 
involves either concurrent or countercurrent behavior, without or with 
recycle or reflux. Moreover, the means are furnished, not only for deter- 
mining the degree of separation, but the membrane area requirements. 
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1 
Introduction 

Membrane separations are an accepted means for separating non- 
condensable gases; that is, gases that ordinarily condense only under low- 
temperature or cryogenic conditions. The technology might be in wider 
use if (1) better and more selective membrane materials were available 
and (2) the necessary mathematical representations and calculations were 
better spelled-out for the separations attainable. In fact, the one sometimes 
depends on the other. Of particular interest are ways in which separations 
could be enhanced using relatively nonselective membranes. 

A special case is pervaporation, in which the feed material is a liquid 
but the permeate is a gas. That is, the temperature and pressure of the 
permeate are such that the permeated components exist in the gaseous 
phase. Conceivably, however, the feedstream could be a gas but the permeate 
conditions and compositions are such that the components constitute a 
liquid phase. For the particular purposes here, however, all streams are in 
a gaseous state. 

The general subject has been explored in a number of past reviews l-s 
and, for instance, is the main concern of the Journal of Membrane Science. 
The subject has also been of interest to the Gas Research Institute, which 
has held workshops on the subject. 3'4 The Gas Research Institute, in fact, 
jointly sponsored a project with the Dow Corning Corporation and others 
aimed at correlating and predicting the permeability behavior of membranes 

9,10 from the chemical structure. 
The American Institute of Chemical Engineers has maintained an active 

interest through its Symposium Series. ~1-13 
Membrane Processes in Separation and Purification, 14 published in 

1993, contains chapters on pervaporation, facilitated transport membrane 
processes, membrane gas absorption processes, hollow fiber contactors, 
membrane reactors, and the preparation and application of inorganic 
membranes. In addition to an introductory chapter by the editors, Polymeric 
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Gas Separation Membranes, ~~ published in 1994, has chapters on the 
following subject areas: the diffusion of gases in polymers, the relationship 
between polymer structure and transport properties for aromatic materials, 
the relationship between polymer structure and transport properties for high 
free-volume materials, the formation of membranes specifically for gas 
separations, a discussion of facilitated and active transport, nonhomogeneous 
and moving membranes, membranes for separating organic vapors from 
gas streams, gas separation practices in Japan, further commercial and 
practical aspects of gas separation membranes, and a comparison of mem- 
brane separations with other gas separation technologies. Neither of these 
volumes details the process-type calculations involved for determining the 
degree of separation. 

As to a comparison of membrane gas separation technologies with such 
methods as pressure swing absorption (PSA) and low-temperature or cryo- 
genic separations, the last-cited chapter in Polymeric Gas Separation Mem- 
branes must remain somewhat inconclusive, given the wide range of vari- 
ables, parameters, and applications. ~ Moreover, for the most part, the 
separations compared were confined to air and hydrogen-containing systems. 

More recent publications include Membrane Separations Technology: 
Principles and Applications, ~- published in 1995 and edited by Richard 
D. Noble and J. Douglas Way, who had coedited an earlier volume, Liquid 
Membranes: Theory and Applications. is The state of the technology is 
kept track of by the Business Communications Company, for example, in 
Membrane and Separation Technology Industry Review, ~9 published in 
1998. For continuing developments, consult Books in Print and WorldCat, 
a service in conjunction with OCLC (Online Computer Library Center). 
Additionally, there is, of course, the Internet. 

A review of developments and directions, as of 1991, was published 
under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy. -'~ Apart from the 
more-inclusive technical information sources furnished by a computer 
search of Chemical Abstracts, the National Technical Information Service 
keeps a running account of government-sponsored research, including 
bibliographic updates, listed by title and author(s), with other particulars, 
and with an abstract (NTIS Bibliographic Database, available on compact 
disc, updated periodically). The entries for membrane-related research in 
general number into the thousands, much of it biomedical, and the entries 
for membrane gas separation constitute only a relatively small part. 

In particular, the entry for Membrane Gas Separation (as per citations 
from the NTIS Bibliographic Database)is abstracted with a lead-off 
qualifier, to the effect that, "The bibliography contains citations concerning 
the research and development techniques involving the use of plastic and 
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metal or metallic membranes." A specific example of an additional statement 
of scope (June 1993) is, "Included are such topics as recent advances in 
membrane science and technology, gas separations using composite hollow 
fiber membranes, optimal cascade theory for the separation of mixtures 
on semipermeable membranes and gas separation by a continuous mem- 
brane column." Another example (August 1993) is, "Citations review 
isotope separation, osmotic techniques, reverse osmosis, and preparation 
of membranes for specific separation processes. The permeability of polymer 
membranes is discussed in terms of physical properties as well as molecular 
structure." And, in closing, "The selectivity of polymeric films for a variety 
of gases is also included." A subject or terms index and title list are included. 
As the examples will indicate, the coverage is extensive. 

Representative samples from the NTIS data file, which give an indi- 
cation of some of the directions in which membrane research is headed, 
include the references about coal-derived gases and liquids and their further 
separation or conversion, 2~-_,7 in particular high-temperature ceramic mem- 
branes and the use of membranes as catalytic reactors. Similar remarks 
could be made for metallic membranes; for example, the diffusion of hydro- 
gen through metals is a subject of long standing. Membrane separation 
processes in the petrochemical industry, for instance, are reviewed in Mem- 
brane Separation Processes in the Petrochemical Industry. ~ With regard 
to the separation of liquids, some recent developments are presented by 
Cabasso et a1.,28 and for the separation of solids and liquids by hyperfiltra- 
tion, by Leeper and Tsao. 29 The commercial implementation largely remains 
to be seen. 

Of notable mention, the Membrane Handbook was published in 
1992. 30 Another work of interest is Membrane Separations Technology: 
Principles and Applications, edited by R. D. Noble and S. A. Stern, a volume 
in Elsevier's Membrane Science and Technology Series. 3~ Also, appropriate 
entries can be found in the Encyclopedia of Chemical Processing and 
Design (Volume 27) 32 and the Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical 
Technology (Volume 15). 33 Evidently, the subject has not yet reached the 
status of a chemical engineering unit operation, since the necessary 
process-type calculations are as yet ill-defined or undefined. For instance, 
consult the section on membrane separations in the seventh edition of 
Perry's Chemical Engineers' Handbook. 34 Notwithstanding all of this, 
the principal item of interest here is not in membrane materials or mem- 
brane cells per se, nor in the usual considerations of membrane science 
and technology, but in the derivations and process-type calculations 
involved in predicting the degree of separation that can be attained. It is a 
matter more complicated than ordinarily thought or expected and a fitting 
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continuation of the unit operations concept as embodied in chemical and 
process engineering. 

For the record, however, a few background preliminaries about 
membranes will first be introduced. 

1.1 M E M B R A N E  MATERIALS 

A considerable array of membrane materials exist for various gaseous 
separations, some more effective than others. ~C~ That is, some are more 
permeable and more selective than others. It depends on the system to be 
separated, however. In other words, materials are not yet available for 
the full array of gaseous mixtures encountered. A partial listing is presented 
in Tables 1.1 through 1.3, giving properties and selectivity or relative per- 
meability of components .  4'9'1~176 

Table 1.1 
i i  

Gas 

Relative Permeability for Cellulose Acetate Membranes 
, , 

Relative 
Permeability 

H20(g) (considered fast) 
H 2 
He 
H2S 
CO 2 
02 
Ar 
CO 
CH 4 
N 2 
C2H 6 (considered slow) 

100 
12 

10 
6 
1.0 

0.3 
0.2 
0.18 
0.10 

Source: W. H. Mazur and M. C. Chan. 1~ 

Table 1.2 

Polymer 

Permeability to Oxygen 
i l l  

Permeability 
(in 10 -~) • cm3/sec-cm2-cm Hg/cm) 

Dimethyl Silicone 
Polybutadiene 
Polyethylene 
Nylon 
Teflon 

50 
13 

0.1 
0.004 
0.0004 

Source: Gas Research Institute. 3"]~ 
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Table 1.3 
| 

Gases 

Selectivity for Dimethyl Silicone Polymer 
, , , , , ,  

Selectivity (~ = Pi/Pi) 

O2/N 2 
CO2/CH 4 
CO2/I-I 2 
CO2/CO 
H2S/CO 

2.0 
3.4 
4.9 
9.0 

28.0 

Source: Gas Research Institute. 3'~~ 

Table 1.4 Membrane Separations: State of the Technology 

Known Separations 
, |  

To Be Determined 

H2/CI+ H2/CO 2 
H2/CO H2S/CO 2 
He/C 1 NH3/H 2 
H20 (g)/C 1 + NH3/C 1 + 
H2S/CI+ NH3/N 2 
CO2/C~+ SOffC~+ 
CO2/N 2 SO21CO 2 
CO2/CO NO2/C1+ 
NO2]CO C1/C 2 
NO2/N 2 N2/C 1 
CO2/air Ar/air 

Organic vapors 

Note: C~+ represents methane and heavier hydrocarbons. 
Source: W. J. Schell. 1~ 

The oxygen/nitrogen membrane separation for air, perhaps the most 
obvious, has also been one of the most studied and is sort of a baseline 
reference. The sharp separation between nitrogen and oxygen on a com- 
mercial scale remains in the domain of cryogenics, although membrane 
separations have been used successfully when only a relatively minor 
increase in the oxygen content of air is sought, as in portable oxygen 
concentrators for home use. 

The separation of refinery gases is also an item of interest; for instance, 
gas streams containing hydrogen. In the main, membrane methods pertain 
to the separation of noncondensable gases; that is, to gases not readily 
liquifiable except by low-temperature or cryogenic means. 

In Table 1.4, the interim state of technology is acknowledged as 
feasible for various binary separations; future needs are also listed. 4'9'1~ 
Some of the commercial technologies and suppliers are reviewed and 
listed. 1~176 
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Formerly, membrane materials consisted mainly of barrier types, some- 
times called permeable or semipermeable, in which the gases flowed into 
and through the pores and interstices, which were of molecular dimen- 
sions; for example, measured in angstroms. There is the use of materials 
similar to molecular-sieve adsorbents, for example. For single-phase liquid 
systems or solutions, the processes may be referred to by the terms dialysis 
and osmosis, whereas for gas-liquid, gas-solid, or liquid-solid separations, 
the terms micro- and ultrafiltration are more appropriate. 

(Some recent developments in membrane processes for the separation 
of organic liquids are presented in Cabasso et al. 2s , as previously noted; the 
same may be said for the use of hyperfiltration as applied in ethanol recov- 

29 ery. The latter subject is of relevance also in the processing of nonpasteur- 
ized beers; that is, in the separation of spent yeasts after fermentation.) 

The more modern embodiment for the membrane separation of gases 
is the diffusion-type mechanism, whereby the gases actually dissolve in 
the material and pass through by molecular diffusion. Another embodiment 
is the facilitated transport membrane, which acts as an absorber on the high- 
pressure side and as an absorbent regenerator on the low-pressure side. 
Liquid membranes have also been investigated. Metal or metallic membranes 
are under study as well, as are ceramics, whereas the usual materials are 
polymeric in nature. Metallic and ceramic membranes can be used at higher 
temperatures and may also serve as membrane reactors. Schematic repre- 
sentations of membrane materials are provided in Figure 1.1. 

More exotica about gaseous separations are provided by the Gas 
Research Institute. 3'4 Furthermore, as previously noted, membranes afford 
the possibility of catalysis. ~2'2s'26'2~ 

As also mentioned, a study into the structure-permeability relation- 
ships for silicone membranes was jointly sponsored by the Gas Research 
Institute and the Dow Corning Corporation. 9 An attempt was made 
toward correlating, understanding, and predicting the permeability behavior 
of silicone polymers from their chemical structure. This behavior was in 
terms of the permeability and selectivity to various of the common gases 
and their separation. The ultimate objective was to systematize and gen- 
eralize this behavior so that it could be applied to other kinds of mem- 
brane materials and to other gases and gaseous mixtures. 

1.2 M E M B R A N E  CELLS 

The simplest form of a membrane cell or module is illustrated in 
Figure 1.2. Called a plate and frame, its dimensions are linear in the plane. 
Commercial applications, however, in the main, utilize tubular constructions. 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic 
sections of membrane 
materials. (Source: 
Leeper et al. ) 

The two main commercial embodiments for membrane cells are 
illustrated in Figures 1.3 and 1.4. Both are remindful of heat exchanger 
practices; that is, tube-and-tube and shell-and-tube heat exchangers. 

The spiral-wound fabrication shown in Figure 1.3 is analogous to a 
single tube-in-tube or double-pipe heat exchanger. 37 The hollow-fiber 
concept lends itself to the shell-and-tube type of heat exchanger. The 
hollow fibers are mounted as a tube bundle inside a shell, as indicated in 
Figure 1.4. A few applications are indicated in Figure 1.5. 
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Fee  
Permeate 

Membrane 

Carrier - ~  \ v  ~,x~,,,- Retentate 

Spacers 

Figure 1.2 Plate-and- 
frame module. 
(Source" Leeper et al. 7) 

Feed ~ 

Permeate , ~ ~  

Feed 

Feed 

Porous Feed Spacer 

Membrane 

Porous Permeate Spacer 

Membrane 

-. ' .----:  : "  "--: ' 3  .-.; ?.."?:. '.~ ~ ' & - ~  . . . . . . . . .  - 

"~ Reject 

~ -.--.~ Permeate 

Figure 1.3 Spiral-wound membrane. (Source: Bravo et al. 6) 

Permeate 
A 

Figure 1.4 

Tube Feed 
Sheet _ I 

L 

Shell 

m I 2 ~ 

�9 , Hollow Fibers q~@@: / Reject 

~) @ End View 
~ of Fibers 

Hollow-fiber membranes. (Source: Bravo et al. 6 and Leeper et al. ) 
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: Non-permeate stream 
[ J  @650 ps,g 

74 2~176 Hydrogen 
16 6~ Methane 
9 2% C2-C 8 

Non-permeate stream r"i 
U @ 1925 psig 

7% Hydrogen 
54% N~trogen 
39~ Mixed inerts 

Feed gas 
Feed gas @ 1925 ps~g 
@660 psJg 61% Hydrogen 
81.6% Hydrogen 22% Nitrogen 
120% Methane 17~ M~xed merts 

- (Ar and CH4) ~- 6 4% C2-C 8 Permeate gas 

@250 pslg 
98~ Hydrogen 
1 3% Methane 

- ~ 0 7 ~  C2-C 8 

Permeate gas 
@400 psfg 
86% Hydrogen 

8% Nitrogen 
6% M~xed inerts 

Permeate gas 
@ 1000 psJg 
92~ Hydrogen 

4~ Nitrogen 
" 4~ Mixed inerts 

Figure 1.5 Applications of membrane systems. (Source: Prism| Gas Separation 
Systems, Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO; Air Products and Chemicals, 
Inc., Allentown, PA.) Gaseous components and systems include argon, helium, 
hydrogen, carbon monoxide/syngas, nitrogen, oxygen, CO2-removal, H2S- 
removal, dehydration. Capacity for nitrogen recovery is up to 35,000 SCF/hr for 
97% purity, and about one-tenth of this for 99+% purity. 

1 
I F-- 

FEED 
A + B  

PERMEATE 
A + B 

Figure 1.6 Taper configuration. (Source: Hoffman 9 and Hoffman, 
Venkataraman, and Cox. ~~ 

RESIDUE 
B 

1.3 T H E  E N H A N C E M E N T  OF S E P A R A T I O N  

With a membrane showing high selectivity between the gases to be 
separated, a single-stage operation suffices. For membranes of lower selec- 
tivity, more involved juxtapositions become necessary. Examples are shown 

10 in Figures 1.6 and 1.7 for multistage taper and cascade arrangements. 
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Stage 1 

Stage 2 

Stage 3 

P 

Vl 

V2 

V3 l 

t 
V4 

Lo 

r ~  

_ , ( 

L2 

f ' ~  L3 

Figure 1.7 Cascade. 
(Source" Hoffman ~ 
and Hoffman 
et al. l~ 

The taper configuration of Figure 1.6 does not produce a sharp sep- 
aration. In this case, only the less-permeable component tends to be recov- 
ered in the pure form as the reject. The permeate product is a mixture, 
although the proportions differ from the feed. The effect is similar to the 
concept of stripping the more permeable component from the reject phase. 

The taper configuration can be changed so that the more permeable 
component is concentrated in the permeate, whereas the reject product 
is a mixture. This corresponds to rectification or absorption, in which the 
more permeable component is concentrated in the permeate phase and 
the less permeable component is absorbed from the permeate phase. The 
analogy is to distillation practices. 

It may be noted that the cascade arrangement of Figure 1.7, if 
suitably disentangled, corresponds to a multistage operation as encoun- 
tered in absorption, stripping, and distillation practices. 
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Differential Permeation 

Of further interest and concern is the operation of a membrane cell 
as a continuum. Such a view may be referred to as differential permeation. 
The permeate may be withdrawn at points along the membrane, as 
illustrated in Figure 1.8. Or the cell may be operated in concurrent flow, 
as shown in Figure 1.9, or countercurrent flow, as shown in Figure 1.10. 
There is the possibility, even, of producing two permeate products if two 
different membrane materials are employed separately in the same unit 
or module. This is indicated in Figure 1.11. 

i i . .  i 

T T T T.T T__T T T 
PERMEATE 
PRODUCT 

NON-PERMEATE 
PRODUCT 

, . . . . - -  

Figure 1.8 Point withdrawal of permeate. (Source: Bravo et al. 6) 

FEED 

v 

PERMEATE 
PURGE 

v 
REJECT 

PERMEATE 
PRODUCT 

Figure 1.9 Concurrent flow permeation. (Source: Bravo et al. 6) 

FEED REJECT 
FLOW ~ ~ FLOW 

~ , , ~ e _  . . ~ . . - . - - P . , , - - P L - J  ~ ~E~,,E~TE 
PRODUCT PURGE 

, , ,  , , i  , �9 , 

Figure 1.10 Countercurrent flow permeation. (Source: Bravo et al. 6) 
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PERMEATE PRODUCT A 

MEMBRANE I 

FEED ~ ~ REJECT 
M E M B R A N E  II 

PERMEATE PRODUCT B 
(a) 

FEED 

PERMEATE ~,~ ~ ~ PERMEATE 
B -'1 ~ ~  I~ A 

MEMBRANEII J - l ~ g  - - ~ " ~  M E M B R A N E I  
(HOLLOW FIBERS) REJECT (HOLLOW FIBERS) 

(b) 

Figure 1.11 Asymmetric permeator configuration. (Source: Bravo et al. 6) 

Air 

O2-enriched Product (-1 atm) 

Compressor 

Reject 

Figure 1.12 
Countercurrent 
permeation with 
recycle. 9~1~ (Source: 
K. K. Sirkar, 
Department of 
Chemistry and 
Chemical 
Engineering, Stevens 
Institute of 
Technology.) 

Another possibility is the use of recycle in a single-stage cell operating 
3~0 in countercurrent flow, as shown in Figure 1.12., More complicated 

4 
arrangements were shown, for example, at the second GRI workshop. There 
is the potential here for sharp separations, as will be derived and explained. 

Whereas in single-stage or multistage embodiments perfect mixing 
may be assumed, the use of concurrent or countercurrent flow can also be 
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Reflux 

Product 
gas 

High-pressure 
side .--.-.-.--- 

Low-pressure 
side.----.-.-- 

Enriching 
section 

Feed 
air 

Membrane 

Reject 
gas 

Stripping 
section 

Figure 1.13 
Continuous 
membrane column 
with reflux from both 
product streams. 
(Source: Leeper et al. 7) 

assumed in a context corresponding to an absorber, stripper, or distillation 
column. This is the case with the system in Figure 1.12. More complicated 
arrangements may be made, as shown in Figures 1.13 and 1.14. There is 
the use of reflux or recycle to enhance multistage separation, as indicated 
in Figure 1.15, which corresponds to the practices of distillation. 

A difficulty with whatever the juxtaposition or arrangement may be 
is the mathematical means for representation and calculation. We are 
predominantly concerned with this, the necessary derivations, and their 
simplifications. Of prime importance is the separation that can be 
achieved. Also of interest is the sizing of the membrane area necessary. 

It may be added that the reject or retentate phase for a membrane 
cell forms a continuum with the feed, assuming perfect mixing. Moreover, 
this feed-reject phase is commonly pictured schematically as the "upper 
phase" and the permeate as the "lower phase," albeit both phases are 
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PERMEATE PRODUCT 

LOW PRESSURE 

RECTIFICATION 

FEED 

HIGH PRESSURE STRIPPING 

REJECT 

Figure 1.14 Continuous membrane column with reflux from the permeate 
product. (Source: Bravo et al. 6) 

gaseous. As matters proceed, we adopt the opposite representation, 
whereby the feed-reject phase is pictured as the lower phase and the 
permeate is the upper phase. This is to make the representation more 
closely analogous to that for vapor-liquid separations and distillation 
calculations. The derived similarity to the representation of vapor-liquid 
phase behavior is, in fact, the keystone to systematizing membrane sep- 
aration calculations. 

1.4 SUBQUALITY N A T U R A L  GAS 

A potentially large market for membrane applications is the upgrading 
of subquality natural gas. 9'1~ Subquality natural gas contains significant 
concentrations of nonhydrocarbons, which must be partially or totally 
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FEED 

i =,, j 
RECTIFICATION 

' S "' 
PERMEATE 

h , . -  

I - 

I 
I RECYCLE 

I 

t, 

STRIPPING 

Y 
~i I I-- I 1 1 I I I I 1 i I I 

f 
1- 

RESIDUE 

Figure 1.15 Staged permeation cascade with rectification and stripping sections. 
The individual membrane modules may be operated concurrently or 
countercurrently or perfect mixing may be assumed to occur. (Source" Bravo et al. 6) 
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removed to market and utilize the gas. The three principal nonhydrocar- 
bons found are nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen sulfide, in that 
order. Carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide are selectively removed by 
well-known and successful technologies. Chief among these are acid gas 
absorption and adsorption methods, which are well documented in the 
literature. 

It may be added, however, that membrane systems have been used 
successfully to separate carbon dioxide from natural gas, notably in 
enhanced oil recovery operations. 39 Here, (supercritical) carbon dioxide is 
injected into a petroleum-bearing formation, where the carbon dioxide 
increases the oil mobility and its subsequent recovery. The carbon dioxide- 
rich gaseous effluent is recovered, and the carbon dioxide concentrated 
and reinjected. 

With the nitrogen content of subquality natural gas, it is another story. 
The two principal methods in current but limited use are low-temperature, 
or cryogenic separation or distillation, and selective adsorption. The former 
is judged too costly; the latter is starting to make inroads. Membrane 
separations wait in the wings. More on the general subject of upgrading 
natural gas follows. 

To be adjudged pipeline-quality natural gas, the hydrogen sulfide 
content must be below 2:5 grains per SCF (standard cubic foot), which 
calculates out to about 0.0004 mol %. The hydrogen sulfide removed 
and recovered may be oxidized to the sulfur oxides, to be vented or, 
preferably, converted, say, in a lime-water wash for disposal as calcium 
sulfate (gypsum). In sufficient quantities and concentrations, the recovered 
hydrogen sulfide may be partially oxidized to elemental sulfur via the 
Claus process or its equivalent. 

Permissible carbon dioxide levels in pipeline-quality natural gas are 
characteristically up to 2--3 mol %. The recovered carbon dioxide is being 
increasingly touted for enhanced oil recovery operations rather than being 
vented to the atmosphere. 

The allowable nitrogen content is dictated mostly by the required 
Btu content for the natural gas. Assuming the natural gas per se at about 
1000 Btu/SCF, the nitrogen content could range up to 10 mol %, whereby 
the Btu content would be no lower than 900 Btu/SCF, the generally 
accepted cutoff for the Btu-rating. However, pipeline requirements are 
starting to be more stringent for the nitrogen content and, in some instances, 
about 3 mol % is the maximum allowable. 

Whereas low-temperature or cryogenic methods can be used to 
separate out the nitrogen, this technology is expensive and not com- 
monly used. The use of selective adsorbents is emerging, and may prove 
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Figure 1.16 Map of subquality natural gas reserves in the United States. (Source: 
B. J. Moore and S. Stigler.41). 

economically viable. There is the possibility, however, that membrane 
separations may prove equally viable, an assessment yet to be determined, 
and will in large part depend on the further development of suitable 
membrane materials. 

Hence, there are needs, at least on the horizon, to reduce the nitrogen 
content of natural gases, where in fact perhaps a fourth of the total natural 
gas reserves can be judged as subquality. Figure 1.16 shows the distribu- 

9 ,38  tion of subquality reserves in the United States. The principal source 
of the information is the extensive data compilation of the U.S. Bureau 
of Mines, Analyses of Natural Gases, by B. J. Moore and S. Stigler. 4~ 
Of more than usual interest is a band of high-nitrogen gas running from 
southwest Arkansas, across north Texas, into west Texas and the Pan- 
handle, through eastern and northeastern New Mexico, and up into eastern 
Colorado, then back into western Kansas and down into north-central 
Oklahoma, virtually completing the circuit. Other notable occurrences 
are in the Central Valley of California and in West Virginia. 

Subquality natural gas is apparently a ready resource, awaiting the 
need and the necessary upgrading technologies, of which membrane sep- 
aration is one of the emerging possibilities. 
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1.5 REPRESENTATIONS AND CALCULATIONS 

In many respects, single-stage and multistage membrane separations 
can be viewed as analogous to the steady-state flash separations and 
distillations calculated for vapor-liquid systems. The concept of phase 
equilibrium and the K-value or equilibrium vaporization ratio is replaced 
by the use of the membrane rate equation, assuming perfect mixing of 
the respective phases involved. Usually, all these phases are gaseous, but 
the methodology may be applied to gas-liquid or vapor-liquid systems, 
or to all-liquid systems. 

The single-stage membrane unit becomes equivalent to a so-called 
flash vaporization. The flash vaporization calculation itself is straightfor- 
ward, with the vapor and liquid phases assumed at equilibrium, and is 
presented in a number of references. 4>4~ The limits correspond to the 
dew-point and bubble-point calculations for vapor-liquid equilibrium, 
which are special or limiting cases for the flash vaporization calculation. 
It is the object, therefore, to adapt the membrane calculation to the 
techniques for the flash vaporization calculation and thereby take advan- 
tage of the relative simplicity of the latter. 

Other procedures and calculation techniques have been developed 
for both stagewise and differential permeation, such as those presented 
S-T Hwang and K. 46 Kammermeyer, but they are not pursued here, inas- 
much as the analogy is to be made specific to vapor-liquid mass transfer 
unit operations. In this way, the conventions and techniques already 
developed for mass transfer operations can be more readily utilized. Also 
note that the symbols and terminology used for membrane permeation 
have evolved through the years and vary from one author to another. 

Extension can be made to cascade or multistage operations, carried 
out analogously to a distillation column. The absorption and stripping 
factor concept or rearrangement may be employed for the calculations, 
as has also been employed for distillation. 42 The temperature, moreover, 
is assumed constant from stage to stage. This is the common assumption 
in absorption, for instance, although in distillation the temperature mark- 
edly varies from stage to stage and plate to plate. 

The preceding assumes that perfect mixing takes place; that is, there 
are no changes in flow rate and composition across or perpendicular to 
the face of the membrane surfaces. Furthermore, the flow rates and 
compositions at the cell are those of the streams leaving the cell. 

Of special consideration is the investigation of the cell as a contin- 
uum, first with point withdrawal of the permeate, then in both concurrent 
and countercurrent flow for the permeate and the reject phases. For this 
treatment, differential permeation is the mode of attack. The differential 
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forms so obtained must be integrated, however, which becomes a com- 
plicating procedure in concurrent flow, and particularly in countercurrent 
flow. Hence, there is occasion for simplification or reduction. 

Note that these types of process calculations, aimed at predicting 
behavior from known or assigned membrane permeabilities, are not ordi- 
narily pursued in the various updates on the utilization of membrane 
separations. The topic of utilization can be further searched on the Inter- 
net or, more succinctly, in WorldCat, the compendium of books published 
in the English language, by key word(s) or subject, author, and title. At 
this writing, a search of WorldCat, for instance, under the title "Mem- 
brane Separations..." yields less than 100 titles, whereas a search under 
the more general title "Membranes" yields results numbering in the 
thousands. For example, a couple of updates about applications are 
Donald R. Paul's Membrane Technology for Gas Separations, 47 and S. P. 
Nunes and K.-N. Peinemann's Membrane Technology in the Chemical 
Industry. 48 The field is expanding, as a further search of the literature will 
reveal. What has been missing are the concomitant calculation procedures, 
which this volume addresses. 

1.6 PERMEATION UNITS 

The following derivations and calculations avoid any specific 
assumptions about units. Instead, the quantities have been described as 
having "consistent" units. The degree of separation and recovery, moreover, 
is independent of the units. If, however, numerical values for permeability, 
pressure, and flow rate are used, then specific units are required, which 
in turn determine membrane area, given the membrane thickness, or the 
overall membrane permeability. 

Commonly used units for the membrane permeability Pi for a com- 
ponent i are 

10-9r 3 
-) 

cm-- sec-cm Hg/cm 

that is, 10 -9 cubic centimeters per square centimeter per centimeter of 
mercury pressure change per centimeter. The units designated centimeters 
of mercury (Hg) per centimeter, therefore, pertain to the pressure gradient 
across the membrane. 

Alternately, these units are expressible as 

10-9 cm - 

sec-cm Hg 
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which, when multiplied by the operating pressure difference in the appro- 
priate and consistent units, becomes the diffusion coefficient or diffusivity; 
here, this would be measured in 10 -9 cm-'/sec. 

Other units used for the permeability of solids to gases are presented 
in the International Critical Tables (vol. V, pp. 76-77) .49 

2 0-9 10 -6 cm 1 cm z 
o r  

sec-atm sec-atm 

Thus, the former units are used for say gases through metals and rubber, 
the latter units for gases through glass. To convert to the pressure units 
of cm Hg, the numerical values in the preceding units would be multiplied 
by 76 cm Hg/atm. Some representative values for hydrogen, taken from 
the International Critical Tables, 49 are furnished in Table 1.5. All the 
permeabilities increase with temperature. A side effect of hydrogen is that 
it can dissolve into the interstices of metals, affecting the ductility and 
strength, called hydrogen embrit t lement.  Additionally, hydrogen is reac- 
tive, notably to impurities in the metal, that is, components or phases 
other than the pure metallic state itself. A prime example of this is with 
steels and their makeup. 

Table 1.5 Permeability of Solids to Hydrogen at Elevated Temperatures 

10 -~ cm2/ 10 -9 cm2/ 10 -9 cm2/ 

System Temp. (~ sec-atm sec-atm sec-cm Hg 

H-Cu 500 3.5 46.1 
750 8 105 

H-Fe 500 100 1316 
600 336 4421 

H-Ni 500 3.8 50 
750 31.6 416 

H-Pd 500 4450 58550 
600 5750 75660 

H-Pt 600 0.77 0.1 
800 4.8 63.2 

H-Zn 300 0.4 5.3 
H-rubber 20 0.3 3.9 

100 2.6 34.2 
H-SiO 2 500 6.2-28 0.08-0.37 

800 35-100 0.46-1.3 
H-Pyrex 600 Inappreciable Inappreciable 

Source: International Critical Tables, vol. V, pp. 76-77. 
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Henceforth, the symbol P; or, say, P; is used for the permeability of 
an arbitrary component i or j. That is, both i and j denote the key 
components for the separation, especially for a two-component system 
but also in a multicomponent system. Inasmuch as the symbol P also is 
used to denote pressure, as is the common practice, some other symbol 
could be adopted for permeability, say lower-case, script, or boldface P 
or Greek or the like. However, the subscripted P; or Pi seems self-evident, 
so pressure is also subscripted to provide its distinguishing feature. 

Therefore, P / s tands  for the higher or upstream pressure (or reject 
pressure) at the membrane and Pv, for the lower or downstream pressure 
(or permeate pressure), with the difference PL- Pv denoting the pressure- 
drop across the membrane proper. The analogy is akin to that used for 
phase separations. Furthermore, the usage in the main appears self-evident 
in context. 

The flow is stated in cubic centimeters at standard conditions of tem- 
perature and pressure; that is, in standard cubic centimeters. The emphasis 
here, moreover, is for gases rather than liquids. A statement could be made 
equivalently, however, for the flow of liquids through membrane barriers. 

Overall permeability can be specified by dividing by the membrane 
thickness Am in units of 

1 0  -9 c m  3 

cm 2_sec_cm Hg 

where cm Hg designates the pressure drop across the membrane in centi- 
meters of mercury. By multiplying by a linear dimension of the membrane, 
an overall permeability would be measured as 

1 0  -9 c m  3 

cm-sec-cm Hg 

If, instead, multiplied by the total area of the membrane, an overall 
permeability would be measured as 

lO-9cm 2 

sec-cm Hg 

It is understood that this relationship is based on units of cross-sectional 
area normal to the flow. 

The area of the membrane may be designated as the interfacial area 
and may be measured either as the inner or outer surface of the membrane 
or as the mean or average, as in the case of a hollow membrane. Thus, a 
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mean value can also be adapted, in common with the practice for the 
conduction of heat through a tube wall. 

The permeability as measured in the preceding centimeter-gram- 
second (cgs) system may also be converted to the English system, even to 
the units of darcies or millidarcies for the flow of fluids through porous 
media, as employed in the petroleum industry. 

The concept of the diffusion coefficient, or diffusivity, also is used 
as the measure of the diffusion of one substance through another. The 
driving force is the concentration difference, via Fick's law, which can be 
related to the partial pressure difference by means of the equation of state. 
It is applicable to mixtures occurring as a common phase but can be 
applied as well to the case where the second substance is a solid, say, as 
in dialysis. The dimensions are ordinarily (distance)2/time (e.g., cm2/sec). 
Since the equation of state is implicitly involved, the conversion between 
permeability and diffusivity is more pronouncedly temperature (and pres- 
sure) dependent. 

Finally, inasmuch as it is usually more straightforward to work in 
moles and mole fraction compositions when material balances are 
involved, it is preferable to put the permeability on a molar basis. The 
relative permeability, one component to another, is also called the selec- 
tivity cx. In the customary notation used, 

= = 

where ~i-/ is the permeability of component i relative to component 1, 
which is related to the degree of separation that may be attained. 

In the derivations and examples that follow, the permeability symbol 
P; refers to any of the aforementioned classifications of units, but its 
particular units are in the context of its usage. For most purposes, more- 
over, the permeability is an overall or mean permeability. 

A few examples are utilized to show various calculations for the 
conversions between units, as previously indicated. 

More data is supplied in Appendix 1. 

Membrane Areas for Mixtures 

Interestingly, membrane permeability is generally specified for the 
pure component as such, even though permeabilities for mixtures have 
been found to be less than for the pure components, as is discussed in 
Chapter 2. 

Consider, therefore, a mixed permeate phase V, which also signifies 
the molar flow rate. If the mole fraction of a component i present in the 
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permeate phase is designated y~ and the mole fraction present in the feed- 
reject phase L is denoted x,-, then the permeation relationship should 
presumably be of the basic form 

Vy i = P,(PLXi- Pvyi)A 

where A is the membrane interracial area and (PL- Pv) is the total pressure 
difference across the membrane proper. However, the partial pressure 
difference (PLxi- PvYi) represents the driving force for component i, so to 
speak, albeit it may be adjusted using the idea of an "activity" difference. 

Moreover, the units should be consistent; that is, the permeability P 
should have the units of moles per unit time per unit area per unit pressure 
(or partial pressure) difference and refer to the permeability measured for 
the pure component i. As such, it would denote an overall permeability; 
that is, the membrane thickness has already been taken into account. 

The preceding is the basic form adapted for Chapter 2 and the 
following chapters, albeit the membrane area A may be incorporated into 
the permeability term for simplification purposes. 

Assuming, however, that the permeability is represented in the units 
of moles/area-time-pressure difference, then the membrane area would be 
calculated from 

A m 
Vyi 

P.(P x, - P y,) 

Again, the units should be consistent. For the permeation of a pure 
component only, this would yield the expected relationship, where y, and 
% are unity. 

Finally, it is emphasized that the subsequent membrane separation 
derivations and calculations involving two or more components should 
be~and  are--internally consistent. That is to say, for the purposes here, 
the same membrane area requirement results whether we deal with com- 
ponent i, component i, or whichever component of the feed mixture. In 
other words, the equation derivations and calculations are to be perceived 
simultaneously for each component, one to another. 

EXAMPLE 1.1 

A membrane has a nominal permeability of 20 in the standard or 
customary units of (10-9)cm3/cm2'cm Hg/cm, and a thickness of 10 g, 
or 10 microns, or 10 x 10 -6 meters, or 10 x 10 -3 millimeters, or 10 x 
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10 -4= 10 -s centimeters. Perhaps a more useful conversion is as follows" 

P/  ~" 
20(10 -9 ) 76 

10(10 -4 ) 22,414 
_ 20(0.00339)(10_6) g-moles of i 

cm - - sec- a tm 

Alternately, 

Pi - 20(0-00339)(10-6)(30.48) 2 
1 1 

453.59 14.696 

= 20(0.000472)(10 -6 ) 
lb-moles of i 

ft ~--sec-psi 

= 20(1.700)(10 -6 ) lb-moles of i 

ft 2-hr-psi 

The particular values and units used depend on the circumstance. 

E X A M P L E  1.2 

Apropos of Example 1.1, a membrane cell is to have the following 
characteristics: 

Pi = 20(10 -9) cm~/cm2-sec-cm Hg/cm 

P/= 10(10 -9) cm3/cm2-sec-cm Hg/cm 

The pressure PL on the high-pressure or reject side of the membrane 
and the pressure Pv on the low-pressure or permeate side of the membrane 
are to be as follows. 

PL = 3(10 ~) atm or 30 atm 

Pv = 2(10 l) atm or 20 atm 

For a membrane thickness of 10 gt (10 microns), the permeabilities 
convert to 

P, - 20(76/22,414)(10 -6) g-moles/cm2-sec-atm 

Pi - 10(76/22,414)(10 -6) g-moles/cm2-sec-atm 

where 7 6 / 2 2 , 4 1 4 -  0.00339. The product of the permeabilities in these 
dimensions times the pressure or pressure difference in atm yields an 
equivalent flux rate in g-moles/cm2-sec. 
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Anticipating the problem statement and results as per Example 3.1, 
the overall permeability and the pressures may be assigned arbitrary or 
unspecified dimensions such that 

P=20 Pt-3 

P~= 10 P v - 2  

For the arbitrary characteristics listed, an arbitrary permeate rate is deter- 
mined in Example 3.1 with the value V = 12.7056 for an assigned 
permeate-to-feed (V/F) ratio of 0.5, and for component i has the dimen- 
sions of overall permeability times pressure (P, Pv); that is, it is a permeate 
flux rate. In other words, considering the expression for the dimension- 
less K-value, developed in Chapter 3, if 

K i - -  

e,l'L 

v + v,I',, 

then the appropriate dimensions can be introduced as a multiplier into 
both the numerator and denominator: 

K i = 

[20(3)](10_9) 1 7___~6 (10) 
10(10 -4) 22,414 

V(10_9) 1 76 (10) + [20(2)] (10_9 ) 1 7____~6 (10) 
10(10 -4 ) 22,414 10(10 -4) 22,414 

where V= 12.7056 and [20(3)] and [20(2)] are the original values of P, PL 
and PiPv, originally with arbitrary dimensions, as in Example 3.1. (K s 
calculates to 1.138399.) 

To continue, on introducing the dimensions, the value of the total 
permeate flux rate becomes 

(12.7056)(76/22,414)(10-9/10-3)(10) = 0.4308(10 -6) g-moles/cm2-sec 

If the feed rate is, say, 1 g-mole/sec and the permeate to feed ratio is 0.5, 
then the membrane area requirement, in turn, becomes 

Area = 1(0.5) = 1.16(106) cm 
0.4308(10 -6 ) 

Similar conversions can be made to other units. 
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EXAMPLE 1.3 

The unit of permeability used in the petroleum industry for the flow 
of fluids through porous media, in oil and gas production, is the darcy. 44'4s 
Usually, the permeability of oil- and gas-producing formations is given in 
millidarcies, a millidarcy being 1/1000 of a darcy. 

The origins are in the Darcy (d'Arcy) relationship, which relates flow 
rate to the pressure gradient: 

K dP 
V ~ "  . . . .  

g dx 

where 

v = superficial flow velocity; 
K = permeability coefficient for flow through porous media; 
~t - viscosity; 
P - pressure; 
x = linear dimension opposite to the direction of flow. 

The superficial velocity is the actual volumetric rate divided by the total 
cross-sectional area normal to the direction of flow. 

A porous medium having a permeability of 1 darcy, at standard 
conditions, permits the flow of a fluid of 1 centipoise viscosity at the 
superficial rate of 1 cm/sec under a pressure gradient of 1 atm/cm. In this 
formula, v is in cm/sec, K is in darcies, }a is in centipoises (centigrams/cm- 
sec), P is in atm, and x is in cm. (A centipoise is 1/100 of a poise. A poise 
has the dimensions of g/cm-sec, whereas a centipoise has the dimensions 
of centigrams/cm-sec.) The actual units for K in darcies would be centi- 
gram-cm/atm-sec 2. 

In the English system, the superficial flow velocity is in ft/sec, the 
3 2 permeability coefficient is in f t / sec ,  the viscosity is in British viscosity 

units (BVUs) of lb/ft-sec (to convert to BVU, multiply the viscosity in 
centipoises by 6.72 x 10-4), P is in psf (lb per ft-'), and x is in ft. 

If the flow velocity is to be in ft/hr, then the viscosity is measured 
in lb/ft-hr; that is, the viscosity in centipoises is multiplied by (6.72 x 10 -4) 
(3600) = 2.42. 

Conversion may be made to the actual volumetric rate by multiplying 
by the cross-sectional area normal to flow. In turn, conversion may be 
made to the mass flow rate by multiplying the actual volumetric flow rate 
by the density of the fluid at flow conditions. Dividing by the molecular 
weight of the fluid will give the molar flow rate. 
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The conversion between K in say ft3/hr ~ and K' in darcies (or darcys) 
is given by 

K (in ft 3/hr 2) = K' (in cg-cm/atm-sec) • 

1 1 1 

100 453.6 30.48 

(14 

= K' (in cg-cm/atm-sec) x 0.00443 

that is, 

K (in ft3/hr -') - K' (in darcies) x 0.00443 
3 To obtain K in ft /sec-,  the conversion is 

K(in ft3/sec 2) = K'(in darcies) x (1/3600)2 x 0.00443 

= K'(in darcies) x 3.418(10 -~~ 

The ratio K/bt is called the mobility. Based on the Darcy concept, 
the mobility has the dimensions of cm-'/sec-atm. The mobility for porous 
media is, in fact, identical to what  is called the permeability as used in 
the nomenclature for membrane permeation. The conversion of units is, 
therefore, of interest: 

( / / K in cm- 10 -9 3 ~ x 7 6 x 1 0  -9 bt sec atm - P~ in cm 
- cm-' -sec-cm Hg/cm 

K[in darcies ) [ 10-9cm3 ) 0-9 
centipoises - P' in , . . . . . .  x 76 x 1 cm--sec-cm Hg/cm 

This value of K is properly subscripted K~ to denote the permeability to 
a component  i or I. As an example, if the membrane permeability were 

3 I3i_ 20 (10 -9) cm/cm--sec-cm Hg/cm 
then the mobility would be 

K/la = 20(10-9)(76) - 1.520(10 -6) darcies/centipoises or cm2/sec-atm 

For a gas with a viscosity of 0.01 centipoise, the corresponding 
permeability coefficient K for c o m p o n e n t / i s  

K i = 1.520(10 -8) darcies or 1.520(10 -5) millidarcies 
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This value is extremely low, since a typical permeable petroleum reservoir 
formation or rock may have a permeability on the order of as much as 
1 darcy or 1000 millidarcies or as little as, say, 10 -2 darcies or 10 milli- 
darcies, or conceivably even 10 -3 darcies or 1 millidarcy, but that is still 
many orders of magnitude greater than membrane permeability or mobility. 
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2 
Membrane Permeation Relationships 

In many respects, single-stage and multistage membrane separations 
can be viewed as analogous to steady-state flash separations and distillations, 
as derived and calculated for vapor-liquid systems. By a rearrangement of 
the membrane permeation rate or flux equation, the result is adaptable to 
the form used for vapor-liquid phase equilibrium, expressed as the K-value 
or equilibrium vaporization ratio. Therefore, in the usual notation, assuming 
perfect mixing in the respective membrane phases involved, y, = K~x,, where 
K i is the ratio of the mole fraction of a component in the permeate phase 
with respect to the mole fraction in the reject or retentate phase. This 
derivational sequence, detailed in Chapter 3, is basically connected with the 
idea of permeability in its several embodiments or units and the correspond- 
ing rate or flux relationships, which constitute the subject of this chapter. 

Both the permeate and reject phases, for the most part, are considered 
gaseous for the baseline derivations and calculations, but the methodology 
is equally applicable to gas-liquid or vapor-liquid systems, as in pervapora- 
tion, and to miscible liquid-liquid systems and solutions of dissolved solids, 
even to colloids, suspensions, and emulsions. All that is required is a math- 
ematical conversion of permeability units and values, along with component 
concentrations, to be consistent with the gas-phase format, which is 
expressed in terms of mole fractions and their partial-pressure difference as 
the driving force for permeation. 

To continue, for liquid-liquid phase equilibria per se, we may speak 
more generally of a distribution coefficient (also denotable as K or K i) 
for relating the component mole fraction composition in one liquid phase 
to that in the other. Albeit concentrations constitute the usual mode of 
expression for liquids, concentrations are transformable to mole fractions 
via the equation of state as applied to a liquid or a more-dense single 
phase. However, the membrane permeation rate or flux balance modifies 
into the same format as for gaseous systems to yield the K-value form 

33 
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for relating the permeate composition to the reject composition. All that 
is required is the conversion of permeability (or diffusivity) into the proper 
and consistent units and of concentrations into mole fractions. (For a 
pure component or mixture of constant composition, liquid compressibil- 
ity can be used to convert concentrations~that is, densities~to pressure.) 

The single-stage membrane unit becomes equivalent to a so-called 
flash vaporization. The flash vaporization calculation itself is straightfor- 
ward, with the vapor and liquid phases assumed at equilibrium, as pre- 
sented in a number of references. ~-4 The limits correspond to the dew- 
point and bubble-point calculations for vapor-liquid equilibrium, which 
are special or limiting cases for the flash vaporization calculation. The 
object, therefore, is to adapt the membrane calculation to the techniques 
for the flash vaporization calculation and thereby take advantage of the 
relative simplicity of the latter, as is demonstrated in Chapter 3. 

Other procedures and calculation techniques have been developed 
for both stagewise and differential permeation, as are presented by S.-T. 
Hwang and K. Kammermeyer, s but these are not pursued here, inasmuch 
as the analogy is to be made specific to vapor-liquid mass transfer unit 
operations. In this way, the conventions and techniques already developed 
for mass transfer operations can be more readily utilized. Note also that 
the symbols and terminology used for membrane permeation have evolved 
through the years and perforce vary from one author to another. 

In "Process Design and Optimization," R. Rautenbach explores the 
uses of cascade operations, without and with reflux, and of operations 
as a continuum. 6 These and other embodiments, and their modes of 
operation and calculation, are detailed in subsequent chapters. 

In further preview, extension can be made to cascade or multistage 
operations, provided in Chapter 4, and carried out analogously to a distil- 
lation column. The absorption and stripping factor concept or rearrange- 
ment can be employed for the derivations and calculations, as done for 
distillation. ~ The temperature, moreover, is appropriately assumed constant 
from stage to stage. This is the common assumption in absorption, for 
instance, although in distillation the temperature varies from stage to stage 
and plate to plate. 

The preceding assumes that perfect mixing takes place; that is, no 
changes in flow rate and composition across or perpendicular to the face 
of the membrane surfaces. Furthermore, the flow rates and compositions 
at the cell are to be that of the streams leaving the cell. 

Of special consideration is first to examine the cell as a continuum, 
then with the point withdrawal of permeate, and finally for both concurrent 
and countercurrent flow for the permeate and the reject phases. These are 
the subjects respectively for Chapters 5, 6, and 7. For this alternative 
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treatment, differential permeation is the mode of attack. The differential 
forms so obtained must be integrated, however, which becomes a compli- 
cating procedure in concurrent flow, and particularly for countercurrent 
flow. Hence, there is occasion for simplification and reduction, which there- 
fore are introduced. 

Lastly, Chapter 8 examines the matter of membrane reactors, which 
pertains to chemically reacting systems, either homogeneous or heteroge- 
neous (catalyzed). The selective removal of one or another of the reaction 
products by membrane permeation shifts the reaction conversion equilib- 
rium "to the right." 

In short, all these embodiments, derivations, and calculations depend 
on the units and values for the membrane permeation or permeability 
coefficients and their consistency with the membrane permeation rate or 
flux relationship. These latter matters, of permeability coefficients and 
flux relationships, are further addressed in the following sections. 

2.1 P E R M E A T I O N  RATES 

The rate of mass transfer for a component i may be said to be propor- 
tional to the gradient or difference in some generalized quantity, here called 
the absolute activity, denoted by the symbol y,. (Some other symbol can, of 
course, be used, such as )v;, but this is preempted by its use for latent heat, 
the usual problem encountered with more needs than readily available sym- 
bols.) Therefore, if the difference or gradient is zero, no net transfer occurs. 

Features of Absolute Activity 

As just indicated, absolute activity is to be such a function of com- 
position that the rate or flux for the transfer of a component i is directly 
proportional to (o~) its gradient, or difference. That is, for the unidirec- 
tional, steady-state, mass, or molar flux G; of a component i, 

Gi d~[i A7 i o ~ - ~  or G o ~ - ~  or G o~-Ay i 
dx ' Ax i 

where the x direction is opposite to the transfer direction and the incre- 
mental distance may be absorbed into the proportionality constant (or 
coefficient). Alternately, as per the last proportionality, we may speak of 
mass transfer across an interface as between phases. (We also have the 
option of speaking in terms of a volumetric rate or flux, as with a liquid 
component, or with a gas at, say, standard conditions.) 

A further feature of absolute activity is to be that its value in each of 
two phases is the same if the phases are in equilibrium. Thus, the net rate 
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of mass transfer between phases is zero if the absolute activity difference 
is zero. 

In heat transfer, the temperature serves as such a function, there 
being no heat transfer within or between phases at a constant temperature. 
Similarly, in fluid flow, pressure serves such a function, there being no 
flow at a constant pressure. 

For component mass transfer within or between phases, usage requires 
an explicit formulation, which as a boundary condition may be made 
compatible with the laws for the flow of a single component or a mixture 
of constant composition. These relationships form Darcy's (d'Arcy's) law 
for the flow of fluids through porous media and even Poiseuille's law for 
viscous flow through cylinders, tubing, or piping. The flow rate, in effect, 
is proportional to the pressure drop or gradient, depending on whether the 
fluid is a gas or liquid, which affects the density. This, in turn, affects the 
representation of the mass or molar flow rate or mass or molar flux, vis- 
fi-vis the volumetric flow rate or volumetric flux (the linear velocity). The 
conversion between representations can be made via an equation of 
state--not only for a less-dense phase, called a gas, but for a more-dense 
phase, called a liquid. The more usual deployment for the equation of state 
is in the form of the gas law, whereby a compressibility factor z is introduced 
to correlate departure from the behavior of a perfect gas and is applicable 
to what are called liquids as well as to gases or vapors. 

Diffusion 

Of prime interest here is compatibility with the steady-state, unidi- 
rectional form for Fick's law of diffusion, which may be expressed as 

where 

d c  l 
G i - - D  

' d x  

G; = mass or molar flux of a component i; 
D i = the diffusion coefficient or diffusivity for component i; 
c i = concentration of component i in mass or moles per unit volume; 
x = linear coordinate in direction opposite to flow. 

All the units are to be consistent, and the units for D i are in (distance)2/ 
time, commonly cm-~/sec in the centimeter-gram-second (cgs) sytem. The 
relationship applies to both gases and liquids and pertains to the motion 
of a component i with respect to its medium. Values for gases are typically 
around unity in cgs units and, for liquids, around 10 -s cm2/sec or less. 
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Extension to Permeability and Partial Pressure 

The medium may also constitute a membrane, whether solid or liquid; 
and the motion of a gaseous, liquid, solvated, or ionic component relative 
to and through this medium is entirely analogous to diffusion, by which 

G i - _ p  dci 
dx  

where P is the permeability coefficient, in the appropriate and consistent 
�9 ~ , 

units, here in (dlstance)-/txme, the same as for D i. The preceding is readily 
transformed to partial pressure units by introducing the equation of state 
for the mixture, designable as 

P V = z n R T  

whereby 

ni P h i _  Pxi _ PPi 
C i - - ~ - ~  _ _  _ _  

V z R T  n z R T  z R T  

where n - Zn, is the total number of moles in the mixture, P and T are 
system pressure and absolute temperature, and R is the gas constant in 
consistent units. The behavior of the compressibility factor z may vary 
widely, depending on conditions and whether the mixture is in a gaseous 
or liquid phase. The symbols Px  = pp, are used to denote partial pressure, 
where here x, is the mole fraction in the phase under consideration, 
whether gas or liquid. 

Substituting, at constant temperature, 

G i - 
,,. 

R T  dx  

Therefore, for a pure component or mixture of constant composition 
and depending on the behavior of z, the mass or molar flux within the 
membrane is proportional to the pressure gradient. For discrete changes 
across the membrane, 

A(~2--) Pi/Am 
G ~ = P R T  am = - P ' / A m z x ( - ~ ]  - R T  ~RT  A(Px~) 

where Am is the membrane thickness. The use of a mean or average value 
of z may or may not be warranted; for example, in pervaporation, where 
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the mixture changes from a liquid to a gas during permeation. The differ- 
ence A(Px) may be adapted to the particular nomenclature and symbolism 
used, as is subsequently shown. 

Phase Equilibrium and Mass Transfer 

A problem with concentration (or partial pressure) as used in Fick's 
law is that the respective component concentrations (or partial pressures) 
are different within two phases at equilibrium, save in the case of homo- 
geneous azeotropes. Therefore, this phase-equilbrium feature of absolute 
activity is not apparent. It can be accommodated, however, by assigning 
an equilibrium absolute activity to the one phase that, by definition, would 
be equal to that of the other. This accommodation is most apparent in its 
assignment to the behavior of vapor-liquid systems. 

For gases or vapors, the partial pressure is the common substitution 
for what we call absolute activity. Moreover, this is compatible with the 
idealization for mixtures that combines Raoult's law for partial pressures 
with Dalton's law; that is, 

where 

PPi = PY~ = (vP)i x 

PPi = partial pressure of component i; 
P = total system pressure; 
Yi = mole fraction of component i in the vapor phase; 
(vp)l = vapor pressure of pure component i; 
xi= mole fraction of component i in the liquid phase. 

In the form expressible as pp~- H x~, the preceding constitutes Henry's 
law (for dilute mixtures or solutions), where H i is Henry's constant for 
component i, as ordinarily obtained by experiment. Ideally, therefore, Henry's 
constant can be construed as the vapor pressure of the pure component. 

By dividing through by total pressure, the K-value form is obtained: 

(VP)i Xi - K i x  i Yi =--~-- 

This serves as a sometimes fair approximation for vapor-liquid K-value 
behavior for mixtures but is modified by experimental phase-equilibrium 
determinations, notably as systematically obtained for the lower hydro- 
carbons, and presented as charts or correlations. (This idealization based 
on Raoult's law can be adjusted to agree more closely with experiment 
by the insertion of what is called an activity coefficient, customarily also 
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designated by the symbol Yi: 

(vp), 
Yi - Yi p x i  = Ki xi  

Other terms such as fugacity sometimes enter into the formulations. We 
choose not to further digress.) 

The driving force or absolute activity difference for mass transfer 
becomes the difference 

~[i - -  ~[~" - "  PYi - PY~" - PYi - v P i x i  = PYi - P K i x i  

where 

y~- mole fraction composition in the gas phase; 
y~ -mole  fraction composition of a vapor-phase "film 

be in equilibrium with the liquid phase. 
" that would 

The flux equation for the mass (or molar) transfer of component i 
between phases can therefore be expressed as 

G i = k g P ( y  i - y ~ ) -  k g P ( y  i - K i x i )  

where kg may be called the gas-film mass (or molar) transfer coefficient 
for component i. 

For liquid-liquid systems, no such ready simplification is apparent, 
and experimental data is the rule, albeit the linear approximation some- 
times can be used for a distribution coefficient, such as (KA_B) i, whereby 
at equilibrium between two phases A and B, 

(X a )* - (Ka_B)i(xt3)i 

such that 

G i = k ~ P [ ( x a )  i -(xA)~'] = k L P [ ( x a )  i --(KA_B)(Xt3)i] 

where k L is the liquid-film mass (or molar) transfer coefficient for com- 
ponent i in partial-pressure units. Alternately, concentrations can be sub- 
stituted by utilizing the equation of state. 

For dissolved solids in (dilute) solutions, the distribution of solute 
between phases can be expressed in similar fashion, at least over limited 
intervals. 

Otherwise, the membrane analogy for Fick's law of diffusion comes into 
play, whereby the species flow rate or flux is perceived as proportional to a 
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concentration gradient or, overall, to a concentration difference but which is 
convertible into a partial-pressure gradient or difference. 

Consistency o f  Units 

Whatever the relationship used, the particular units for each symbol 
or entity must be consistent with the units for all other entities, which may 
or may not involve a conversion of units. Therefore, the units of, say, 
permeability are defined within the context of the rate or flux relationship 
used and the units of the driving force; for example, partial pressure or 
pressure times mole fraction. 

Gaseous Systems 

Accordingly, from the preceding, the absolute activity of a component 
i in a vapor or gaseous phase can be conveniently expressed merely in terms 
of the partial pressure, which is the custom. That is, in terms preferably of 
mole fractions, 

Yi - PY, 

and the units are in partial pressure. Therefore, we can speak of the mass 
or molar flux G, of a component i in the vapor or gas phase as being 
related by the following rate equation for permeation: 

Gi _ Gy i = _p  dT, = _p/d(Pyi) 
' d x  dx  

where, in this context, P; is a pointwise coefficient of permeability and 
the symbol x signifies increasing distance opposite to linear flow. 

If G i = Gy~ is to be the molar flux of a component i, it follows that 
the units for the pointwise permeability coefficient P, necessarily are 

moles of i 

time-area- PPi 

distance, 

where, for convenience, the symbol pp, denotes Py,, by definition the partial 
pressure of component i. Moles, of course, are readily converted to gas 
volume, for example, at standard conditions. Hence, gaseous permeability 
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can be expressed in terms of volume, say, in standard cc. Note that the 
mole fraction is generally considered dimensionless, albeit it is actually 
the moles of, say, a component i divided by the total moles. 

It may be observed that Fick's law for diffusion as applied to gases 
is fully equivalent to the preceding. By Fick's law, where the driving force 
is a concentration difference, 

G i - - D  dci 
' d x  

where D i is the diffusivity or diffusion coefficient in consistent units; that 
is, D i has the units 

moles of i (distance)2 

time-area- moles of i time 
volume-distance 

By the perfect gas law, commonly expressed as P V -  nRT,  it follows that 

n i _ niP 1 PYi 
C i ~ ~  - - ~  

V n R T  R T  

where the total number of moles is n = Zn,. Therefore, at a constant 
absolute temperature T, 

G; = D, d(Py,)= _p. d(Py,_____~) 

RT dx dx 

For nonideal gases and liquids, a compressibility factor must be intro- 
duced, as is subsequently shown. 

Integrated Form 
It may be observed that the gaseous integrated form involves the 

following mathematical operations, where integration is from the high- 
pressure or reject side of the membrane to the low-pressure or permeate side: 

e,,y,.-P,x, 
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where, in the terminology to be adopted, 

Pv = pressure of permeate V on the low-pressure permeate side; 
PL = pressure of reject L on the high-pressure reject side; 
Y i -  composition of permeate V; 
x i = composition of reject L. 

That is to say, the permeate stream and its rate are designated by V and 
the reject stream by L. Integrating across the membrane, between limits, 

~ dx = A m  

where Am is the membrane thickness. Therefore, correcting for the minus 
sign, 

c ,  = e, e , x , , -  P,,y, 
Am 

which is the fundamental membrane pointwise flux equation and can, in 
turn, be shown to be the same also for liquid permeation and solution 
permeation. Accordingly, the various relationships that apply for the 
separation of gases also apply to the separation of liquids and solutions. 

Note, for a pure gaseous component i, that x , -  y , -  1 such that 

Gi ~ P ~  
Am 

This form is fully equivalent to the mass or molar flux form of the 
Darcy relation for flow through porous media 3'4'7 (also see Example 1.3); 
that is, 

P, = (K/gi) p 

where, here, K is the medium permeability to fluid flow and g, is the fluid 
viscosity for component i or a mixture i of constant composition, in con- 
sistent units. The ratio of the permeability to the viscosity is the mobility, 
in the units of volumetric flux per unit pressure gradient. By multiplying 
by the fluid density, whether gas or liquid, the result is the membrane 
permeability in the corresponding and consistent mass or molar dimensions. 
That is, multiplication of the mobility by the mass or molar density p or 
Pm for the component or mixture gives the mass or molar flux form. 
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Liquid Systems 

Correspondingly, the absolute activity in a liquid phase could be 
expressed merely as 

7i = (vP)ixi or 7i - Hixi 

and the differential rate equation adapted or modified, and integrated 
accordingly. 

However, Fick's law for diffusion is also applicable to diffusion within 
liquids or by liquids, which can be written 

G i - - D i  dci 
dx  

where D i is the diffusion coefficient and c; 
that the units for D~ are again 

is the concentration. We see 

moles of i 

time-area- 

(distance) 2 

moles of i time 
volumedistance 

Note that the diffusion coefficient D i could as well be called the per- 
meability coefficient, as pertains to the flow of one substance through, 
within, or relative to another substance or medium. However, if concentra- 
tion is the driving force, arguably the coefficient D, as such can be used, by 
analogy with Fick's law. Whereas if partial pressure is the driving force, then 
permeability is more apt for component flow under a partial pressure gra- 
dient or difference. In net effect, the symbolism is interchangeable and may 
incorporate other entities, such as overall membrane thickness to yield an 
overall permeability coefficient, and the conversion between concentration 
and partial pressure. 

Here, the absolute activity can be assumed to be the concentration 
c~. On a molar basis, therefore, the units for D; are as previously noted: 

moles of i (distance)2 

time-area- 
moles of i time 

volume-distance 

which are the customary units for the diffusion coefficient or diffusivity, 
including interdiffusion, notably the diffusion of gases into gases, and also 
for diffusion of gases within liquids or solutes within liquids. Alternately, 
however, for flow through a membrane barrier, the diffusion coefficient can 
be viewed as a permeability coefficient for component i, say, Pi o r  p/0 or some 
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other symbol. (The notational possibilities are numerous, depending on the 
system under consideration. This is an argument for utilizing the same per- 
meability symbol, regardless, and define it in the context of its use in the 
particular rate or flux equation.) 

Note in passing that, for the flow of a liquid through a membrane 
barrier, the permeability behavior is commonly expressed in terms of cc or 
ml of liquid. Therefore, we may speak of a permeability coefficient p0, 
whereby the expression for, say, the molar flux 

d c  1 n D . ~  
G ' d x  

becomes 

volumetric flux of component i = 
G, = Di dci __pO dci 

(P,,,), (R,,)i dx dx 

where (Pro)/ is the molar density of component i. Accordingly the units 
for Pi ~ would be 

volume of i 

time-area- 
moles of i 

total volume-distance 

For simplicity, however, let p0 _ p,, in the units prescribed, but these must 
be consistent within the formula employed. 

Density vs. Concentration 
Incidentally, the molar density (Pro); of component i is the moles of i 

divided by the volume of the system and is therefore the molar concentration 
c~. Similarly, the mass density Pi of a component i is its mass concentration. 
The basis, of course, is a unit volume, in whatever units are employed. (For 
a pure component, the volume of component i is the same as the volume 
of the system. Generalizing, for a mixture, we can speak of the partial or 
contributing volumes of the components, which add up to the volume of 
the mixture.) 

The component concentration, moreover, can be converted to partial 
pressure (and mole fraction) via the equation of state for the total liquid 
phase, utilizing the compressibility factor, as is subsequently shown. 

Alternatively, the component density can be converted to pressure 
via the compressibility form for a (compressible) liquid, also demonstrated 
subsequently. We therefore note a distinction between what are called 
liquid compressibility and compressibility factors. 
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So lu t ion  Sys t ems  

For the flow of a dissolved (or suspended) solute species across a 
membrane, Fick's law can be presumed to hold. That is, the molar flux 
of the solute species of component i can again be represented in terms of 
the molar flux, whereby 

G i - - D  dci 
' d x  

and the units for D~ are again 

moles of i 

time-area- 

(distance) 2 

moles of i time 
volume-distance 

and D a is equivalently a permeability coefficient, representable also as, 
say, Pi o r  by some other symbol. 

However, the solute concentration can be converted to mole fraction 
via the equation of state for the liquid phase, as is subsequently shown. 

Often, an object of equal interest is the solvent component itself and 
its permeation. Considered as a pure component or mixture of constant 
composition, the solvent becomes subject to Darcy's law for flow through 
porous media. The notable solvent example is water, which most usually 
pertains to the separation operations of dialysis and reverse osmosis. 
Beyond this, water generally functions as the particulate-carrier in micro- 
filtration and ultrafiltration. 

2.2 PERMEABILITY RELATIONSHIPS 
AND UNITS 

The foregoing derivations have mostly avoided specific assumptions 
about units. Instead, the equations used may be described as having "con- 
sistent" units. For instance, the units of diffusivity or permeability must be 
consistent with the units of the other terms. 

The degree of separation and recovery, however, is independent of the 
units and depends only on relative permeability values or selectivity, although 
actual membrane size (area) depends on the particular units used. 

Therefore, if the actual numerical values for permeability, pressure, 
and flow rate are to be used, then specific units are necessarily involved, 
which in turn, determine membrane area, given the membrane thickness, 
or the overall membrane permeability. 
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Pointwise Permeability 

For a pure gas, of a single component only, commonly used units 
for the membrane pointwise permeability P; for a pure component i are 

10-9 cm3(at STP) 
-1 

sec-cm--cm Hg/cm 

that is, 10 -9 cubic centimeters (of gas corrected to standard conditions) 
per square centimeter per centimeter of mercury pressure change per 
centimeter. The last-mentioned item in the denominator is the pressure 
gradient: the total pressure drop divided by the membrane thickness. The 
units designated centimeters of mercury (Hg) per centimeter therefore 
pertain to the pressure gradient within the membrane. Alternately, these 
units are expressible as 

10 -9 c m  2 

sec-cm Hg 

which, when multiplied by the operating pressure difference in the appro- 
priate and consistent units, becomes the diffusion coefficient or diffusivity; 
here, it would be measured in 10 -9 cm2/sec. 

Other units used for the permeability of various solids to gases are 
presented in the International Critical Tables s (vol. V, pp. 76-77), as 
follows: 

10 -6  c m  2 10 -9 cm-' 
o r  

sec-atm sec-atm 

The former units are used for, say, gases through metals and rubber; the 
latter units for, say, gases through glass. To convert to the pressure units 
of cm Hg, the numerical values in the these units would be divided by 
76 cm Hg/atm. Some representative values for hydrogen taken from the 
International Critical Tables (vol. V) are furnished in Appendix 1. (Con- 
tiguous sections in vol. V furnish data about the interdiffusion of gases 
and vapors, the diffusion of dissolved solids and liquids within liquids, and 
the diffusion of dissolved solids, ions, and gases within solids, s ) As noted, 
hydrogen permeabilities increase with temperature. A side effect of hydro- 
gen is that it can dissolve into the interstices of metals, affecting the ductility 
and strength, called hydrogen embrittlement. Additionally, hydrogen is 
reactive, notably as pertains to impurities in the metal; that is, components 
and phases other than the pure metallic state itself. A prime example of 
the foregoing is with steels and their makeup. 
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(The second set of units, in the preceding equation, is obviously the 
smaller collective unit, which would be obtained from the first by a factor 
of 1000. In other words, a permeability value of, say, 2 in the first set of 
units would convert as follows: 

10 -6  c m  2 10 -9 cm 2 
2 = 2000 

sec-atm sec-atm 

Whichever set of units is preferred depends in part on the magnitude of 
the membrane permeability itself.) 

Henceforth, Pi or, say, P/is used for the permeability of an arbitrary 
component i or j; that is, both i and j denote the key components for the 
separation, especially for a two-component system but also in a multicom- 
ponent system. Inasmuch as the symbol P also is used to denote pressure, 
as is the common practice, some other symbol could be adopted for perme- 
ability, say, lower case, script, boldface, Greek, or the like. However, sub- 
scripted P and P seem self-evident, so pressure also is subscripted to provide 

1 1 

its distinguishing feature. 
Thus, P/~ stands for the higher or upstream pressure (or feed-reject 

pressure) at the membrane, and Pv stands for the lower pressure or down- 
stream pressure (or permeate pressure), with the difference P / -  Pv denoting 
the pressure-drop across the membrane proper. The analogy is akin to that 
used for phase separations. Furthermore, the usage, in the main, appears 
self-evident in context. 

The flow is stated in cubic centimeters at standard conditions of tem- 
perature and pressure; that is, in standard cubic centimeters. The emphasis 
here, therefore, is for gases rather than liquids and pertains to a pure 
component. 

The equivalent statement for the flow of liquids through membrane 
barriers involves the same units. However, the volume is in actual cc or 
ml of liquid flowing, and of course, other units for the pressure difference 
may be used. The permeability value ordinarily refers to the pure com- 
ponent and is so measured. 

Overall Permeability 

Overall permeability for the component of interest can be specified 
by dividing by the membrane thickness Am, and the corresponding result 
would be in the units of 

10 -gcm 3 10 -gcm 
9 cm--sec-cm Hg sec-cm Hg 
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where cm Hg corresponds to the total pressure-drop across the membrane 
in centimeters of mercury. Accordingly, for an assigned or affixed pressure 
drop, the generalized units for the overall permeability become that of 
(distance x time-l). 

By multiplying by a linear dimension of the membrane, the overall 
permeability would be measured as 

10-9cm 3 

cm-sec-cm Hg 

If, instead, multiplied by the total area of the membrane, the overall 
permeability would be measured as 

10-9cm 3 

sec-cm Hg 

It is understood that this relationship can be based on the unit cross- 
sectional area normal to flow; that is, on a flux relationship. 

The area of the membrane may be designated as the interfacial area 
and measured either as the inner or outer surface of the membrane or 
the mean or average, as in the case of a hollow membrane. A log mean 
value can also be adapted, in common with the practice for the conduction 
of heat through a tube wall, as previously observed. 

The permeability as measured in the cgs system may also be con- 
verted to the English system, even to the units of darcies or millidarcies, 
for the flow of fluids through porous media, as employed in the petroleum 
industry. 3,4,7 

The diffusion coefficient, or diffusivity, is used as the measure of the 
diffusion of one substance through another. The driving force is the concen- 
tration difference, via Fick's law, which can be related to the partial pressure 
difference by means of the equation of state. It is applicable to mixtures 
occurring as a common phase but can as well be applied to the case where 
the second substance is a dissolved (or colloidal) solid, say, as in dialysis. 
The dimensions for the diffusion coefficient are ordinarily (distance)2/time; 
for example, cm2/sec. Since the equation of state is implicitly involved, the 
conversion between permeability and diffusivity is more pronouncedly tem- 
perature and pressure dependent (albeit a constant temperature is generally 
assumed for membrane performance). 

Finally, inasmuch as it is usually more straightforward to work in 
moles and mole fraction compositions when material balances are involved, 
it is preferable to put the permeability on a molar basis. 
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Selectivity 

The relative permeability of one component to another is also called 
the selectivity, c~, and sometimes the permselectivity. In the customary 
notation used, 

is the permeability of component i relative to component j. It is related 
to the degree of separation that may be attained. Some representative 
values of permeability and selectivity for gases are shown in Appendix 1. 

The term selectivity is also expressed in the terms of component 
ratios, which in effect are but the permeability ratios for the pure com- 
ponents. Unfortunately, this does not necessarily mean that the compo- 
nents permeate in the same relative way in mixtures. 

Selectivity Factor 

Another concept utilized is that of the selectivity factor 13;_ i, which 
is the ratio of component concentrations in the permeate divided by the 
ratio of the component concentrations in the reject or retentate; that is, 

~i-j = 
(C,)Ll(ci)I. 

where c refers to molar or mass concentration and, in the notation to be 
used, the subscript V stands for the permeate phase and L for the reject 
or retentate phase. In terms of mole or mass fractions of a component i, 
for a binary system, 

Yi 
l - y /  

i-i X~ 

1 - x  i 

where, in the notation to be subsequently used, y is the mole or mass 
fraction of a component in the permeate phase V and x is the mole or 
mass fraction of a component in the reject or retentate phase L. The 
preferred units are therefore in terms of mole fraction, this being more 
compatible with the equation of state and other physical (and chemical) 
laws for phase behavior; plus, the mole fractions in a distinct phase always 
sum to unity. However, the literature utilizes various units, which are not 
always made clear. Representative data are shown in Appendix 1. 
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Membrane Permeability Units and Terms 
in Context 

In the derivations and examples that follow, the permeability symbol 
PI refers to any of the aforementioned classifications of units, but its par- 
ticular units are to be consistent in the context of usage. For most purposes, 
but not always, the permeability is an overall or mean permeability. 

A few examples are included at the end of the chapter to show 
various calculations for the conversions between units, as indicated 
already. Spreadsheet type calculations are shown in Appendix 2. 

Membrane Permeabilities in Mixtures 

In mixtures, the pressure dimension in the permeability coefficient 
becomes the partial pressure pps. That is, the pointwise permeability 
coefficient in a mixture will have the units or dimensions of 

moles of i 

time-area- PPi 
distance 

where, as noted previously, pp, = Py~ by definition. Similarly, the overall 
permeability coefficient has the dimensions 

moles of i 

time-area-pp i 

The practice here is not to attempt to adapt symbols to distinguish 
one kind of permeability coefficient from another (e.g., a pointwise coef- 
ficient Pi from an overall coefficient, say P~). Rather, as noted earlier, all 
coefficients are simply denoted P,, to be further distinguished by context 
of usage, with the required units or dimensions and magnitude dictated 
by that usage. 

Conversion of Liquid-Phase Permeation 
to Gas-Phase Format 

The driving force for liquid phase permeation is regarded as a con- 
centration difference (via Fick's law) rather than a partial pressure differ- 
ence. Viewed in terms of absolute activity y as the driving force (i.e., as a 
potential function), the absolute activity for a component i in the liquid 
phase is in general different than in the vapor phase (albeit at a vapor-liquid 
equilibrium condition, they must be the same). That is, the nonequilibrium 
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absolute activity in the vapor or gas phase is the partial pressure, whereas 
in the liquid phase it is judged to be the concentration. 

There are ramifications: The driving force in the liquid phase is mostly 
pressure independent, depending mainly on concentrations, whether speak- 
ing of a miscible liquid component or a dissolved solute in a solution. This 
is reported to be borne out experimentally but not conclusively. 9(pp 279-281) 

The object, therefore, is to reconcile concentration-driven liquid-phase 
or solution-phase permeation with partial pressure-driven gas-phase per- 
meation, in that the extensive relationships developed subsequently for the 
latter can be conveniently used for the former. That is, gas permeation 
relationships are to constitute the more convenient, baseline circumstance 
but are fully amenable to calculating liquid phase behavior in terms of mole 
fractions as well. 

Fundamentally, it becomes the transformation from concentration units 
to mole fraction units. And, whereas the permeation of a pure liquid may 
be expressed for instance in terms of its liquid volume per se, the permeation 
of a component (or components) from a liquid mixture requires the intro- 
duction of the idea of composition; namely, the component concentration 
or mole fraction. For the purposes here, the mole fraction is regarded as of 
more utility than component concentration. (For one thing, the totality of 
component mole fractions always sums to unity.) Therefore, the conversion 
is from concentration units to mole fraction units. 

The starting point for developing the equivalence is the nonideal gas 
law, or equation of state, which more generally can be made applicable 
to any single phase or single-phase region, whether represented as gas or 
liquid. This relationship is representable as 

P V  - z n R T  

where the customary units are 

P - pressure; 
V - volume of the system; 
n - the total number of moles present; 
R - t h e  gas constant in pressure-volume units; 
z - the compressibility factor, a measure of nonideality, which for 

an ideal gas is unity. 

The compressibility factor z is, in turn, a function of pressure and tem- 
perature and, for a pure component, depends also on the identity of the 
particular component. For a mixture, z in general depends on the identity 
of the components and their compositions. Generalized correlations are 
available, in which behavior of the compressibility factor is graphically 
represented in terms of the reduced pressure and temperature. ~~ For a pure 
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component, the reduced value is the actual pressure or temperature 
divided by the critical pressure Pc and critical temperature T ;  that is, Pr = 
P/Pc and T r - TITs. For mixtures, the pseudocriticals Pp~ and Tp~ are used, 
which are the sums of the mole fractions times the respective criticals, 
such that P r -  P/Ppc and T r = T/Tp,. 

It may be observed that the molar density p,,, is given by 

n P 

P"' V zRT 

whereas the mass density p is given by 

p - p,,, (MW) - 
(MW)P 

zRT 

where MW is used to denote molecular weight. 
By virtue of Dalton's law (or definition) for mixtures, for a particular 

component i, it may be written that its partial pressure pp, is given by 

RT 
PPi PY, Pni _ _  _ ~ - -  z n  i 

n V 

where y~ is the mole fraction of component i present in the mixture and 
n~ is the number of moles of component i present. For convenience, the 
behavior of z can be assumed to remain the same as that for the total 
mixture. Furthermore, as indicated, 

Z Hi 
n -  n i and y , -  

1 7  

More generally speaking, these equation forms may be applied to liquids 
as well as gases; that is, to any single-phase fluid, whether called a gas 
or a liquid. (Moreover, the mole fraction symbol Yi can as well be replaced 
by x i, the latter most usually pertaining to what is thought of as a liquid. 
However, in the nomenclature to be used in subsequent chapters, the 
symbol y is reserved for the permeate mole fractions and x for the reject.) 

Strictly speaking, the terms gas and liquid pertain only to an equilibrium 
between the two phases. The less-dense phase is the gas or vapor, the more- 
dense phase is the liquid. Moreover, it is possible to go from one to the other 
in P-T space by circumventing the critical point, the point reached in P-T 
space at which the vapor and liquid can no longer coexist at saturation. 
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Hence, the terminology used may be for a single-phase region, which is 
roughly compartmentalized into a superheated vapor region (less-dense 
single-phase region) and a supercooled liquid region (more-dense single-phase 
region). The region above and beyond the critical point is called the super- 
critical region. 

Note, in the foregoing, that the ratio n~/V in the expression for partial 
pressure is also the concentration c~, which is also equal to the molar 
density: 

n i _  PYi 
ci - . m  V zRT 

This provides the connection between partial pressure (that is, pressure 
times mole fraction) and concentration. Therefore, the following substi- 
tution can be made for the molar flux: 

Gi =-Di daidx - -Di 1 d(Py i) = -Pi d(PYi) 
zRT dx dx 

where the permeability P, used here is defined by the substitution. Note 
that this equation is of the same form as for gaseous permeation and that 
the symbol y~ is used for the component mole fraction in the liquid phase, 
albeit x i could be used instead. 

Accordingly, the relationships derived for gaseous permeation can be 
used for liquid permeation by suitably modifying the permeability coef- 
ficient; that is, for liquid permeation, let 

1 
Pi - D i  zRT 

Whereas the gas constant R and the absolute temperature T are known 
or given, the permeability conversion requires the determination of the 
behavior of the compressibility factor z for a liquid. 

Fortuitously, this kind of information is available, as per Part II 
of Hougen, Watson, and Ragatz's Chemical Process Principles. ~~ Figure 
13710ip. 574) shows a correlation for the compressibility factor for a saturated 
liquid in terms of reduced pressure. The value varies from near 0 up to about 
0.3 at the critical point, where the reduced pressure becomes unity. In Figure 
140,~01p. s80/the logarithmic behavior of the compressibility factor is given 
for both gases and liquids, in the one case with reduced pressure as the 
abscissa and in the other case with reduced temperature as the abscissa. 
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Since the behavior of a supercooled liquid can be assumed not to vary too 
appreciably from its behavior at saturation or phase equilibrium, the former 
correlation ordinarily suffices. 

For an overall or integrated change across the membrane between 
the liquid reject phase and the liquid permeate phase, it follows that, in 
consistent units, 

c ,  - e, . P x ,  - p, ,y; 
Am 

However, since the compressibility factor z also varies during the integra- 
tion, a mean value can be used in the permeability conversion. Thus, 

1 
Pi = Di -~R T 

where ~ is the mean compressibility factor. Since temperature is regarded 
as constant, an estimate can be made from the Hougen, Watson, and Ragatz 
correlations for z against reduced pressure (P~) for a saturated liquid. In 
logarithmic or exponential form, this correlation is approximately repre- 
sented by 

z - 0.16 I(P) 0.978 or z - 0.17(P r) 

which can be used to estimate a value for ~ from the (averaged) reject 
and permeate pressures. These expressions are of the same form as for 
gas-phase permeation. 

Liquid-Phase Density 
Note that the mass density p of a vapor or liquid phase can be repre- 

sented in term of the compressibility factor as 

MP p -  
zRT 

where M denotes the molecular weight (M - MW). If the compressibility 
behavior can be represented by the relationship 

a 
z=a(P)"  = ~ P "  

(1"pc)" 
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then it follows that 

p ~ 
MP 
a 

M(Ppc)" ]pl-,, 
a 

where the term in brackets can be regarded as a constant. 
If n - 1, then the liquid phase can be viewed as an incompressible 

fluid. However, if, say, n = 0.978 as per the more rigorous curve fit, then 
a degree of compressibility can be said to exist. 

By referencing the density to a standard density P0 at pressure P0, it 
follows that 

In fact, this expression for density may be compared with the form for 
liquid compressibility, as is subsequently shown. 

Conversion of Solution Permeation 
to Gas-Phase Format 

The conversion is essentially as performed for liquid-phase perme- 
ation, save that only the volume term is involved; that is, 

ni _ ni PYi 
C i - ' ~ - - ~ =  V znRT zRT 

P 

where Yi is the mole fraction of solute. The flux equation again becomes 

Gi_ _D s dc, = _D i 1 d(Py i) = _p~ d(Py~) 
dx zRT dx dx 

whereby 

Pi - W i  
zRT 
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For an overall change, as for liquids, 

Am 

1 
P - D ,  -~RT 

where ~ is the mean compressibility factor. Again, as an approximation 
for z, 

z = O. 16 I(P r)~ or z - O. 17(P r) 

which can be used to estimate a mean value for ~. Again, these expressions 
are the same as for both gas-phase permeation and its liquid-phase coun- 
terpart. 

Pressure-Independent Form for Liquids 
and Solutions 
It may be observed that the previously presented basic expression 

for Fick's law does not include pressure in either the differential or 
integrated form: 

G i = - D  dci = - D  Aci 
' d x  'Am 

o r  

volumetric flux = Gi _ 

~n 

Di dci = _pO dci = _pO Aci 
p,,, dx  dx  Am 

where Pm is the molar density, assumably a near constant. Accordingly, the 
flux or permeation rate may be largely independent of the pressure differ- 
ence, as indicated later in Table 2.1, albeit a pressure difference is ordinarily 
considered vital to permeation. The experiments for Table 2.1 pertain to 
pervaporation, which involves a phase change and is a composite of liquid 
permeation followed by vapor permeation. Incidentally, no material balances 
are provided; that is, for the closure of the feed utilized with the reject and 
permeate produced. Therefore, note that the permeation data for organic 
liquids has been questioned. 9tpp 278-279) 
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Effect of Compressibility Factor 
The discrepancy from the foregoing gas-phase equivalent expressions 

occurs in the introduction of the compressibility factor z via the equation 
of state, the behavior of which is accommodated by assuming a mean 
value. More properly speaking, the integration between limits in the mass 
or molar flux form should appear as 

G i = - D  i dci = - D  i Aci = - D  i 
d x  A m  

I PI I niP) 
n z R T  n z R T  permeate reiect 

Am 

or, in the previously assigned notation for the reject and permeate phases 
and multiplying through by the negative sign, 

Gi _ _ D  i dc i = _ D  i Ac_..~ _ Di 
d x  Am 

PLxi PvYi 
Z reiect R T Zpermeate R T 

Am 

whereby the behavior of z can in part tend to cancel out the behavior of 
the pressure. That is, for liquids, the compressibility factor z may be 
perceived as increasing almost linearly with P, and the ratio P/z therefore 
tends to be constant but not absolutely so. 

Reduced Pressure 
In terms of the previous data fit for the reduced pressure, making 

the substitution that z = a P  =a(P/Pt,~), where a -- 0.17, we obtain 

G i  n D i  

PLXi 

Zreie,:tR T 

Pv Yi m 

Zpermeate R T  _ D i (Ppc)reiectXi -(Ppc)permeateYi 

A m  a R T A m  

=1',- 
Am 

Accordingly, the gas-phase partial-pressure format could be used by 
substituting 

P~ - (Pn~)~i~ and Px, = (Pp~)p~m~ 

and adapting the permeability coefficient to incorporate a as indicated. 
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If the pseudocriticals for the reject and permeate are approximately 
the same or a mean value is utilized, say, - ~ , ,  then the preceding reduces to 

x . -  y. x . -  y. 
G i =  

a R T A m  A m  

with the permeability coefficient adapted or modified as indicated. 
Therefore, the flux depends more or less on a mole fraction differ- 

ence. Therefore, the preceding form could be used in the gas-phase cal- 
culations if PL = Pv  = 1, where the permeability coefficient incorporates 
(Fpc). Otherwise, PI_ = Pv = (Fp~) for the averaged mixture. 

The membrane thickness Am may, of course, be incorporated into 
the pointwise diffusion coefficient D, or the equivalent permeability coef- 
ficient Pi to obtain the overall coefficient. 

Pure Liquids or Liquid Mixtures 
of Constant Composition 
A problem in the preceding representation occurs whenever the flux 

depends mainly on a mole fraction difference for the limiting or boundary 
condition for a pure component or a mixture of constant composition. 
Under this circumstance, the pseudocritical pressure remains the same. 
Furthermore, the flow rate or flux would be required to be zero and is not 
directly proportional to the pressure difference, as required for the flow of 
fluids through porous media. It may be assumed, therefore, that this flux 
relationship in terms of pseudocritical pressures is not an allowable repre- 
sentation. 

For the special case of a pure liquid or a liquid mixture of constant 
composition, the mole fractions remain equal, such that x , -  y,, and the 
pressure-independent form equates to 0. (Similarly, for a mixture of constant 
composition, x i = y~.) This dilemma is avoided by assuming that the com- 
pressibility factor z remains the same for both reject and permeate (which, 
strictly speaking, is not the case, since the pressure varies) or by introducing 
a mean value. Then, for the mass or molar flux in consistent units, 

G i -- - D .  dCi : - D .  ACi -- W. 1 - P~, PL - Pv 
' d x ' A m  ' -~ R T A m  = Pi A m  

This result is fully equivalent to the Darcy relation for the flow of 
fluids through porous media, where, dropping subscripts for the perme- 
ability P, where P = (K/g)p, the relationship is the same as previously 
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established for a pure gas or a mixture of constant composition (also see 
Example 1.3). The ratio of the flow permeability K of the medium to the 
fluid viscosity la becomes the mobility K/la. Furthermore, the product 
(K/~)p is equivalent to the membrane permeability in terms of mass flux, 
and (K/l.ii)Pm is equivalent to the membrane permeability in terms of molar 
flux. This relationship applies to the permeation of pure components only 
or to the permeation of a mixture of constant composition. 

Liquid Compressibility 
Another option for pure liquids or mixtures of constant composition 

is to adapt the commonly used formula for the density p of a slightly 
compressible liquid in terms of its (liquid) compressibility c. TIp 42)The 
density relationship follows. 

P = P0 eC(P-e") = [P0 e-~p'' ] ecp - A e ce 

where P0 and P0 denote the density and pressure at a reference condition 
and the constant A is defined by the substitution. Alternately, for the further 
purposes here, 

P = eCtP-& ) 

P0 

in terms of the reference quantities. Furthermore, the temperature is con- 
sidered to remain at a constant value. 

The foregoing is based on the pointwise expression for the coefficient 
of volumetric expansion at constant temperature, customarily denoted by [3: 

I/ V / 
where the volume V may be based on unit mass or unit mole. For liquids, 
the values of 13 are generally small, circa 10 to 100 • [10 -6 atm -1, with the 
notation that [3 at first decreases rapidly as the pressure increases, then 
decreases more slowly as the pressure further increases. For example, hand- 
book values for eth~r alcohol are 100 megabars -~ at 23 megabars and 14~ 
and 63 megabars-" at 500 megabars and 20~ (where 1 b a r -  0.987 
atmospheres). For water, the values are 49 megabars -~ at 13 megabars and 
20~ and 43 megabars -~ at 200 megabars and 20~ 
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If the preceding relationship is integrated between limits at constant 
temperature, the result can be written as 

[3(P - Po) = In V~ = In ~ 
V Po 

whereby the usual mean or integrated expression is attained, so that 

p eBCp_8~ ) eciP_p,~ ) A -cP ~ =  = = ~ e  
P0 P0 

where the convention is adapted that, for liquids, 13 - c. (Furthermore, and 
more properly, mean values should be used for the compressibility; that is, 
[3 and ~.) 

In turn, the molar density can be represented as 

(p, , ,) i-(MW)iAe cp 

where ( M W ) i  or M i is the molecular weight of a pure component i or a 
mixture i. As noted, the molar density of a pure component i is the same 
as its concentration c,. 

It may be further noted that a first approximation for the exponential 
gives the following reduction in terms of the introduced correlation con- 
stant A: 7(pp 91-92) 

p -- A[1 + cP)] = A + A c P  

where p can be assumed approximately linear with P. 
Accordingly, the integrated form for Fick's law can be written as 

(Ci)reject --(gi)permeate [(P,,,)i ]~ject -[(Pm)i lpermeate 
G i = D  i = D  i 

A m  A m  

)reject -- Ppcrmeate 
= D i ( M W ) i A c  

A m  

This, interestingly, becomes the molar flux form of Darcy's law for the 
steady-state flow of fluids through porous media. -~p 94)The qualifications 
for Darcy's law are, however, that the fluid be a pure component or a 
mixture of a constant composition; that is, relative or selective component 
diffusion does not occur. It may be added that the constant A, as used 
here and as defined previously, has the dimensions of density. This relation 
satisfies the boundary condition that for a pure component or a mixture 
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of constant composition, Fick's law for diffusion translates to the Darcy 
form for the flow of fluids through porous media. 

Compressibility of an Ideal Gas 
For an ideal gas, if the coefficient of volumetric expansion [3 is again 

denoted as 

l( V) 
then substitution of the ideal gas law P V -  RT  yields 

P(R ) 1 
[3 - - R--T- - p-Z- - F 

and ]3 varies inversely with the pressure; this is also noted for liquids, if 
not linearly or directly, at least in substance. 

It should be emphasized that this coefficient of volumetric expansion 
at constant temperature is different than both the coefficient of volumetric 
expansion at constant pressure and the coefficient of pressure expansion 
at constant volume. 

For the record, a coefficient of volumetric expansion at constant 
pressure may be portrayed in the partial derivative form: 

0~* 

where the symbol 0 designates a temperature scale. The partial derivative 
integrates to 

V -  V 0 = ~* (O- 00) or V = Vo[1 + cr 0o)] 

where ( x -  (~*IV o and which may be more properly designated as the 
coefficient of expansion for a gas at constant pressure. 

A coefficient for pressure expansion at constant volume may be por- 
trayed by 

which integrates to 

P-Po - [3" (0 -  0o) or  P = Po[l+ ~(0-  0o)] 
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where 13 = [3*/P o and which may be more properly designated as the coeffi- 
cient of pressure expansion for a gas at constant volume. 

Both coefficients ot and ]3 are utilized in gas thermometry and, in 
fact, form the basis for the perfect gas law. lltpp" 62ff.)In the centigrade or 
Celsius scale, it is found that, at more ideal conditions of lower pressure 
(and moderate temperatures), 

1 1 
ot - ~ and ]3 - 

273 273 

Based on this observation, it follows that, at constant pressure and con- 
stant volume, 

V _ 273 + (t - 0) and P _ _ 273 + (t - 0) 

V o 273 Po 273 

where t denotes the temperature in the centigrade or Celsius scale and 
the reference condition is at 0~ Therefore, a new temperature scale T 
is indicated where 

T = 2 7 3 + t  and T O - 2 7 3 + 0  

The further manipulations to yield the perfect gas law are shown in the 
reference. For instance, 

3 T )  T o T 
and 

a T ]  _ T o T 

such that 

/ ) / T T 
aT d V +  -3P d P - - - d V + - - d P  d T -  ~--ff e ~, V P 

where the latter perfect differential rearranges to 

which integrates to 

dT  dV dP 

T V P 

In T + In R = In V + In P or P V = R T 

where ln R (or R) is introduced as the constant of integration. 
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Since ]3 is customarily used to denote both the coefficient of pressure 
expansion for a gas and the coefficient of volumetric expansion for a 
liquid, here the latter usage is replaced by the symbol c. 

Relation of Liquid Compressibility to Compressibility 
Factor Behavior 
The aforementioned integrated expressions for the density ratio for 

liquid compressibility and compressibility factor behavior may be equated 
as follows: 

- P , , l - n  

Taking the natural logarithm, 

c(P - Po)- (1 - n)ln(P/P o) 

it may be noted that it is required that i > n, as previously developed 
from a curve fit for the compressibility factor for liquids (where n = 0.978). 
The inference is that either c or n (or both) must be a function of pressure. 

Taking the first term of the restricted logarithmic expansion, however, 

ln(P/Po) " (P/Po) - 1 for 0 < (P/Po)<_ 2 

yields 

P-P0 
c ( P -  Po) ~ (1- n)  

P0 

where 

1mr/ 
C--- 

P0 

By this particular route, the liquid compressibility c can be calculated 
from n and P0, the pressure at the standard reference condition. Other- 
wise, c would be a function of pressure and inversely so, as it is, anyway, 
based on the experimental evidence in the handbooks. 

Since the standard reference condition can be assumed arbitrary, this 
relationship would constitute a means for estimating a standard reference 
pressure Po from known values of c and n. In other words, nothing has 
been gained. 
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Merely as an exercise, if as previously estimated by a curve fit, 1 - n - 
1 - 0 . 9 7 8  - 0 . 0 2 2  and c -  100(10 -6) atm -~ then P 0 -  220 atm 

Pointwise behavior is more revealing. If 

l( V) 
c - ~ - -  V - ~  ~ 

then for a mole of nonideal gas, at constant temperature, where P V -  zRT, 

d(ZRT) 
1 -- i f -  1 d(z/P) d ln(z/P) 

zRT dP z/P dP dP 

o r  

C, = - - ~  

1 (1 dz z ) . . . .  1 dz 1 = d lnz 1 
z/P P dP p2 = z dP ~--P dP ~-P 

Extending the representation to a single, more-dense phase (what 
we think of as a compressible liquid), if the compressibility factor at 
constant temperature can be represented by 

then 

z=aP" or l n z - n l n P + l n a  

C. = 
n 1 1 - n  

P P P 

Thus, the pointwise value for the liquid compressibility would be inversely 
proportional to the pressure and zero for an incompressible fluid (where 
n -  1). Furthermore, for a perfect gas, n -  0. 

Adaptation to Gas-Phase Format 
The integrated relationship for gas-phase permeation has been pre- 

viously given as 

c ,  - e, P, x, - evy, 
Am 
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And, as has been shown, the integrated relationship for the liquid-phase 
permeation of mixtures can be presented as 

PLxi PvYi 
Gi = Wi Zrej ect Zp ermeate Wi PLXi - VvYi PLXi - PvYi 

R T Am = ~R T Am = Pi Am 

where z is pressure dependent at constant temperature. The substituted 
permeability coefficient Pi is in the appropriate corresponding and con- 
sistent units: 

moles of/-distance 

time-area- 
moles of i 

mole 

This permeation relationship can be used in the separation calcula- 
tions for liquid mixtures by assuming that Pi = Di/zRT in the gas-phase 
format and all units are consistent, with the permeability incorporating 
the averaged or mean compressibility factor for the reject and permeate. 
Using the mean compressibility factor partially offsets the effect of pres- 
sure difference on the flux relationship for component i. In other words, 
the permeability coefficient itself can be perceived as dependent on the 
initial pressure PL and final pressure P~, and changes with the particular 
operating conditions. 

Furthermore, the boundary condition is satisfied that, for a pure liquid 
or liquid of constant composition, the flow or flux is directly proportional 
to a pressure difference. That is, Darcy's law for the flow of fluids through 
porous media is accommodated. However, the permeability value per se 
changes with each particular circumstance. 

Membrane Areas for Mixtures 

Interestingly, membrane permeabilities are generally measured and 
specified for each pure component as such, even though the permeabilities 
for each component in a mixture may have been found to be less than for 
the respective pure components, as annotated by Lee and Minhas. ~2 

(The analogy is with deviations from Raoult's law for vapor-liquid 
equilibria, where ideally the vapor-phase partial pressure for each compo- 
nent of a mixture is equal to the vapor pressure of the pure component 
times its liquid-phase mole fraction. In further explanation, the vapor-phase 
partial pressure is equal to the total system pressure times the component 
mole fraction in the vapor phase. In practice, however, usage requires the 
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introduction of an "activity coefficient" for each component to accommodate 
this departure from ideality. Furthermore, and strictly speaking, the behavior 
of these activity coefficients varies with temperature, pressure, composition, 
and the particular components making up the mixture. The most orderly 
representation is with mixtures of the lighter hydrocarbons, say, methane 
through heptanes, in terms of the so-called K-values or equilibrium vapor- 
ization constants or ratios~read coefficients. This representation is most 
orderly well away from the critical region for the mixture.) 

Consider, therefore, a mixed permeate phase V, which also signifies 
the molar flow rate. If the mole fraction of a component i present in the 
permeate phase is designated Yi and the mole fraction present in the feed- 
reject phase L is denoted by x i, then the permeation relationship should 
presumably be of the basic form 

Vyi - Pi(P~xi - Pvyi)A 

where A is the membrane interfacial area and (PL- Pv) would be the total 
pressure difference across the membrane proper. However, the partial pres- 
sure difference (PLXi -  PRY,) represents the driving force for component i, 
so to speak, albeit it may be represented otherwise using the idea of an 
"activity" difference. 

Moreover, the units are to be consistent; that is, here the permeability 
Pi has the units of moles per unit time per unit area per unit pressure (or 
partial pressure) difference but refers to the permeability measured for 
the pure component i. As such, it denotes an overall permeability; that 
is, the membrane thickness has already been taken into account. 

The preceding is the basic form adapted for Chapter 3 and the following 
chapters, albeit the membrane area A may be incorporated into the perme- 
ability term for simplification purposes. 

Assuming, however, that the permeability is represented in the units 
of moles/area-time-pressure difference, the membrane area is calculated 
from 

A 
Vyi 

8 (I', x, - P,,y,) 

Again, the units are to be consistent. For the permeation of a pure com- 
ponent only, this yields the expected relationship, where y~ and xl are 
unity. 

Finally, we emphasize that the subsequent membrane separation der- 
ivations and calculations involving two or more components should b e ~  
and are--internally consistent. That is to say, for the purposes here, the 
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same membrane area requirement results whether we are dealing with 
component i, component j, or any other component of the feed mixture. 
In other words, the equation derivations and calculations are to be simul- 
taneous for each component. 

Spreadsheet-type calculations corresponding to the following exam- 
ples are presented in Appendix 2. 

E X A M P L E  2.1 

A membrane has a nominal pointwise permeability of 20 in the stan- 
- 9  3 ~ �9 dard or customary units of 10 cc(STP)/sec-cm--cm Hg/cm, as previously 

set forth, and a thickness of 10 P or 10 microns, 10 x 10 -6 m ,  or 10 • 
10 -3 0 .4 0 -5 mm, or 10 x 1 - 1 cm. A perhaps more useful conversion for 
the overall permeability is as follows, as per Example 1.1" 

Pi ~ 
20(10 -9 ) 76 

10(10 -4 ) 22,414 
= 20(0.00339)(10_6)g-moles of i 

cm--sec-atm 

where 22,414 is standard cc/g-mole at 1 atm pressure and 0~ (and 
76/22,414 - 0.00339). Alternately, 

Pi = 20(0"00339)(10-6)(30-48) 2 ~  
1 1 

453.59 14.696 

= 20(0.000472)(10 -6 ) 
lb-moles of i 

ft2-sec-psi 

= 20(1.700)(10 - 6  ) 
lb-moles of i 

ft2-hr-psi 

lb-moles of i - 34(10 -6 ) 
ft2-hr-psi 

Hence, there is a choice of values and units, depending on the circum- 
stance. 

E X A M P L E  2.2 

Apropos of Example 2.1, a membrane cell is to have the following 
p0intwise permeabilities to components i and j: 

Pi - 20(10 -9) cm3/cm2-sec-cm Hg/cm 
3 Pj - 10(10 -9) cm/cm--sec-cm Hg/cm 
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The pressure PL on the high-pressure or reject side of the membrane and 
the pressure Pv on the low-pressure or permeate side of the membrane 
are as follows: 

P L -  3(10~) atm or 30 atm 

Pv - 2(10 ~) atm or 20 atm 

For a membrane thickness of 10 lU (10 microns or 10 x 10 -4 cm), the 
pointwise permeabilities convert to overall permeabilities of 

P i  - 20(76/22,414)( 10 -6) g-moles/cm-'-sec-atm 

Pi - 10(76/22,414)(10 -6) g-moles/cm~--sec-atm 

where again the number 22,141 is the standard in cc/g-mole (at 1 atm 
pressure and 0~ and where 76/22,414 =0.00339). Therefore, the product 
of the permeabilities in these dimensions times the pressure or pressure 
difference in atm yields a corresponding flux value in g-moles/cm2-sec: 

G i - 20(76/22,414)(10-6)(30 - 20)= 0.678(10 -6) g-moles of i/cm-'-sec 

G i - 10(76/22,414)(10-6)(30 - 20) = 0.339(10 -6) g-moles of j/cm-'-sec 

Anticipating the problem statement and results to be used in Example 
3.1 of Chapter 3, for a single-stage separation, the overall permeabilities 
and the pressures may be assigned as yet arbitrary or unspecified dimen- 
sions such that 

P i -  20 PI. - 3 

Pi - 10 P~. - 2 

In other words, the units or dimensions may be assigned after the calcu- 
lations rather than before. Furthermore, the arbitrary or relative values 
are all that are needed to determine the degree of separation attainable, 
as demonstrated in Example 3.1. The absolute values are needed only for 
determining the membrane area, the object of this exercise. 

As per Example 3.1, for the arbitrary characteristics so listed, an arbi- 
trary permeate rate is determined with the value V"= 12.7056 for an assigned 
permeate to feed (V/F) ratio of 0.5 and, for component i, has the dimensions 
of overall permeability times pressure (P;P~.); that is, it will be in the dimen- 
sions of permeate flux, as per the following derived equation from Chapter 3. 

To continue, consider the expression for the dimensionless K-value or 
permeate-reject composition distribution function as derived in Chapter 3, 
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where 

K I  ~ 
1,8 

V" + eie, 

As in Example 1.2, the appropriate dimensions can be introduced as a 
multiplier into both the numerator and denominator: 

K i =. 

[20(3)](10_9) 1 76 (10) 
10(10 -4 ) 22,414 

V,,(10_9) 1 76 (10) + [20(2)] (10_9 ) 1 76 (10) 
10(10 -4) 22,414 10(10 -4 ) 22,414 

=1.138399 

where V" = 12.7056, as per the calculations of Example 3.1, and [20(3)] 
and [20(2)] are the original values of PiPI and PiPv in terms of the 
arbitrary dimensions, as used in Example 3.1. 

To continue, on introducing the dimensions, the value of the total 
permeate flux becomes as in Example 1.2: 

(12.7056)(76/22,414)( 10-9)/(  10 -4) - 0.4308( 10 -6 ) g-moles/cm2-sec 

If the feed rate is, say, 1 g-mole/sec and the permeate to feed ratio 
is 0.5, then the membrane area requirement again becomes 

Area - 1(0.5) = 1.16(10 6 ) c m  ~- 
0.4308(10 -6) 

per gram-mole of feed/sec. Similar conversions can be made to other units. 

EXAMPLE 2.3 

The units for membrane permeability behavior in liquid systems may 
be converted to the gaseous phase format as follows. A distinction must 
be made, however, for whether the system is a mixture or a pure com- 
ponent. Furthermore, every situation is liable to be different, depending 
on the kind of information supplied and the particular units involved. 

Mixtures 

Consider the previously derived formula, 

D P,x; - P,.y, p..P, x, .-  P,,y; 
G i  - -  __ 

-~R T Am Am 
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where D; is the liquid phase pointwise permeability coefficient or diffusion 
coefficient for component i in concentration units. Furthermore, the com- 
pressibility factor z may be approximated by z = aP upward toward the 
critical point, where a has the value of-0 .17,  as was obtained from a data 
fit for the compressibility factor of liquids in terms of the reduced pressure 
(assuming constant temperature). For the record, for a mixture, the pseudo- 
critical is the summation of the criticals times the corresponding mole frac- 
tions. This equation is compatible with the gas phase format, but requires 
that a mean or average value be introduced for the compressibility factor. 

As an illustration of the conversion calculations involved, consider the 
information contained in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 for the n-heptane-isooctane 
system using a membrane of 1 mil thickness, for operating conditions of 
100~ or 212~ (with liquid feed and vaporized permeate, constituting 
the composite behavior called pervaporation).  The permeate flux was 
apparently found to be independent of the feed-reject pressure. This may 
or may not be contradictive. 

Some properties for the individual components n-heptane and isooc- 
tane are tabulated and compared as in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 (which obviously 
form closely boiling mixtures). The feed-reject inlet pressure is 15 psig or 
30 psia in one case and 115 psig or 130 psia in the other. 

Some useful and appropriate determinations for the feed-reject and 
permeate are as follows, albeit no material balances (and their closure) 

Table 2.1 n-Heptane and Isooctane Properties 
i ,  i i 

Boiling Point 

Specific Pc at 1 atm 
Component Gravity (in psia) M W  ~  ~  

Vapor Pressure 
at I O0~ (37.78~ 

n-Heptane 0.6883 396.8 100.2 209.16 98.42 1.6201 psia 
Isooctane 0.6962 372.5 114.2 210.63 99.24 1.7089 

Table 2.2 Pressure-Independence for Liquid-Phase Permeability and Selectivity 
| 

i i 

Feed Pressure 15 psig 115 psig 

Operating temperature 

Feed composition 

Permeate composition 

Permeate flux 

100~ 

50 vol % n-heptane 
50 vol % isooctane 

75 vol % n-heptane 
25 vol % isooctane 

140 gal/sq ft-hr x 103 

100~ 

50 vol % n-heptane 
50 vol % isooctane 

75 vol % n-heptane 
25 vol % isooctane 

140 gal/sq ft-hr x 103 

Source: Adapted from Kesting 9~p 2si~ based on data from R. C. Binning, R. Lee, J. E 
Jennings, and E. C. Martin. "Separation of Liquids by Permeation through a Membrane." 
Ind. Eng. Chem. 53 (1961), p. 45. 
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are furnished. For the material balances of prime importance, as shown 
in Chapter 4, the data are as follows. 

Feed-Reject 

Composition: 50 vol % n-heptane; 50 vol % isooctane. 
Mass fractions" 

n-heptane" 
50(0.6883) 34.42 

50(0.6883) + 50(0.6962) 34.42+34.81 
=0.497 

isooctane: 50(0.6962) = 0.503 
50(0.6883) + 50(0.6962) 

Mole fractions" 

50(0.6883) 
100.2 0.3434 

x i 
50(0.6883) 50(0.6962) 0.3434+0.3048 

+ 
100.2 114.2 

= 0.530 

50(0.6962) 

100.2 
X . - -  

50(0.6883) 50(0.6962) 
+ 

100.2 114.2 

Specific gravity: 

- 0 . 4 7 0  

50(0.6883) + 50(0.6992) 

100 
=0.6923 

Molecular weight: 

100.2(0.530) + 114.2(0.470) = 106.8 

Permeate 

Composition: 75 vol % n-heptane; 25 vol % isooctane. 
Mass fractions" 

51.62 
n-heptane: - 0.748 

51.62+17.41 

17.41 
isooctane: - 0.252 

51.62+17.41 
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Mole fractions" 

Yi  ~ 
0.5152 

0 .5152+0 .1524  
=0.772 

Yi - 0.228 

Specific gravity: 

75(0.6883) + 25(0.6962) 

100 

Molecular weight: 

=0.6903 

100.2(0.772) + 114.2(0.252) = 103.4 

Pseudocritical Pressures 

Feed-Reject: 396.8(0.530) + 372 .5 (0 .470) -  385.4. 
Permeate: 396.8(0.772) + 372 .5 (0 .228) -  391.3. 
Mean or average value: (P>)-  388.4 psia. 

Flux Relationship 

Total permeate liquid volumetric flux: 0.14 gal/hr-ft 2 
Total permeate molar flux" 

G - 0.14 gal 1 
hr-ft 2 7.48 gal/ft ~ 

62.4(0.6903)lb/ft 3 
103.4 lb/mole 

=0.00780 
lb-moles 

hr-ft 2 

Point permeability relationship for component i: 

/',xi /',y, 
G i - G y  i - P 

A m  

where Pi is a composite value for liquid permeation succeeded by 
vapor permeation and involves the mean or average compressibility 
factor. Substituting, where A m -  1 m i l -  10-; in. = 0.833(10 -4) ft: 

0.00780(0.772) - P i 
Pz (O.53)  - Px , (0 .73 )  

0.833(10 -4 ) 

where it will be assumed, for the purposes here, that that PI >> Pv. 
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The two cases are as follows, illustrating the determinat ion of the 
permeability and the diffusivity or diffusion coefficient: 

P L -  30 psia. Solving for P,, 

P/ 
0.00780(0.772)(0.833)(10 -4 ) lb-moles of i 

= 0.0003153(10 -4) 
30(0.53) hr-ft 2 - psia/ft 

For the feed-reject, neglecting the permeate,  

30 
- = 0 . 0 7 7 8  

/'~ 385.4 

where 

z - a Pr - 0 .17(0 .0778) -  0.0132 
0.0132 

and ~ -. ~ = 0.0066 
2 

Utilizing the mean compressibility factor, the diffusivity becomes 

D i - Pi~RT-  0.0003153(10-4)(0.0066)(10.73)(100 + 273)(1.8) 

ft 2 
= 0 . 0 1 5 ( 1 0 - 4 ) ~  

hr 

where R - 10.73 in the units of psia-ft3/~ In the cgs system, 

D i - 0 . 0 1 5 ( 1 0  -4) [12(2-54)] 2 = 0.0039(10 -4) - 0.39(10 -6) c__~ 2 
3600 sec 

P L -  130 psia. Solving for Pi, 

P/ ~" 
0.00778(0.772) (0.833)(10 -4 ) 

130(0.53) 
= 0.0000730(10 -4 ) 

lb-moles of i 

hr-ft2-psia/ft 

For the feed-reject, neglecting the permeate,  

130 
= = 0 . 3 3 7  

P~ 385.4 

where 

z - a Pr = 0 .17 (0 .337) -  0.0573 and Z ~ ' ~  
0.0573 

= 0 . 0 2 8 6  
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Utilizing the mean compressibility factor, 

D i - -  Pi-~RT = 0.0000730(10-4)(0.0286)(10.73)(100 + 273)(1.8) 

f t  2 
= 0.015(10-4) ~ 

hr 

where again R = 10.73 in the units of psia-ft3/~ In the cgs system, 

D i --- 0.015(10 -4) 
[12(2.54)] 2 = 0.0039(10_4)_ 0.39(10_6) cm~ 

3600 sec 

Comparison 
Interestingly, the same result for the diffusivity D, is obtained for 

inlet feed-reject pressures of 15 and 115 psig. 
If a true steady-state condition exists, then according to the compo- 

nent flux balances, 

Gy i = Pi 
- Y , )  o r  

m 

(PIAm)(Pp<) 
= __ X i = K i x  i 

Y' G + (PilAm)(Ppc) 

V .  m 

GYi --~m(Ppc)(Xi-Yi) or Yi - 

J 

(P~IAm)(Pt,<) 
_ x - KiN i G + (P~IAm)(Pp<) i 

These expressions are of the same form as those derived in Chapter 3, 
save G - V" and the mean pseudo reduced pressure (Pp<), in the numerator, 
is the feed-reject pressure PL and, in the denominator, is the permeate pressure 
Pv. 

Since the experimental data show that K , -  75/50 = 1.5, there is 
obviously a contradiction with the previously derived relation, which 
requires that K i < 1. The inference is that the feed-reject pressure should 
be used in the numerator and the permeate pressure should be used in 
the denominator, where 

G = G, + G i - Gy, + Gyi - (P/Am)(Pt .x  , - P~,y,)+ (Pi/Am)(PLxi - PvYi) 

= PL [x~(Pi/Am) + x1(P/Am)] -  Pv[yi(P/Am)+ y1(P/Am)] 

which is consistent with Pc > Pv" Accordingly, the liquid compressibility 
relationships should be retained. 

It is significant to note that Kesting comments about disputes regard- 
ing liquid permeation. 9(pp 278-279)Some workers have claimed that the 
principles of gas permeation do not account for the high liquid permeation 
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rates observed. Others counter, "contending that difficulties attendant 
upon the measurement of pressures and temperatures of saturated vapor, 
of removing vapor from the product side of the cell, and of maintaining 
steady-state conditions account for the anomalous results sometimes 
reported." Nevertheless, Kesting agrees that there is great potential for 
the separation of organic liquids. 

Pure Components  

For the permeation of a pure liquid component, x; = y, = 1, negating 
the use of the permeation relationship developed for mixtures. Moreover, 
the averaged pseudo pressure becomes but the critical pressure for the 
pure component. That is, for a pure component, the pseudocritical pres- 
sure is P p , -  Pc, the critical pressure of the pure component. 

However, the permeability relationship may instead be expressed in 
terms of a mean or averaged compressibility factor g for the reject and 
permeate pressures, as also previously derived: 

G, = -D.  dC--L = -D,  Ac----a- = D, 1 P~_ - Pv = p. Pt_ - Pv 
' d x  Am -~RT Am Am 

This is the flow permeability form, corresponding to the Darcy relation- 
ship for flow through porous media. (Alternately, the flow permeability 
relationship may be developed in terms of the liquid compressibility, as 
also previously derived.) Here, of course, PL > Pv" 
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13 
Single-Stage Membrane Separations 

Consider the following membrane stream juxtaposition, by analogy 
with a phase separation, as diagrammed in Figure 3.1. The conditions 
and compositions for each stream do not change with position; the 
circumstance is called perfect  mix ing,  and the conditions and composi- 
tions do not change with time, signifying a steady state. 

The mole fraction compositions y; and x; are therefore uniform on 
each side of the membrane, where the subscript i denotes components 1, 
2, 3, ..., k. The respective steady-state molar stream rates are denoted F, 
L, and V. These may designate the total flow rate of the each stream or 
be a flux rate based on the membrane area. 

Stream F denotes the feed, stream V the permeate, and stream L the 
reject. Ordinarily, all phases are to be gaseous, but alternately all may be 
liquids; that is, no phase separations per se are involved. Furthermore, 
the system is nonreacting. The kinds of calculations involved are presented 
in a number of references, as applicable to phase separations, at equilib- 
rium, between liquids and gases or vapors. '- '  By a fortuitous circum- 
stance in the representations, the same methodology can be applied to 
membrane separations. 

The material balances are 

F - L + V  

F(x~)i = L x  i + Vy i 

where 

Furthermore, 

E (x~)l - 1 y x i = 1 E y  i = 1 

(L + V)(x~),- Lxt § Vyl 

77 
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Pv 

F(x l, x, I PL 

I Lxi 

Figure 3.1 Single- 
stage membrane 
separation with 
perfect mixing. 

whereby 

L Yi -(xr) i  
V (x~) , -x ,  

o r  

Yi ----Xiv + +1 (xr) ̀  

This is a straight line in Yi-Xi space, with the slope (-L/V) and the y 
intercept at [L/V + 1](xF) / for constant parameters of V, but which in 
general is a variable. 

The membrane rate balance is, for each component i, 

v y ,  - 8 ( I ' i x ,  - P,,,yi)A 
where here 

P~ = overall membrane permeability to component i in moles per unit 
time per unit area per unit pressure difference or partial pressure 
difference; 

P~ = system pressure on the high side; 
Pv = system pressure on the low side; 
A - membrane area perpendicular to flow; preferably based on the 

permeate side. 

It is understood that the feed pressure Pr is higher than or approximately 
equal to PL, so that the flow is sustained. 

The foregoing rate equation can alternately be expressed in terms of 
the permeate flux, designated as V " -  V/A or as G - V/A. Therefore, in 
consistent units, 

V"Y i -  P,(PLxi- P~Yi) 
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As a further note, the membrane permeability to a component i is most 
likely determined experimentally, using only pure component i. In the 
application to mixtures, the projection is made that the same value for 
the permeability can be used if the driving force is in terms of the partial 
pressure of the component i. 

It may be further observed that 

This serves as an expression for the variable V " -  V I A  in terms of y~ 
a n d  x i. 

Since F = V + L and F(x~-) , -  Vy i + L x  i it follows that either V or Yi 

or x i can be eliminated as a variable or variables. 
Note also that 

Hence, the mole fraction can also be expressed in terms of pressure and 
permeability. 

3.1 T E R M S  A N D  U N I T S  

It is understood that, if the membrane permeability is in the units 
of moles/time, then the flow rate L is in moles per unit time per unit 
membrane area. (The other flow rates would also be based on membrane 
area.) In turn, the notation L may be replaced by the flux G~; that is, the 
flow rate may be placed on an areal basis. 

If the units of permeability are in volume per unit time, then the 
flow rates are in volume per unit time, though adjustments or accommo- 
dations must be made for the pressure (and temperature). 

If the total permeate flow rate is given by V, say, the component flow 
rate can be designated as 

V/= Vy i 

whereas the corresponding flux rate for component i in the permeate 
phase can be written as (Gx,)i = (Gx:)y i = V " y  i. For the flux of component i 
in any phase, in general, the symbol G i would suffice. 

Membrane permeability is customarily based on pressure drop per 
unit membrane thickness. The overall permeability then becomes the 
permeability as per unit thickness divided by the thickness. Therefore, as 
the membrane thickness increases, the overall permeability decreases. 
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As previously stated, the units commonly used for pointwise mem- 
brane permeability (or mobility) are 

10 -9 cm3/sec-cm'--cm Hg/cm 

where the unit term cm Hg/cm represents the partial pressure drop in 
3 centimeters of mercury per unit membrane thickness. The volume in cm 

is at standard conditions. 
The relative permeability, one component to another, has also been 

defined as the selectivity 0~. Therefore, 

is the permeability of component i relative to component j. The term 0~ 
will not be further employed as such. 

A relative permeation flux q) or ~,-i may be defined for the permeate 
phase as 

(p o r  ~ i - j  = (Gv)il(Gv)1- V"YilV"Yi= VYi/VYi 

The relative permeation flux, in general, differs from the selectivity and 
depends on the composition as well as the pressure. It is also a term that 
will not be employed further. 

3.2 M O L E  F R A C T I O N  R E L A T I O N S H I P S  

It follows from rearranging the rate balance for a component i that 

Y ,  - 

OF 

Yi - Kix ~ 

where K~ is defined by the substitution. This represents a straight line in 
y~-x, space with slope K,, extending from the origin for constant param- 
eters of the variable V". It is of the same notation and symbolism as the 
equilibrium vaporization ratio or K-value encountered in the representa- 
tion of vapor-liquid equilibria and may be called the permeation coeffi- 
cient or distribution coefficient for component i. 

It may be observed that the units for V" are the same as for both 
V/A and Pi Pv, where in its usage P, refers to the overall permeability rather 
than the pointwise permeability; that is, strictly speaking, the comparison 
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of units is as follows, for V" versus Pi Pv: 

total moles moles of i 

time- area time-area-pp i 
vs. (total pressure) 

moles of i (total pressure) - total moles 

time-area-{ total pressure) 
moles of i time-area 

total moles 

where for convenience pp, denotes the partial pressure of component i. 
Note in particular that the ratios of values as just represented is not 

the selectivity, as would be defined by the permeability ratios; that is, by 
~i-i = P//P/" Furthermore, the selectivity as used here is different than the 
concept of relative volatility, which would be the ratio of the K-values, 
one to another. Furthermore, the ratio of the K-values so determined is 
lower than would be suspected from the ratio of the permeabilities. The 
implication is that the ensuing permeability separations are much less 
sharp than would be suspected from the permeability ratios or selectivities. 

In other words, the presence of the parameter or variable V", notably, 
affects these ratios of K-values; that is, 

K, _ PPL V" + PPv _ P,. 1 + P (Pv IV") 

t(; I',. l+P,G/v")  

Furthermore, the relatively larger is the value of V', the more likely that 
the K ratio, as designated previously, approximates the permeability ratio. 
The relatively smaller is the value of V", the more likely that the K ratio 
approaches unity. Last, the K ratio must be greater than unity for a 
separation to occur. 

The foregoing provides a prime reason for the fact that single-phase 
or pure component permeabilities do not necessarily pertain to mixtures, 
as noted and referenced at the end of Section 2.2 of Chapter 2. That is, the 
effective permeability for the components in mixtures tend to be less, or much 
less, than for the permeability of the pure components determined alone. 

The parameter or variable V" has the dimensions of permeability 
times pressure, as previously observed in terms of moles. However, in 
terms of the total gas volume permeated, using the pointwise permeability 
and dealing with volume fractions, V" has the dimensions of, say, 

c m  3 c m  2 

1 sec 
c m  

c m  2 - s e c -  
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which, interestingly, are the customary units for the diffusion coefficient 
or diffusivity. 

It should be further emphasized, however, that, if the permeability 
is expressed as the overall permeability (by dividing by the membrane 
thickness in cm), then V" has the net dimensions of velocity: 

3 
c m  c m  

cm--sec sec 
3 If the volumetric permeate flow in standard cm is converted to g-moles 

(by dividing by 22,414 standard cm3/g-mole), the dimensions, of course, are 

g-moles 
*) 

cm--sec 

which are the dimensions for molar flux. In this way, say, the membrane 
area can be related to, or determined from, the molar flux; that is, A - V/V" 
in consistent units, as is illustrated in an example at the end of the chapter. 

Bubble-Point Type Determination 

Note that, when V/F -4 0, it is required that 

+PIP,, 
X i 

This would correspond to the bubble-point calculation as performed for 
vapor-liquid equilibrium, the object being to determine the temperature 
at a given pressure, or vice versa, whereby the first "drop" of vapor ensues 
from the vaporization of the liquid phase; that is, it would correspond 
to a point or locus of points on the saturated liquid curve. 

Here, however, the situation corresponds to the circumstance where 
the first "drop" of permeate ensues. Or, if the permeate rate is to be finite, 
then both the feed and reject must be infinite or increase without limit. 
In other words, all the feedstream is rejected, albeit an infinitely small 
amount of permeate phase would be produced. 

Observe that the composition of the permeate is y,, whereas the 
composition of the reject x, is the same as that of the feed. 

Dew-Point Type Determination 

Alternately, 

y, _ v "  + e A ,  
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This corresponds to the dew-point calculation as performed for a vapor- 
liquid equilibrium condition; that is, it corresponds to a point or locus 
of points on the saturated vapor curve as distinguished from the saturated 
liquid curve. (For a single or pure component, they are the same.) 

In permeation, however, this corresponds to the case where all the 
feedstream goes through the membrane; hence, the permeate rate equals 
the feed rate and the reject rate is nil~albeit  the composition x i pertains 
to the (infinitesimal) "drop" of reject produced whereas the composition 
y~ is the same as that of the feed. 

It may be added, however, that these representations and calculations 
pertain to nonequilibrium behavior for the membrane permeation of the 
components of gaseous systems. The same sort of notation may be 
adapted to liquid systems. 

Transient vs. Steady-State Behavior 
in Permeability Determinations 

The foregoing derivations raise some intriguing speculations about 
the measurement and determination of permeability for the respective 
components in a mixture. If a true or complete steady-state condition 
exists during the experiment, where all of the feedstream passes through 
the membrane, then the ratios V/F = 1 and L/F = 0; that is, it can be said 
that no reject phase is produced. 

Furthermore, when V/F = 1, no finite separation occurs, albeit a 
dew-point type calculation gives a value for the degree or sharpness of 
separation in terms of mole fraction ratios or K-values. When V/F ~ O, 
again no finite separation occurs, albeit a bubble-point type calculation 
gives a value for the degree or sharpness of separation in terms of mole 
fraction ratios or K-values. (It may be added that, for a single pure com- 
ponent, whether or not a reject phase can be said to exist is of no concern, 
since V/F and L/F do not enter into the determination and calculations.) 

However, in actual test measurements, at what point, if any, can it 
be said that all the feed passes through the membrane? That is to say, 
does not holdup occur on the upstream pressure side? For in any kind of 
short-term or transient test (say, in what might be called a batch or semi- 
continuous laboratory or bench-scale test), does a reject phase not exist 
at any point? At any point in time, is there no situation in which the feed 
that has not yet passed through the membrane constitute a reject phase? 
Only for a long-term, steady-state tes t~with  no reject s idestream-~an 
it truly be said that all the feed passes through the membrane. This sort 
of long-term test, properly speaking, then provides the true measure of 
membrane permeability for the components within a mixture. Whether or 
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not discrepancies therefore exist between the results of short-term tests 
and long-term tests is an interesting philosophical question. 

In any event, the permeability determinations of components in mix- 
tures are apparently at variance with those determined separately for each 
of the pure components. This general problem is often encountered in trying 
to project from pure component behavior to the behavior of mixtures. 

Unit Permeation Rate 

The expression for the K-value can conveniently be rewritten as 

K,= I', = /P, e,, = P, /r, ,  
V"+I'Px. V*+I  V*+I  

where V* - V"/P i Pv can be called the dimensionless or reduced permeation 
flux, or some other designator can be used. 

It may again be observed that, since K is dimensionless, the units of 
the molar flux V" are to be in the same units as the feed molar flux F" and 
in the same units as the combination P P~.or P, Pr. Similarly, V is in the same 
units as the molar feed rate E These combined units may be in, say, cc per 
unit time (at standards conditions) or moles per unit time, and so forth; that 
is, the areal basis can pertain to the entire membrane or membrane assembly. 
Accordingly, the permeability Pi can pertain to the entire membrane per se. 

Alternately, P/can, of course, be placed on a unit area basis (e.g., 
per square centimeter). In turn, the feed rate F, permeate rate V, and reject 
rate L then are on the same common unit area basis. For the further 
purposes here, the K-value calculations utilize V" rather than V*, inas- 
much as V" more directly stands for the permeate flux in multistage 
operations. 

Expected vs. Actual Separations 

As previously indicated, the permeability values within mixtures are 
generally less than those for the pure components. Or, the degree of 
separation in mixtures is less sharp than expected from the permeability 
of the pure components. This can perhaps be traced to projecting the idea 
of relative volatility to membrane relative permeability or selectivity. 

The concept of relative volatility in vapor-liquid equilibria can be 
expressed as 

K, K i 
Ol" i -  r K r O~ j -  r K r 
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where r denotes some reference component. Therefore, 

Yi - K,x,  - K o~,_x, 

Since y, + y~- 1, then 

y, - Kix:  - KrU.i_rX i 

In turn, 

1 1 
Kr ~ 

OLi_rX i + CLI-rX! L O~i-rXl 

Yi = 

Ol.i_/ X ~ 

E 0~i_,x, 

If membrane permeability or selectivity is introduced in lieu of relative 
volatility, then the effect would seemingly enhance the separation, as follows: 

_ ( / ' , / / ' , ) x  _ P x  = K ; x ,  

" -  - E x,. 

That is, the equivalent K-value for the more permeable component would 
seem higher and the equivalent K-value for the less permeable component 
would seem lower. This effect is indicated, for instance, by a comparison 
made in Example 3.1 but is, of course, not rigorous. 

then 

o r  

3.3 MULTICOMPONENT SEPARATION 
CALCULATIONS 

In general, for any circumstance, since 

F(x~),- Vy i + Lx,  

= V K : ,  + Lx,  

= Vy, + Lyi /K , 

(X/-)  l 

E V  --L 
T K i + T  

- E x , - 1  

(xr)' - E y  ,. - 1 
E V  L 1 

u +  

F F K ,  
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where 

V L 
~ + ~ - 1  
F F 

K i = 
P,g. P B/P,, 

v" +8Px, v*+ 1 v':-+ I 

Given the (x~)i, then each assumed value WF (or L/F) has a unique solution 
for V". This is a variation on the single-stage flash calculation for a vapor- 
liquid separation. 

The calculation for a multicomponent system is, in general, trial and 
error, establishing the values of x, and the y, along with a corresponding 
value for V". In turn, given the feed rate F and the specified ratio V/F, the 
absolute value of the permeate rate V with respect to F follows; similarly 
for determining an absolute value for the reject rate L relative to E 

As the limiting conditions, note that, if V/F = 0 and L/F = 1, then 

E Ki(xr) - E y  , - 1 

and if W F - 0  and L / F -  1, then 

E (x~),/K - E x , -  1 

Given the value of (xr)i, these calculations establish the respective values 
of V" for each of the limiting conditions, along with the respective 
compositions x i and y. These limiting bubble-point and dew-point type 
determinations were previously described. 

Key  C o m p o n e n t s  

In the parlance used for distillation calculations, the two key com- 
ponents can be designated as those whose distribution behavior is closest 
to unity, with one key component showing a K-value less than 1 and the 
other greater than 1. The latter would exhibit the greater "volatility" or 
activity, in this case, would have a greater value for K. 

Therefore, if 

K -  I',P, - - > 1  

v "  + Pv,, 

Be, 
K = " <1 

' v"+I'P, .  
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then i would be perceived as the more "volatile" or active component 
and j the lesser. 

Note further that, if K > K, then 

PPI. PPI. 
- > 0  

v "  + e P, v "  + e,P, 

Or  

V"P - "P iP, + P P P, P,. V P, - P P P, P,. > O 

Collecting terms, 

v " P , ( e -  e ) >  o o~ (e - e ) >  o 

That is, if Pi > P/, then component i would have the greater permeability 
and have the higher "volat i l i ty" or activity. 

Extra Constraints  

As a special case, let K K j -  1. It would then follow that 

-) 

P.PP,- 
(v"§ 8p, )(v"+ 8P, ) 

=1 

OF 

o r  

0 -  a(V")  2 + b V "  + c 

and 

- b  +_ x/b'- - 4ac 
V P !  _ _  

2a 

where the quantities are defined by the substitutions. This, in general, is 
not true, however, even for a two-component system. 

In fact, the foregoing introduces a contradiction, since the mole 
fraction summation cannot be satisfied at the same time. Therefore, an a 
priori constraint cannot be introduced between K and Kj; that is, no 
additional equation can be introduced. And, if so, it would pertain only 
to a particular situation; that is, some unique combination of the variables. 
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Consider the dew-point type of calculation. If, for components 1 and 2, 

then, if K 2 - 1~K l, 

1 - ( x ~ )  1 ( x r  )l 4 = 1 
K l K ,  

K2(xF) 1 + K I - K l ( x r ) l  - K 2 K  I 

(xt_.) I + K-( - Kf(x;_ )l - K1 

o r  

K~[1- (x r ) l ] -  K I -(x~) I 

Therefore, solving the quadratic for K l, 

KI z 
1 + ~//1 - 4[ 1 - (x  r )l ] (x  r-)l 

2[1-(xr)l ] 

In other words, K 1 is required to take on this unique value if K 2 - 1 /K  1. 

3.4 TWO-COMPONENT CALCULATIONS 

A simplification can be made for binary systems. For two compo- 
nents i and j, let 

(x~), (x~), 

iv+.] [v,,+c 1 VIF + (1- V/F) b VIF + (1- V/F) d 

where 

a- / ' ,  p,. 
b - S p ,  
c - P P  ! V 

This may be further arranged as 

b(x~), 
(1 - V / F )  

V / F  

1 -  V / F  
~ b + a ] + V ' "  

d(x~), 

(1 - V/F) 

V / F  

1 - V / F  
~ d  + c]+ V "  

=1 
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o r  

(~v.); (xv), 
+ =1 

cz + V "  i f + V "  

where the introduced quantities are defined by the substitutions. 
Accordingly, 

13(~..),. + V"(~v.) ,  + o~(~.) i + V"(~  - " r.), c~13 + V"(R + 13)+ (V)- '  

o r  

0 - (v")-' + {(o~ + 13)- [(~.); + (~.); l }V "  + (-[13(~.), + o~(~.), l +  u13} 

and which can be represented as 

0 -  A(V")'- + B V" +C 

Therefore, solving the quadratic for V", 

V P P  . _ .  
-B __ ~/B-' - 4A C 

2A 

where the quantities are defined by the substitutions, with A - 1, and where 

V/F 
( z - ~ b + a  

1 -  V/F 

V/F 
ff - ~ d  +c 

1 - V/F 

b 
(~), - ~ ( x ~ ) ,  

1 -  V/F 

d 
(%)i  

- - 1 -  V /~ (x v ) ' 

The quantity B in the quadratic is positive and the + sign is used as its 
plus value. 

The calculation is readily performed for the condition VIF --+ O, 
analogous to the bubble-point type determination. If, however, V/F ---> 1, 
then the dew-point type determination must be used, so that 

1- E x -  E,,,,KI 
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o r  

V" + a V" + c  
1 - ~ ( ~ )  + ~ ( ~ ) ,  

where 

bd - V"d(x~), + ad(x~.), + V"b(x~), + bc(x~), 

where the constants a, b, c, and d have been previously identified. Col- 
lecting terms and solving for V", 

V P P  _ _ .  

bd -[ad(-~r ), + bc(~r ), ] 

d (~)  +b(~) ,  

where, as noted, the quantities have previously been defined. 

3.5  E F F E C T  O F  R E C Y C L E  

If a recycle stream R is introduced, as shown in Figure 3.2, then for 
a component i, 

F(x~), + R y , -  (V + R)y, + Lx, 

( V + R)y, - P,(P~x, - I'~ y,)A 

o r  

(V"  + R")3, - P(P~x, -  P,3',) 

where V ' -  WA and R ' -  R/A. 
The overall material balance remains the same since R (or R")cancels 

out: 

F(x~),- V),: + i.x, 

F(XF) i 

V"y, 

,i 
Y, 

Pv 

PL 

Figure 3.2 Recycle 
Lx, configuration. 
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However, the membrane rate balance appears as 

Y i = X 
(v" + R") + p p,. 

Therefore, 

v '  + Pp,. 
- K '  XI I XI 

where, as noted, 

K "  (XI - )  t 

V/F + (1-  V}F)(1/K[)  
- Z 3', - 1 

K; = e.P,. = e P,. 
(v" + R")+ p p,, v ' +  e/,,, 

The solution procedure is the same except that V "  is replaced by V ' =  

V "  + R "  and K i by K" K'  where V "  i i, - V ' - R " .  
The effect is to decrease the net membrane capacity. The separation 

remains the same; that is, as pertains to the foregoing interpreted condi- 
tions for perfect mixing. 

Similarly, in equilibrium flash calculations, the recycle of the liquid 
or vapor phase has no effect, ideally, on the phase compositions. The only 
effect is on the net capacity of the phase separator. 

E X A M P L E  3.1 

Various and random membrane information has been tabulated as a 
matter of course in Chapters 1 and 2. For the calculation purposes here, a 
representative set of comparative values follows for a membrane of low 
selectivity between components i and 1, with operating pressure levels in the 
ratio of 3/2. The units are unstated, inasmuch as the entities calculated absorb 
the conversion factors, which are not necessary for calculating the degree of 
separation and therefore immaterial save in determining membrane area. 

Membrane Data and Operating Data 

P -  20 a - P,P~ - 40 

P -  10 b - P,P,.- 60 

P,~- 3 c -  p P , -  20 

P v - 2 d - P P ~ - 3 0  

K i - 60/(V" + 40), where 10 < V "  < 20 

K i - 30/(V" + 20) 
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Feed Composition 

Substitutions 

(x~) , -  0.4 

(x~)~- 0.6 

V/F 
- ~ ( 6 0 ) + 4 0 ,  where b - 6 0  

1 -  V/F 

V/F 
[ 3 - ~ ( 3 0 ) + 2 0 ,  where d - 3 0  

1 -  V/F 

60 24 
( ~ ) ; -  1 -  V/------~ (0"4) - 1 -  V/~----F 

30 18 
(~-)i = 1 -  V/----~ (0"6) - 1 -  V/------~ 

a - 4 0  

c - 2 0  

Furthermore, 

(;g~ ), (-~ )~ 
X l = ~ X - V "  

~ +  V "  i e t +  

b d 
K ~ 

K, V"  +a ~ V"  +c 

Y i  - K x y~ - K xj 

Dew-Point Type Determination ( V / F -  1) 

V P !  . . _  
60(30)- [40(30)(0.4)+ 60(20)(0.6)] 

30(0.4)+60(0.6) 

_- 1 8 0 0 - [ 4 8 0 + 7 2 0 ]  _- 1 8 0 0 -  1200 -- 12.5 

12+36 48 

60 30 
K i - =1.1429 K -  

12 .5+40  ~ 12 .5+20  
=0.9231 
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X i - -  0 .4 /1 .1429-  0.350 

x i - 0 . 6 / 0 . 9 2 3 1 - 0 . 6 5 0  

for a total of x i and x i of 1.000. 

Calculation Sequence 
The calculational sequence is provided in Tables 3.1-3.4 for the range 

of values of V/F. 
Note: The V/F ratio is a process variable or parameter to be affixed 

by the operator. Furthermore, it can be assumed that PL and Pv are set by 
back-pressure controllers on gas streams L and V. The feed rate F may be 
increased or reduced by a valve in the line, such as by a flow controller, 
where the upstream feed pressure is sufficiently high. Ordinarily, it would 
be set at a constant rate, at a fixed reject pressure PL" 

In turn, the rates L and V adjust to the pressure difference maintained 
across the membrane, which is also related to the membrane permeability. 
If a higher permeate rate is desired, then the pressure Pv must be lowered 
and or the feed rate F increased. (Alternately, albeit it is not a process 
control variable, the membrane surface or size can be increased.) It should 
be emphasized, moreover, that the calculations are process design estima- 
tions, prior to fabrication and operation. The corresponding instrumentation 
schematic is shown in Figure 3.3. 

F 

I 

FC 

..... PL 

comp. loop FC 

~ PC 

"L 

" V  

Figure 3.3 Instrumentation schematic. 
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Table 3.2 Calculation of V" and K s 
, , , , , , ,  

V/F V "  K K K,K I 

0.0 12.9317 1.133536 0.910977 1.0326 
0.1 12.8874 1.134485 0.912203 1.0349 
0.2 12.8388 1.135529 0.913553 1.0373 
0.3 12.7938 1.136500 0.914807 1.0397 
0.4 12.7493 1.137458 0.916053 1.0420 
0.5 12.7056 1.138399 0.917274 1.0443 
0.6 12.6628 1.139325 0.918476 1.0465 
0.7 12.6209 1.140231 0.919656 1.0487 
0.8 12.5798 1.141123 0.920816 1.0508 
0.9 12.5395 1.141998 0.92196 1.0529 
1.0 12.5000 1.142857 0.92308 1.0530 

Table 3.3 Calculation of Phase Compositions (of Permeate V and Reject L) 

V/F ~ + L y, 1/K x, ~3 + L 3'1 1/K I x j 

0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 

52.9317 0.4534 0.8829 0.4000 
59.5574 0.4478 0.8815 0.3947 
67.8388 0.4422 0.8806 0.3894 
78.5078 0.4367 0.8799 0.3843 
92.7492 0.4313 0.8792 0.3792 

112.7056 0.4259 0.8784 0.3741 
142,6628 0.4206 0.8777 0.3692 

32.9317 0.5466 1.0977 0.6000 
36.2207 0.5522 1.0962 0.6053 
40.3388 0.5578 1.0946 0.6106 
45.6508 0.5633 1.0931 0.6157 
52.7492 0.5687 1.0916 0.6208 
62.7056 0.5741 1.0902 0.6259 
77.6628 0.5794 1.0888 0.6309 

192.6209 0.4153 0.8770 0.3642 102.6209 0.5847 1.0874 0.6358 
292.5798 0.4101 0.8763 0.3594 152.5798 0.5899 1.0860 0.6406 
592.5395 0.4050 0.8757 0.3546 302.5395 0.5950 1.0847 0.6454 

0.4000 0.8750 0.3500 - -  0.6000 1.0833 0.6500 

Table 3.4 Separations and Recoveries 

V/F yi/x - K Vy,/F(xl)  ' L/F xi/y ' = 1/K Lx, /F(xl )  i 

0.0 1.1335 0.0000 1.0 1.0977 1.0000 
0.1 1.1345 0.1120 0.9 1.0962 0.9080 
0.2 1.1356 0.2211 0.8 1.0946 0.8141 
0.3 1.1364 0.3275 0.7 1.0931 0.7183 
0.4 1.1374 0.4313 0.6 1.0916 0.6208 
0.5 1.1385 0.5324 0.5 1.0902 0.5216 
0.6 1.1392 0.6309 0.4 1.0888 0.4206 
0.7 1.1403 0.7268 0.3 1.0874 0.3179 
0.8 1.1411 0.8202 0.2 1.0860 0.2135 
0.9 1.1421 0.9113 0.1 1.0847 0.1083 
1.0 1.1429 1.0000 0.0 1.0833 0.0000 
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Relative Volatility-Type Calculation 
If it is assumed that 

Y i  - " ~  
Pi xi 

then, based on the feed composition, 

20 
- x, or Yi =1.428571xi 

Y' 20(0.4)+10(0.6) 

10 
= x, or Yi-O714286x 

YJ 20(0.4)+10(0.6) " ' 

These values for K diverge considerably from those appearing in Table 3.2 
(say for V/F- 0), indicating a much sharper separation than obtained via 
the rigorous calculations involving V. 

Calculation of Membrane Area 
The separation calculations have not required any units for perme- 

ability and pressure or pressure difference nor for membrane thickness. 
Accordingly, units now are assumed with the following numbers: 

P / -  20 (10 -9) cm3/cm2-sec-cm Hg/cm 

P i - 1 0  

Pc = 30 atm 

Pv = 20 atm 

A m -  10 microns or 10(10 -4) cm, the membrane thickness 

Accordingly, to convert from the dimensionless properties supplied, 
the conversion factor for the dimensionless flux value V" in Table 3.2 is 
as follows. As previously derived, 

V 
V"=- -=G -PL 

A 
P,.xi- 

where the summation is for both components i and j. It follows that, for 
the units specified, the corresponding value of V" as calculated in Table 3.2 
must have the following units, if pressure is in atmospheres: 

(lO-9)cm 3 
-) 

cm--sec-cm Hg/cm 
a t m  
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It may be noted that a pointwise permeability is specified, which must 
be divided by the membrane thickness to obtain the overall permeability. The 
foregoing units may be converted to more convenient units by multiplying 
V" as previously calculated in Table 3.2, as follows: 

76 cm Hg 1 (10/1) 
V "  • 

arm (Am in cm){(22,414(109) in [(10-9)cm3]/(g - mole)) 

= V " x  
76 10 -s 

22,414 (Am in cm) 

where the factor (10/1) denotes that the membrane pressures have been 
converted from a nominal 3 and 2 to 30 and 20 atm, differing by a multiple 
of 10 in this case. 

That is to say, in the term in braces in the denominator, there would 
be the number 22,414(109) measured in the units of [(10 -9) cm 3] of gas 
per g-mole. (Which of course is identical to 22,414 cm 3 of gas per g-mole.) 
Significantly, however, the units of (10-9)cm 3 cancel out with these same 
units as occurring in PI. 

The foregoing convoluted conversion of units gives a new value for 
the permeate flux V" in the following units: 

g-moles 
-) 

cm--sec 

The value so obtained can be placed on the basis of g-mole/sec of feed- 
stream F. Therefore, the corresponding area requirement for each value 
of V" in Table 3.2 is 

A _  _V 109 = V 1 1 (Am in cm )(109) 

F V" 7 6  (10/1) F V" 0.00339074 10 
22,414 (Am in cm) 

For a membrane thickness of 10 microns or 10(10 -4) cm, this trans- 
forms to 

A = V 1 1 (10)(10-4)(109) = V 1 1 

F V" 0.00339074 10 

V 1 1 

F V" 3.39074(10 -s) 

F V" 0.00339074(10 -s) 
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where, in this case, the number 3.39074(10 -s) can be treated as a con- 
version factor. The area requirement so obtained is in cm-' per g-mole of 
feed per second. Note that 929 cm-' is 1 ft-'. 

For a value, say, of V " -  12.7, where V / F -  0.5, and Am - 10(10 -4) 
cm as stipulated, the area calculates to 1.16(106) cm -~ or 1,250 ft 2 for a feed 
rate of 1 g-mole/sec, as found in Examples 1.2 and 2.2. 

For a feed rate of only 1 g-mole per hour, the area in square feet is 

A -  1"16(106) = 0.35ft -~ 
3600(929) 

In any event, the foregoing illustrates the obvious, that low membrane 
permeability can translate to significantly high equipment demands if high 
feed rates are involved, along with appreciable membrane thickness. 

The corresponding spreadsheet-type calculations are shown in Appen- 
dix 3, which may be generalized. 

3.6 ALTERNATE REPRESENTATION 
A N D  C A L C U L A T I O N  

The rate balances for a two-component system may be represented as 

Vyl - P~( Prx, - P, y,) 

Vy i - P i ( n 1 x i -  P,y,) 

Therefore, 

(,,r) 
X i 

Y, P, 

o r  

X i - -  

P, l-y, g 

Multiplying through and collecting terms, 

- ~ r ' p I  ~ Yi- f Pitf l + - l + x  i - - ~ i  Xi y, + xi 
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This is a quadratic equation that may be solved for y,, whereby y, may 
be obtained in terms of x,. The representation is not yet complete, how- 
ever, for there coexists the material balance 

F(xr) i - Vy i + L x  i 

which, since L = F -  V, may be expressed as the rearrangement 

1 -  V/F 1 
Yi V/F V/F 

which is a straight line in y F x ,  space for parametric values of the variable 
V or V/F. This relationship must be solved simultaneously with the previous 
result. The graphical intersection of the straight line for the material 
balance with a plot of the quadratic solution in y , -x ,  space yields the 
answer for a particular value of, say, V/F. This methodology is similar in 
principle to that shown by Hwang and Kammermeyer. 4 

An algebraic solution requires that the material balance be substi- 
tuted into the quadratic form, which yields a new quadratic form, which 
in turn must be solved for a value of, say, y, or x,, depending on which 
variable is eliminated. The result in principle is identical to that of the 
previous sections and depends on the value specified for, say, V/F. 

Note that the previously derived expression in the form 

v y ,  _ e ,  V.x, - v , . v  y, 

Y' = v - e, E e x  _ e, E e y  

reduces to the following for a two-component system i and j" 

Yi ~ 
P,x, - (P, /P, )E y, 

[Pix; + P(1-x , ) I - (P~ . /Pz . ) [Py ,  + P ( 1 -  y,)] 

o r  

Yi 

(8//',)[xi-(P,,/e,)y,] 
(P/Pj)[x, - (Px./P~.)y, ] + [(1 - x , ) -  (P~,/Pz.) + (P~'/PI )Y, ] 

This expression may be solved for Yi vs. x i for parameters of (Pi/Pi) 
and (Pv/Pz).  It is an approach advocated in a communication from Uzi 
Mann of the Department of Chemical Engineering at Texas Tech University. ~s 
The explicit solution for Yi turns out to be a quadratic equation, and graphical 
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representations have been made by Mann in two-space for y, vs. x; using 
different parametric values of the pressure ratio (Pv/PL) = R, with each 
representation involving a prescribed value for the permeability ratio 
P i / P i -  ~. 

For the record, performing the multiplication and collecting terms, 
the preceding equation converts to 

(Pv/PL)[1 -(P,/Pi)]Y,a + {x;[-1 + (P,/Pi)] + 1 -(Pv/PL ) 

[1- (PJP/)I}y,- x , ( P / P i ) -  0 

or, on dividing through by a minus (Pv/PL), 

xi[(Pi/P 11 } xi (PiP i) 
[(Pi/Pi)-l]yi  2+ (pv/pL) +[(Pi/8)-11 Yi + (pv/pL"----- ~ =0 

o r  

ay 7 + b y ,  + c - 0 

where the quantities are defined by the substitutions. Solving the quadratic, 

Y i  - -  

- b  +_ ~b  2 - 4ac 

2a 

where b and c are functions of x;. 
It may be observed that this can be written in the K-value form as 

f ........ } 
- b  + ~/b 2 - 4ac 1 

_ - xi - K i x  i Yi 2a x i 

Here, K s is a function of x; rather than of the permeate flux rate V" (or 
V"IF") as previously derived. 

Note: As a final notation, it has been assumed that the permeabilities 
are independent of composition and pressure and that the permeabilities 
determined for a single component has the same value in a mixture. That 
this is not necessarily the case has been determined by Lee and Minhas, 6 
as indicated in Chapter 2, toward the end of Section 2.2, in the subsection 
Membrane Areas for Mixtures, where the permeabilities determined for 
pure gases proved much higher than the values occurring in mixtures. 
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This introduces the possibility of utilizing an efficiency rating for accom- 
modating the discrepancy. 
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Multistage Membrane Separations 

A multistage membrane operation can be represented in similar fash- 
ion to a multistage, plate-to-plate, stepwise or stagewise distillation column 
or operation, although at first glance this may not appear readily evident. 
Moreover, by viewing and phrasing membrane separations in the terms 
used for distillation, the membrane separation derivations and calculations 
can be similarly systematized and similarly simplified. This requires the 
modification and utilization of the K-value concept as developed in the 
previous chapter, whereby the techniques for vapor-liquid flash vaporization 
calculations are adapted to single-stage membrane separations. The argu- 
ments are further pursued in this chapter, beginning with a review of 
multistage distillation. 

4.1 M U L T I S T A G E  DISTILLATION 

A multistage distillation column can be represented schematically as 
diagrammed in Figure 4.1. The complete column is shown, with a condenser 
to produce external liquid reflux at the top and a reboiler at the bottom to 
produce an external recycle vapor phase. In the customary parlance, the 
section above the feed plate or feed point is called the rectifying (or absorbing) 
section, and the section below is called the stripping section. The usual 
symbolism is to denote the vapor phase or its molar flow rate by V or V, 
and the liquid phase or its molar flow rate by L or L, for the rectifying and 
stripping sections, respectively. 

In sum, distillation is a countercurrent vapor-liquid operation with 
the external reflux of a condensed liquid phase at the top and the external 
recycle or reflux of reboiled or vaporized vapor at the bottom. This reflux 
or recycle feature produces a sharp separation between the two key com- 
ponents of the feed mixture, and the same applies to membrane operations. 
The key components are the two components of a mixture between which 
the separation is to be made. 

103 
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The feed mixture or its molar flow rate is generally denoted by the 
symbol F. The upper or lighter, relatively more volatile product, called 
the distillate product, is denoted D. The lower or heavier, less volatile 
product, called the bottoms product, is denoted B. 

Distillation calculations are commonly phrased in terms of an equi- 
librium stage or theoretical plate. By definition, the streams leaving each 
plate or stage are in equilibrium; that is, for example, the vapor stream 
V,, leaving the top of theoretical plate n is regarded as in equilibrium with 
the liquid stream L,, leaving the bottom of the same theoretical plate. 
Albeit this is not the case in actual practice, it permits calculation of the 
degree of separation versus the number of theoretical stages or plates used 
or vice versa, which can be compared or correlated to actual practice in 
terms of stage or plate efficiency. 

The distillation operation is embodied in a vertical column to take 
advantage of the difference in density between the liquid and vapor phases. 
Thus, in stagewise distillation, the more-dense liquid phase L moves down 
vertically via downcomers at the side of the plate and next to the column 
wall. The liquid phase is thereby introduced at or on each plate and flows 
across the plate also by gravity; for example, by virtue of the hydraulic 
gradient that builds up in the downcomer. Meanwhile, the less-dense vapor 
phase V moves upward, passing up and through the liquid on the plate via 
holes or bubble caps (or nozzles) and overall moves countercurrently to 
the liquid phase, as represented schematically in Figure 4.1. 

At the same time, a small pressure gradient forms up and down the 
column, with the highest pressure at the bottom. Normally in distillation 
practice, this pressure drop is minor compared to the working pressure, 
and the working pressure is assumed to be the same constant value up and 
down the column. 

If viewed alone, without reflux or recycle, it may be noted that the 
top or rectifying section of a distillation column corresponds to simple 
vapor-liquid absorption; that is, to the absorption of a key component or 
components from a gas or vapor using a liquid absorbent or solvent. The 
bottom section similarly corresponds to simple liquid-vapor stripping; that 
is, to the stripping of the key component or components from a liquid using 
a gas or vapor phase. 

Characteristically, neither absorption nor stripping produces a sharp 
separation unless, say, the solvent is highly specific to the selective absorp- 
tion of the key component(s) or the vapor phase is highly specific to the 
selective removal of the key component(s). If reflux is used at the top of 
an absorber, for instance, there will be the tendency to produce the more- 
volatile component as the distillate product but with a poor or sloppy 
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separation at the bottom. Conversely, if a reboiler is used at the bottom 
of a stripper, there will be the tendency to produce the less-volatile 
component at the bottom but with a poor or sloppy separation at the top. 

Furthermore, a distillation operation can also be described differen- 
tially in terms of a continuum as presented, for instance, by Hoffman. This 
representation is more suitable for, say, packed columns vis-fi-vis plate 
columns, although the information is sometimes interchangeable; for exam- 
ple, in terms of the height equivalent of a theoretical plate (HETP). Other 
concepts used include what is referred to as the height of a transfer unit 
(HTU) and the number of transfer units (NTUs). 

(The line of argument pursued here can be extended to liquid-liquid 
extraction operations. If there is an appreciable density difference between 
the two immiscible liquid phases, then a vertical column can be used. 
Otherwise, interstage pumping of the liquid phases is necessary, and the 
stages can be juxtaposed in any manner. Extension can be made to liquid- 
solid separations, even to vapor-solid separations, although the represen- 
tations are increasingly less satisfactory.) 

Calculation Methods for Binary Distillations 

In brief review, the principal methods used for binary distillation 
calculations are graphical, known as the McCabe-Thiele method and the 
Ponchon-Savarit method. ~,2 The McCabe-Thiele method assumes constant 
molal overflow utilizing a vapor-liquid y-x diagram and operating lines 
for the rectifying and stripping sections. These operating lines are straight 
lines with slopes L/V and V/L, respectively. The number of stages is 
stepped off between the y-x equilibrium curve and the operating lines, 
which is an application of the material balances for the successive stages. 

(Interestingly, these graphical representations can be extended to 
three components in the plane, with the third mole fraction a dependent 
variable, and to four components in three-dimensional space, as presented 
by Hoffman. l) 

In the Ponchon-Savarit method, an enthalpy-composition (H-x) 
diagram is utilized for the mixture (but which is known for relatively few 
two-component systems, ethanol and water being the preeminent example 
studied). This is accompanied by a y-x diagram that establishes the behavior 
of the vapor-liquid tie-lines at equilibrium on the enthalpy-composition 
diagram. The simultaneous consideration of the enthalpy balance and mate- 
rial balance at each stage leads to the "delta point" concept, whereby all 
such combined balances converge at a single point in enthalpy-composition 
space. There is a common delta point for the rectifying section and another 
for the stripping section. 
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A feature of distillation is that the temperature changes from stage to 
stage, as do the equilibrium-stage compositions. (For multicomponent sys- 
tems, the flash-vaporization type of calculation for the equilibrium condi- 
tion introduces an element of trial and error at each stage.) The column 
operating pressure is generally assumed to remain constant, albeit in prac- 
tice there is a slight pressure increase from top to bottom. 

An enumeration of the variables and equations involved establishes 
the degrees of freedom, by difference. 1 That is, subtracting the number of 
independent equations from the number of independent variables leaves 
the number of degrees of freedom. This denotes the number of variables 
that must be assigned values to effect solutions. 

When stage-to-stage enthalpy and material balances are involved, 
the number of degrees of freedom is 3, whether we are speaking of two 
components or of a multicomponent separation. ~ If only the material 
balances are involved, then the number of degrees of freedom is 4. It must 
be kept in mind, however, that we are speaking of an integral number of 
stages, that is, an integral number of equations. 

The degrees of freedom for the McCabe-Thiele method can stand 
further examination, therefore, since only material balances are involved, 
as is the case here for membrane separations. As ordinarily applied, a 
constant operating pressure is specified, which affixes the y-x diagram. The 
separation is then generally specified, that is, as (xi)) i for the one component 
in the distillate product D, and (xt3) ~ for, say, the same component of the 
bottoms product B (the other component mole fractions are dependent 
variables, since only two components are involved). The operating line in 
the rectifying section may be affixed by specifying the operating slope L/V, 
with its terminus at (xi));. 

Note that the 4 degrees of freedom have now been used up. Properly 
speaking, the graphical solution should then entail trial-and-error proce- 
dures involving an integral number of steps, which would be required to 
proceed from (xD) i to (xR) i. The latter point is the terminus for the operating 
line for the stripping section, which has a slope V/L,  yet to be determined 
by the trial-and-error procedure. The operating lines can be assumed to 
intersect at the feed plate or feed stage, whereby the feed plate material 
balance would determine the partitioning of the feedstream F between 
introduction as a liquid and as a vapor. This material balance can, in fact, 
be plotted graphically as a straight line, with the slope related to the fraction 
of liquid X and fraction of vapor (1 - X). 

In practice, however, a different tack is generally taken. The oper- 
ating pressure is again routinely specified, which affixes the y-x vapor- 
liquid equilibrium curve. In turn, the separations (Xi))i and (xR) , are also 
specified, followed by the specification of an internal reflux ratio L/V  (or 
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external reflux ratio L/D). Note that the 4 degrees of freedom have been 
assigned values, as before. 

Instead of proceeding with a trial-and-error solution for the internal 
reboil ratioV/L (or the external reboil ratio V/B), the reboil ratioV/L is 
instead specified, which affixes the operating line for the stripping section. 
Alternately and equivalently, the value for the liquid molar feed fraction 
X can instead be specified, which also affixes the operating line for the 
stripping section. 

Now, 5 degrees of freedom have been specified, which overspecifies the 
system of variables and equations. However, this overspecification is accom- 
modated merely by stepping off a fractional number of stages~which, for 
all practical purposes, is no doubt close enough--especially when dealing 
with the theoretical stage or equilibrium stage concept, since this is an 
approximation in itself. This is related to the real world by introducing the 
idea of stage efficiencies or other devices to correlate theory with experiment. 
In turn, stage efficiencies require their own correlations. ~ 

Integral Number of Stages 

In stage-to-stage or plate-to-plate distillation calculations, the method 
of calculation necessarily involves an integral number of stages or steps. 
This is because the calculations are performed analytically, equation by 
equation and step by step. 

The set of calculations can be started at either end of the column and 
proceed toward the other, introducing the feedstream at some intermediate 
step, either as a (saturated) liquid, (saturated) vapor, or some partitioned 
combination (or even as a supercooled liquid or superheated vapor). Alter- 
nately, the calculations may start at the (partitioned) feedstream location, 
and proceed toward both ends. 

If enthalpy balances are not involved, only material balances and phase 
equilibria, then constant molal overflow is assumed and in principle 4 
degrees of freedom exist. The assignment of a uniform operating pressure 
uses 1 degree of freedom. In starting the calculation at, say, the distillate 
product end, with an assigned composition (xD) ~ and reflux ratio L/D or 
L/V and assuming a partitioning (X) of the feed, the 4 degrees of freedom 
are used up. The reboil ratio V/B or V/L becomes dependent by the 
assignment of X. (Alternately, the reboil ratio could be assigned, then X 
becomes dependent.) Furthermore, after an unspecified integral number of 
calculational steps, the composition so determined at the other end must 
satisfy the overall material balance with the feedstream~the overall calcu- 
lational sequence can therefore be viewed as trial and error~and introduces 
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the matter of "meshing," or comparing one calculated value (or set of 
calculated values) against another (not to mention that the phase equilib- 
rium and material balance determination at each plate in general requires 
a trial-and-error procedure). Otherwise, of course, the calculation sequence 
may in similar fashion start with the bottoms product and continue upward 
toward the distillate product. 

As still another possibility, the calculations may start at both the 
distillate product end and bottoms product end and meet (more or less) 
at the feedstream location. The assignment of an operating pressure uses 
1 degree of freedom, and the assignment of (xD) i and (xB) i uses 2 more 
(and by the overall material balances sets the BID ratio). Specifying either 
the reflux ratio or reboil ratio uses the fourth. Trial and error is used to 
determine a feedstream partitioning X such that the calculation meet at 
the feed location for an integral number of steps in each section. The 
option, of course, is to assume yet another degree of freedom (such as 
the reboil ratio, if the reflux ratio is already specified) and allow for the 
relaxation of exactness. 

It may be emphasized for the preceding that no restrictions are placed 
on the feedstream composition or its partitioned phases, identifying with 
or being equal to stage compositions at the feedstream location. 

If the calculation is started at the feed location, however, some sort 
of accommodation must be made with the feedstream and its composition. 
Therefore, an assignment can be made about the partitioning of the 
feedstream between liquid and vapor phases. Moreover, there is the matter 
of whether these compositions are to identify with the phase compositions 
at the feed stage. This agreement may in fact be made a contingency and 
establishes the composition or compositions at the feed stage. In other 
words, the feed-stage vapor-liquid mole fractions are made equal to the 
feedstream-partitioned vapor-liquid mole fractions. This qualification, in 
effect, utilizes 3 more degrees of freedom, including establishing a value 
for X. Hence, the requisite 4 degrees of freedom already are utilized. Any 
further assignments overspecify the system. Nevertheless, we proceed. 

The calculation then becomes a matter of assuming values for L/D 
or L / V  or for V/B or V/L. (The values of L / V  and V/L are related, along 
with X, by a material balance at the feed stage.) These values can then 
be used to calculate (XD) i and (xB) i. The latter calculated values must then 
agree with the overall material balances with the feedstream F: 

F - D + B  

F(x~)i = D(xD) i + B(xB) i 
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whereby 

B ( x l ) )  i - ( x ~ ) ,  

D (x ~ ), - (x t~), 

In turn, it so happens that B/D can be related to X, L/V, and V/L, 
completing the circle. This is demonstrated subsequently as applied to 
membrane separations. Moreover, the calculation is properly carried out 
in an integral number of steps (equations). 

With the degrees of freedom thus overspecified, there is the inference 
that an exact solution cannot be attained, no matter how many or what 
steps are utilized. The denouement then becomes a matter of meshing or 
approximation. 

Considering that approximation is the name of the game, anyway, 
for convenience sake, the calculations for membrane separations proceed 
from a feed location in both directions; that is, proceed upward in a 
rectifying section and downward in a stripping section, with the separa- 
tions so attained depending on the integral number of stages or membrane 
cells (equations)to be used for each section. This mode is particularly 
well suited to the absorption/factor and stripping/factor concept, where 
the K-values may be assumed constant. 

Multicomponent Stagewise Distillations 

Assorted computer programs for distillation are available, which spit 
out the numbers, and for sharp separations between the two key components. 
For the components outside, or well outside, the volatility range of the key 
components, it does not much matter anyway. The more-volatile components 
mainly go to the distillate product, the less volatile to the bottoms product, 
and any scheme of proration works. 

The difficulty with a completely rigorous treatment is that the degrees 
of freedom do not increase with the number of components. And the degree 
of trial and error required increases with the number of components. 

4.2 T H E  A N A L O G Y  

A multistage membrane process can be perceived as represented succes- 
sively in Figures 4.2-4.5. Figure 4.2 would correspond to the top or rectifying 
section of a distillation column, Figure 4.3 to the middle or feed section, and 
Figure 4.4 to the bottom or stripping section. Figure 4.5 is a juxtaposition 
of Figures 4.2-4.4; that is, is a juxtaposition of the three sections. 
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Figure 4.2 Schematic 
representation of a 
membrane operation 
corresponding to the 
top section or 
rectifying section of a 
distillation column: 
(a) without external 
recycle or reflux; (b) 
with external recycle 
or reflux. 

The double line in each cell denotes the membrane proper and corre- 
sponds to a plate or stage in distillation, the latter as represented by a single 
horizontal line in Figure 4.1. It may be observed as a distinguishing feature 
that the phase designated L is introduced immediately below the membrane, 
on the high-pressure or reject side of the membrane and, in this case, is a 
gaseous phase, as is phase V, whereas in distillation practice, the liquid 
phase L is introduced at or onto the plate. 

For purposes of further clarification and in the juxtaposition illus- 
trated in the figures, the reject from the membrane cell above becomes 
part of the feed to the reject side of the cell below, along with the stream V 
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 OL," V1 =D 

L2 

~r Figure 4.2 
(b) (continued) 

from the next cell further below. The juxtaposition for the multistage 
membrane assembly or unit as a whole (Figure 4.5) may alternately be 
referred to as a cascade operation, or arrangement, using an intermediate 
feed location for the feedstream designated F. 

The action is such that the more-permeable component(s) move pro- 
gressively toward the top of the membrane cell assembly, as per the vertical 
juxtaposition used in the figures, and the less-permeable component(s) move 
toward the bottom. This is entirely analogous to distillation, where the more- 
volatile component(s) move progressively toward the top of the column and 
the less volatile component(s) move toward the bottom of the column. 
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Figure 4.3 Schematic 
representation of a 
membrane operation 
corresponding to the 
middle section or feed 
section of a distillation 
column. 

Flow streams designated L here represent the high-pressure side (P~) 
of each membrane cell, and the exiting flow streams designated V represent 
the low-pressure side (Pv). The low-pressure side corresponds to the per- 
meate side of each membrane, the high-pressure side to the feed/reject side. 

It is necessary that compression occur between the cells or stages to 
maintain the necessary or specified pressure difference across each suc- 
cessive membrane and circulation between successive stages. Moreover, 
this compression can be used to maintain more or less uniform flow rates 
for the permeate and reject phases between successive stages. 

Alternately or in addition to the compression of the gaseous streams 
V between stages, the gaseous streams L may be compressed between 
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Figure 4.4 Schematic 
representation of a 
membrane operation 
corresponding to the 
bottom section or 
stripping section of a 
distillation column: 
(a) without external 
recycle or reflux; (b) 
with external recycle 
or reflux (or reboil). 

stages. If only the streams designated V are compressed, the pressures on 
the reject side progressively increase, going upward in the presentation. 
This ensures flow of the reject/feed from cell to cell, which may be 
regulated by a valve. If the streams designated L are also compressed, 
only to a smaller degree, then the pressure sequence upward or downward 
can be made arbitrary. 

In fact, for the convenient purposes here, the pressures on the reject 
side of the membranes can be assumed to take on the uniform constant 
value PL, and the pressures on the permeate side can be assumed to take 
on the uniform constant value P~.. 
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(b) (continued) 

The layout is thus similar to a distillation column but without intro- 
ducing an external reflux or recycle at the top and without reboil at the 
bottom. Alternately, the top cell can be viewed as initiating the reflux stream 
L, and the bottom cell as initiating the reboil stream V. In distillation column 
parlance, the top membrane cell then corresponds to the reflux condenser, 
and the bottom membrane cell corresponds to the reboiler. That is, in distil- 
lation operations, a partial reflux condenser and accumulator can be per- 
ceived as an extra stage (the distillate product is recovered as a vapor), and 
the reboiler (called a partial reboiler) as an extra stage if the bottoms product 
is recovered as a liquid. 
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It may be noted that in distillation, a partial condenser will produce 
a change in composition, whereas a total condenser does not produce a 
change in composition. Accordingly, the recyle or reflux embodiment of 
Figure 4.2(a) corresponds to total condensation; that is, there is no com- 
position change. 

Also in distillation, a partial reboiler at the bottom of the column 
produces a change in composition and can be viewed as an extra stage, 
whereas a total reboiler does not produce a change in composition (all 
the recycled liquid is vaporized before returning to the column). However, 
in the embodiment_ of Figure 4.4(b), the analogy cannot apply, since the 
recycled stream V 0 not only can have the same composition but is not 
ordinarily introduced into the opposite_or permeate side of the membrane 
cell--compromising the composition of V ~ b u t  into the high-pressure reject 
side. In other words, it is used to merely make another "pass" on the reject 
side, which as noted elsewhere, merely increases the size of the membrane 
cell area but theoretically does not enhance the degree of separation at 
the cell, assuming perfect mixing. However, the introduction of the recycle 
stream enlarges the cell permeate rates up through the stripping section, 
at the same time making the assumption of a constant permeate rate (and 
reject rate) up through the unit a more likely proposition for calculation 
purposes. 

As in distillation, sidestreams can be introduced or sidestream prod- 
ucts can be withdrawn at different points or stages. In distillation practice 
at least, it is preferable that the sidestreams introduced be approximately 
of the same composition as at the point or stage introduced. Again by 
analogy, the membrane section "above" the feed location may be referred 
to as the rectifying section, and the section "below" as the stripping 
section or vice versa. The former is the accepted convention in distillation 
practice, where the more-volatile component(s) move toward the top of 
the column, the less-volatile toward the bottom. 

Although the cells may be laid out horizontally side by side or in other 
juxtapositions, the convention is adopted here, as previously observed, that 
the more-permeable component(s) preferentially move toward the "top" 
whereas the less-permeable component(s) preferentially move toward the 
"bottom." 

For convenience in the ensuing calculations, we restate that the high- 
side pressure P~ has the same constant value throughout, similarly for the 
low-side pressure Pv. Furthermore, as noted, interstage compression is 
required to convert the pressure on the low-pressure side to the pressure on 
the high-pressure side of the next succeeding cell. As indicated, the high- 
pressure side of a cell corresponds to the reject side, whereas the low-pressure 
side corresponds to permeate side. 
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In further explanation and reiteration, the permeate stream leaving 
a cell becomes a feedstream to the next adjacent cell (here, upward). The 
reject from this next cell is returned as a feedstream of the first-mentioned 
or anterior cell, and so forth. 

Moreover, the recycle rate between cells is a process variable or 
parameter to be set and accommodated to the membrane size and per- 
meability and to the pressure drop across the membrane. Affixing the 
compression rate for the permeate phases tends to affix the corresponding 
reject rate or vice versa. 

And so on, all up and down the line, whereby a condition of essen- 
tially constant permeate rates may be maintained from stage to stage and, 
at the same time, essentially constant reject rates. This simplification is 
akin to constant molal overflow as assumed in distillation calculations 
and makes multistage membrane calculations manageable. 

Efficiency 

In utilizing equilibrium stage distillation calculations, it is the com- 
mon practice to introduce stage efficiencies, which are based on actual 
operating results. These efficiencies are generally less than 100%. 

The same is true in util!zing membrane calculations. As indicated by 
S. Y. Lee and B. S. Minhas, '  the observed permeabilities for the compo- 
nents of a mixture may be markedly less than that measured for the 
individual pure components. This indicates that there is a role for effi- 
ciency ratings, which may be stagewise or pointwise (as in the case of 
differential permeation) or an overall figure may be used. 

4.3 G R A P H I C A L  R E P R E S E N T A T I O N  
OF B I N A R Y  M E M B R A N E  
C A L C U L A T I O N S  

What is often called the McCabe-Thiele method ~''-'4 for binary dis- 
tillation calculations deploys a y-x (or ~-~)diagram, say, for the more- 
volatile component, here designated the more-permeable component i. 
This furnishes substantiation that a separation can indeed be attained by 
the use of recycle or reflux in a multistage or cascade operation. 

Consider, therefore, Figure 4.6, which denotes a graphical membrane 
calculation based on the McCabe-Thiele method for distillation. The 
ordinate, y here, denotes the composition of the permeate phase(s) V. The 
abscissa, x here, denotes the composition of the reject phase(s) L. Constant 
values of V and L are assumed throughout, equivalent to a condition of 
constant molal overflow. To represent the equations, a continuum is 
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Figure 4.6 Graphical schematic representation for the McCabe-Thiele method 
as applied to membrane separations. The value of K is to remain essentially 
constant over the domain of application and, for the more-permeable component 
i, has a slope greater than unity. As the pure component i is approached, the 
behavior of K in principle terminates at y = x - 1. 

assumed, albeit the equations actually represent step functions, with a 
point for each membrane cell. 

A 45 ~ diagonal is drawn across the figure, where y = x, and on this 
diagonal, the points are schematically located designating the composi- 
tions x~, xD, and x B for the more-permeable component i. 

Operating lines and the intermediate behavior of the X locus or X 
line (or q line) are sketched in for a partitioning of the feedstream. 
Moreover, a few stage calculations are schematically shown at the more- 
permeable product end and for agreement between the feed and membrane 
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Figure 4.7 Graphical schematic representation for the McCabe-Thiele method 
as applied to membrane separations, where X = 1. 

cell compositions at the feedstream location. Whereas Figure 4.6 assumes 
a partitioning of the feedstream between the permeate and reject streams 
at the feed location, in Figure 4.7 all of the feedstream is assigned to the 
reject phase, as indicated by the vertical q-line, signifying that X = 1. In 
Figure 4.8, all of the feedstream is assigned to the permeate phase, as 
indicated by the horizontal q-line, signifying that X = 0. 

K- Value Behavior 

A distinction is made, however, in that, in distillation, the tempera- 
ture and phase equilibrium compositions vary. For membrane calcula- 
tions, on the other hand, the relation between the reject and permeate 
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Figure 4.8 Graphical schematic representation for the McCabe-Thiele method 
as applied to membrane separations, where X -  0. 

phases is regarded as uniform; that is, at each stage n (or m) the K-value 
for component i is the same constant value, represented by 

K s - 
V" + e,/',, 

where V" denotes the permeate flux, to be determined as derived and 
utilized in Chapter 3. This has far-reaching consequences, in that analyt- 
ical rather than graphical methods can be used in the calculations, as is 
subsequently developed. 
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The "equilibrium" curve, or K-value, is for the most part represented 
by a straight line with slope K (or K,). Since this pertains to the more- 
permeable component, the slope is greater than unity. Furthermore, the 
K-value line lies above the 45 ~ diagonal, albeit the actual determination 
is to a certain extent arbitrary, as per Example 3.1 of Chapter 3; that is, 
is it determined from a bubble-point, dew-point, or in-between type 
calculation on the feedstream composition? 

Moreover, for a pure component (for both i and j), the limiting value 
for K -  y/x should be unity. Accordingly, dashed or dotted lines are sketched 
in to accommodate this boundary condition at the upper end. Moreover, 
as y - x -  1 is approached, the slope dyldx does not remain equal to the 
presumed constant value for K, since K then has to vary. 

The exact behavior for component i at the far lower end is assumed 
mostly unknown. However, the K-value for component j necessarily 
approaches unity. 

In other words, the behavior of the straight line here representing a 
constant value for K; does not terminate exactly at the origin, with a gap 
left for the unknown. In the drawings, the behavior is denoted more or 
less schematically, without continuing the representation down to the 
origin. However, the most probable idealized behavior would seem to be 
that where the straight line continues down to the origin, with the anno- 
tation that, when y = x = 0, the ratio ylx becomes indeterminate. 

Note that, for the pure component i, when K i - 1, it follows that 

v"-/ ' , ( / ' , . - i ' , . )  

A corresponding limiting condition occurs for pure component j. 
(Vapor-liquid equilibria pose a similar problem; that is, the behavior 

of the equilibrium vaporization ratio K as experimentally determined for 
a mid-range of temperature, pressure, and composition does not apply 
for the pure component nor at supercritical or near-supercritical conditions, 
such as for the light hydrocarbons, as per Katz et al.' As an approximation, 
however, the equilibrium vaporization ratio may be defined by Raoult's 
law, that K = vp/P; that is, the vapor pressure of the pure component divided 
by the total pressure. In turn, the mixture obeys Dalton's law of partial 
pressures. By these accommodations, the boundary condition for the pure 
component can be met: K -  1.) 

Note that, in the representations of Figures 4.6-4.8, the K slope is 
greater than unity, so that the y ordinate and x abscissa refer to the more- 
permeable component. Note furthermore that, for this juxtaposition, the 
same degree of separation requires more stages or cells in the stripping 
section than for the rectifying section. 
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Operating Lines 

In Figure 4.6, operating lines are posted for the rectifying sections 
and stripping sections, terminating at points on the diagonal respectively 
marked D and B, for the more-permeable and less-permeable products. 
These straight lines are determined from the material balances as a con- 
tinuum. 

For the rectifying section, 

V - L + D  

whereby 

Vy - Lx + Dx D 

L D 
- - - x + - - x D  

Y V V 

It may be readily observed that this operating line terminates on the 
diagonal at the point denoted D, where y - x -  xt). 

For the stripping section, 

m 

L - V + B  

whereby 

m 

L ~ - V y + B x ; ~  

_ L _  B 
y = ~ - - x - ~  

V V x;~ 

The overbars or overlines are used to designate entities in the stripping 
section. Note that this operating line terminates at the point designated B, 
where y -  ~ -  x B. 

Feedstream Partitioning 

At the feedstream location or feed cell, the stream material balance is 

F + L + V - L  +V or V - L  + V - L - F  

In turn, let 

L - L + XF and V - V + (1 - X)F or V - V -(1 - X)F 

where X denotes the (molar) fraction of the feedstream introduced into 
the reject side of the membrane cell at the feed location, and (1 - X) 
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denotes the (molar) fraction of the feedstream introduced into the per- 
meate side. 

(In Brown et al. 2 and most other references, q is used to denote this 
fraction. However, since the symbol applies to a feedstream of combined 
saturated liquid and vapor phases---and even to supercooled liquid and 
superheated vapor as the feedstream--and as applied to distillation, the 
symbol X is used here instead for membrane separations. It may be added 
that the following derivations are circuitous and not the only way to 
represent the effect of feedstream partitioning but are the generally accepted 
way and perhaps the most convenient to use.) 

Therefore, 

v = v - ( 1 -  X)F = L + D - ( 1 -  X)F = L + (F - B ) -  (1- X ) F  = L - B + X F  

Substituting for L and V into the foregoing material balance representing 
the operating line for the stripping section, 

L + X F  B 
y =  x -  x B 

(L - B ) +  X F  (L - B ) +  X F  

Multiplying through and collecting terms, 

[(L - B ) +  X F ] ~  -- [L + XF] ~ -  B x  R 

L(y - ~) = X F ( ~  - y)+ B(y - x ~) 

For the rectifying section, since 

L D L D 
Y = V  x + ~ x D  X + ~ X D  

V L + D  L + D  

then on multiplying through and collecting terms, 

L (y - x) = D (x D - y) 

For the point of intersection of the two operating curves, ~ = y and ~ - x. 
Therefore, 

D (xl) - y) = X F  (x - y) = B (y - x B) 

From the overall material balances, 

B - F - D  

B x  B - F x ~  - D x  D 
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A substitution yields 

D ( x  D - y) : X F ( x  - y ) +  (F - D ) y  - Fx  ~. + D x D  

Collecting and canceling terms, 

0 - X F x  - X F y  + Fy - Fx~. 

OF 

y(X - 1)-  X x -  x~. 

X 1 X 1 
-- X - - ~ X F  : - - ~ X +  X 

Y X - 1  X - 1  1 - X  1 - X  ~ 

Therefore, the locus for the intersection of the operating lines is a straight 
line with a negative slope of X / ( 1  - X )  and intersects the point designated 
F on the 45 ~ diagonal, where y - x - x~. When X -  1, the line is vertical 
(all the feedstream goes to the reject side), and when X = 0, the line is 
horizontal (all the feedstream goes to the permeate side). 

N u m b e r  o f  S tages  

The number of membrane stages or cells is determined from a stepwise 
procedure, starting, say, from the more-permeable product D. It can be 
assumed that the recycle or reflux ratios for the rectifying and stripping 
sections have been specified, and the feedstream partitioning X, if any. The 
first few steps are illustrated in Figures 4.6 through 4.8. 

In fact, various combinations of variables can be specified, some of 
which are independent and others dependent. These variously include the 
recycle or reflux ratios in each section, say, L / V  and L / V  or V / L ,  plus the 
feedstream partitioning X, and the compositions x~, x D, and x B. Alternately, 
the stepwise procedure may originate at the less-permeable product B, the 
feedstream location, or at the feed cell and proceed in both directions. 

Whichever starting point is used, the number of stages or cells most 
surely is a fractional number; that is to say, starting at D or xD, the 
stepwise procedure does not end exactly at the point designated B or x B. 
This is a signal that the degrees of freedom have been overspecified. 
Otherwise, trial-and-error procedures must be inst i tuted~maybe even 
double or triple trial and error, depending on the makeup of the equa- 
t ions~i f  an integral number of steps is to be achieved. 

There is a further question of whether there should also be an integral 
number of stages or cells in each section, that is, in both the rectifying 
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and stripping sections. In a McCabe-Thiele type of plot, the composi- 
tion(s) at the feed stage or cell is represented by a point on the locus for 
the partitioning of the feedstream, the "X locus." This point denotes 
where the permeate composition becomes the same for both the rectifying 
and stripping sections, and likewise for the reject composition. In other 
words, cell n + 1 becomes identical with cell m + 1 (and the feed location, 
cell f). The permeate composition and reject compositions for this par- 
ticular cell are defined by the intersection. (A further discussion is fur- 
nished in Example 4.1). 

This juxtaposition, however, necessarily excludes the point where 
the X locus intersects the K-value representation (or equilibrium curve), 
since this would lead to a condition of minimum reflux and infinite stages, 
as described in the next subsection. 

In summation, rigorously speaking, we are speaking of an integral 
number of equations, although it probably does not matter too much, 
everything else considered. 

Stepwise Graphical Calculations 
A brief iteration of the stepwise process may be made, say, as per 

Figure 4.6, where the graphical representations are kept sparse to avoid 
unnecessary clutter. The calculation may be perceived as starting at D, 
the initial point on the 45 ~ line, where y~ - x() = x D. 

The corresponding point on the K-value line (the line designated 
K slope) is where y~ is in "equilibrium" with x~; that is, the point (Yl, xl). 

In turn, this value of X l next permits the calculation of y_, via the 
pointwise relationship 

L D 
Y2 -- v X l  + -vXl) 

This relationship, however, merely denotes a point on the operating line 
for the rectifying section and is obtained by dropping down vertically from 
the point (Yl, Xl)" In other words, the operating line is merely the locus 
connecting the successive points (y,_, x~), (Y3, x2), (Y4, x~), and so forth. 
In turn, knowing Y2, the value x 2 follows from the K line and so forth. 

Alternately, the graphical calculation can start at the feedstream 
location and proceed toward D. In Figure 4.6, the point on the K-value 
or "equilibrium" line denoted by m + 1 = n + 1 signals that, at the feed 
location, 

Y,,,+l - Y,,+I and x,,,+ l - x,,+ 1 
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Furthermore, that 

y,,,+~ is in "equilibrium" with ~,,,+~ 

y,,+~ is in "equilibrium" with x,,+~ 

However, the representation shows that the partitioned feedstream intro- 
duced does not have the same composition as either the reject or permeate 
sides of the cell. This introduces an unnecessary complication, whereby 
analytical methods require an adjustment or accommodation with the 
reject and permeate compositions at the feedstream cell. 

(These adjustments or accommodations can be made by material 
balances on the streams involved. In distillation, on the other hand, if the 
feedstream is assumed to be a mixture of saturated liquid and saturated 
vapor at equilibrium, then no such accommodation is necessary. The sat- 
urated liquid phase can go to the stage or plate liquid phase and be assumed 
of the same composition, and the saturated vapor phase can go to the stage 
or plate vapor phase and be assumed of the same composition.) 

As the limiting case, in Figure 4.7, all the feedstream is introduced on 
the reject side and assumed to have the same composition as the reject stream. 
In Figure 4.8, all the feedstream is introduced on the permeate side and 
assumed to have the same composition as the permeate stream The former 
is the preferred embodiment here, in that the permeate load stays the same 
in both the rectifying and stripping sections. Note that the positioning of the 
operating lines changes for the different allocations of the feedstream. 

If calculations are to start at the feedstream location, proceeding 
toward D in the rectifying section, then the corresponding calculation in 
the stripping section proceeds toward B. An abbreviated stepwise sequence 
is indicated in the figures. 

Conversely, the calculation for the stripping section can start at point 
B, where 

g w 

x B - x~ - Yo 

Knowing 2~ on the "equilibrium" curve gives Yl" 
permits the calculation of 2, via the equation 

In turn, knowing y~ 

L B y, =gxe-gx  

This determination may be perceived as merely a point on the operating 
line for the stripping section and so forth. The sequence is briefly indicated 
in the figures. 
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Comments 
A few observations, therefore, emanate from a visual inspection of 

Figures 4.6-4.8. As far as the total number of stages is concerned, it 
makes very little difference where the calculation is started and ended, 
albeit obtaining a trial-and-error mesh for a near-integral number of stages 
can be a problem, one sometimes or oftentimes better ignored. 

The important thing is that using recycle (or reflux) of the more- 
permeable product and recycle (or reflux) of the less-permeable product 
can induce sharper separations, just as in distillation. Furthermore, as far 
as the total number of stages is concerned, it makes very little difference 
as to whether the feedstream is introduced at the reject or permeate side 
of the cell at the feed location and whether or not it is partitioned. Not 
only this, it makes very little difference whether the feedstream compo- 
sition coincides with the reject or permeate compositions. 

The overriding consideration is that of convenience; in other words, 
what simplifies or eases the modus operandi for the calculations. And, as 
is further explained and demonstrated for analytical calculations, it is by 
far preferable to start calculations at the feedstream location, assuming 
that the feedstream composition, and preferably the reject composition, 
are identical. In this way, the overall material balance is automatically 
satisfied, even for an integral number of stages or cells in each section, 
which, not so incidentally, is a fundamental feature for the analytical 
calculation. 

Limiting Conditions 

The two main limiting conditions are total reflux (__or recycle) and 
minimum reflux (or recycle). In total reflux, L / V -  L/V - 1, and both 
the operating lines coincide with the 45 ~ diagonal. This condition gives 
the fewest number of stages for a given separation. The stages or cells 
are stepped off between the K line and the 45 ~ diagonal. Again, the question 
arises of whether an integral number of stages should be pursued. Moreover, 
no finite product streams are obtained. 

Minimum reflux, by definition, is that condition whereby a zone of 
an infinite number of stages exists "immediately" on each side of the 
feed location. 1 In the McCabe~ method of graphical representation 
and calculation, both operating lines intersect with the locus of the feed 
partitioning, all at a point on the K-value plot (or equilibrium curve). It 
is therefore impossible to calculate away from this point of intersection, 
in either direction. 
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Analytical Methods of Analysis and Calculation 

However, analytical procedures based on the absorption/stripping 
factor concept permit an integral number of stages or cells to be specified 
beforehand for each section. Furthermore, the calculations terminate at 
points x D and x~, so determined after the fact by the calculation proce- 
dures and, in the process, automatically satisfying the material balances. 
These analytical methods are next developed in detail. 

4.4 R E C T I F Y I N G  S E C T I O N  

In what is called the rectifying section, the stagewise material bal- 
ances for a component i are as follows: 

V , + l y , , + l  - L,,x,, = Dx D 

where, for simplicity, the component subscripts have been dropped. 
If the V,,+I or V, and the L are made essentially constant up and 

down the column or unit (a condition called constant molal overflow and 
underflow), then 

Vy,,+l - Lx,  = D x  D 

o r  

L D 
Y.+l  = v x " + - - ~ x  D 

This is represented by a straight line in y-x space, which takes on values 
at the successive points y,,+~ and x,,. It is therefore a step function or 
difference equation. The slope L/V is less than unity, since, by the total 
stream balances, 

V,,+l- L , , -  D or V -  L = D 

The membrane rate balance across the nth membrane for each component 
i is of the form 

vy,,- 8( P,x,,- P,,,y,,) 

This relationship assumes perfect mixing, whereby the composition x, is 
uniform across the high-pressure side of the nth cell, and the composition 
y, is uniform across the low-pressure side of the cell. In other words, the 
composition of a stream leaving a cell is regarded as the composition 
within the totality of that side of the cell. This indeed is the meaning of 
the term perfect mixing. 
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Rearranging, the K-value form is attained" 

I",1"i 
y ,, = - = Kx, ,  

v "  + e,P, 

where V" denotes the permeate molar flux and can be made numerically 
equal to the molar rate V if so desired, which calls for adjusting the other 
stream rates. The subscript n is dropped from the value of K since here 
K (or K;) remains constant from cell to cell, for each component. For 
convenience in the notation, it is understood that K pertains to any 
component i. 

The aforementioned material balance is a step equation or difference 
equation that takes on values at positions 1, 2, 3,..., n. It plots as a 
straight line in y - x  space with slope K and intercept at the origin. 

Note that, if K > 1, then y,, > x,, for some component i. The com- 
ponent is preferentially passed through the membrane from the high- 
pressure to the low-pressure side; that is, the membrane is relatively 
selective to this component. 

If K < 1, then y , <  x,, and the component is not preferentially passed 
through the membrane from the high-pressure to the low-pressure side, 
at least as far as the mole fraction makeup is concerned. However, for 
the reverse direction, from the low-pressure side to the high-pressure side, 
the component could be regarded as being preferentially passed through. 
Whether not this viewpoint is allowable is debatable, of course, since it 
is contrary to the concept of permeation, where all components move in 
only one direction, each under a partial pressure or activity difference. 
This dichotomy, however, sets up the separation in a multistage or cascade 
operation where internal reflux or recycle occurs. 

Substituting for x,,, 

L D 
Y,,+ l = V K  y'' + -ff xt) 

D 
= AY,, + - ~ x I )  

where A = L / V K ,  as commonly employed in absorber-type calculations, 
and is called the a b s o r p t i o n  f a c t o r  (1, 2, 3, 4). Starting at membrane cell 
n - 1, where Y l - x/), 

L D / 
Y2 =V--Kyl + ~ y l -  A+ Yl 
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In turn, 

and 

Y3 
D 

= AY2 + -ff Yl 

- ( A ,  + A D 
- V 

A A + Yl + --ff Yl 

D) 
+ ~  y~ 

V 

Y4 
D (a, D D) 

- A y 3 + ~ y  ~ - A  + A - - +  v V  y 

_ ( A  3 + A2 D D D )  ~-+  A ~ - + ~  y, 

and so on. 
It will be observed that, if 

D 
I+vYl 

D L L 
A + - - -  + 1 - - - - 1  

V VK V 

then 1 / K -  1 or K -  1. Under this circumstance, it will be found that y~ = 

Y2 - Y 3  - Y 4  - " ' "  - Y , , + I "  If, however, 

D 
A + - - > I  

V 

then 1/K > 1 or K < 1. Under these circumstances, yl < Y2 < Y3 < Y4 < 
�9 -. < y,,+~; that is, the concentration of the component increases going 
down the rectifying section and decreases going up. This is the circum- 
stance for the less-permeable component j. 

If, on the other hand, 

D 
A +  <1 

V 

then 1/K < 1 or K > 1. For this opposite circumstance, yl > Y2 > Y3 > 
Y4 > " '"  > Y,,+l" The concentration of the component decreases going down 
the rectifying section and increases going up. This is the circumstance for 
the more-permeable component i. 

In general, for y,,+~, 

Y,,+I - A'yl A2 A3 A,,_ 1 D + ( I + A +  + + . . .+  )~Yz 
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Furthermore, 

Therefore, 

Since 

1 - A  
= I + A + A  2 + A  3 + . . . +  A ''-I 

Y,,+I = A,,Yl + (1 -A, , )D 
1-------2~ V Y, 

D 
A, - A,,+, + (1- A,,)--ff 

1 - A  Yl 

A ~t 

+ ~  

1 - A  

then 

Y,,+I = 

D V - L  L 
~ "  ~ 1 ~  

V V V 

Accordingly, given n, 

A 
rl - A ''+l + (1- A")( L) 

1 - A  

L (l_ A"+l)_(l_ A")--ff 

1 - A  Yl 

Yl 

E Yn+l 

(1_ A"+l)_ (1_ A ' , ) _  

1 - A  

L 

V 

- E y  I - E x D  =1 

where, at the feed location, for a component i, it can be assumed that 
Y.+I = KxF; that is, the feed is introduced into the high-pressure or reject 
side of cell n + 1 or cell m + 1 and is assumed to be at its "bubble point" 
and to have the same composition as the reject leaving cell n + 1. (Cell 
m + 1 and cell n + 1 are the same cell, also called the feed cell.) 

The solution for this summation is trial and error in L/V, which at 
the same time establishes the values (Yl)i- (xD)i. 
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Material Balances 

Knowing L/V in turn establishes L and D" 

L = (L/V)(V) 

D - V - L  

where numerically V -  V", as previously established from a bubble- 
point type calculation on the feedstream. And, in effect, this value of 
V = V" remains the same throughout both the rectifying section and the 
stripping section. Moreover, this assertion that V = V" is equivalent to 
stating that all the membrane cells are to have the same area; that is, 
if the permeate flow rate and the permeate flux are constant, then the 
membrane area must remain constant from cell to cell. The analogy is 
to a distillation column, where the feed is introduced as a saturated 
liquid of the same composition as the liquid stream leaving the bottom 
of the feed plate or tray. (As previously noted, this partitioning of the 
feedstream is a feature of the McCabe-Thiele method for binary distil- 
lation calculations, l) 

Constancy 

Note that a bubble-point type calculation on the feedstream compo- 
sition is used to arrive at a value for K, (or K~). Albeit this value, in principle, 
varies from cell to cell as the composition changes, it nevertheless furnishes 
a means for determining a value. Whereas in vapor-liquid operations such 
as absorption, the operating temperature and pressure are used to assign a 
constant value for the liquid-vapor equilibrium vaporization ratio K for a 
particular component; namely, the key component or components. (And, 
in general, the equilibrium vaporization ratio is also a function of compo- 
sition, especially near the critical point of the mixture, and even in absorp- 
tion, the temperature varies somewhat up and down the column due to 
enthalpic effects.) 

Note also that not only is the feed mixture to be at its permeation 
bubble point, but it is inferred that the entirety of the reject stream or phase 
at each cell is at the same bubble-point condition (never mind that the 
composition~and bubble point ~vary).  Accordingly, by this simplification, 
not only does the permeation K-value remain constant, the permeate flux 
rate V" has the same constant value from cell to cell, since the other 
contributing terms P/, PI~, and Pv remain constant. 

The analogy is with equilibrium-stage vapor-liquid operations such as 
absorption, stripping, or distillation, where the liquid phase is, by definition, 
considered at its bubble point, that is, at saturation. In distillation, however, 
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there is a marked variation in temperature, which is ordinarily taken into 
account in the plate-to-plate methods used; that is, in distillation, the 
equilibrium vaporization ratios are required to vary from plate to plate, at 
the same time requiring the calculation of a new equilibrium condition at 
each plate or stage. ~'2 

Feed Dew Point vs. Bubble Point 

The feedstream dew-point condition may alternately be calculated. 
This is equivalent to introducing the feedstream on the permeate side of 
the membrane cell. In distillation parlance, this is analogous to introduc- 
ing the feed as a saturated vapor at the feed plate. The McCabe-Thiele 
method for distillation calculations also accommodates this kind of exi- 
gency. For this consequence, L - L and V = F + V. 

There may also be a partitioning or proration, whereby the feedstream 
is subjected to a flash-type calculation, signifying that one part ends up as 
permeate and the other part as reject. The permeate and reject rates are 
adjusted accordingly. 

Interestingly, according to Example 3.1 of Chapter 3, there is but 
little variation in the permeate flux V" when proceeding from the bubble- 
point type calculation to the dew-point type calculation. 

All these aspects tend to signify a great deal of flexibility in adjusting 
the relative permeate/reject rates in the rectifying and stripping sections; 
that is, the recycle or reflux ratios can be altered or adjusted internally 
or externally to favor the degree of separation desired. In other words, 
these ratios can be regarded as operating parameters and set independent 
of one another, for both the rectifying and stripping sections. This feature 
is further emphasized by the ability to control the interstage or intercellular 
flow rates for both permeate and reject; in fact, they have to be controlled. 

Flash-Type Calculations Based on Internal Reflux 
or Recycle Ratios 

As an alternative to using the limiting cases of bubble-point type or 
dew-point type calculations, the internal recycle or reflux ratio can be 
used to calculate a value for V" (and each K,) via a flash-type calculation. 

That is, say, for the rectifying section, the feed to the reject side of 
a membrane cell can be perceived as the quantity V + L = F, or 1 + L/V = 
F/V. Since V -  L + D, then 

L/V = 
1 

1+ 
L/D 
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Therefore, the assigned external reflux ratio L/D can be used to establish 
L/V. 

Accordingly, 

1 1 
V/F = = 

1 + L/V 1 
1+ 

V/L 

Therefore, specifying or knowing L / V  or WL (or L/D) yields WF, from 
which a flash-type determination can be made that yields a value for V". 
As already indicated, however, this value expectedly does not vary appre- 
ciably using different values of WF between the bubble-point and the 
dew-point types of calculation. 

Similar relationships may be derived for the stripping section or the 
rectifying section and can be assumed controlling. In any event, whatever 
determination is used for establishing V", it is conceivably not of great 
consequence, considering all the other assumptions made. 

Stage-to-Stage or Cell-to-Cell Calculations 

These more rigorous determinations involve a flash-type calculation 
for each cell, conducted along with material balances. That is, the com- 
bined streams (V + L) to each cell can be collectively designated as F, 
with the flash-type calculation determining the permeate phase composi- 
tions and reject phase compositions. The calculation is trial and error for 
some stream rate or stream ratio in the rectifying section, say, V or L/V, 
and similarly for these ratios in the stripping section. 

To furnish an example, say, for cell number 1 in the rectifying section, 
here 

F = L o + 

F(xr)i = Lo(xo), + ~(Y2)i  

from which a flash-type calculation for cell number 1 can be used to relate 
the compositions of streams V~ and L~ leaving the cell. As developed in 
Chapter 3, this calculation can be expressed as 

(XF)I 
K' 
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where 

& _  P 
v " +  P P,, 

and where F may be arbitrarily and temporarily assigned a value of unity 
for the purposes of only the flash-type calculation. The calculation as 
stated here can be regarded as trial and error in V" for an assigned value 
of V/F, where L/F = 1 - WF. The solution at the same time yields values 
for the (xl)i, which can in turn be used to provide values for (yj)i = Ki(xl) i. 

Alternately, the calculation can be perceived as determining V" for 
an assigned value of WF or L/F. In other words, either WF or V" can be 
treated as a design-controlled parameter. 

In turn, a new value for F for the adjacent stage can be initiated. The 
logistics of the cell-to-cell calculation sequence are such that it must start 
either at the top of the rectifying section with an assumed product compo- 
sition or at the feed location with the reject or permeate phases made equal 
to the feed composition or else prorated. 

It may be emphasized that the streams leaving each cell are in an 
"equilibrium" condition, so that a dew-point type calculation on stream 
V~ yields the composition of stream L,~ and a bubble-point type calcula- 
tions on stream L~ yields the composition of stream V.  This circumstance 
is built into the flash-type calculation, whereby the two streams leaving 
are always at "equilibrium" and the compositions are related by K-values. 

Partitioning of the Feedstream 

As indicated in the previous subsection, the feedstream F can be parti- 
tioned or prorated between the reject and permeate sides of the particular 
cell at the feed location. 

(In matter of fact, the feedstream may be prorated into any of the 
cells, at will, but would involve stage-to-stage or cell-to-cell calculations. 
However, in distillation, the rule of thumb is that multifeed locations are 
used only if there are several feedstreams with different compositions. 
Each feedstream is introduced at the point or location that most likely 
approximates its own composition. This is a facet of so-called optimum 
feed location, where the overall separation is made more efficient. The 
same sort of remarks can be made for intermediate permeate or reject 
withdrawal, if a stream product of a particular composition is desired.) 

The partitioning can be viewed first as follows: 
m 

L - L + X F  

V - V + (1 - X)F 
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where X denotes the (molar) fraction of the feedstream F, which is pro- 
rated to the reject side of the cell, and (1 - X) denotes the fraction prorated 
to the permeate side. 

A material balance around the cell at the feed location can be 
expressed variously as 

! m 

L + V - L + V + F  

L - V  - L - V + F  

Solving for F, 

T 

,] 
Substituting for F into the partition expression involving, say, V and (1 - 
X) results in 

(1 11 } 
Collecting terms, 

Accordingly, 

V 

V 

1+ 1] 
1+,, 1] 

It may be readily observed that, when X -  1, V -  V and L -  L +F. 
And, when X - O, V/V = (L/V)/(L/V)= (L/L)(V/V), whereby LIL - 1 (and 
V - V + F ) .  

The remaining contingency would occur if L / V -  L/V. This latter 
circumstance, however, is not an allowable, unless we consider the limiting 
condition of total recycle or total reflux. 
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Proration o f  Cell Areas 

Another facet of assuming a uniform and constant value for K, through- 
out is that, other things being equal, the permeate flux also is uniform and 
constant from cell to cell, in both the rectifying and stripping sections. That 
is, for a component i, since 

K.=K. = v,,/',+ pe,, 

then V" -- V/A is constant, where A represents the area of each membrane 
cell. Moreover, since V is constant, A is constant; that is, each cell in the 
rectifying section has the same transfer area. 

With regard to the stripping section, it also follows that V " =  V/A 
where A is the area of each cell in the stripping section. Therefore, 

V / A -  V/A or 
A V 

A V 

Thus, the ratio of the cell areas in the stripping section and rectifying 
section are the same as the ratio of the respective permeate rates, as 
previously determined. 

Accordingly, establishing the area per cell in the rectifying section 
permits proration to the area per  cell for the stripping section. As the 
preferable case, if X = 1, then A = A and the area per cell is the same in 
both sections, as based upon the permeate. 

Proration o f  Stream Rates 

All stream rates may be based on the permeate flux V" as appears 
in the K-value denoted K s in the previous section and elsewhere. Since V" 
is to be a constant value common to both the rectifying and stripping 
sections, other streams may be referenced to this value at steady-state 
conditions; that is, all stream flow-rate values are also constants. 

Hence, we can write that 

F " =  (FIV)V" D " =  (DIV)V" L " - ( L I V ) V "  

B" - (B/V) V" V"  - (V/V) V" L = (L/V) V" - (LIV)(VIV) V" 

Note furthermore that we could speak of the value V " =  VIA in the 
terms 

V " =  V/A = (VIA)(VIV)= V"(VIV) 
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This is as distinguished from V / A  = V/A = V"  used in the preceding 
subsection. In other words, the latter expression could as well be labeled 
V ' =  V /A  = W A -  V"  with the overbar or overline extending all the way 
across, or some other designator could be used. In any event, the calcu- 
lated permeate flux remains at the same constant value throughout both 
sections, albeit the molar permeate flow rate can change between the 
rectifying and stripping sections; that is, if V ,  V. 

As a further note, the feedstream partitioning factor X can be further 
introduced via the ratio V / V  (or A/A). And, for most purposes, however, 
it is preferable to reference all streams to 1/" (or to A) as determined from 
the K-value determination rather than to V ' (or  to A). 

Stream Flow Rate Consistency 

The end products are related by the following balances" 

V - L + D  

L = V + B  

whereby 

L - B V L / B - 1  B V I + ( 1 - X ) [ L / V - 1 ]  
- -  ~ o r  ~ = ~ =  

L + D V L/D + I D V I + ( 1 - X ) [ L / V - 1 ]  

In turn, since V -  L + D and L - V + B, as shown elsewhere, the external 
recycle ratios L/D and V/B are respectively related to the internal recycle 
ratios L / V  and V/L  by 

1 1 
LIV = or L/D = 

1 1 
1-~ . . . .  1 

L/D LIV 

V /L  1 -- 1 - or V/B = 
1 1 

1 + - -  1 
V/B V /L  

By virtue of the overall material balances, 

F - D + B  

F(x~-), - D ( x i ) )  i + B(xf~)i 
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it follows that 

B _ (xD) i - ( x r )  i 

D -(xR), 

This relationship is indicative of the following trends, for a given feed 
composition. For the more-permeable component i, an increase in (xD); 
is accompanied by an increase in B or a decrease in D or both. Whereas a 
decrease in (xB) i is accompanied by a decrease in B or an increase in D. 
For the less-permeable component j, the trends are just opposite. 

Note, in turn, that 

R m 

B L - V  L / V - 1  V 

D V - L  1 - L / V  V 

L I V  - 1 1 + (1- X ) [ L I V -  1] 

1 -  LIV  1+ (1- X ) [ L I V  - 1] 

o r  

(xD) i - ( x ~ )  i _ L I V  - 1 1+ (1- X)[LIV  - 1] 

(xF) ~ - ( x B )  ~ 1 -  L /V  1+ (1- X ) [ L / V  - 1] 

For a given feedstream composition (x~);, given ratios L / V  and L / V  or 
V / L ,  and a partitioning X of the feedstream F, the preceding is an equiv- 
alent statement of the overall material balance. And for, say, a particular 
value of (xD) i assumed or calculated, a corresponding value of (xB) i satisfies 
the material balances. 

A great advantage, therefore, in using the absorption/stripping factor 
method, at constant values of the absorption factor A and the stripping 
factor S, lies in starting the derived stagewise calculation for both the 
rectifying and stripping sections at the feedstream composition. (Stripping 
factor derivations are presented in Section 4.5.) Since the derivations for 
the rectifying and stripping section are but a sequence of material bal- 
ances, the overall material balance automatically is satisfied, provided 
each such calculation starts with the feedstream composition or its par- 
titioning. 

Ef fec t  o f  Recycle  Rat ios  on M e m b r a n e  Separat ions 

Note in the foregoing derivations that L / V  < 1 and L / V  > i or V / L  < 1. 
Furthermore, for the more permeable component i, 
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As L / V  (or L/D)  increases, (xi)_) i tends to increase. 
As L / V  decreases or V / L  (or V/B) increases ,  (xR) i tends to decrease. 

The less permeable component j acts oppositely. 

Effec t  o f  X 

A further inspection of these trends may be made in terms of X, the 
(molar) fraction of the feedstream partitioned as reject phase at the feed 
location. When X = 1, it follows that 

However, when X -  O, 

(xD) i - ( x r )  i L/V - 1  

(xr)  ~ - ( x B )  ~ 1 -  L/V 

(XD)i -- (Xr )i L / V  - 1 1 + [L/V - 1] L / V  - 1 L/V  

(x~.) i - ( x B )  i 1 -  L /V  I + [ L / V  - 1] 1 -  L/V  L / V  

Since L~ V < 1 and L / V  > 1, the trend for the more permeable component 
i is as follows: 

As X increases, (XD) i increases and (xR) i also increases. 
As X decreases, (xD) i decreases and (xB) i decreases. 

The converse occurs for the less-permeable component j. 
Therefore, it may be concluded that the trends are somewhat offset- 

ting, as far as sharpness of separation is concerned; that is, values of X 1" 1 
favor concentrating the more-permeable component i in the product 
stream D but at the expense of also raising the concentration in the 
product stream B. And values of X $ 0 favor concentrating the less- 
permeable component j in the product stream B but at the expense of 
also increasing the concentration in the product stream D. 

A compromise of course is to use X - 0.5. As an alternative, the 
number of stages can be increased in either the stripping or rectifying 
section to counteract whichever trend may occur. That is to say, it may 
be observed in distillation practice that, if the feedstream is introduced 
as a liquid (either saturated or supercooled, whereby X -  1, or X _> 1), 
there may be a considerably larger stripping section, both in the number 
of stages or plates and in the column diameter. (The vapor load is also 
higher in the stripping section if the feedstream is a supercooled liquid: 
that is, the reboil ratio is correspondingly increased, with the necessary 
additional heat supplied at the reboiler. In other words, V > V if the 
feedstream is supercooled liquid.) Conversely, if the feedstream is a vapor 
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(saturated or superheated, whereby X-- 0 or X < 0), the rectifying section 
is much larger. (This latter circumstance is the more-unusual embodiment. 
There is a higher cooling load at the reflux condenser, and L > L.) The 
same sort of adjustments can be applied to membrane units. 

Limi t ing  Values for A 

Observe that, for any component i, when K = 1 and A - L/V, then 
y,,+~- y~; that is, on substituting into the appropriate formula for either 
component i or component j, 

Y,,+l 

_ I1 -  ( L ) " - ' I -  I V -  ( L )  ' ' ' '  ] 

- L Yl -Yl 

V 

This establishes a crossover for the separation. Below A = L/V, the sep- 
aration goes one way; above A = L/V, the separation goes the other way. 

Note, furthermore, that when A or A , -  1, the ratio y,~/y~ for a 
component i becomes indeterminate by the previously derived fractional 
formula. Moreover, it will be found that the derivative dy,+~/dA exhibits 
infinite behavior. 

Interestingly, however, using instead the series form for the solution, 
when A - 1 such that L / V  = K, it follows that 

Y,+I - Y~ + (n - 1)~ Yl - 1 + (n - 1) y~ or "+ = 1+ (n - 1)~- 
Yl 

Since V -  L + D, then D / V -  1 - L/V; and this relationship becomes 

/ L ) 
Y"+~ = l + ( n - 1 )  1 - ~ -  
Yn 

In another way of viewing the situation, for a particular component i, 
when A or A, -  1, and introducing the component subscript, then it also 
follows that 

(y,,+~),- (y~),-- (n - I)(D/V)(y~), 

For sufficiently large values of n, the difference can be made arbitrarily 
greater than unity, which is not allowable. 

Therefore, for an accumulation of reasons, it can be perceived that there 
is some sort of a limit on the value or values for A, whether approached 
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from below for component i or from above for component j. For instance, 
since A = L/VK, the larger is the value of K (as for component i), the smaller 
the value of A. And the smaller the value of K (as for component j), the 
greater the value of A. These effects are examined further in terms of 
crossover, where there is a marked change (sea change) between the sepa- 
ration behavior of one component versus the other. 

Crossover 

An examination of the expression relating y,,+~ - Kx r to y~ establishes 
certain restrictions for components i and j in the rectifying section, which 
have to do with the relative magnitude of the mole fractions in the streams 
entering and leaving the rectifying section. Therefore, it is a separation 
requirement for component i that 

(Yl)i > (Y,,+l)i Yl > Y.+I or  

and for component j that 

Yl < 3",,+1 or (Yl)i < (Y,,.1)i 

This signifies a crossover depending on the magnitude of the absorption 
factor or A values A; and A/and the magnitude of, say, the internal reflux 
ratio L/V. 

That is, consider the previously derived formula in the form 

(L) 
A " - A  ''+' + ( I - A " )  1 - ~  

Y,,+l = 1 -  A Yl 

L 
( 1 - A " + ' ) - ( 1 - A " ) v  

= Yl  1 - A  

It is necessary, therefore, for component i, that 

L 
[1 - (Ai)"+~ ] - [1 - (Ai)" l ~  

1 - A  

and for component j that 

<1 

L 
[ 1 -  (A , )"+'  ] - [1 - (Aj)"  1-~ 

l - A ,  
>1 
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Meeting these requirements requires a judicious choice for the recycle or 
reflux ratio L / V  or L / D ,  within certain limits. 

Note, of course, that magnitude of these expressions is controlled by 

L L and [1-  (Ai)" ]~- [1-  (Ai)" l ~  

Speaking only in approximate terms, the inference is that A i < - 1  

and Ai > ~-1. This, however, is only approximately the case, since the 
internal reflux or recycle ratio L / V  has a pronounced influence on the 
terms 

L 1 and A L 1 
A i - V  K i ' - V  K i 

This effect may be ascertained in the spreadsheet calculations as 
presented in Appendix 4. 

A s s i g n m e n t  o f  a C o n s t a n t  P e r m e a t e  R a t e  V 

The permeate rate from each cell or stage is assumed to have the 
same numerical constant value V -  V'; that is, the system is to be assumed 
controlled such that the permeate rate is a constant leaving each cell. In 
other words, referring to Figure 4.2(a), D = V~ - V 2 = V 3 = ... = V n +  1 - -  

V, where V is an assigned constant or parameter. 
Furthermore, examining say the second stage, a material balance is 

V 3 + L~ = V 2 + L 2 

o r  

V 3 - V 2 = L 2 - L 1 

o r  

V 3 - L  2 -  V ~ _ - L ~ = A  

where A must be a constant. This would set up the familiar difference 
point or "delta" point calculations encountered in multistage separation 
operations. 2 

Since V 2 - V3, then L 1 - L 2. Generalizing, L l - L 2 = L 3 = ... = L,,+l = L. 
There is the qualification, however, that L 0 = 0. Also it is understood that 
L < V in the rectifying section. 

However, albeit the permeate flow rates V have the same value in 
successive stages and the reject flow rates L are the same, the compositions 
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from one stage to another are not the same; that is, 

(Yl)i ~: (Y2)i ~ (Y3)i # "'" # (Y,,)i 

r (x3);  "'" (x,,);  

Indeed, this is the purpose of multistage separation, to effect composition 
changes from one stage or cell to another. 

Moreover, the convention applies that the quantity (Lj + V 2) corre- 
sponds to a combined feed or feed rate F, to the second cell or stage, 
where L 2 is the reject. (Note that the composition of L 2 and L 1 are 
different, albeit the stream flow rates L 2 and L~ have the same value, 
designated L.) It necessarily follows that ( L  + V,,+l) - F,, is constant from 
stage to stage, since the values of L remain the same constant value and 
the values of V are the same constant value. In other words, here, ignoring 
the first stage, F 2 = F 3 = . . .  = F z. The (combined) compositions, however, vary. 

From the derivations and calculations for a single cell or stage as 
developed in Chapter 3, the molar permeate rate V (as well as the reject 
rate L and combined feed rate F) properly must vary from stage-to-stage, 
since the (combined) feed composition also varies. This implies that 
something has to give. For example, if the permeate rate is assumed 
constant, then the mole fraction summations cannot be held exactly to 
unity. Or, if the mole fraction summations are required to be unity, then 
the permeate rate should be allowed to vary. The former course is pursued 
here in the further interests of simplification. 

From another standpoint, if the rigorous flash-type calculation, say, 
is to be used at each stage for a fixed vapor to combined feed ratio, then 
V" has to vary as the composition of the combined feed input to the cell 
varies. In turn, the K-values would vary. 

Interestingly, as shown in Example 3.1 at least, the calculated per- 
meate flux V" does not vary appreciably, even as the parameter V/F is 
changed. Nor do the resulting permeate and reject compositions change 
appreciably. That is, at least in this particular example, there are only 
minimal changes in composition. 

It may be added that the V/F ratio, as developed in Chapter 3, relates 
to the reflux ratio L / V  or L / D ,  as described herein in Chapter 4. That is, 
V/F, as per Chapter 3, corresponds to L / ( V  + L),  as per Chapter 4. That 
is to say, 

V L 1 
= or V/F = 1 

F V + L  1 + ~  
L / V  
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where the derivation in Chapter 3 utilizes V/F as a parameter. There, stream 
F consists of a single stream introduced into the reject side of the mem- 
brane. Calculating V by the trial-and-error procedure utilized then ulti- 
mately permits the determination of the corresponding value for F (and L). 

On the other hand, when applied to multistage operations, the 
concept of F pertains to the introduction of both V and L (that is, to 
V + L) to the reject side of the membrane, where V and L originate from 
the adjacent membrane cells, that is, from the posterior and anterior cells. 
Thus, the so-called internal reflux ratio or recycle ratio L/V  can be used 
to establish a value for V/F, from which a value for the permeate flux V" 
could in turn be calculated by the same methods of Chapter 3. The value 
of V" so determined is the uniform and constant permeate rate at each 
stage in the rectifying section. This would supersede the determination of 
the permeate flux V" based on the feedstream per se. 

The relationship between the internal reflux ratio and the external 
reflux ratio L/D is given starting with V -  L = D,  where 

1 1 
L/D - ~ -  1 or L / V  = 

1 1 
~ +  1 

L / V  L/D 

This is the familiar reflux relationship as applies notably to distillation. 

Relaxation o f  the Mole Fraction 
Summation Requirement  

As a final note, the relaxation of the requirement that the mole 
fractions of a stream sum to unity is inherent in the utilization of the 
absorption-stripping factor concept as developed here. Ordinarily, the 
concept is used in practice where an absorbed or stripped component is 
in relatively low concentrations in, say, the absorbing phase. This is most 
evident in the use of an absorber oil or lean oil (L.O.) to absorb lower 
molecular weight hydrocarbons from a natural gas stream; that is, there 
occurs in ascending order the absorption of some methane, more of ethane, 
most of the propane and butanes, and substantially all of the pentanes, 
hexanes, and heavier hydrocarbons. Other things being equal, the lower 
the vaporization ratio, volatility, or K-value of the component, the higher 
the value for the absorption factor A - L /VK and the greater the degree 
of absorption that takes place. This can be seen from the absorption 
factor plot contained in the standard references, 1"-'~6 as originally derived 
by Souders and Brown.: This trend can also be ascertained from the 
previous derivations in comparing y,,.~ with y~ (where the greater the 
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value for A, the greater the difference between y,,+~ and y~ or the greater 
the ratio y,,§ or by still other arrangements or rearrangements. 

The bottoms product mixture from the absorber is characterized as 
rich oil, and the absorbed hydrocarbons are steam-stripped, leaving the 
lean oil phase for recycle to the absorber (the lean oil is generally char- 
acterized as an averaged 180 molecular weight paraffinic-type oil). The 
light hydrocarbons so stripped are, in turn, concentrated in successive 
distillation columns variously called a deethanizer, depropanizer,  deiso- 
butanizer, or debutanizer,  with the pentanes and heavier hydrocarbons 
largely making up a natural gasoline fraction. The operating pressure of 
each of these columns is dictated by the necessity of condensing a reflux 
phase, usually by the use of cooling water in a condensing heat exchanger. 

It may be added that the sharp separation of methane and ethane 
from the other absorbed hydrocarbon components ordinarily requires 
low-temperature or cryogenic distillation operations to produce a reflux 
phase at the top of the column. Alternately, extractive distillation methods 
can be used, where an absorber oil is introduced at the top of the column 
instead of reflux. The degree of separation can be enhanced if the reboiler 
at the bottom of the column is replaced by a separate distillation-type 
column, with the overhead from this column recycled to the bottom of 

| 
the first column, an operation once called the extracti frac process. 

The absorber gaseous product, or off-gas, composed mostly of meth- 
ane with some ethane and relatively minor amounts of propane and 
heavier hydrocarbons, can be characterized as lean natural gas, with the 
composition adjusted at the absorber so as to meet Btu requirements, if 
any. The gas is generally dried to meet pipeline specifications, either by 
glycol treatment or solid adsorbents. If the acid gas hydrogen sulfide is 
present, removal by absorption with a solution of one or another of the 
ethanolamines is standard operating procedure. Appreciable concentra- 
tions of the acid gas carbon dioxide may be removed similarly. Nitrogen, 
if at sufficiently low levels, is ignored~if it does not adversely affect the 
Btu rating; otherwise, the gas is not marketable. All of which gets around 
to the use of membrane technology to upgrade subquality natural gas by 
(partially) removing the nitrogen content. 

4.5 STRIPPING SECTION 

For the stripping section, for a component i, and dropping the 
subscript, 

L,,,+l~,,,§ l - V,,y,,, - Bx  t~ 
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where 

L,,+ 1 - 1 / , , - B  

If t h e L  m and V, .  are constants, independent of the cell number, then 
K m = K m is a constant, and 

L~, , ,+ l - Vy , , ,  - B x  t3 

or 

V _  B 
~ ~ ~ I  

x,,,+~ - ~ y + w x R  
L 

This is a step function which can be represented as a straight line 
in y - x  space. Moreover, 

L / V > I  

The membrane rate balance for a component i is 

vy,, ,  - P. (PI_ ~ , , , -  I,,-Y,,,) 

or 
B 

- _ P P , ~ _ -  - -  

y , , ,  - F + i,p, X,,, -- I< ~,,, 

This also represents a step function, which can be represented as a straight 
line in y - ~  space, with slope K and intercept at the origin. 

If V = V, and if PL = Pr and Pv - P~', then K - K. 
Substituting for y,, , ,  where x R -s  gives 

V K _  B _  
Xm+l -- L -xm + F  X1 

B 
= s ~ , , , + ~ ,  

where S - V K / L ,  as defined by the substitution. The entity S corresponds 
to the stripping factor in vapor-liquid absorber/stripper calculations. 

Therefore, 

B ( B )  
x2 = S ~  + -~ ~ = S + ~- ~ 

B ( B/ 
X3 = SX2 +~XI  - S S + ~  Xl + ~ x l  
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and 

B (s2 B B) B 
X'4 - -  S x 3  -{- F X ' I  - -  S 4- S=+=LL ~ + " ~  

_($3+$2B B )~ T+s  , 

etc. 
Similarly to the derivations for the rectifying section, it will be found 

that for the stripping section, if 
J 

B VK V 
S + = =  - + 1 - - - - - - 1  

L L L 

then K - 1 and 

. . . .  m ~ w 

X 1 - -  X 2 - -  X 3 - -  X 4 - -  . .  = X m +  1 

If 

B 
S + = > 1  

L 

then K > l a n d  

X 1 < X 2 < X 3 < X 4 < " "  < X m +  1 

the composition of the component will increase going up the stripping 
section, and decrease going down. 

If 

B 
S + ~ < I  

L 
m 

then K < 1 and 

X 1 > X 2 > X 3 > X 4 > " ' >  X m +  1 

the composition of the component will decrease going up the stripping 
section, and increase going down. 

In general it will be found, as was done for the rectifying section, that 

X m + l  

m 

(1- S '''+~ ) - ( 1 -  S'") V 
L ~1 

1 - S  
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Accordingly, 

E Xm+l - E x , , -  1 
(1 -S" '+ ' )_ ( I_S ' " )~  

1 - S  

where, at the feed location, (x,,,+l)i- (Y,,.l)i/~ will be known from the 
calculations for the rectifying section. Moreover, it may be assumed that 
(xI-)i- (x,,,+l)i, or at least the approximation can be made. 

Stripping Section Ratios vs. Rectifying Section 
Ratios vs. Feed Introduction 

As previously indicated, as per Figure 4.3, for the circumstance where 
the feed stream F is introduced into the reject side of cell n + 1 (or cell 
m + 1, or cell f) and combined with stream L ~-L,,,+ 1 it will follow 
that L -  L + F, V -  V. By analogy with distillation, this would corre- 
spond to the feed mixture being at its bubble-point type condition. 

Alternately, the feed mixture F can be considered introduced into 
the permeate side of membrane cell n + 1 (or m + 1) and combined with 
V,+I, whereby L - L and V - V + F. This would correspond to the feed 
mixture being at its dew-point type condition. 

Or some combination of the foregoing could be utilized, as per the 
McCabe-Thiele method for binary distillation calculations. ~'-' In mem- 
brane units, moreover, the overall operation is subject to the arbitrary 
regulation of interstage flow rates (and compression rates), according to 
the discretion of the operator. In any event, the inference is that the 
internal recycle ratio for the stripping section can be affixed independently 
of the internal recycle or reflux ratio for the rectifying section. This is not 
necessarily the case for distillation, however, where the one tends to be 
dependent upon the other, at least for calculation purposes. Practically 
speaking, in distillation the behavior of the rectifying section is in part 
governed by the heat removed at the overhead condenser (inducing the 
external reflux ratio), and the behavior of the stripping section is in part 
governed by the heat added at the reboiler (inducing the external reboil 
ratio), albeit the phenomena are also entwined. The behavior at the feed 
location, for a given feedstream condition, will then function dependently. 

Lastly, as has been previously indicated, it will be assumed that the 
permeate flux V" remains at the same constant value throughout both 
the rectifying and stripping sections. In turn, K --K. 
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Furthermore, for calculational purposes, the permeate flux V" may 
be numerically equated with V, and in turn the other stream sizes or flow 
rates related to V". 

Overall Balance Requirements 

From the stripping section material balances, 

- [1 / (~71L)] V and B - T - 

where it is assumed that V - V", and the ratio (V/L)is known or specified. 
In this way, a corresponding value for B can be calculated. 

Finally, since D has been determined for the rectifying section, a 
value for F will follow: 

F = D + B  

and as a check, for each component i, dropping subscripts, 

Fx r - D x t )  + Bx~ 

where the sum of the mole fractions should be unity, for each stream. 
Significantly, the assumption that V = V" implicitly states that each 

membrane cell will have the same area. That is, if the permeate rate is 
constant, and the permeate flux is constant, then the cell area remains 
constant from cell-to-cell. 

Limiting Values for S 

By the procedures used to determine the qualifications for A, limiting 
values for S can be perceived in terms of S - V K / L .  Whenever K = K - 1, 
then it follows that S = V/L ,  and substitution into the appropriate form, 
previously derived, gives 

_I 1- 
X m + 1 V 

1 - 

- - X  1 

This establishes the circumstance where no separation would occur. For 
values of S greater than V/L ,  the separation goes one way, for values less 
the separation goes the other way. 
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Crossover 

The requirements for separation in the stripping section can be 
approached in the same manner as for the rectifying section. Consider, 
therefore, the previous equation, that for no separation to occur, 

= w X 1 
X " ' + l  V 

1 - 
- - X  1 

Thus it is a separation requirement for component i that 

xl < 2,,,+ 1 o r  (X l ) i  < ( x  m+ 1)i 

and for component /  that 

xl > x,,,+l or (x~)i > (x,,,+l)i 

The foregoing will signify a crossover depending upon the magnitude of 
the stripping factor or S values S; and S i, that is, upon the magnitude of the 
internal reflux ratio V/L  and/or the K-values. 

Therefore, based on the previously derived formula, that 

X m+l 

m 

( i -  S '''+~) - ( i -  S"') V 
L ~ 

1 - S  

it is necessary for component i that 

V 
[1-(S;)'"+']-[1-(S;)'"]-~ > 1 

1 - S  i 

and for component j that 

[ 1 -  ( S i ) ' " + l ]  - [ 1 -  (Si)'" ] V 
L < i  

I - S  / 

Meeting these requirements would ordinarily require a judicious choice_ 
for the stripping section recycle or reboil ratio expressed as V/L  or V/B, 
within certain limits. This in turn would  have to be interfaced with the 
results for the rectifying section, introducing an additional element or 
dements of trial and error. 
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Fortunately, however, these stripping section ratios or flow rates can 
be made dependent upon the rates in the rectifying section, as follows. 

Assumption of  a Constant Permeate Rate 

As developed in the preceding section for rectification, if the permeate 
molar flow rate V -  V is assumed to have the same constant value 
throughout the stripping section or is held constant, so are the reject rates 
and the combined permeate and reject rates (or feed rates) to each cell 
or stage; moreover, L > V. 

Furthermore, if this constancy is assumed, then something else must 
be allowed to give. A rigorous calculation for each stage then requires 
that the permeate fluxes ~ "  V" and vary from stage to stage and, in turn, 
the K-values, along with composition. The alternative is to assume that 
the mole fractions do not necessarily sum to unity. This latter course is 
henceforth pursued as the simpler route, where the permeate flux and the 
K-values are to be assumed constant and uniform throughout each section. 

M o r e  R i g o r o u s  S t a t e m e n t  

For the more rigorous interpret__ation, it can be emphasized that, for 
the stripping section, the V/F or V/F ratio as developed in Chapter 3 
corresponds to V/(V + L) as described here,in Chapter 4. That is, V/F or 
V/F as per Chapter 3 corresponds to V/(V + L) as used herein, in Chapter 4. 
In other words, (V + L) is the total or combined feed input to each stage. 
(Note also that the reject from the same stage is also designated L, albeit 
it necessarily has a different composition but the same rate. More properly, 
the terms should be subscripted by stage number.) 

In another way of looking at it, under this more general or rigorous 
interpretation, the total or combined feed to each stage is regarded as 
"flashed" at the specified vapor to feed ratio. Moreover, the mole fractions 
of all the streams then are required to sum to unity, as presented in 
Chapter 3. The multistage calculation, however, has to proceed from cell 
to cell or stage to stage. 

To continue, for the stage-to-stage flash-type calculation, 

m 

V V 
- - -  or V/F = 

F L + V  1 
+1 

V/L 

where the derivation in Chapter 3 applies on the left-hand side of each 
form of the equation and the derivation here applies on the right-hand 
side. Thus, the so-called internal reflux ratio or recycle ratio L / V  or 
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V/L (where L > V) can be used to establish a value for V/F, from which 
a value for V can, in turn, be calculated by the methods of Chapter 3. 
The value of V so determined is the uniform and constant permeate rate 
for each stage in the stripping section. 

I n t e r n a l  vs .  E x t e r n a l  R e c y c l e  

As to the relationship relating internal recycle or reflux and external 
reflux or as pertains t o the  stripping section, it is based on the material 
balance statement L -  V = B, where 

V-/B 1 1 - or V/L - 

1 1 
1 ~ _  + 1 

V/L V/B 

This is the relationship between internal and external reboil ratios as they 
pertain to distillation, which also applies here to the stripping section in 
multistage membrane separations. 

Stripping Section Flow Rates and Ratios 

The molar stream flow rates in the stripping section can be made 
dependent on the rectifying section flow rates. This dependency is made 
by assuming that the relationship between the product streams D and B 
can be based on the feedstream composition, in that, ideally, all of com- 
ponent i makes up stream D and all of component j makes up stream B. 
Admittedly, this is a simplification, but the alternative is an increasing 
complexity that is probably not justified. 

The initial starting point rests on the proposition that an absolute 
value for V, the molar vapor rate, can be established by a single-stage 
flash-type calculation on the feed or feedstream to the operation. As 
developed in Chapter 3 and Appendix 3, this determination is trial and 
error in V; that is, V is the permeate phase arising from the feed stage 
designated both by n + 1 and m + 1 (or by f). 

The feedstream to the overall operation is generally designated F but 
more properly can be distinguished from the feed F to the single-stage 
separation. The distinguishing criterion is in the context of usage; that is, 
whether F designates the feedstream for the multistage operation or the 
combined feed into a single stage (which may be a stage in a multistage 
of operation). The overall material balance for the multistage operation is 

Feed - D + B or F -  D + B 

where the latter is the more conventional notation. 
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Furthermore, by definition, the feedstream combines with and has 
the same composition as the reject phase from the feed stage. Also, the 
permeate phase flow rate V has the same constant value for both stripping 
and rectification; that is, 

w 

V - V whereby L - L + Feed 

All the feedstream is introduced into the reject side of the feed stage 
membrane cell. 

Starting, therefore, with an assigned value for the external reflux 
ratio L/D for the rectifying section, and since V -  L + D, it follows that 

L / V  = 

L /D+ 1 

As demonstrated elsewhere, it is understood that each L and V 
remain at the same constant value throughout the rectifying section. In 
turn, 

V V 

F V + L  

1 

L 
I + - -  

V 

where this value of V/F is the value used for the trial-and-error, single- 
stage flash calculation as set forth in Chapter 3 and Appendix 3; that is, 
V + L represents the combined input into the reject side of the feed stage 
as diagrammed in Figure 4.3. (The output from the reject side also is 
designated L, even though it has a different composition than the input 
entering from the previous stage. The flow rates are merely assumed the 
same.) This use of F is distinguished from the feedstream F into the overall 
operation, as previously noted. 

The single-stage flash-type calculation will establish an absolute value 
for V in consistent units. Knowing V, then L can be calculated from the 
internal reflux ratio L/V, and D can, in turn, be calculated from the 
initially assigned value for the external reflux ratio L/D. 

If it is presupposed or assumed that all the more-permeable compo- 
nent i ends up as the product stream D and all the less-permeable com- 
ponent j ends up as the product B, then 

B - - D ~  
(xr)j 
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In consequence, since V = V, the external reboil or rec_yle ratio VIB can 
be determined. Furthermore, since L -  V +B, then V/L can be deter- 
mined directly or calculated from the expression 

V 1 
m 

L 1 
~ + -  1 
V/B 

Thus, stream values and stream ratios can be determined for both the 
rectifying and stripping sections, starting from an assigned or trial value 
for L/D. These procedures are applied in Example 4.1. 

However, a more rigorous procedure is presented in the following 
subsection and utilized in the spreadsheet calculations of Appendix 4. 

Closure of the Material Balance: The Relationship 
between L/V and L/V 

More rigorously speaking, if the feedstream composition is to be 
made identical to the reject composition for stage n + 1 - m  + 1, then 
there is a relationship between L/V and L/V that involves the composition 
of product streams B and D. That is to say, if L/V and x D are determined 
by a specification and calculation on the rectifying section for an integral 
number of stages, then this dictates a constraint between L IV and x B. 
At the same time, the overall material balance is automatically satisfied. 

This can be visualized graphically in Figure 4.7 in terms of component 
i, where the positioning of the operating line for the rectifying section 
results in an integral number of stages, culminating at point D or x D. Note, 
however, that the operating line can be positioned up or down such that 
the slope remains the same but the intersections at either end will change. 
The net result is that an integral number of stages can occur between the 
feed location and point D. While the determination appears to be trial 
and error in the graphical representation, it can be performed analytically 
(and exactly) by the absorption factor method, as previously presented. 

In turn, the operating line for the stripping section intersects the 
operating line for the rectifying section at x - x~. Moreover, this operating 
line culminates at point B or x~ in an integral number of stages. And, as 
can be noted from Figure 4.7, the terminus at the feed location is fixed, 
with the necessity of varying the slope to arrive at point B or x B in the 
integral number of stages. Although this determination can be performed 
analytically for an integral number of stages by the stripping factor 
method, as previously presented, it is not known in advance what value 
of L/V  to use to be consistent with the value of x B attained or vice versa. 
Thus, the element of trial and error is introduced. 
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The necessary material-balance relationships are derived as follows. 
For the rectifying section, dropping component subscripts, 

V - L + D  

Vy  - L x  + D x  D 

where 

L 
y - - f f (x  - xr )+ x ,  

For the stripping section, 

L - V + B  

L s  - V y  + B x  R 

where 

L 

Since y - y  and ~ = x -  x~. at the point of intersection, then it follows 
that 

- -  X D - X B L _ L x ~  x D + 

V V x l . - x ~  x 1 . - x  R 

From having already determined L / V  and x D, this establishes a relation- 
ship between L / V  and x B. Solving for xR, an alternative arrangement is 

X B =  

( L / V  - L/V)x~. + ( L / V -  1)x D 

L / V  - 1 

where_ L / V  > 1 and L / V  < 1. On assuming a value for L / V  (or V / L  or 
V / B )  and calculating a corresponding value for x R for an integral number 
of stages via the stripping factor relationship, the value of x B so calculated 
must agree with the preceding value of x R, at least with some margin of 
error. 

Interestingly, this relationship satisfies the overall material_ balance. 
Multiplying both the numerator and denominator by V -  V gives 

X B --  
(L - L )x  ~ + (L - V ) x  D 

L - V  
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where L - V - B and (L - V) - - D  and L - L - F. Therefore, 

Fx~ = Dx D + Bx~ 

which automatically holds true regardless of the values of L/V vs. x R 
used for the stripping section. 

4 . 6  S T R I P P I N G  S E C T I O N  VS. R E C T I F Y I N G  
S E C T I O N  

Note that either the stripping section or the rectifying section may 
be operated alone. For the former, the feed F becomes stream L,,,+~. The 
bottom product L 1 - B is distinctly rich in component  1. The other product 
stream is V,,, which shows a "sloppy" separation between i and j. 

For operation as a rectifying section alone, the feedstream becomes 
V,,+I. The top product V l - D is rich in component  i or I. The other 
product L,, shows a sloppy separation between the components.  

For a sharp separation between both (key) components,  both strip- 
ping and rectifying sections must be linked together. 

4 .7  FEED L O C A T I O N  

If the rectifying and stripping sections are linked together, then at 
the feed membrane cell, for a component  i, 

V y n + I  - P ( P / . X m + l - P x Y , t - I  ) 

o r  

w 

_ 

Y . + l  - V + PiP~. x , , ,+ l  - K x,,,+l - K x,,,+l 

where membrane cell n + 1 is the same as membrane cell m + 1 and can 
be called the feed membrane cell f. 

For the purposes here, the feed composition can be made equal to 
that of either L,,,+~ or V+~, or the other way round, and combined with 
either stream. For the first option, which is preferred, 

B 

L - F + L and V - V 
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For the second option, 
m 

V - F + V and L - L 

The situation is analogous to that of a distillation column assuming 
constant molal overflow. 

Alternately, the feedstream could be partitioned between V and L. 
Note therefore that, if 

then 

J u 

Y,,+l = K X m +  1 - -  Kxl- 

where 

1-  E y,,+ 1 - E - K ( x  r )i 

K i - K - 

m 

m 

v +/',./',, v + 8/',, 

This expression furnishes the solution for V -  V. Furthermore, for this 
particular circumstance, K = K. (Note that V - 1/".) 

For this very reason, it is more convenient to make the composition 
of stream F identify with that of stream L,,,+~ or vice versa and to combine 
stream F with stream L,,,+j at the cell or leaving the cell. The exact config- 
uration is academic, in theory at least, since perfect mixing is assumed. 

In effect, the preceding is the "bubble-point" calculation for the feed. 
Moreover, the values for (y,,+~), are obtained simultaneously during the 
process of calculation. 

4.8 S E P A R A T I O N  R E Q U I R E M E N T S  

It is required that 

A < 1 A > 1 

S, > 1 S i < 1 

Furthermore, from the bubble-point type calculation for the feed, 

Ki> 1 K <  1 

where i is the more "volatile" component, that is, has the higher permeability. 
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These requirements, in turn, place certain restrictions on the behavior 
of the permeability and pressure drop with respect to L or vice versa: 

PiPL > V + P,P~, o r  V < P/(PL - Pv) 

> o r  

PiPL < V + P/.Px, or V > Pi (PL - Pv) 

PiPL < V + Pi Pv or V > P/(PL -Px') 

where usually Pv - Pv and PL - Pr, and for the case at hand, let V - V. 

4.9 T O T A L  R E F L U X  

At a condition of total reflux, L / V -  1 and V/L - 1. The following 
simplifications occur. 

Rectifying Section 

The summation reduces as follows, where Ki(xr) i -(Y,,+l)i. Dropping 
the component subscript, 

K (xr)(1- l/K) 

Given the Ks, it takes trial and error to determine n, the number of cells 
or stages in the rectifying section. 

Stripping Section 

The summation reduces as follows, where (XF) i = (x,,,+l)i: 

E (xr ) (1-  K) 
-(K) ''+l + K'" 

- E x i -  E(XB)-- 1 

Given the value of K~, it takes trial and error to determine m, the number 
of cells or stages in the stripping section. 

Total Number  o f  Cells 

Counting the feed cell, the total number of cells or stages is n + m + 1. 
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Overall Component Balances 

The solutions at total reflux also establish the compositions (xD) j 
and (xB) i. Accordingly, by the overall component material balances, it is 
required that, for any two components i and j, 

B (xD); - (x~) ,  _ (xD), - ( xv )  i 

D (x~), - (xB)  ~ (x~) i - (xR)j  

If this condition is not met, then new values for K, must be chosen, which 
in turn yield new values for n and m and so forth. The overall solution 
takes double trial and error. Note that, for more than two components, 
a complete and rigorous solution may not exist; that is, there will be too 
many constraints, as evidenced by the overall component material bal- 
ances. The solution, therefore, should be confined to only the two key 
components. 

4 .10  M I N I M U M  R E F L U X  

At minimum reflux, it is required that n --+ oo and m --+ oo. 

Rectifying Section 

If A < 1, then the summation becomes 

E 
I L ) K(x~) 1 -  V K  

1 _ L  
V 

- E ~ =  E ( x B )  = 1 

Given the value of K;, it takes trial and error to determine L/V. 

Stripping Section 

If S < 1, then the summation becomes 

E 
1 - 

L 

Given the value of K~, it takes trial and error to determine V/L. 
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Overall  C o m p o n e n t  Balances 

The solutions for minimum reflux also establish the values of (xD) i 
and (xB) i. As before, it is required that for any two components i and j, 

B _ (xD) i - (x t . )  i _ ( X l ) )  j - ( X F )  j 

D (x  ~. ), - (x  t~), (x  ~ ) , - (x ~) i 

If this condition is not met, assume new values for K;. The overall solution 
then takes double trial and error. For the reasons stated previously, such 
as for total reflux, the solution should be confined to the two key com- 
ponents. 

4.11 SIMPLIFICATIONS 

A simplification can be made for two components that correspond 
to the condition of minimum reflux. The value of K for each component 
is assumed uniform throughout. 

For sufficiently large values of n and sufficiently small values of A = 
L/VK,  

(xD); .. K,.(x~.),.(l_ L ] 
1 - g__ VK i 

V 

(xD)i  i,x ,i (1_ L) 
1 -  --L VK i 

V 
where 

K,V 
(xD) i _ - - i f - -  1 (x~)i 

(x , )  i K V (x ) 

L 
Similarl_y, fo_r sufficiently large values of m and sufficiently small values 
of S -  VK/L ,  

(xR); = ( x ~ ) ' ( I - V K ' )  
I _ V  L 

L 

( X B )  i = 
( vK] 

L 
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where 

Furthermore, 

( X B ) i  _ 

(x,)i 

n 

1 VK 
E (xR). 

VK (x t~) , 
1 i 

L 

K V 1 1 
(xD) i_  L 

(XD) i K V 
1 1 

L 

K V ! 

-s (xR). 
KiV (xR)j 

L 

This expression relates the separations that can be attained. 
Alternately, 

(xI))i - Ai 
m 

(xD) ~ 1 

A. l 

1 - S i (xR)i 

= M (xR)------i- 
(x t~), 

1 1 -  $I (xR) , 

where M is defined by the substitution. Since, for a binary system, the 
two mole fractions for each stream sum to unity, (xB) ;, say, can be solved 
in terms of (xD)i: 

(xR) ~ - 

( X D ) l  

(xz)), + M[1-  (xD)i ] 

and similarly for component j: 

(XB) ! : 

(xD); 
(x~)), + M[1-  (xi)) ' ] 

Or still other arrangements or rearrangements may be formed. 
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M o l e  F r a c t i o n  S u m m a t i o n s  

Note that the mole fraction summations are automatically satisfied. 
That is, since 

(xD), + (xD);- 1 

then 

V 

where 

K i ( x r )  ' + K (xv) i  - 1 

This is but the bubble-point type calculation on the feedstream, which 
establishes V, since both K s a__nd K are functions of V. This is consistent 
with t h e  assumptions that V -  V and the feed is perfectly mixed with 
s t r e a m  L m+ 1 and of the same composition. 

Likewise, since 

(xR) i + (xB) ' - 1 

then 

[ ][ --] -- - -  V K  V V K i  - ( x  ) J - 1 - 
(xF)i - (xr) i  [- + (xr ) i  F i -L L 

where again 

K i ( x ~ ) i  + K i ( x v )  i = 1 

The same consistency is verified. 

O v e r a l l  M a t e r i a l  B a l a n c e s  

The overall material balances also are automatically satisfied. As 
before, 

F - D + B  

F(xr)  i - D ( x D )  i + B(xB)  i 

F(xr) j = D ( x D )  i + B(x~)  i 
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so that 

B (xD) , - ( x ~ )  i 

D ( x r ) i - ( x R )  i 

(xD) j -(x~)j  

(x~) i - ( x B )  i 

Substituting, 

(x  ~ )i - Ki (x~)i (1- L / V K  i) 
1 - L / V  

(x  ~ ), 

1 -  V/L  
(1 - VKi/L ) - (x ~ ), 

Ki (x ~.)i (1- LIVK ) 
1 - LIV  

(x~)  i 

1 -  V / L  

M 

(1 - VKi/L)  - (x ~)i 

Simplifying, 

(1- L / V ) -  K;(1- L/VK,)  _ (1- L / V ) -  Kj(1- L/VKI)  

(1- VK, I L ) - ( 1 -  V / L )  ( i -  V K . I L ) - ( 1 -  V / L )  

or 

( l - K ) -  ( l - K )  

V V 
T ( l - K )  ~- (1- Kj) 

1 - 1  

Thus the overall material balances are satisfied. 

EXAMPLE 4.1 

The same arbitrary membrane characteristics and operating condi- 
tions are used as in the case of Example 3.1. 

It was determined in the bubble-point type calculation for Example 
3.1, where V/F = 0, that 

V" - 12.9317 

K i - 1 . 1 3 3 5 3 6  K i - 0.910977 

1 / K  i - 0 . 8 8 2 1 9 5  1/K i - 1.097723 

This determination is, first, for the purposes of assigning K-values for 
estimating the degree of separation. Other V/F ratios could have been 
used as well via the calculations of Example 3.1, but the bubble-point 
type calculation is the simplest. Moreover, the values of K do not change 
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appreciably with the V/F ratio nor does the value of V". It may be further 
added that, in the notation used here, when X = 1, 

n 

V ' - V "  L = L + F  

That is to say, the feedstream mixture is assumed injected into the reject 
side of the membrane cell at the feed location. This is the simplest 
embodiment, since V" does not change between the rectifying and strip- 
ping sections. It could as well be injected into the permeate side, however, 
or prorated between the reject and permeate sides. 

The preceding is a parametric proration or partitioning of the feed- 
stream as used, for instance, in the McCabe-Thiele method of distillation 
calculations or the Ponchon-Savarit method utilizing the H - x  diagram, 
where the feedstream can be regarded as a saturated liquid, a saturated 
vapor, or a combination of the two, as previously noted. ~'2'4 

The use of a y-x  curve in the McCabe-Thiele method for binary 
distillation calculations brings up the matter of a flash-vaporization rep- 
resentation, in case the feedstream mixture is at saturation. An inspection 
of the y-x curve relative to a given feed composition shows that the equi- 
librium mixture varies along the curve over a range from the bubble 
point (where the liquid phase composition x is equal to that of the feed 
mixture xv) to the dew point (where the vapor composition y is equal to 
that of the feed mixture xr). Between the two is the region of flash 
vaporization, where the equilibrium compositions (y, x) respectively of 
phases V and L must satisfy the flash material balance relation F = V + L, 
where 

L y - x ~  

V x r - x  

That is, dropping down vertically at constant x from a selected intermediate 
position on the K line, an arbitrary value for y can be selected. These 
values of x and y can then be used to determine the corresponding L / V  

ratio for the flash. The determination is not trial and error as presented. 
However, if the ratio L / V  is preselected, then the determination becomes 
trial and error. In principle, there is the likelihood that the ratio L / V  

corresponds to the ratio X/(1 - X) as previously derived, and any point 
on this latter line can be used to determine the flash compositions. Fur- 
thermore, these positions can be assigned as the compositions at the feed 
stage. 

As previously mentioned, a problem to be avoided in all cases is that 
a zone of infinite plates can be encountered on both sides of the feed 
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location if the intersection of the operating lines touches the K line. This 
defines a condition of minimum reflux or recycle. 

Or we can speak of merely a feedstream, period. Here, we simply 
denote the feedstream as either injected into the reject side of the cell (as 
if a liquid), the permeate side (as if a vapor), or prorated or partitioned 
into both. Normally, assuming the feed mixture is injected into the reject 
side (as if a saturated liquid, in distillation) suffices. Accordingly, all stream 
sizes are calculated with respect to the permeate flux V". This, in turn, 
is related to the actual stream flow rates (and membrane area). This 
information is utilized in the hand-calculated example, as follows. 

C a l c u l a t i o n  f o r  n = 5 a n d  m = 5 

The feed composition is 

( x v ) i - 0 . 4  and (x~)i- 0.6 

Assuming L / V  = 0.4 for the first trial, 

A i = (0.4)(0.882195) - 0.352878 

A i - (0.6)(1.097723) - 0.439089 

and it follows that 

Difference 

1 - _ _(Ai) 6 - 0 . 9 9 8 0 6 9 2  
0.3978113 [1 ! 

0.6002579 

1 - _ _(Ai) 6 = 0.9928333 
[1 - (Ai)S](0.4) - 0 .3934714 

0.5993619 

Accordingly, 

1 - A  

(XD)i = Ki (XF)i (Differe :ce)in 

1 - A  
1 

(XD)j -- Ki  (xI-)i (Difference), 

For the sum on the right, 

=(1.133536)(0.4) 

= (0.910977)(0.6) 

1 - 0 . 3 5 2 8 7 8  

0.6002579 

1 - 0 . 4 3 9 0 8 9  

0.5993619 

=0 .488814  

=0 .511521  

E - 1.000335 
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which is sufficiently close for the purposes here. Note  that,  for a given 
value of n, this sum increases as L / V  is increases. 

For the str ipping section, also assuming that  here V / L  = 0.4 for the 
first trial, 

S i - 0.4(1 .133536)  - 0 .453414  

S i = 0 .4(0 .910977)  = 0 .364391 

1 - ( S i )  6 - 0.991311 
[ 1  - (s ; )51(0.4)  - 0 . 3 9 2 3 3 5  

Difference 0.5 98976 

_ , ,tSip 6 = 1 0 .997659  
[1 - (S~)S](0.4) = 0 .397430  

0 .600229  

Accordingly, 

l ~ S -  
l 

(x B)i = (x r)i (Difference), = 0.4 
1 - 0 . 4 5 3 4 1 4  

= 0 . 3 6 5 0 1 4  
0 .598976  

1 - S .  i 
(xB)j = (xF)j (Difference)/ 

For the sum on the right, 

1 - 0 . 3 6 4 3 9 1  
= 0 . 6  = 0 . 6 3 5 3 6 7  

0 .600229  

E - 1.00381 

This is regarded as the solution. Note  also that ,  for a given value of m, 
this sum increases as V / L  increases. 

It follows that  

L " =  ( L I V ) V "  = (0.4)(12.9312)= 5 .1725 

D " =  V " -  L" = 1 2 . 9 3 1 2 -  5 .1725 = 7 .7587  

L "  = [ 1 / ( V / L ) ] V "  = [1/0.41(12.9312) = 32 .3280  

B " -  L " -  V " -  3 2 . 3 2 8 0 - 1 2 . 9 3 1 2  = 19.3968 

In turn,  

F"  - L " -  L" -- 3 2 . 3 2 8 0 -  5 .17225 - 27 .1555  

= D"  + B " =  7 .7587 + 1 9 . 3 9 6 8 -  27 .1555  
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For the overall material balance for component i, 

27.1555(0.4) vs. 7 .7587(0.488814)+ 19.3968(0.365013) 

11.8622 vs. 3.79256 + 7.0801 

10.8622 vs. 10.8726 

For component j, 

27.1555(0.6) vs. 7.7587(0.511520) + 19.3968(0.635367) 

16.2933 vs. 3.9687 + 12.2241 

16.2933 vs. 16.2928 

These results are considered sufficiently close, in that the component 
material balances are largely met. There is the indication that the com- 
ponent material balances are automatically satisfied, as previously pointed 
o u t .  

It may also be noted that V / V  - 12.9312/12.9312 - 1 and L/L = 
3 2 . 3 2 8 0 / 5 . 1 7 2 5 -  6.2500. Note furthermore that 

V/F - 12.9312/27.1555 = 0.4762 

V/F = 12.9312/27.1555 - 0.4762 

This ratio can be utilized to prorate the permeate flux to the feed rate 
and, in turn, to membrane cell area per mole of feedstream, as shown in 
Example 3.1. 

The foregoing results apply to n - 5 and m - 5. For different values 
of n and m, different results expectedly are attained. Predictably, as n and 
m increase, the sharpness of separation is enhanced. It may also be 
commented that the results are relatively insensitive to variations in L / V  

and V / L .  Generally speaking, however, an increase in each increases the 
degree of separation. 

The corresponding spreadsheet calculations are furnished in Appendix 
4, including the determination of membrane cell area, and these may be 
applied to other circumstances and specifications. More rigorously speak- 
ing, there is a relationship between the rectifying section and stripping 
sections, which, given L / D  or L / V  and x D, implies a relationship between 

and x R, as previously derived for X - 1. This, V / B  or L / V  (or V / L  , 

however, introduces an extra element of trial and error, a refinement not 
always warranted for estimation purposes. 
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S i m p l i f i e d  C a l c u l a t i o n s  

For sufficiently large values of n and m and sufficiently small values 
of A and S, the approximation for the rectifying section yields 

L L 
K i 1.133536 - - -  

V V (0.4) 
(xD)i - L = L 

1 - ~  1 - - -  
V V 

L L 
K 1 . 1 3 3 5 3 6 - - -  

; V = V (0.4) 
( )-xDi = L L 

V V 

A comparison is as follows: 

L / V  (xD) i (xD) ' Y~ 

0.4 0.489024 0.510977 1.00000 
0.6 0.533536 0.466455 1.00000 
0.8 0.667072 0.332931 1.00000 
0.85 0.756096 0.243908 1.00000 

As L / V  increases, the sharpness of separation increases. Note that for 
L / V -  0.4, the results are similar to the case for n - 5. 

For the stripping section, 

I _ V K  1 _ V  
(XB); = -~- , ~-(1.133536) 

~- (x~)i - V (0.4) 
1 - 1 - 

L L 

1 -  -~F K 1 _ -=-F (0.910977) 
(xB) i =  L ;(x ) , -  L (06) 

V - V " 
1 - 1 - 

L L 

A comparison is as follows. 
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V/L (xR) ' (x~)j Z~ 

0.4 0.364390 0.635609 1.0000 
0.5 0.346586 0.653414 1.0000 
0.6 0.319878 0.680121 1.0000 
0.7 0.275366 0.724632 1.0000 
0.8 0.186342 0.813655 1.0000 
0.85 0.097318 0.902678 1.0000 

As V/L increases, the sharpness of separation increases. Note that, for 
V / L -  0.4. the results are similar to those for m - 5. In each case, the 
component material balances are satisfied, as demonstrated. 

4 .12 CONCLUSIONS 

Flash vaporization and multistage distillation calculation methods 
have been shown to be adaptable to membrane separations, which indi- 
cates the degree of separation that can be achieved. Furthermore, the use 
of multistage or cascade operations enhances the sharpness of separation 
and can be used to separate components with low relative selectivity. 
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5 
Differential Permeation with 
Point Permeate Withdrawal 

In differential permeation, the point compositions of the phases are 
considered to vary linearly with position along the surface(s) of the 
membrane. A steady state is assumed, so that the compositions are inde- 
pendent of time. 

One phase is called the permeate V, the other phase the reject L. 
The designators also refer to the (molar) flow rate of each of the phases, 
which varies with position. The reject is the continuation of the feed- 
stream. Its inlet rate and composition are those of the feed, its final or 
exit rate and composition depend on the permeation effected. 

If the permeate is withdrawn at each point along the membrane 
surface, then the situation corresponds somewhat to that of bulk differ- 
ential vaporization or condensation. "- However, in the case at hand, the 
reject is considered to be a flow system of changing composition rather 
than a bulk phase of uniform composition. Moreover, the change in 
composition of the reject phase is to be a function of linear position only 
and not of time. 

The permeate so withdrawn may subsequently be accumulated, but 
this is independent of the permeation process per se. Furthermore, the 
accumulation may be withdrawn as if concurrent to the flow of the reject 
phase or as if countercurrent to the reject phase. The total accumulation 
and its composition are the same in each situation; it is "after the fact." 

5.1 DIFFERENTIAL PERMEATION 

For membrane systems in concurrent or countercurrent flow of the 
reject and permeate, the concept of differential permeation applies. Here 
we consider the flow of the feed and reject stream as diagrammed in 
Figure 5.1. The end of the membrane cell where the feed stream is introduced 
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8V 

Figure 5.1 
. . . . . .  Differential 

~" L2 permeation with point F=L1 v 
! permeate withdrawal. 

is designated 1, the other end is designated 2. Stream L~ corresponds to 
the feed F, as previously used. Stream L is the reject at any point, and 
stream L 2 is the final reject. 

The accumulated permeate stream V may move concurrently with 
or countercurrently to stream L. In the configuration for perfect mixing 
shown in Figure 3.1, for comparison, none of the permeate is withdrawn 
intermediately, say, between 1 and 2 or between 2 and 1, as is indicated 
in Figure 5.1. 

At each point along the membrane, a quantity 8V of permeate of 
composition y; is passed through the membrane. In this respect, it is similar 
to differential vaporization or condensation. 

Furthermore, in concurrent flow, V~ equals zero as a limiting condition, 
even though it has initial composition values, to be determined. In coun- 
tercurrent flow, V, may equal zero, even though it has composition values, 
to be determined. 

Bubble-Point Type Curve 

In all cases, stream L follows the bubble-point equivalent curve, here 
embodied as the K line, as in differential vaporization.-' The stream V 
represents the accumulation of permeate and may include any stream 
injected as V~ in concurrent flow or V, in countercurrent flow. 

5.2 O V E R A L L  M A T E R I A L  BALANCES 

The overall material balances are as follows for the different juxta- 
positions. 

Concurrent Flow 

Here, 

V~ + L~-  V+ L -  V,_+ L,_ 
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and for any component i, dropping the component subscript, 

V l y  I + L i x  I - V y  + L x -  V e y  2 + L 2 x  2 

where, as a special case, V~ - 0. The separation and recovery, in turn, 
follow. Given L 1 and V 1 and assuming L2, say, will affix V 2. 

C o u n t e r c u r r e n t  F l o w  

In this case, 

V 1 - L l - V -  L - V 2 - L 2 

and for any component i, 

L 1 x  I - Vly 1 - L x -  V y -  L 2 y  2 - V2Y 2 

As a special case, V 2 - 0 .  
It may be observed that, given L~, affixing V 2 provides the limit V 1 

in terms of the limit L, or vice versa. 

S e m i - C o n t i n u o u s  o r  S e m i - B a t c h  F l o w  

In this embodiment, it is assumed that the reject stream L may flow 
in either direction and be depleted and that the permeate phase V accu- 
mulates "in bulk." In other words, perfect mixing of the permeate occurs. 
For the limited purposes of this chapter, this is the configuration studied. 

5.3 DIFFERENTIAL MATERIAL BALANCES 

Differential material balances can be written based on a "drop" of 
permeate passing through the membrane and thus depleting the reject 
phase L. Therefore, for semi-continuous flow, 

-dL = dV 

-d(Lx)  = yi d V 

where d V -  8V represents the "drop" of permeate that passes through 
the membrane. 

It follows that 

- L d x  = ( Y i -  x i ) d V  

or, on reintroducing component subscripts, 

dL _--d  In L = ~ d x  i = d x ,  = 1 d x  i 

L xi  - Yi x i - K i x i 1 -  K i x i 
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where ~ X  i - - "  1 or E d x  i = 0. Note that the K i are functions of the flux L" 
(or V"), which introduces the membrane area. In principle, this relates V 
to x; (or y~). Numerical integration procedures are required, however, 
which can prove exceedingly complex for a multicomponent system due 
to the summation constraints for the mole fractions. 

For a two-component system i and j, however, 

dxi = - 1 -  y' - xi = x i ( K '  - 1 )  

d x i  Yi - x i  x i ( K  i -1) 

o r  

o r  

- K i x  i + x i = K , x ,  - x ,  

x~ + x i - 1 = K , x ,  + K i x  i 

which is but the bubble-point type calculation for a two-component or 
binary system. 

It may be alternately derived that, for the two components i and j, 

(-d In L ) ( x  i - K i x  i) = d x  i 

(-d In L ) ( x  i - K i x i )  = d x  i 

Taking the sum, since d x  i + d x  i = O, and rearranging, 

x ,  + x i - 1 - K i x  i + K i x i  

This is again but the bubble-point type of calculation, so the relationships 
are consistent. 

can 

N u m e r i c a l  I n t e g r a t i o n  

The previously derived expression 

1 
- d  In L = ~ d x ,  

be integrated to yield the form 

Xi  -- ~i  

/i / L 2 / L  1 = exp _ ~ 1  dx i 
x i - y, 
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or  

1 / 
L e l L  l = xp ~ d x  i 

x i - Y  i 

where integration is between any two arbitrary points 1 and 2. 
Expressed in the terms of numerical integration, 

L2/L1 1/e [Z ) = x p  - Ax i 
xi Yi 

where the summations denote a succession of partial sums as point 2 
takes on a succession of values relative to point 1. The exercise is performed 
in Table 5.2 of Example 5.1 and is subsequently shown in Appendix 5 
using spreadsheet calculations. 

5.4 B U B B L E - P O I N T  TYPE C A L C U L A T I O N  

The bubble-point type determination at each point is, as noted, 

K,x~ + Kix  i - 1 

w h e r e x  i + x  i = l  o r x  i -  1 - x  i. 
As previously determined, K i is a function of the permeation charac- 

teristics; that is, for two components i and j, in the notation for permeation, 

Ki ~ ~  
V " +  a 

K. ! 
V " +  C 

where V" is the point permeation flux, that is, is the permeation rate per 
unit area at a point. The units are to be consistent; in other words, 
consistent with a, b, c, and d or vice versa. And as derived in Chapter 3, 

= P,P,,  

b = P,P  

c =  P~ Pv 

d =  PiP,. 

Permeability therefore pertains to a unit area, or possibly a unit length, 
but would still be on an areal basis. In the notation conventions used for 
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heat and fluid flow, it could be stated that V ' -  8V/SA, where A is area. 
Alternately, it could be written that V ' -  8V/(A/s)Ss ,  where (A/s) stands 
for area per unit length. (Note that the superscript is double prime.) 

Furthermore, V" is a function of composition, where 

V PP ~ 
-B+_~B'-  - 4 A C  

2A 

and here, in the appropriate notation as used in Section 3.4, 

A - 1  

B - (o~ + ] 3 ) - [ x i  + x,  ] 

c - + 

whereby, for the bubble-point point type calculation on stream L~tha t  
is, at VIF ---> O~the quantities used above reduce to 

0 ~ - a  

-Xi "- b x t  

~ - dx  1 

where x i + x i = 1 and where here d denotes the defined quantity and d 
the differential operator. The mole fractions x and x vary between the 
limits assigned for the flow of the reject phase L. 

5.5 A C C U M U L A T I O N  

The total accumulation n T of the permeate phase V is given by 

F/T 

2 2 

1 1 

The accumulation of component i in the permeate is 

2 2 

(F/T) / - ~ y i d V - - ~ y i d L  

1 1 

where y~ is the composition of a drop of permeate fie A similar equation 
can be written for component j. 
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5.6 DIFFERENTIAL RATE BALANCES 

The rate balance for transferring the totality of both components of 
a binary mixture simultaneously may be written as 

(y, + y i ) d V -  {P,.(P,x,- P,.y,) + Pi (P/x i -  P,.yj)}dA 

or, since the mole fractions sum to unity and dL = -dV,  also dividing by 
L 1 as a convenience, 

d ( a / L , ) -  {P(Ptx - P,.y,) + P~(P~xj- Px.yj)} -~ (-)d(L/L~) 

This expression gives the membrane interfacial area as a function of L 
(or as a function of Yi or xi, since all are related by the material balances). 

5.7 EQUILIBRIUM 

If the total rate of mass transfer should become zero, then it is 
required that 

P.(P,x - P,,y,) + P~.(P,.x,- P,,yj) - 0 

Since the mole fractions in each phase sum to unity, 

P P c x , -  P P x , Y , - - P P I .  + PPIXi + P~Px'- PiP,'Y, 

o r  

x,[P, PL - PjP~I - y,[P, P , . -  P,.P,.I - P~.(PI.- P,.) 

o r  

x,P~(P,. - P ) -  y P,.(P, 

or, on solving for Yi, 

- P , . ) -  P, ( I ' , . -  p,,) 

Yi 
_ x P,. § P, I',. - P,. 

' I ' , .  8 - P  P,, 

Alternately, it can be shown that 

P, P P~,- PI 
y j - x  --+ 

, P,. i ,  - P P,. 

These relationships, however, require that the components i and j have a 
net transfer in opposite directions. It can be considered as sort of a quasi- 
equilibrium or dynamic equilibrium. 
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If there is no net transfer of either component, then 

P, x - PvYi = 0 

Pl X i -  Pi,y~ = 0 

These may be regarded as the conditions for a "true" equilibrium, albeit 
the concept of phase equilibrium, say, requires that the pressure be uni- 
form throughout the system. 

If the former condition holds, then 

Yi _Pl_ _l-y, 
x i Px, l - x ,  

where 

P L _ x .  P I ~ = I _ y  I 

o r  

P, Pr 
Y i = (x i - 1 )  -~ + l - - x i  --~v + l 

Therefore, 

Whereas the second condition for "true" equilibrium requires that 

Pi x ,  - yj  - o 

and a contradiction ensues. It follows, therefore, that true equilibrium 
can exist only if P v -  PL and Yi-  xi (and Yi-  xi)" These are the normal 
expectations for a thermodynamic equilibrium to occur. 

EXAMPLE 5.1 

A membrane separation is to be conducted with a continuous with- 
drawal of the permeate. At each linear point along the membrane during 
the separation, the reject phase composition is governed by a bubble- 
point type determination, starting with the initial feed composition. 
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The data from Example 3.1 (which is based on Examples 2.1 and 
2.2) is utilized and adapted as follows. 

Pi = 20 g-moles of i per cm--sec-atm 

P i -  10 g-moles of i per cm--sec-atm 

P ~ -  3(101) atm 

Pv = 2(10 l) atm 

K i - 60/(V" + 40) 

K i - 30/(V" + 20) 

( x l ) / -  0.4 

(Xl)i - 0.6 

Furthermore,  

b - 60 a - 40 

d -  30 c - 20 

and, for WF = O, 

~ -  40 

 =2o 
(Xl)i = 6 0 x i  

(Xl)j - 30xi 

In turn,  

where 

V Pl 
- B  + 4 B  2 - 4 A  C 

2 A  

A - 1  

B = (40 + 20) - [60x /+  30x i] 

= 60 - [60xi + 30 (1 -  Xs)] 

- 3 0 -  3 0 x  i - 30(1 - x i ) -  30x i 

C - - [ 2 0 x ,  + 40xj] + 800 

= - [ 2 0 ( 6 0 ) x i  + 40(30)xj] + 800 

=-1200(x , .  + xj) + 800 = - 4 0 0  
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Table 5.1 Determination of Constants 

x i x i -~ i -x i B ~ -~ ~ ~ C V" 

0.408 0.60 24 18 18 480 720 -400 12.9317 
0.39 0.61 23.4 18.3 18.3 468 732 -400 12.8435 
0.35 0.65 21 19.5 19.5 420 780 -400 12.5000 
0.30 0.70 18 21 21 360 840 -400 12.0887 
0.20 0.80 12 24 24 240 960 -400 11.3238 
0.10 0.90 6 27 27 120 1080 -400 10.6299 
0.05 0.95 3 28.5 28.5 60 1140 -400 10.3073 
0.01 0.99 0.6 29.7 29.7 12 1188 -400 10.0603 
0.00 1.00 0 30 30 0 1200 -400 10.0000 

The calculations are tabulated in Tables 5.1 through 5.3. Note that, 
from the results of Table 5.3, the interfacial area requirement for the 
membrane varies almost uniformly with the change in the amount of the 
reject phase (or change in the amount of the permeate phase). 

The total interfacial area requirement may be estimated from the 
summation presented in Table 5.3, as follows: 

0.07760(0.01) - 0.000776 

0.07893(0.04) - 0.0031572 

0.08137(0.05) - 0.0040685 

0.08552(0.1) -- 0.008552 

0.09119(0.1) = 0.009119 

0.09554(0.05) -- 0.004777 

0.09821(0.04) - 0.0039284 

0.0997(0.01) - 0.000997 

Total 0.0353751 

The answer is as yet dimensionless. 

Determination of Membrane Area 
A rough determination for the required membrane area in dimen- 

sionless units may be obtained by averaging the values of d A / d V  in the 
last column of Table 5.3 and multiplying by unity; that is, all the feed is 
assumed converted to permeate. The averaged value is 0.08851. (It may 
be observed that the derivative d A / d V  remains relatively constant.) 
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Table 5.3 Determination of dA/dV = -dA/dL 
i i  

Pi P, 
Xi P1_xi PvYi (difference) PLxl P~ Yl (difference) Sum -1 Average 

0.4 1.2 0.9068 5.8640 1.8 1.0932 7.0680 
0.39 1.17 0.08856 5.6880 1.83 1.1144 7.1560 
0.35 1.05 0.80000 5.0000 1.95 1.2000 7.5000 
0.3 0.9 0.6912 4.1760 2.1 1.3088 7.912 
0.2 0.6 0.4676 2.6480 2.4 1.5324 8.676 
0.1 0.3 0.2370 1.260 2.7 1.763 9.370 
0.05 0.15 0.1192 0.616 2.85 1.8808 9.692 
0.01 0.03 0.0240 0.120 2.97 1.976 9.940 
0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.000 3.00 2.000 10.000 

0.07733 0.07760 
0.07786 0.07893 
0.08000 0.08137 
0.08273 0.08552 
0.08831 0.09119 
0.09407 0.09554 
0.09701 0.09821 
0.09940 0.0997 
0.10000 

In turn, if the values for the permeability are in the units of 

10 -9 cm3/cm2-sec-cm Hg/cm 

where the membrane thickness is to be 10 microns or 10(10 -4) cm and 
the pressures are in (10 ~) atm, then the conversion factor on a molar basis 
is, as determined elsewhere, 

10 -9 (76/22,414)(10) 

10(10 -4 ) 
= 0.0339(10 -6) 

Accordingly, the actual areal requirement on this basis is 

A -  0.08851 _7.26(106 ) cm 2 
0.0339(10 -6 ) 

for a feed rate of 1 gram-mole per sec and assuming all the feed is 
transferred to permeate. (It may be added that 929 cm -~= 1 ft2.) A more 
rigorous spreadsheet determination is furnished in Appendix 5. The above 
is as compared to A = 1.16(106) cm 2 in Examples 1.2 and 2.2. 
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6 
Differential Permeation 
with Permeate Flow 

For this circumstance, flow is regarded as parallel to the inner and 
outer membrane surfaces, and the flow of each phase is regarded as 
concurrent with or countercurrent to the other phase. Furthermore, we 
are speaking of what is regarded as "plug flow"; that is, no forward or 
backward mixing. The juxtaposition is diagrammed in Figure 6.1. One 
phase, L, is the reject; the other phase, V, is the permeate. The reject is 
the continuation of the feedstream. 

Perhaps the simplest embodiment of a membrane cell is tubular, with 
the tubeside flow concurrent or countercurrent to the flow outside the 
tube, as described in Chapter 1. The tube may be positioned inside another 
tube, called a tube in a tube, so that this latter flow is within the annulus. 
Such an arrangement is diagrammed schematically in Figure 6.2. 

Alternately, the cell may be designed similarly to a shell-and-tube 
heat exchanger, with flow inside the tubes and on the outside or shell 
side. The shell-side flow may be strictly parallel to the tubes or also across 
the tubes, or tube bundle, and directed by the use of baffles and baffle 
cuts. Such a layout is illustrated in Figure 6.3, with more information 
about the intricacies provided by Hoffman. ~ There is an analogy with the 
treatment of absorbers, strippers, and distillation columns as a continuum, 
described in terms of the rate of mass transfer. "~ 

Perhaps the simplest embodiment, at least for concurrent flow, is to 
regard the flow system as a case of perfect mixing at each point of a 
continuum, but where the composition varies from point to point of the 
continuum, as well as the stream rates, from one end to the other. As an 
example, at point 1, the composition of the feed or initial reject stream 
(F = L1) could be said to be at its "bubble point." Furthermore, the bubble- 
point composition as calculated for V is the composition for the first drop 
of V produced; that is to say, in this particular embodiment, V~ = 0. 

185 
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(a) Concurrent flow 

v~ - - ~ v  

7 , ! 

..! L~ q ---,L 
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V2 

L2 

(b) Countercurrent flow vl-. i v~__ 
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---~L 
i 

Figure 6.1 Differential permeation as a continuum. 

I ~ L 2 v 

'I ! 

Figure 6.2 Single-pass tube-in-tube heat exchanger. 

t 
Figure 6.3 Single-pass shell-and-tube heat exchanger. 
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In turn, as the ratio V/F (or L/F) varies as shown in Example 3.1, 
the value of V so calculated can more appropriately described as a flux 
at each particular point and can be based on some arbitrary value of F, 
where the molar flux designator V" is more appropriate. That is, for the 
purposes here, V -  V", with the dimensions of overall permeability times 
pressure, say, in moles per unit area per unit time (or whatever is to be 
chosen, as per Section 2.1 and the examples of Chapter 2). 

For a complete cocurrent transfer of material, the determination at 
point 2 represents the "dew-point" at L , -  0 of V 2 = F -  L~. Alternately, 
it can be perceived as the "bubble point" of L2; that is, where V 2 = F = L, 
and L 2 --+ O. Note, furthermore, that for this particular case (for total 
transfer), the composition of V, would become identical to that of F -  
L~, as would the stream size. In other words, a complete transfer of feed 
material has occurred from stream L to stream V. 

It may be observed that, at a point, V " -  d V/dA or dA - d V/V", where 
V denotes the total stream flow rate, say, in moles per unit time. Inte- 
grating between points 1 and 2, 

2 2 

V" V" 
1 ! 

From Table 3.2 of Example 3.1, note that V" (or V) varies only slightly 
between the values V / F -  0 and V / F -  1" The range is from 12.9317 to 
12.500. Merely using an average value of 12.72 for simplicity, the integral 
or summation calculates readily to 

A - (1/12.72)(1) = 0.0786 

in the arbitrary units used for Example 3.1. This is close to the same 
result as would be obtained in Example 3.1 for perfect mixing, where 
V / F -  0.467. 

In Example 3.1, the membrane thickness is not specified. Let this 
value be 10 microns or 10(10 -4) cm. Using the same units for permeability 

3 (cc/cm--sec-cm Hg/cm) and pressure (101 atm) that were prescribed at 
the end of Example 3.1, the conversion factor for V" (or V) is 

[(10-9)(76/22,414)(10)]/[10(10-4)] = [76/22,414](10 -~) - 0.0339(10 -6) 

Accordingly, the total required membrane area would be 

0.0786/[(76/22,414)(10-~)] = 2.318(106) cm 2 

per g-mole of feed per sec, where 929 cm 2 - 1 ft 2. 
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Interestingly, this figure is about twice the area calculated for 
Example 3.1 for V/F = 0.5, and in the corresponding spreadsheet calcu- 
lations of Appendix 3. It is also similar to the area calculated in Chapter 5, 
as per the spreadsheet calculations of Appendix 5. The value is likewise 
similar to the area determined via the spreadsheet calculations as presented 
in Appendix 6. All this similarity can be viewed as substantiating the 
concept of single-stage perfect mixing as originally developed and utilized 
in Chapter 3. 

6.1 M A T E R I A L  A N D  R A T E  BALANCES 

The material and rate balances are negative or positive, depending on 
whether flow is concurrent or countercurrent. As set forth in Figure 6.1, 
the convention used is that the direction of integration is from one end 
of the cell to the other for each stream; that is, the limits for V and L 
are at the same common ends of the cell, designated point 1 and point 2, 
albeit the flows are in opposite directions in the case of countercurrent flow. 

Concurrent Flow 

The differential materia balances read as follows" 

dV = -dL 

d( Vyi) = -d( Lx,) 

The differential rate balance for each componen t / i s  

d(Vy;) = P,(P,x,-  ev y,)dA 

where A is the membrane interfacial surface area and the units are to be 
consistent. The convention is that the permeate V increases as A increases 
(that is, dA is positive in the direction of integration). At the same time, 
the reject phase L decreases. The amount of component i in the permeate 
(Vy i) also increases in the direction of integration, as does the amount of 
component i in the reject (Lxi). The interfacial area of the membrane 
material per se may be based on the inner or outer surface, as specified 
in the permeability determination. 

Countercurrent Flow 

Here, the positive sign is introduced such that 

dV = dL 

d(Vyi) = d(Lxi) 
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The differential rate balance for each component i involves a negative 
sign, however, and is, in this case, 

-d(Vy;) = Pi(PLx, - Pv y,)dA 

The convention is that, when the term on the right has a positive value 
and dA is positive in the direction of integration, then the permeate phase 
V decreases, as does the reject phase L, and similarly for the amount of 
component i, designated (Vyi) for the permeate and (Lx i) for the reject. 

Solution 

A solution requires establishing the necessary and sufficient relation- 
ships between Yi, x~, and V or L, where the rate equation can be numer- 
ically integrated, at the same time yielding the behavior of A. This involves 
assigning or establishing the boundary conditions. Additional consider- 
ations are as follows. The nature of the set of equations is such that trial- 
and-error numerical stepwise procedures are required. Furthermore, the 
complexity is such that even the solution for a two-component system is 
a formidable undertaking. 

In comparison, it may be observed that the determination of inter- 
facial membrane area is not a consideration in determining the degree of 
separation for perfect mixing. The interfacial area is, in effect, built into 
the permeability coefficient for both situations, for single-stage and mul- 
tistage separations. Alternately stated, the degree of separation for single- 
stage and multistage separations can be construed as based on a unit area 
of the membrane surface(s). 

For the point withdrawal of the permeate as a bulk phase, the mem- 
brane or interfacial area can be determined after the fact; that is, it is not 
necessary to include A as a variable in establishing the a priori relation- 
ships among Yi, Xi, and L or V. 

Boundary Conditions 

In all cases, L 1 and its composition (x2); are specified, at point 1. 
Stream L~ is identical to the feedstream F, as otherwise used. Furthermore, 
at point 1, the convention used is that A or A~ = 0. 

In concurrent flow, V 1 and its composition (Yl)i may also be specified. 
If V~ = 0, its composition may be determined from a bubble-point type 
calculation on L~; that is, the composition of V~ is that of the first "drop" 
of permeate produced. Simultaneous numerical integrations can, in prin- 
ciple, be carried out to a specified value for any of the variables at point 2. 
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In countercurrent flow, V 2 and its composition (Y2)i may be specified. 
If V 2 = 0, then its composition necessarily is determined from a bubble- 
point type calculation on L z. Unfortunately, neither L, nor its composition 
(x2) i would yet be known. This introduces an extra or double trial-and-error 
element into the solution, even for a two-component system, where, say, 

(x2) i -(x2) , - 1 

and it is necessary to carry only one component through the calculations. 

6.2 C O M P O N E N T  R E L A T I O N S H I P S  

The relationships between composition and flow rates can be set 
forth, based on the rate equations, for both concurrent and countercurrent 
flow, and based either on the permeate phase V or the reject phase L. 
The boundary conditions may make one preferable to the other. 

Concurrent  Flow 

The rate equations for a two-component system are compared as 
follows, in consistent units. 

o r  

d(Vy i) d(Vyi) 
= = dA 

g ( P L x ,  - Pry,) - P,.y/) 

o r  

VdYi + Yi dV - V d y  i + (1 - y , )dV 

Pi(PLx,  - P,, y , )  P[Pr (1-  x i ) -  P~.(1- yi)] 
= dA 

V d Yi + Yi V d y, , - + ( l - y / )  

dV dV dA 

dV 

where O~ and 0 i are defined by the substitutions. 
It may be observed also that 

d(Vy,) -  d[V(1 - y/)] - d V -  d(Vy,) 
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o r  

d(Vy,) + d( V Z) - dV 

Therefore, in general, d( Vyi) r -d( Vyi), albeit dy i = - d y  i. 
On substituting for d(Vyi) in the rate equation, it follows that 

d(Vy,) -d(Vy, )  + dV 

On combining the fractions, 

On clearing the fractions, 

d(Vyi) d(Vy i) dV 

0 i 0 i �9 

O i d(Vyi ) + O, d(Vy i) dV 

0 , 0  i 0 i 

whereby, on transposing i and 1, 

d ( V y , . )  - Oi dV 
0 , 4 - 0  i 

Furthermore, since 

(Ili 
d(Vy i) - ~ d V  

0 , + 0  i 

then 

d(Vy) 
d(Vyi) = dA and i 

Oi 0 i 
= d A  

d ( V y , ) + d ( V y i ) - ( O  ' + Oi)dA 

where 

Oi Oi O. 
dV + ~ d V  - (0; + Oi)dA 

0 , . + 0  i 0 ; + 0  i 

~ d V  - dA 
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Knowing the behavior of @; and @i, this is the most ready route for 
estimating incremental changes in A given the incremental change in V. 

If d V/dA - 0, then @i + @i-  0. Furthermore, if d(Vyi)/dA - O, then 
@i = 0. Or, if for component j, on the other hand, d(Vyi)/dA - O, then 
0 / = 0 .  

Determination of Composition Change in Terms of V 
On cross-multiplying the rate balance between i and 1, 

Vd Yi + ~ iY, - r , ( -  
~ i  dV 

VdYi ) + ~ i ( 1 -  

o r  

v d Y '  (~i + ~ i ) = - Y i ( ~ ,  + r 1 6 2  --j 

where, on introducing the feed rate F and using incremental notation, 

,[ ~ 1 8(v/F) - V -y;  + + r  

5(V/F) - --ff -y~ + 

o r  

6 In (V/F) - -Yi + ~Oi+~ i 

where, as defined and used before, 

r = Pi (PLXi - Pv Y,) 

~i = PJ[PL (1 - x ; ) -  Pv(1 - y;)] 

In this fashion, the incremental change in y, can be determined in terms 
of an incremental change in V or V/E 

Note that, since By, + 5y i = 0, it follows that 

�9 �9 
O=-y ;  + - - - - z - - - -  y i + 

~ ; + ~ i  ~ ; + ~ i  
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Hence, 

= ~ +  ' =1 
Yi +yi ~ , + ~ i  ~ i + ~ i  

and the previously derived expression for By; is consistent with the mole 
fraction balance. Furthermore, observe that 8 y ~ - - ~ ) Y i ,  so that, as the 
mole fraction of say component i increases, that of component j decreases 
and vice versa. 

Lastly, if 8y i --> 0 and 8y i --> O, it could be inferred that some sort 
of quasi-equilibrium condition would be incurred. 

Determination of Compositional Changes 
from the Material Balances 
Knowing Yi, the behavior of x i follows directly from the component 

material balances; that is, from the material balances, F -  V + L and 
F(xF) i - Vy i + L x  i, so that 

V (x~-)i-xi 
F y , - x i  

o r  

V/F (xr)  i 
x, -Ys l _  V/F 1 -  V/F 

where 

x i = (xl) , and Y i -  (Yl)i at point 1 

x, = (x2) ~ and Yi-  (Y2)i at point 2 

Thus, each successive value of V/F can be used to obtain a new value of 
y~ and then of x i. In turn, new values for ~i and ~i can be calculated, 
leading to the determination of the incremental area. 

Determination of Area in Terms of V 
As indicated previously, the more-ready determination for area uti- 

lizes the numerical integration of the expression 

ooj + o0 i 

The behavior of (~)i and @i ultimately are known in terms of V or V/E, 
through the medium of Yi and x i. 
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Alternately, knowing the behavior of By, with respect to 8(WF) or 
8V, it follows that the corresponding values of A can be determined from 
the numerical integration of 

V By, 
+Yi 

8A - F F 8(V/F) 8(V/F) 

This is a less-direct, more-involved route and more subject to cumulative 
error. 

Bidirectional Transfer 
In the event a permeate phase V~ is introduced, this may or may not 

induce a transfer of one or the other of the components in the opposite 
direction, depending on the mole-fraction composition. Whether or not 
such a reverse transfer can occur, of course, depends on the permeability 
characteristics of the membrane material. 

For the record, a comparison of the conditions for concurrent flow 
at point 1 is as follows for the transfer of components i and j: 

[PI(XF)i minus Pv(Yl)i] where (xr)/= (xl) i 

[Pi(xt~)i minus Pv(Yl)i] where (XF) j = ( X l )  j 

Whenever this difference is positive, the expected transfer of the compo- 
nent to the permeate phase occurs and the differential d(Vy) increases. 
If negative, then transfer of the component from the permeate phase to 
the reject phase occurs and d(Vy) decreases. Furthermore, presumably, one 
component may transfer in one direction, the other component in the 
opposite direction. The fundamental differential rate equations in each 
case remain consistent, and the differential dA remains positive in the 
conventions used. 

Note, moreover, that both d(Vy i) and d(Vyi) can be positive at the 
same time or both negative at the same time. This cannot be the case for 
the mole fractions per se, however, for if, say, y, increases, then Yi must 
decrease and vice versa. 

The behavior of V may be judged from the equality that 

d(Vyi) + d(Vyi) = d V  

that is, depending on the sign and magnitude of the differentials on the 
left, the permeate rate V may increase or decrease. 
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It may be added that, if the difference approaches zero for one 
component, then consistency requires that the difference approach zero 
for the other component. As indicated elsewhere, this can be construed 
as a condition of quasi-equilibrium and the membrane areal requirement 
would increase without limit. 

The phenomenon of reverse behavior for one component or the other 
is the principal feature of using recycle or reflux to achieve a sharper 
separation in multistage or cascade operations, as set forth in Chapter 4. 

Some Further Comments, Particularly 
about Using V or V/F 
Overall, the numerical integration can be viewed in terms of V or 

V/F, or in terms of In V or In V/F, as the independent variable. 
Note that the point where ~ -  0 or ~i - 0, by definition, is excluded 

from the determination, since infinite behavior would occur in one or 
another of the rate equations. Therefore, ~, and ~i cannot in general 
crossover and take on values of an opposite sign. 

However, there can be a waxing or waning in, say, the behavior of 
y~. In considerable part, this depends on the rate and inlet composition 
of the permeate phase V or V~ relative to the feedstream F or L~. There- 
fore, Yi could increase or decrease along with increasing or decreasing 
values of V, as could xi, but not necessarily. 

When V 1 = 0, and for total transfer where L 2 - 0, the final value of 
Yi = (Y2)/ must be the same as that for the feedstream composition (xr) i. 
If a permeate phase V~ is introduced, then there is an effective combined 
overall feed composition, as calculated from a combination of the feed- 
stream F and the introduced permeate phase V~. For total transfer, Yi = (Y2), 
takes on this effective combined composition. As noted elsewhere, for 
most purposes, the calculation can be based on a unit feedstream molar 
flow rate; that is, F = 1. 

If V~ = 0, which is the usual case, then its composition can be 
determined from a bubble-point type calculation on F -  L~. The overall 
solution does not, in principle, invoke trial and error, save for the special 
case of establishing the initial bubble-point determination to determine 
(Y~)t, starting at point 1 and proceeding to point 2. 

Unfortunately, since the logarithmic behavior of V (or 1/V) is 
involved in initiating and proceeding with the foregoing outline of the 
calculation, the point where V~ - 0 is precluded as a starting point. The 
option therefore is to express the changes in terms of the reject rate L 
and its composition. 

Alternately, of course, the integration could proceed backward from 
point 2, utilizing V as the variable. For complete transfer, V2/F is unity, 
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with the composition of L 2 determined from a dew-point type calculation 
on F -  V2; otherwise, this composition must be specified. However, V~/F 
then becomes undefined. 

Calculation Procedures Based on L or L/F 
The foregoing equations may be rephrased in terms of L and x,: 

so that 

d ( V y i )  - -d(Lx i) and d( Vyi) = -d( Lxi) 

o r  

Ldxi [ L d x i )  
~ i  dL +O~ =~i - d---s +~176 

d x  i 
L - ~ ( @  i +@i)=-xi(@i +@i)+@i 

The signs for the terms in the latter equation(s) can sometimes be made 
more convenient by multiplying through by a negative one (-1). It turns 
out, however, on introducing F, that 

: [ ~ ] 5x; F -xi + 
8(L/F) L ~, + ~ i 

where 5x i - - S x  i. Here, the initial value of L / F -  L1/F can be assigned 
unity and the initial boundary condition causes no problem in integrating 
away from point 1. The problem can occur at the other end, however, 
since a value of L2/F - 0 is precluded; that is, complete transfer is not 
allowable. 

From the material balances, F - V + L and F(xr) i -  Vy i + Lx i, so that 

L Y i - ( X t : ) i  

F y , - x ,  

where 

where 

X i 

X i 

L/F 
Yi = - X i  1-  L/F 

= ( X l )  i 

= (X2) i 

(XF)i 

1-  L/F 

and 

and 

Yi-  (Yl)i at point 1 

Y~ = (Y2)i at point 2 
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Thus, each successive value of L or L/F can be used to obtain a new value 
for x v and then y,. Last, we note that d V - - d L  so that 

@,+@i 
~ ( - d L )  = dA 

This is the most ready form for estimating successive changes in the area A. 
The latter approach, using L instead of V, is utilized in the spreadsheet 

calculations of Appendix 6. Note that the initial composition for L - 
L 1 - F is the feed composition, and a bubble-point type determination 
establishes the initial composition (Y~)i of V -  V~. (And note that the 
bubble-point type determination assumes that V"/F - 0, where the notation 
V" is used for the permeate flux in a flash-vaporization type calculation.) 

Countercurrent Flow 

In countercurrent flow, the rate equations read 

-d(Vy/) -d(Vy,) 
= = d A  

Pry,-) / ' , . ( / ' i x ;  - 

where integration is from point I to point 2, with A positive in the direction 
of integration, and Vy i (and Vyi) decrease as A increases in the direction 
of integration, whenever the denominator is positive. If the denominator 
should become negative, as after a crossover, then the opposite effect 
would exist. However, the point at which the denominator would become 
zero is not allowed. The inference, therefore, is that both components trans- 
fer from the reject phase or stream L to the permeate phase or stream V 
but at different rates. Alternately, integration may proceed from point 2 to 
point 1, where A would take on negative values in the direction of integration. 

In either case, the relationship or derivative 8y i/8(V/F) is exactly the 
same as for concurrent flow. 

The values for the boundary conditions for V 1 and (Yl)i at point 1 are 
not known, however. Nor, equivalently, are the values for L 2 and (x2) ~ at 
point 2. The situation becomes double trial and error for a two-component 
system. For three or more components, the difficulties are compounded. 

Note, for instance, that, if V, = 0, then its composition introduces 
the extra element of trial and error, since its composition has to be 
determined from a bubble-point type calculation on stream L 2, but whose 
flow rate and composition are not yet known and must be assumed. 
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The overall material balances may be phrased specifically as 

V 1 + L 2 - V 2 + L l 

V l ( Y l )  i + L2(x2 )  i - V2(Y2) ' + L I ( x l )  i 

or, more generally, as the differences 

A -  L 1 - V l - L 2 - V 2 - L - V 

A ( x ; x ) i -  L l ( X l )  i -  V i ( Y l )  ~ = L 2 ( x 2 )  i - V2(Y2) ' - L x ~ -  V y  i 

where (xA) i denotes the composition of the hypothetical difference point 
or difference quantity designated A. Accordingly, at any point on the 
transfer surface, 

V x i - ( x , ) ,  

A y , - x ,  

o r  

Yi : x i  ~ -  
V I A  + 1 (x~),  

V I A  VIA 

o r  

V/A (xa) i 
~ + ~  

x ,  Y' V / A  + I V / A  + I 

As in concurrent flow, it can be derived also, for two components i and 
j, that 

v[ o ] 
,3 ( V / F ) - -ff - y ~ + _ _ _ 2 _ _ ,  ~ ,  + ~ 

o r  

~Yi ~ ,  

15 In ( V / F )  Yi + ~~i + ~  / 

where F = L~. Furthermore, V is again designated positive but increases 
from point 2 to point 1 and decreases from point 1 to point 2. 

Numerical integration may proceed from point 1 to point 2 or vice 
versa. From 1 to 2, however, the membrane area A takes on positive 
values, as defined previously for concurrent flow. The solution is double 
trial and error, since, say, V 1 and (Yl), must be assumed, or else L 2 and (X2) i. 
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If V 2 - 0, then its composition may be determined, for each trial, from 
a bubble-point type calculation on L 2, assuming the composition (x2) s. In 
this circumstance, it is preferable to integrate from point 2 to point 1. 

If both V 2 and (Y2)i are specified~that is, an external permeate phase 
is introduced at point 2--the situation nevertheless remains a double trial- 
and-error calculation, because it is still necessary to assume V~ and (Yl)i, 
or else L 2 and (X2) i. 

6.3 RECYCLE 

Part (or conceivably all, in the limit) of either or both the permeate 
and reject products may be recycled or refluxed. For instance, in the case 
of concurrent flow, part of the reject product L, can be recycled to the 
feed F, where the composition and rate of L 1 would be affected. In effect 
the reject is making another pass through the membrane cell. For that 
matter, part of the permeate product V_, can be recycled to constitute V~ 
The beneficial effects are dubious and can be ascertained only by a more 
complex mode of calculation. For the case of assuming perfect mixing, 
the benefits are nil, as already discussed in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3. 

In the case of countercurrent flow, part of the reject product L 2 can 
be recycled to the feed or part of the reject can be recycled to become 
V2, the inlet permeate phase composition. Also in countercurrent flow, 
part of the permeate product V~ can be recycled to the feed. 

These options are diagrammed in Figure 1.6 and further discussed 
in Chapter 7. The results are, in the main, perceived as beneficial in 
enhancing the degree of separation. 

Moreover, as will be shown in Chapter 7, the aforementioned jux- 
tapositions may be combined to yield a sharper separation between com- 
ponents. The layout is similar in principle to a distillation column. 

The exact calculations, needless to say, become increasingly complex 
and introduce the specter of multiple trial-and-error procedures. For this 
reason, simplifications are in order, which are presented and discussed sub- 
sequently. In another way of looking at it, these already have been introduced 
via the multistage or cascade representation provided in Chapter 4. 

6.4 L I M I T I N G  C O N D I T I O N S  

The complexity of the calculations, particularly for countercurrent 
flow, make it advisable to consider the limiting situations, as follows, 
referring to Figure 6.1. The two diametric circumstances or scenarios are (1) 
only reject outflow is produced and (2) only permeate outflow is produced. 
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It is assumed that no permeate phase is introduced, whereby in concurrent 
flow V 1 = 0 and in countercurrent flow V 2 - O. 

However, for circumstance 1, the permeate outflow, albeit nil, has a 
composition. And, for circumstance 2, the reject outflow, albeit nil, has 
a composition. These respective compositions represent the maximum 
degree of separation for the feedstream mixture. 

Thus, the limiting conditions presumably mark the limits for the 
degree of separation attainable, although the recovery in either the reject 
outflow or permeate outflow is nil. That is, the feed is regarded as 
recovered either as reject only or permeate only. In the former circum- 
stance, the composition of the minute amount or "drop" of permeate is 
determined from a bubble-point type calculation on the feed. In the latter, 
everything is recovered as permeate, so that the last drop of reject trans- 
formed to permeate is determined by a dew-point calculation on the 
permeate, which necessarily is of the same composition as the feed. These 
are the two extremes. In the one case, the bubble-point type calculation 
applies, in the other the dew-point type calculation applies. 

B u b b l e - P o i n t  vs. D e w - P o i n t  T y p e  C a l c u l a t i o n s  

For the two-component system i and j, it may be written that 

Yi /Xi  = K , x i / y  i - 1 /K  i 

where i is regarded the more-permeable component. These two expressions, 
therefore, give a spread indicating the degree of separation that presum- 
ably can be obtained for components i and j without the use of recycle 
or reflux. In the one case, the bubble-point type determination applies; 
in the other case, the dew-point type determination. Each gives different 
values for K i and K~. 

The bubble-point and dew-point type calculations are presented in 
Chapter 3 for a single-stage separation with perfect mixing. For the 
bubble-point type determination, the criterion is V/F - 0, and it is possible 
to determine the flux V" where 

K s - b / ( V "  + a)Kj  - d / ( V "  + c) 

where a, b, c, and d are quantities to be affixed. For the dew-point type 
calculation, the criterion is V/F = 1, and a procedure is also provided for 
determining a value for V". 

From Example 3.1, note that K i has the greater value for V/F = 1, which 
is the criterion for the dew-point type calculation. Whereas, 1/K i has the 
greater value for V/F = 0, which is the criterion for the bubble-point type 
calculation. The separations and recoveries are also set forth in the example. 
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C o n c u r r e n t  F l o w  

For the first circumstance, where no permeate outflow is produced, 
V 2 ~ 0 and F = L 1 - L2, and the bubble-point type determination on the 
composition of F determines the composition of V 2 (even though V 2 ~ 0). 
The bubble-point calculation corresponds to V/F = 0, as derived and used 
previously. The reject and permeate compositions expectedly remain con- 
stant along the membrane axis of flow. 

For the second circumstance, where no reject outflow is produced, 
L 2 --9 0 and F = L~ = V2, and the dew-point type calculation on the 
composition of V 2 determines the composition of L 2 (even though L 2 ~ 0). 
Note that the compositions (x~)/= (x l )  i - (Y2)i become equal. The dew- 
point type calculation corresponds to V/F = 1, as derived and used 
previously. The reject and permeate compositions vary along the mem- 
brane axis of flow. 

C o u n t e r c u r r e n t  F l o w  

For the first circumstance, where only reject outflow is produced, F = 
L 1 = L 2 and the degree of separation is obtained by a bubble-point 
calculation on F = L1; that is, this determines the composition of the 
"drop" of permeate representing V~ (even though V l --) 0). The result 
necessarily is the same as for concurrent flow. The reject and permeate 
compositions remain constant along the axis of countercurrent flow. 

For the second circumstance, where only permeate outflow is pro- 
duced, since V 2 - 0 and L 2 -4 0, it follows that L 1 --) V~. It is as if the 
flow of the feedstream proceeds directly from V~ to L~. However, the 
compositions of the reject stream L and permeate stream V expectedly 
change along the linear axis of flow. We are therefore interested in how 
each stream composition may vary and the compositions at point 2. In 
effect, point 2 is a closed end, but there may be a composition gradient 
for each stream between 1 and 2 that, in a way, can also be construed 
as producing a separation. 

The determination proceeds as follows. Since 

L 1 - V I = L - V  

L I ( x l )  i - V l ( y l )  i = L x  i - Vy  i 

then, at any point, V = L and ys = x; (also y~ = x i for a two-component 
system). The question is, what values of y, and x, are attained at point 2? 

Differentiating the preceding, 

d V  = d L  

V d y  i + yi d V  = L dx ,  + x i d L  
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which, since in this case L~ - V~ and L - V, fortuitously combine to yield 

V d ( y  i - x i )  = - ( y , -  x i ) d V  

Integrating between limits and rearranging, 

V ( y  i - xi)  = V l [ ( Y l )  i - (Xl)i] 
Since ( x l )  i = (Yl)i ,  then at any point along the axis of flow, it would be 
required that 

Yi - x~ 

which is arbitrary, and the values presumably vary with position along 
the axis. This also infers that K ; -  1 and K i - 1, which, in turn, requires 
that P; = Pi, which causes a contradiction. It can be concluded that this 
limiting condition for countercurrent flow has no singular answer for the 
separation that could be attained. 

There is an interesting conjecture, however. If K s and K i tend to 
behave as constants, the relative volatility form can be invoked: 

y s / X  i _ K 1 ~ -  0 ~ , -  . 

y / I x i  K i  '-~ 

Substituting for x i and xi ,  the following is obtained: 

Yi --- 
Ol.i_ I 

1 - -  x i + or.i_ i 

When x~-  1, then Yi = 1; or else when x i = O, then y, = O. There is the 
hint that one of the pure components may emerge in the far reaches of 
the membrane cell. Assumably, this would be the component with the 
lower permeability, that is, component j. The extent of this effect no doubt 
depends in part on the degree of any forward and back mixing. 

(In passing, it may be observed that, for the relative volatility type 
of calculation, the L/F,  V/F, and L / V  ratios in terms of, say, x i can be 
obtained for any given or specified feed composition ( x r )  i by utilizing the 
calculated compositional differences Y i -  Xi, Y , -  ( x r ) :  and (xr )  i - x i as 
obtained from a rearrangement of the component material balance.) 

In confirmation of the preceding, consider the countercurrent rela- 
tionship 

-d(Vy;) -d(Vy/) 
- - dA 

8(P x,- P,:y;) e.(P,x/- P,.y,) 
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If x~-  y~ and x i - Yi, then 

d(Vy,) d(Vy i ) 

o r  

V d y  i + y i d V  - V d y  i + ( 1 -  y i )dV  

PiY,- P(1-yi)  

Rearranging, collecting terms, and introducing F, 

1,. - ( i , ,  - p,.)y, d(V/F) 
d y  i - 

(P,. - P)y,. (1 - y, ) V/F 

Integrating term by term, between the limits (Yl)i = (x~)i and Yi, gives 

It follows that 

P [In Yi 
P,. - P,. I - y ,  

+,n,1-yi/]l 't 
()'l), =(x~ )~ 

O r  

In[ Y' 
1 - y  i 

l - y ,  P - P i  
1 - ( x r ) i  + I n - -  = ln(V/F) 

(x~)i 1 -  (xr)i P, 

where 

Yi 1 - (x r)i 1 - Yi 

1 -  Yi (x~ )i 1 -  (xr )i 
= ( V / F )  p' 

Y' = (V/F) e. 
(xr), 

Therefore, as WF -+ 0, 

y , -  x, - 0 and y j -  x ; -  1 

That is, in countercurrent flow, where L, and V~ equal zero, there could 
exist a point in the far reaches or "dead space" of the membrane cell 
where, theoretically at least, the pure component j exists. A membrane 
could, in this way, serve as a concentrator for the less-permeable compo- 
nent. If nothing else, it is an interesting speculation. 
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The membrane area requirement is of interest: 

-d(Vy;) 
P y,(P~ -P,:) 

= dA 

It has been determined that, on solving for V and multiplying by y,, 

Differentiating, 

1"f P 
+1 

Vy~ = F[1/(x~.),] e'-P' [y.le,-p, 

P e,---~, P,-P, 
' + 1 [1/(x~.),.l [y,.] d ( V Y i )  - F pi _ pi 

Substituting, the area is related by 

PJ + 1 [l/xv-).] e'-e' e,-p, 
-F  P,-Pi  [Y"] 

p dy i = d A  

---2--~ P,(PL -Pv) ~-P,  

Integrating between limits, 

-F  

e, 
1,. 

e, e, 

+ 1 [1/x~),] ~'-v, [y.]~'-P, 

P. 
' P(P~-P,:) 

P , -~  

Substituting the limits and simplifying, 

(3'1), =(xl- ), 

= A  

I f  Yi = (Y2)i = 0 ,  

i,, 

1-[y i / (x~. ) i]  P'-P' 

P,(P~ - P~ ) 
= A  

P,(~ -1,,:) 
= A  
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This establishes the limiting relationships for V 2 - 0 and L 2 - 0 in 
countercurrent flow, where y -  x, and Yi = xi" Conceivably, in the theo- 
retical limit, in the far reaches or dead space of the membrane cell, Yi = 
x i = l .  

It affords the interesting conjecture that, if the less-permeable com- 
ponent j is the objective of recovery, then a single membrane cell of 
sufficient linear dimensions could suffice if operated in countercurrent 
flow. A notable example is the methane-nitrogen separation, where the 
known membrane materials are more permeable to methane than nitrogen 
and have low selectivity. Thus, subquality natural gas is upgraded by 
removing the nitrogen as reject. Unfortunately, the bulk of methane-rich 
gas has to pass through the membrane. At that, however, it might be 
simpler than multistage or cascade operations. 

Stripping vs. Rectification 

Inasmuch as the less-permeable component j may conceivably exist 
in a pure form in the far reaches of the membrane cell, the preceding 
operation can be referred to as stripping. If the feed is introduced into 
the low-pressure side of the cell, and at the far end, a compressor is used 
to maintain the pressure on the high-pressure side, then the more-volatile 
component could conceivably tend to accumulate in the far reaches or 
"dead space" of the cell. This may be referred to as rectification. 

The low-pressure side can be referred to as the permeate side, as 
before, and the high-pressure side as the reject side. In this case, the 
permeate phase, in effect, becomes the continuation of the feed. In the 
limit, there is no net production of permeate, and the final reject stream 
is of the same composition as the feed. 

The derivations are fully analogous to those for stripping, and the 
areal requirement, in the limit, reduces to a relationship similar to stripping: 

1 
F = A  

The membrane areal requirements are the same, but the more-permeable 
component could conceivably be obtained in the pure form. 

It should be emphasized that this may be construed as a case where 
the bulk of the gas stream may not have to pass through the membrane 
proper. As such, it may be more applicable, say, to the separation of 
methane-rich gas from nitrogen. There is no doubt a trade-off. 

The subject in its practical application becomes that of countercur- 
rent flow with recycle, which is presented in the next chapter. 
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6.5 E Q U I L I B R I U M  

As previously discussed, the requirement for equilibrium should be 
that the rate of mass transfer should be zero; that is, for components i 
and j, 

0 i = Pi (P~.y i -  Prxi)  - 0 

~ i -  P~(P~'Yi- Prx ,  ) - 0 

where 

Yi _ Pr Y~ 1 -  Yi 
D m 

xi Px, x i 1 -  x i 

A contradiction is produced, however, since on the one hand, 

y~ - y, x ,  - x -  y x,  or y, = x, 

but on the other hand, 

1 - Y i / X i -  Pz/Px,~ 1 

Quite obviously, then, for true equilibrium, it must be required that P~,= 
PL; that is, the pressure must be uniform throughout the system, on both 
sides of the membrane. Furthermore, the composition is uniform through- 
out the system. Since, by definition, in membrane separations, P~. ~ PL, 
a condition of true equilibrium cannot be reached. 

EXAMPLE 6.1 

The limiting information calculated and reported in Example 3.1 is 
repeated as follows. For bubble-point type calculation (V /F  = 0), 

K, = 1.133536 1/Kj = 1.097723 

For dew-point type calculation (V /F  = 1), 

K s = 1.142857 I/K~ = 1.083333 

The range for the degree of separation is poor under the conditions used, 
indicating that multistage or cascade operations are advisable for any sort 
of sharp separation. 

For the recovery of the less-permeable component j as the reject in 
countercurrent flow, in the limit, there is the speculation that the degree 
of separation could approach 1.0/0.6 = 1.67. 
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The corresponding spreadsheet-type calculations are shown in 
Appendix 6, including the determination for membrane area. 
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Countercurrent Flow with Recycle 

The preceding chapter shows that, for the limiting conditions of 
countercurrent flow with no reject produced, the less-permeable compo- 
nent hypothetically could concentrate in the far end of the reject side of 
the cell. Similarly, with no net permeate produced and compression from 
the permeate side to the reject side, it is theoretically conceivable for the 
more-permeable component to concentrate in the far end of the permeate 
side of the cell. 

In practice, these conditions could be accented by the use of recycle, 
in the first instance part (or all, in the limit) of the reject, and the operation 
may be regarded as "stripping." In the second instance, part (or all, in 
the limit) of the permeate on the low-pressure or permeate side is com- 
pressed and recycled to the high-pressure or reject side, and the operation 
may be regarded as "rectification." The two situations are diagrammed 
and compared in Figure 7.1. 

Both stripping and rectification may be combined, as shown in 
Figure 7.2, to produce a sharper separation. The overall operation then 
corresponds to a distillation column, such as a packed or wetted-wall 
column, which can be described in terms of a continuum. ~ In distillation 
and in absorption and stripping, the calculation methodology is to assume 
constant internal flow rates, which in general does not apply here but can 
be utilized as a workable simplification. 

Each section (the stripping section and the rectifying section) may 
be sized by the approximate formulas previously derived, that for recti- 
fication being 

1 
F =A 

209 
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1 2 

Pv 

F= L1 " ~  PL 

(a) Stripping in countercurrent flow 

j rich 

i rich 

2 1 

Pv 
F=V~ 

PL 

(b) Rectification in countercurrent flow 

Figure 7.1 Use of recycle in countercurrent flow. 

and for stripping, 

F 1 =A 
1",(1",_-P,,) 

where P/and Pi are the overall permeability coefficients._ These results, in 
principle, refer to a nominal membrane area A and A for each section, 
assuming that the pure components could be attained, or nearly so. 

7.1 C O N S T A N T  F L O W  RATES 

As a footnote, considerable simplification in the mathematical sep- 
aration representations could result by assuming that the respective molar 
flow rates remain constant throughout the membrane unit. Such is the 
practice in distillation calculations, where there is mass transfer in both 
directions. ~ The assumption is similarly made in absorber or stripper 
calculations, where only one key component is involved. ~-4 This condition, 
called constant molal overflow in distillation and absorber and stripper 
derivations and calculations, may also be accommodated in the case 
of multistage or cascade membrane calculations, as derived and utilized 
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i rich 

Rectifying section 

F (alt.) 

Stripping section 

j rich 

Figure 7.2 Combined 
stripping and 
rectification. 

in Chapter 4. There, perfect mixing is assumed and the recycle rate 
between stages is adjustable due to the use, and necessity, of interstage 
compression to raise recycled permeate phase pressure back to the reject 
phase level for the next successive stage. 

As will be demonstrated, the great advantage in assuming constant 
molal or molar flow rates is that analytic integration can be performed 
on the rate equations in lieu of the more comprehensive and rigorous 
numerical methods. 
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Rate Equations for Constant Molar 
or Molal Flow Rates 

The rate equations may be phrased similarly to those presented and 
utilized in Chapter 6. Here, however, the appropriate notation is used to 
distinguish the rectifying and stripping sections for an overall or combined 
operation with intermediate feed. 

In the rectifying section, the more-permeable component i is assumed 
controlling and preferred for integration. Component j more or less is 
viewed as a dependent variable, obtained by difference. In the stripping 
section, the less-permeable component j is assumed controlling and pre- 
ferred for integration. Component i more or less is viewed as a dependent 
variable, obtained by difference. 

Rectifying Section 
For the rectifying section, sometimes called the absorbing section, 

at constant V (and L), 

Vdy, Vdy i 
= = d A  

Pvy,) / , , (P,x,  - P,,y;) 

where Yi + Yi- 1, and dy i + dy i - 0. Alternately, 

V dy, 
dA - I ' , .(I ' i  x ,  - l " v y , )  - a , ,  

vdYi ~ Pv ) = ~  
dA - P ( P I x ' -  yj 

Integration may proceed up or down the column, but here dA is assumed 
positive in the upward direction; that is, the tubular membrane area A 
increases in the direction of integration. Thus, in the rectifying section, 
integration proceeds from the feed location "upward" toward the more- 
permeable product end, designated product D. (Note that this convention 
is opposite to that used in numbering the stages in the stagewise calcu- 
lations of Chapter 4, where stage numbering starts at the top or more- 
permeable product end and proceeds "downward" toward the feed loca- 
tion.) For the purposes here, it therefore seems more natural to integrate 
starting from the feed location. 

The convention used here is that Yi increases (and Yi decreases} as A 
increases, which corresponds to an integration of the membrane rectifying 
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section "upward" from the central or intermediate feed location (point 1) 
toward the more-permeable product end (point 2). In the limit, for the 
more-permeable product, (Y2)i = (x2), = (xD)i" 

Note, further, that, if ~, is positive, then ~i has to be negative. 
However, this is a contradiction brought about by the assumption of 
constant molar flow rates, because in theory, ~i is also positive. The more- 
permeable component i is merely transferred to the permeate faster than 
component j, resulting in an increasing concentration of the former. 

For obvious reasons, therefore, the second equation involving com- 
ponent j must be ignored, with the first equation assumed controlling. 
The net effect in proceeding "upward" is that component i is absorbed 
from the reject phase into the permeate phase, whereas component j 
merely appears to be stripped from the permeate phase and absorbed into 
the reject phase, even though the concentration of j in the reject increases 
with the downward flow of the reject phase. 

Feedstream Composition and Feed Location 
Moreover, by analogy with the stagewise calculations of Chapter 4, 

for simplicity, it is assumed that the feedstream is introduced on the reject 
side. Moreover, the reject stream compositions are regarded as being 
known at the feed location, for both the rectifying and stripping sections, 
and identical with the feedstream composition. This is entirely analogous 
to the assumptions used for stagewise calculations in Chapter 4. 

In turn, the permeate phase compositions for both the rectifying and 
the stripping sections are assumed to have the same common value at the 
feed location; here, the requirement for continuity. This permeate com- 
position can be determined by a flash-type calculation on the feedstream 
composition, in particular, a bubble-point type calculation. 

At the same time, the K-values are established, as is the molar flux 
V". Not only this, but by assuming that the feedstream is introduced 
totally on the reject side, the flux V" retains the same value in both the 
rectifying and stripping sections. Again, the analogy is with the stagewise 
calculations of Chapter 4. 

Stripping Section 
Likewise, in the overbar or overline notation for the stripping sec- 

tion, it can be written that 

Ld~; _- Ld~ i --dA 
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where ~ + ~i = 1 and d ~, + d ~i - 0. Alternately, 

d x  i 

g--dX 
m 

- - = 

_ d ~  
L -/' (/', a,; 

Here, the convention is used that ~i increases (and ~, decreases) as A 
increases, which is used to connote an integration of the membrane strip- 
ping section "downward" from the central feed location (point 1) toward 
the less-permeable bottoms product end (point 2). In the limit, of course, 
(x2)i = (xB)i = 1. The convention used in the stripping section, therefore, is 
that A is positive and increasing toward the less-permeable product end, 
designated as the bottom. 

Observe that ~ is positive and d~, is negative, which produces a 
contradiction, whereas ~; is also positive and so is d ~;. For obvious reasons, 
the first equation involving component i must be ignored, with the second 
equation controlling. 

That is, in proceeding "downward," component i is stripped or 
deabsorbed faster from the reject phase than component j. The overall 
effect is that component j appears concentrated in the reject phase. In the 
opposite direction, however, in the "up-flowing" permeate phase, com- 
ponent i tends to be concentrated, whereas component j appears stripped. 

As noted elsewhere, the foregoing assumed directional juxtapositions 
for integration are the inverse of those used in enumerating the stages in 
the rectifying and stripping sections of a multistage operation, as per 
Chapter 4. 

Mater ia l  Balances  

In general, for countercurrent flow, at constant V and L, it may be 
written for the rectifying section, most simply, that 

V y , -  Lx ,  + D x  D 

from which 

V d y  i - L dx, 

Both the lower limits (Yl)i and (xl)  i correspond to the permeate and reject 
compositions from a bubble-point type calculation of the feedstream at 
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the feed location. For the upper limits or values, 

(Y2),- (X2)i- (XD)i 
when external recycle or reflux is used. 

Solving for x, from the algebraic or integrated expression, 

V D 
x i = ~- y, - -[- (x, ), 

Note that, at the upper limit or limits, V -  L + D .  

In the stripping section, for component j, 

L -2 i - V Yi + B(XB)i 

or 

n 

_ L B 

where the range of variation is from the central feed location toward the 
less-permeable bottoms product end. Moreover, for partial recycle of the 
less-permeable bottoms product B, 

(~2)j = (~2)j = (xB), 

that is, the mole fractions of the bottoms product streams are equal. Note 
that, at this point, the overall material balance for the stripping section is 
obtained. L -- V + B. 

Constraints,  Contradict ions,  and Inconsistencies 

Interestingly, for the situation at hand, a further constraint is pro- 
duced at constant V (and L) for the two key components. For the recti- 
fying section, at constant V (and L), in the conventions used, 

Vdy, - P ( P L x -  Pvy , )dA = r  d A  

Vdy i - P.(Pi x - Pvy i )dA  = O i d A  

Since dy i + d y i -  O, and V d y  i = - V d y i ,  it therefore follows that 

that is, when the transfer of component i is in one direction, then the 
transfer of component j presumably is in the opposite direction. 
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It may be further added, that since Vdys 
and vice versa. 

This rate equality translates to 

Collecting terms, 

= Ldxi ,  then Vdy i 

PvYi) = P / ( P r x j -  PRY~) 

= P/[PL(1 - x i ) -  Pv( 1 - Yi)] 

-Pi(PL x, - PvY) = P/(PL - Pv) - P/(PL x, - PvY,) 

= - L d x  i 

or 

- r  P.(P~.- Pv) - (P//P,.)~D, 

or 

(I)i[-I + (P//Pi)]- P/(PL - Pv) 

or 

-I',. +P/ 

In other words, 

p. 
-i,,,) 

The foregoing infers that the difference ( P L x i -  PvYi) necessarily has to 
remain constant. Interestingly, however, since P; > Pi' the difference is 
negative, implying a transfer of component i from stream V to stream L, 
which is the reverse from what is normally expected, as per the rate 
equations; hence, a contradiction. 

Moreover, it has already been shown from the rate relationships that 
(I)j =--(I)i, such that 

P. ! 
P x/ - P,:y/ = -y(P x, - Pry,) 

where the difference (PLX/- PvYi) also is constant and has a negative value, 
if the difference (PLXi-  PvYi) is positive. That is to say, if so, the transfer 
of component j is from the permeate stream V to the reject stream L. 
Keep in mind that these are the conditions at steady state, after the 
concentration or mole fraction profiles have been stabilized. 
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Still another way of regarding these relationships is to start with 

r = Pi(PLxi- PvYi)- ~[PL( 1 - % ) -  Pv (1 - Y;)] 

= Pi(PL- Pv) -  Pj(PL x, - PRY,) 

= P/e  - P v ) -  ( 8 / 8 )  r  or o = P,.(P,.- P , , ) -  ( 8 / 8 ) r  r 
where @i and @i are defined as before, in Chapter 6. 

It appears that @ ~ - r  There is an apparent contradiction. By 
dividing through by P/, the preceding relationship transforms to 

(PLxl- PvYj) + (P~x,-  PRY,) = PL-  Pv 

which, after summing the values of x and y, is nothing more than an 
identity. Nevertheless, the implication remains that, if component i, say, 
is transferred in one direction, component j transfers in the other and 
vice versa. 

In conclusion, it would be required that PLxi < PvYi, so that transfer 
of the more-permeable component i occurs from the permeate to the reject 
phase. At the same time, the less-permeable component j must transfer 
from the reject phase to the permeate phase. 

Alternately, on switching i and j, we obtain 

0 = P,(PL- Pv) + ( ~ -  Pi)(Pkxj- nvYi) 

Here, since Pi > Pi, it follows that PLXi > PvYi, which is in agreement with 
the previous paragraph but not necessarily with the usual interpretation 
for the relative permeability behavior for the respective components. 

For these contradictory reasons, the assumption of constant molal 
behavior is generally applied to one component only; that is, the rate and 
material balances are confined to one component only, viewed as the 
controlling or more-significant component of the mixture. (In the rectifying 
section, this is likely the more-permeable component i; in the stripping 
section, component j.) Therefore, the behavior of the other component is 
viewed as dependent. In other words, the mole fractions, say, of the other 
component are those left over at the end of the calculations. In another 
way of saying it, by assuming constant molal or molar behavior, we over- 
specify the system; that is, use more than the allotted degrees of freedom 
or add too many equations, such as V = constant, L = constant. 

All said, compositions or mole fractions may be found so that the 
preconceived conditions are met. Therefore, if the permeate phase becomes 
richer in component i as it moves "up" in the rectifying section and the 
reject phase becomes richer in component j as it moves "down" in the 

where 
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stripping section, the stated conditions may be said to prevail or to provide 
a useful approximation. 

This sort of richness and leanness can be demonstrated in cascade 
or stagewise operations, where both a permeate phase and reject phase 
are introduced or recycled (or refluxed) into successive membrane cells. 
In this respect, the use of constant molar or molal flow rates in Chapter 4 
for stagewise operations may not be too far afield. 

Lastly, in each section of the continuum, the compositions of the 
permeate and reject streams or phases may tend to offset one another. In 
other words, there is a "window of opportunity" where interphase trans- 
fer can be bidirectional for one or the other of the components. 

7.2 ANALOGY W I T H  WETTED-WALL 
DISTILLATION 

Here, the embodiment is analogous to a wetted-wall distillation 
column with external reflux and reboil, z The membrane surface in effect 
replaces the (hypothetical) film between the liquid and vapor phases, this 
film connotes the resistance or conductance to mass transfer. The mem- 
brane unit proper can be viewed as a vertical or horizontal cylinder, the 
former placement more closely resembling a distillation column. The reject 
phase L is on the outside of the membrane cylindrical surface, between 
the membrane and the outer enclosing wall; the permeate phase V is on 
the inside of the membrane cylindrical surface. This juxtaposition corre- 
sponds to the liquid phase L wetting the inside of the distillation column 
and flowing downward by gravity and the vapor phase V moving upward 
in the column interior. (The juxtaposition could be reversed in the case 
of membrane columns.) For purposes of simplicity, both V and L are 
perceived as remaining constant up and down the membrane column, the 
same simplification used for wetted-wall distillation. 

The feedstream is introduced at an intermediate position, by defini- 
tion between the rectifying section and stripping section. It is further 
assumed that the feedstream is introduced into the reject phase ancl the 
reject phase at this point has the same composition as the feedstream. 
Furthermore, the reject phase (i.e., feedstream) is at its "bubble-point" 
so that a bubble-point type calculation necessarily yields a stream (the 
reject phase) with the same composition as the feed and another stream 
(a permeate phase) with the composition obtained by the calculation. 

The further consequence is that the flow rate of the reject phase in 
the stripping section is equal to the flow rate of the reject phase in the 
rectifying section plus the feedstream rate, whereas the flow rate of the 
permeate phase is the same in both sections. 
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The permeate composition so obtained is regarded equal to that of 
stream V at the feed location and designated (Yl);, where component i is 
the more-permeable component. This is the lower limit of integration for 
the rectifying section. The reject composition so obtained is regarded 
equal to that of stream L at the feed location and designated (x~)i, where 
component j is the less-permeable component. This is the lower limit of 
integration for the stripping section. The relative stream rates are deter- 
mined from the reflux or reflux ratio L/D, as spelled-out in Example 4.1 
and in Appendix 4. 

For the record, as previously enunciated, V - V, and L - L + F. 
Furthermore, V -  L + D, so that 

L 1 

V L 
1 + ~  

D 

where L/D (or L/V) is specified or assigned. 
In turn, for the stripping section, 

m 

L 1 
~ = I+-=-  
V V 

B 

o r  

m 

V 
m 

L 1 
1 4 _  

V/B 
n 

where V/B (or V / L  or L/V)  is specified or assigned. 
Since V " -  V" is already known from a the bubble-point type deter- 

mination on the feedstream, it follows that 

L" - (L/V)V" 

L ' - ( L / V ) V "  

F ' - L " - L "  

In turn, 

D " - L " ~  
L/D 

B , , - ~  ,,1_ 
V/B 

Thus, all stream quantities can be calculated on a flux basis. As a check, 
F " -  D" + B". Furthermore, D / F -  D"/F" and B / F -  B'/F", and so forth, 
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so that all stream flow rates can be referenced to the feedstream flow rate 
(which may be assigned anarbitrary value of unity). 

On determining V"= V" from the bubble-point type calculation on 
the feedstream F, the corresponding value of D can be determined from 
the previously assigned external reflux or recycle ratio L/D and the value 
of B from the assigned external recycle ratio V/B. In turn, L and [- can 
be determined, where as previously noted, [- - L + F and V - V. It is 
"built in" that the various flow rates are mutually consistent. 

The next matter to be taken up is the degree of separation that can 
be attained, and so forth, as previously demonstrated in Example 4.1 for 
stagewise separations and in the spreadsheet calculations of Appendix 4. 
In fact, the forepart of Appendix 4 is utilized in the spreadsheet calculations 
of Appendix 7 for the membrane viewed as a continuum, with recycle or 
reflux at both ends. 

7.3 I N T E G R A T I O N  OF THE F U N D A M E N T A L  
RATE EQUATIONS 

The rate equations can be integrated analytically by substituting the 
corresponding material balance in place of a mole fraction term. The 
integration is performed for both the rectifying section and the stripping 
section. The resulting behavior is logarithmic or exponential. 

Rectifying Section 
On substituting the material balance for x, and dropping the com- 

ponent subscript i for the mole fractions, the integrated rate equation for 
the rectifying section becomes 

2 A2 

VdYD = I d s 
1 - P , ~ ,  o 

A 

2 v ay 

V -Pv)Y 
D 

=A~ 

Note here that dy for the more permeable component i is positive in the 
"upward" direction of integration and that denominator also must be 
positive; that is, the transfer of component i is from the reject phase to 
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the permeate phase. (The inference is that the less-permeable component 
j behaves oppositely.) Performing the integration, 

)0}  _ v _ e , ,  + V 1 In Pt.~ Y P~-~xt) 
e ,e~T 

2 

- A  2 
1 

This furnishes a determination (i.e., estimation) for the membrane area 
A 2 in the rectification section based on component i. Integration is from 
the feed location toward the more-permeable product end, designated D, 
with A viewed as positive. 

Limitations for Rectifying Section 
Observe that, if no transfer of component i takes place, then 

/ ) ~ V_p~. + .. x D=O e,. T y e, --s 

Since V -  D + L and V/L - D/L + 1, the processes of substitution, rear- 
rangement, and collection of terms eventually yield 

/~ -~- -1- 

which is an obvious contradiction. A similar contradiction occurs for the 
stripping section. That this kind of contradiction can occur is indicative of 
the limitations of assuming constant molar flow rates and the fact that zero 
transfer is not accommodated by the theory or, at least, is not allowable. 

Stripping Section 

For the stripping section, the rate balance can be rewritten in terms 
of the less-permeable component j, as follows. On substituting the 
material balance for Yi and dropping the component subscript j for the 
mole fractions, the integrated rate equation for the stripping section 
becomes 

2 

I Ld~ 

' ~ e,~-Pv ~-=x~ 
V 

= A 2 
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or 

w 2  

d~ 

-E)_ B 
I'~ -P,, F x + I',, Fx~ 

m 

=A~ 

where A 2 denotes the area. Note that d~ for component j is positive in 
the "downward" direction of integration and the denominator must also 
remain positive; that is, component i transfers more rapidly from the 
reject to the permeate phase, resulting in an accumulation or buildup of 
component j in the reject phase. (Despite a transfer of component j as 
well to the permeate, the buildup of component i in the permeate is greater 
than component j. This characteristic, of course, compromises the assump- 
tion of constant molar flow rates.) 

If integration were upward, in the same direction as for the rectifying 
section, then d~ for component j would be negative and a negative sign 
would necessarily be introduced, if the area were to remain positive. 

Performing the integration "as is," 

L 1 In PL-Px ' -~  x - ~ x  B 
2 

=A~ 
1 

w 

This furnishes a determination for the membrane area A 2 in the stripping 
section based on component j. Integration is from the feed location 
"downward" toward the less-permeable product end, designated B, with 
A perceived as positive. 

Limitations for the Stripping Section 
If no transfer of component j occurs, then it is required that 

P~-ev ~+evVX~ =o 

which creates a situation of indeterminacy. Continuing, however, since 
L / V  - 1 + B/V and on chasing through the subsequent rearrangements, 
it follows that, for component j, 

1:B(1: or 1: 
Pv V Pv V/B 
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which, given ~ = (xi~)i , places a contradiction on the assigned value for (XB)j, 
since it is required that x B > ~ for component J. 

EXAMPLE 7.1 

The same membrane characteristics and operating conditions are 
used as in the case of Example 4.1, which are the same as for Example 
3.1. In Example 4.1, however, the K-value concept was utilized to establish 
stagewise absorption and stripping factors for the rectifying and stripping 
sections, where for component i, 

K i = PL P 
v"+P,,8 

and Yi = Kixi, similarly for component 1. 
The concept of the gas film mass transfer coefficient is customarily 

employed in the continuum theory of absorption and stripping and distil- 
lation, most often designated as k or a s  (kg)i for a component i. It is 
analogous to what is called the film heat transfer coefficient. In the case 
of a packed column, it may be based on the superficial volume of the 
column and designated simply kga on dropping the component subscript. 
(In fact, only one key component is under consideration and in relatively 
minor concentrations, with the other components customarily regarded 
as inert.) As applied, it is assumed that the liquid phase present is at 
equilibrium with a gas film, with this equilibrium designated y* - mx, 
where the correlating coefficient m is treated as a constant. It may be 
approximated by Henry's law in the equivalent and appropriate units, for 
instance, or even by Raoult's law, leading to the use of the K-value instead 
of the coefficient m. The driving force for absorption is then y-y*, or in terms 
of partial pressure, P(y-y*). The mass or molar transfer rate is viewed as 
gas film controlling and proportional to the gas film mass transfer coef- 
ficient kg. The subject is discussed at some length in Hoffman and other 
references and is not further pursued here. Instead, application of the 
two-component membrane permeability concept is considered more 
appropriate, even though it has its own shortcomings. 

Bubble-Point of Feed and Feed Location 
It was determined in the bubble-point type calculation for Example 

3.1 and reiterated in Example 4.1, where W F -  O, that 

V " -  12.9317 

K, = 1.133536 K i - 0.910977 

l / K , -  0.882195 1/K i = 1.097723 
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This information is utilized at the feed location, where it is assumed that 
the reject stream L has the same composition as the feedstream, (xr); and 
(xr) i, and the permeate stream V takes on the bubble-point values y, = 
K~x i and y i -  K i x  i. These values represent the limits for integration from 
the feed location, with integration proceeding "outward" from the feed 
location, as the case may be. That is, we can speak of the limiting value for 
the rectifying section at the feed location as (y~),, with the upper limit at 
point D being (Y2);, similarly for the stripping section, where the limiting 
value at the feed location can be designated (x~)i, with the "upper" limit 
at point B being (x2)i. 

As a matter of reference, there could be an optimum feed location, 
the location that gives the minimum column size for a given separation. 
This condition is ordinarily assumed to exist when both the rectifying 
section composition(s) and stripping section composition(s) at the feed 
location are approximately the same composition as the feedstream. In 
multicomponent distillation calculations, for instance, this gives rise to 
the necessity of the rectifying section calculation meshing to some degree 
with the stripping section calculation, in particular for the key components. 

Another feature of distillation calculations, as ordinarily scoped, is 
to start from the top or distillate product end and work downward toward 
the feed location and start from the bottoms product end and work 
upward toward the feed location. In plate-to-plate or stage-to-stage cal- 
culations, this brings up the matter of meshing and an integral numbers 

1 of steps or stages. 
For the purposes here, however, the membrane determinations start 

from the feed location and work "outward"; that is, "upward" in the 
rectifying section and "downward" in the stripping section. This orien- 
tation is used in Example 4.1. An advantage is that "meshing" is already 
assured, even though it utilizes the feedstrearn composition and its bubble 
point. (The analogy is with the McCabe-Thiele method for binary distil- 
lation calculations, of Chapter 4, where it may be assumed that the feed 
is a saturated liquid.) It then becomes a matter of relating the degree of 
separation and the number of stages (as in Example 4.1) or membrane 
area (as in this example). 

It may be added that, whereas in Example 4.1 the number of stages 
is assumed and the separation then calculated, here the separation is 
assumed and the total membrane area for each section then calculated. 
This route is made necessary on account of the logarithmic nature of the 
analytically integrated solutions. 

Beyond all this is the notion that the enthalpy balances should be 
included as well as the material balances, which of course, can make things 
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really complicated, assuming in the first place that the enthalpy behavior 
is reliably known as a function of composition. In binary distillation 
calculations, this generalization is embodied in the so-called Ponchon- 
Savarit method, as distinguished from the McCabe-Thiele method, which 
employs only material balances. '- Both of these methods are discussed 
in Chapter 4. 

Further derivations and the corresponding spreadsheet calculations 
for Example 7.1 are presented in Appendix 7. The membrane properties 
are made the same as for Example 4.1, and the reflux ratio L / D  is first 
assigned. The solution ultimately becomes trial and error in the product 
streams. 

Feed Composition and Stream Rates as per Example 4.1 
The feed composition is specified as 

(xr)i- 0.4 and (x~)i- 0.6 

Assuming L / V -  0.4 for the first trial, the absorption factors are: 

A, = (0.4)(0.882195) = 0.352878 

A i - (0.6)(1.097723) = 0.439089 

and it follows that 

1 - ( A i )  6 = 0.9980692 
[1 -(Ai)5](0.4)= 0.3978113 

1 - ( A i )  6 = 0.9928333 
[1 - (Ai)~](0.4) = 0.3934714 

Difference 0.6002579 0.5993619 

Accordingly, 

( X D )  i - -  K i (x~)i 1 - A i = (1.133536)(0.4) 1-0 .352878 
(Difference)i 0.60025 79 

=0.488814 

X ~ A  
l 

(XD)i = Ki (xI-)i (Difference)/ =(0.910977)(0.6) 

For the sum on the right, 

1-0 .439089 

0.5993619 
=0.511521 

E = 1.000335 

This is regarded as sufficiently close for the purposes here. Note that, for 
a given value of n, this sum increases as L / V  is increased. 
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For the str ipping section, also assuming that  here V / L  - 0.4 for the 
first trial, the str ipping factors are: 

S , -  0 .4(1 .133536)  = 0 .453414  

S i 

and it follows that  

1 - (S / )  6 - 0.991311 
[1 -(s~)S](0.4) - 0 .392335  

Difference 0 .598976  

= 0 .4(0 .910977)  = 0 .364391 

1 - ( S j )  6 - 0 .997659  
[1 - (Sj)5](0.4) - 0 .397430  

0 .600229  

Accordingly, 

1 - - 8 .  

(xt3)i = (xv )i (DiffereLce)in 
1 - 0 . 4 5 3 4 1 4  

= 0 . 4  = 0 . 3 6 5 0 1 4  
0 .598976  

1 - S  

(xB) i - ( x F )  i 
(Difference) i 

1 - 0 . 3 6 4 3 9 1  
= 0 . 6  = 0 . 6 3 5 3 6 7  

0 .600229  

For the sum of the values on the right, 

E - 1 .000381 

This is regarded as the solution. Also note that,  for a given value of m, 
this sum increases as V / L  increases. 

It follows that  

L - ( L / V ) V - ( 0 . 4 ) ( 1 2 . 9 3 1 2 ) -  5.1725 

D = V -  L -  12 .9312 - 5 .1725 = 7 .7587 

L = [ 1 / ( V / L ) I V  - [ 1 / 0 . 4 ] ( 1 2 . 9 3 1 2 ) =  33 .5157  

B -  L - V -  3 3 . 5 1 5 7 -  1 2 . 9 3 1 2 -  20 .5845  

In turn,  

F -  L - L - 3 3 . 5 1 5 7 -  5 .17225  - 28 .3432  

= D + B - 7 .7587 + 20 .5845  - 28 .3432  

For the overall mater ia l  balance for componen t  i, 

28 .3432(0 .4)  vs. 7 .7587(0 .488814)  + 2 0 . 5 8 4 5 ( 0 . 3 6 5 0 1 3 )  

11.3373 vs. 3 .79256  + 7.51361 

11.3373 vs. 11 .3062 
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For component j, 

28.3432(0.6) vs. 7.7587(0.511520) + 20.5845(0.635367) 

17.0059 vs. 3.9687 + 13.0787 

17.0059 vs. 17.0474 

The results are considered sufficiently close, therefore, in that the 
component material balances are largely met. There is an indication that 
the component material balances are automatically satisfied, as previously 
pointed out. 

The foregoing results apply to n - 5 and m - 5. For different values 
of n and m, different results are attained. Predictably, as n and m increase, 
the sharpness of separation is enhanced. Further, the results are relatively 
insensitive to variations in L/V and V/L .  

These calculations are performed in spreadsheet fashion in Appendix 7 
and include the determination for membrane area. 

The calculations could be carried one step further, utilizing the rela- 
tionship between the rectifying section operating lines as developed in 
Chapter 4; that is, L/D (or L/V) and x D establish a relationship between V/B 
(or L/V  or V/L)  and x B. This refinement, however, introduces an extra 
element of trial and error. 

Results for Example 7.1 
The afore-restated results for Example 4.1 may be compared with 

the results for Example 7.1 as presented in the spreadsheet calculations 
in Appendix 7. It may be noted that the entirety of the letter may be 
made trial and error converging on the ratio B/D. 
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8 
Membrane Reactors 

With regard to chemically reacting systems, what is called a m e m b r a n e  

reactor can selectively remove one or another of the products, shifting the 
conversion to the right. As presented in Chapter 5, a feed-reject crossflow 
with point permeation is the preferable embodiment, with the effects vary- 
ing with position (that is, area) along the membrane. 

Consider the general case of a chemical reaction bimolecular in both 
directions, which can be represented by 

A + B c ~ R + S  

where the capital letters denote the components involved. The reacting 
system can be homogeneous or catalyzed, that is to say, heterogeneous. 
Furthermore, for convenience, let the conversion be maintained at a chem- 
ical equilibrium, which shifts to the right as one or another of the products 
is selectively removed. In other words, the rate of removal of the component 
is slower than the rate of reaction and hence controlling. 

Removal of both products from the confines of the reacting system 
also shifts the conversion to the right, even though the removal of only one 
component, say, component S, first is considered. 

Generally speaking, the reaction equilibrium constant K can be viewed 
a s  

K = YR~/s 
)'A~/B 

where 7 represents the absolute activities, to be further specified. In terms 
of the reaction rate constant k~ for the forward reaction and k 2 for the 
reverse reaction, the convention is K - k ~/k 2. For gaseous systems, partial 
pressures constitute the convention used, and the reaction equilibrium 
constant is subscripted Kp. In liquid systems or solutions, concentration 

229 
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is used, and the reaction equil ibrium constant  can be denoted K~. Still 
other conventions may be utilized. With regard to this reaction, there is 
to be a conversion of X moles per mole of feed introduced. For gaseous 
systems, therefore, in terms of the number  of moles n for each component  
and a conversion of X moles per mole of feed, it follows that,  by definition, 

where 

7A - P  nA YB P nR YR P nR = ~ = ~ y s = P  ns 

y__ n ,y__ n ,y__ ,, E n 

Z t l  -- FI A -Jr" FI B 4- FIR jr. t7 S 

nA = (nA)o - X n B = (nB) o - X nR - (nR)o + X n s = (ns) o + X - Y 

with the subscript 0 denoting the original moles in existence at the start 
of the conversion. Furthermore,  X can be no greater than either (nA) 0 or 

(nB)0. 
The original moles of feed is given by the sum 

E l l  = (nA) o + (ns) o + (nR) o + (ns) o 

(where a likely simplifying assumption is that  the number  of original 
moles for each product  is zero). 

The symbol Y denotes the removal of component  S via the accom- 
panying membrane  permeation.  The basis is the same as for X. Further- 
more,  Y can be no greater than X. 

For a bimolecular reaction, the system pressure cancels out as does 
the total number  of moles Y_,n, a l though 

E n = [(nA) 0 -- X]+[(nB) 0 - X]+[(nR) 0 + X]+[ (ns )  0 + X -  Y] 

= (hA) 0 + (nB) 0 + (nR) 0 + (ns) 0 - y 

Therefore, for the equilibrium constant  (or coefficient), 

K p  = 
[(nR) o + X ] [ ( n s )  o + X - Y ]  

[(nA) 0 - X][(nB) 0 - X] 
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Multiplying through and collecting terms, 

O - ( - K p  +I)X 2 +{Kp[(na) o + (nB)0] + [(nR)0 + ( n s ) o ] - Y I X  

+ {--Kp(nA)o(nB) o + (nR)o(ns)o - ( n R ) 0 Y  } 

= a X  2 + b X  + c 

where the coefficients in the quadratic are defined by the substitution. 
Solving for X from the quadratic, 

! 

- b  +_ q b  2 - 4ac 
X =  

2a 

and X is therefore a function of Y. The initial equilibrium condition occurs 
when Y -  0. 

It may be further stipulated that these quantities are on a unit 
feedstream molar flow-rate basis. 

The gas-phase compositions are of interest and pertain to the feed- 
reject stream: 

n a - X  n B - X  n R + X - Y  n s + X - Y  

E E E E n n n n 

where ~n also involves Y. 
The component selectively removed is designated component S. From 

the membrane equation for the permeation of component S, it can be 
written in the appropriate notation that, at a point along the permeation 
axis, the corresponding permeation molar flux G s of component S is as 
follows: 

G s - Ps[PI.x s - P~'Y s ] 

where Ps is the overall membrane permeability coefficient, whose units 
are defined by the equation. Since only component S is to appear in the 
permeate, the permeate composition is Y s -  1. The reject composition x s 

is given by 

(n s)o + ( X -  Y) 
XS = E n = 

(n s )o + ( X -  Y) 

(hA) 0 + (nB) 0 + (nR) 0 + (ns) o - y 

By virtue of the reaction equilibrium relation, X is a function of Y, and 
hence x s becomes a function of Y only. Therefore, on substituting in the 
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flux equation for Xs, the resulting equation is a function of Y, with the 
initial boundary condition that Y -  0 at Am~mb,~,~ ~ = 0. The upper limit is 
as yet arbitrary but will be affixed by the stipulated final conversion for 
Y, which must be physically real. In turn, the membrane areal requirement 
Amembrane follows. This completes the statement of the problem. 

Performing the indicated operation for the equilibrium constant 
relationship, and assuming for convenience that (nR) 0 - 0 - (ns) 0, it is 
obtained symbolically that X is a function X ( Y )  of Y; that is, 

X - X ( Y )  

Substituting into the expression for X s, 

(ns) o + [X(Y)- Y] 
x s = (na) ~ +(nB)  o + (nR) o + (ns)  o - y 

By analogy with Section 5.6 of Chapter 5, for differential permeation 
with point permeate withdrawal, the equation to be integrated is 

d V - F d Y  - P~[P~x s - P~, I d Am~,mb~.~ 

o r  

F 
dY 

where F is the total molar feed rate and a constant and, here, = (na) 0 + 
(riB) o, on a rate basis. 

Furthermore, x s is a function of Y as shown. Although the integration 
could very possibly be accomplished analytically, for our purposes, a 
numerical integration suffices, as shown in the accompanying example. 
Note further that all quantities are consistent and on the same basis. 

Again we emphasize that the initial molar quantities can be specified 
on a feed rate basis; that is, (na) 0 and (nR) 0 can be specified on the basis 
of moles per unit time, with the qualification that Y also is in moles per 
unit time. 

L i m i t i n g  Va lue  f o r  x s 

It may be observed that the integral increases without limit at PiXs  ~ 

Pv. Accordingly, it is required that 

�9 PI Pv 
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This requirement establishes the pressure ratio across the membrane to 
reach some arbitrary lower limit or minimal value for x s. 

EXAMPLE 8.1 

The following example illustrates the principles involved, with cor- 
responding spreadsheet-type calculations presented in Appendix 8. The 
bimolecular, bidirectional gas-phase reaction is as follows, as previously 
indicated: 

A + B c ~ R + S  

with an assumed reaction equilibrium constant of K~ = 0.35. The number 
of initial moles of each component per mole of feedstream is as follows: 

(nA) o - 0.4 

(n/3)o - 0.6 
(nR)o- 0.0 

(ns) o - 0 . 0  

The pointwise membrane permeation coefficient or permeability is 20 in 
the units of 10 -9 cmS(STP)/sec-cm2-cm Hg/cm, and the membrane thick- 
ness is 10 microns or 10(10 -4) cm. The conversion to overall permeability 
in the appropriate units is 

20 76 1 = 67.8(10 -9) g-moles 
22, 414 10(10 -4) sec-cm--atm 

The membrane pressures are PL-  3 atm and Pv = 2 atm. As per the 
foregoing derivations, the corresponding spreadsheet calculations and 
results are displayed in Appendix 8. 



Symbols 

a 

A 
A 
A 
A 

A 
m e m b r a n e  

A 

A 
A 

A 

A o r A  i 

b 

B 
B 
B 
B 
C 

C 

constant or coefficient 
constant 
phase A 
component A 
membrane area, e.g., in a single-stage separation or 
in continuous concurrent or countercurrent flow, that 
is, in differential permeation 
membrane area in a membrane reactor 
membrane area for a single cell in the rectifying section 
of a multistage or cascade operation (all cells in the 
rectifying section with equal areas); also the area in the 
rectifying section for differential permeation 
area of the rectifying section for differential permeation 
membrane area for a single cell in the stripping section 
for a multistage or cascade operation (all cells in the 
st__ripping section with equal areas); most generally 
A - A  

area of the stripping section for differential perme- 
ation 
absorption factor, A - L I V K  

constant 
constant 
component B 
phase B 
bottoms or reject product, in moles per unit time 
constant 
compressibility of a liquid (= [3, and as distinguished 
from the compressibility factor z) 
mean value for c 
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c o r  C i 
C 
d 
d 
D 

D i 

F 
H 

G 

G i 
Gv 
(Gv)i 
GL 

(GL)i 
H 
H 
Hg 
i 
I 

J 
kg o r  (kg)i 

k L or (kL) i 

k 1 

k2 
K 
K 

K or K i 

Kc 

concentration 
constant 
constant 
differential operator 
overhead or permeate product,  in moles per unit time 
diffusion coefficient or diffusivity; D i - Pi in units of 
( distance )e/time 
feed or feedstream designator, moles or molar flow 
rate; feed to single-stage membrane separator; feed- 
stream to multistage or cascade membrane unit; feed- 
stream to continuous membrane unit 
feed or feedstream flux, that is, molar flow rate based on 
unit area ( F " -  F/A); and preferably with the area A that 
of a membrane cell in the rectifying section (which may 
also equal the area A of a cell in the stripping section) 
mass or molar flux (e.g., for permeate, where G = V") 
mass or molar flux for component  i 
mass or molar flux of permeate; G v = V" 
mass or molar flux for component  i in the permeate 
mass or molar flux of reject 
mass or molar flux for component  i in reject 
Henry's constant 
enthalpy or heat function 
mercury symbol 
component  i 
component  i 
component  j 
gas-film mass transfer coefficient for component  i (in 
partial-pressure units) 
liquid-film mass transfer coefficient for component  i 
(in partial-pressure units) 
rate constant for forward reaction 
rate constant for reverse reaction 
reaction equilibrium constant; K -  k~/k, 
permeability coefficient for fluid flow (in ft3/hr 2 or 
ft3/sec 2) 
K-value; for example, K, = y,/x, in terms of phase mole 
fractions 
reaction equilibrium constant in partial pressure units 
reaction equilibrium constant in concentration units 
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K 
g 

KI~ 

K or K s 

K p i 

( K A - B ) i  

L 

L 
PP 

L ~b 

L" 

L i 

L i 
L1 

L2 
m 

m 

A m  

M 

MW 
n 

n 

n 

n A, and the like 
(nA) 0, and the like 
P or P i 

P or P i 

permeability in darcies (in cg-cm/atm-sec) 
mobility 
permeation K-value or distribution coefficient for com- 
ponent i (including in the "rectifying" section) 
permeation K-value or distribution coefficient for 
component i in "stripping" section, where most gen- 
erally K =K 
permeation K-value or distribution coefficient using 
recycle 
distribution coefficient for (liquid) phase A mole frac- 
tion relative to (liquid) phase B 
reject or retentate phase, or molar rate, in moles or 
moles per unit time (e.g., in single-stage separation, 
or in rectifying section) or in consistent units 
reject, or (molar) rate for "stripping" section in moles 
per unit time, or in consistent units 
reject (molar) flux; that is, reject (molar) rate per unit 
area; L " =  L / A  = G L 
dimensionless or reduced reject flux 
total reject molar flux using recycle; L ' =  L" + R" 
molar rate of component i in reject; L; = Lxl  

molar rate of component j in reject; L i -- L x  i 
reject (molar) rate at point 1 
reject (molar) rate at point 2 
number of stages or cells in "stripping" section; mth 
stage or cell 
constant or coefficient (e.g., in Henry's law) 
membrane thickness 
substitution quantity; molecular weight 
molecular weight 
exponent (for liquid compressibility behavior) 
number of stages or cells in "rectifying" section; nth 
stage or cell 
total number of moles of reacting components 
number of moles of component A, and so forth 
original number of moles of A, and so forth 
membrane permeability or mobility to component i in 
consistent units; P~ = Dt in the units of (distance)2/time 

for example, in 10 pointwise membrane permeability; �9 -9 
3 ~ -9  cm (at STP)/sec-cm--cm Hg/cm, or 10 cm-/sec-cm Hg, 
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P o r P /  

P o r P  

P 
Po 
PL 
P_v 

! 

P 
C 

er 
e0 
R 
R 
R ,p 

R 
R 
$ 

S 
S or S i 
t 
t 
T 

Tc 
roc 
L 
V 

Vo 
V 

8V 
V 

or in g-moles/sec-cm2-atm/cm, and so on. Defined by its 
usage. 
overall membrane permeability; for example, in 10 -9 cm3 
(at STP)/sec-cm2-cm Hg or 10 -9 cm/sec-cm Hg, or in 
g-moles/sec-cm2-atm, and so on. Defined by its 
usage. 
overall membrane permeability (symbol mentioned 
but not used) 
pressure 
initial pressure 
high-pressure on reject side of membrane 
low-pressure on permeate side of membrane 
high-pressure on reject side in stripping section (most 
usually = Pt) 
low-pressure on permeate side in stripping section 
(most usually = Pv) 
critical pressure 
pseudocritical pressure 
reduced pressure 
reference pressure (for liquid compressibility) 
component R 
recycle rate, moles per unit time 
recycle flux, moles per unit time per unit area 
pressure ratio 
gas constant in pressure-volume units 
distance 
component S 
"stripping" factor, S -  VK/L 
time 
temperature, centigrade or Celsius scale 
absolute temperature 
critical temperature 
pseudocritical temperature 
reduced temperature 
volume (e.g., mass or molar basis) 
initial volume 
permeate phase, or (molar) rate, in moles or moles 
per unit time (e.g., in single-stage separation, or in 
rectifying section) 
"drop" of permeate 
permeate, or (molar) rate for "stripping" section in 
moles per unit time, or in consistent units 
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P? 

V "  
V* 

V" 

v, 
V. 

I 
V1 

X 

X i 

( X A )  i 

(xB)i 
X i 

X m 

X n 

X B 

X D 

(XF)i  

(xA)i 
(xF)i 

(G)i 

X 

X 

Yi  

Yi 
Ym 

NPl 

Y 

permeate (molar) flux, that is, permeate molar flow rate 
per unit area; V " -  V/A = G v - G; permeate (molar) flux 
in rectifying section 
permeate flux in stripping section 
dimensionless or reduced permeate flux, whereby V* - 
V"/PiP v 
total permeate flux using recycle; V '=  V" + R" 
molar rate for component i in permeate; V i - Vy i 
molar rate for component j in permeate; V i - Vy i 
permeate (molar) rate at point 1 
permeate (molar) rate at point 2 
linear dimension 
mole fraction of component i (in rectifying section) 
mole fraction of component i in phase A 
mole fraction of component i in phase B 
mole fraction of component i in the stripping section 
mole fraction of component in the reject phase leav- 
ing the ruth stage 
mole fraction of component in the reject phase leav- 
ing the nth stage 
mole fraction of component in the bottoms or reject 
product, x B - ~ in multistage operations 
mole fraction of component i in the overhead or 
permeate product, x D - y~ in multistage operations 
mole fraction of component i in the feed 
composition of difference point 
constant for component i in single-stage separation: 
(x~)i = b(xr) i / (1  - V/F) 
constant for component j in single-stage separation; 
( ~ ) i  - d(x~)i/( 1 - V/F) 
fractional proportion of feedstream that will be reject 
or retentate 
degree of conversion (in membrane reactors) 
mole fraction of component i in the permeate phase 
mole fraction of component i in the stripping section 
mole fraction of component i in the permeate leaving 
the ruth stage 
mole fraction of component i in the permeate leaving 
the nth stage 
equilibrium vapor composition 
compressibility factor (as distinguished from the 
compressibility c of a liquid) 
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GREEK LETTERS 

O~ 

0{, g" 

0~ o r  o~i_ j 

13 or 13i_ j 

8 
A 
0 
Oo 
bt 

P 
Po 
P~ 
go or %_,. 

/ 

constant 
coefficient of expansion for a gas at constant pressure (cz = 

= a V  0 
relative permeability, permeability ratio; selectivity; relative 
volatility 
constant 
coefficient of volumetric expansion at constant temperature (- c, 
for a liquid) 
mean value for [3 
coefficient of pressure expansion for a gas at constant volume 

= 

= f3g o 
selectivity factor 
absolute activity of component i 
activity coefficient for component i (in Raoult's law) 
constant; variational operator 
difference or difference point 
arbitary temperature scale 
initial value of 0 
viscosity 
(mass) density 
reference density (e.g., for liquid compressibility) 
molar density 
relative permeation flux 
collection of terms for component i (in rectifying section) 
collection of terms for component j (in rectifying section) 
collection of terms for component i (in stripping section) 
collection of terms for component j (in stripping section) 

A 
B 
F 
i 
/ 
L 
R 

SUBSCRIPTS A N D  D E S I G N A T O R S  

phase A; component A (in membrane reactors) 
phase B; component B (in membrane reactors) 
feed or feedstream 
component i 
component j 
reject 
component R (in membrane reactors) 
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S 
STP 
V 
0 
1 
2 

component S (in membrane reactors) 
standard temperature and pressure 
permeate 
initial; reference 
point 1 
point 2 



Appendices 

Data and Spreadsheet Calculations 

Representative data on membrane permeability and selectivity using 
selected membranes for various components in gases, liquids, and solutions 
(or suspensions) are presented in Appendix 1. The spreadsheet layout used 
illustrates and summarizes the diversity of membrane information. This infor- 
mation, mostly of a random nature, is adapted from the appropriate tabu- 
lations in the more readily available literature, and the corresponding ref- 
erences are cited. 

Spreadsheet-type calculations may be conveniently used for the pre- 
sentations and derivations of Chapters 2 through 8; for instance, Lotus 
1-2-3, Excel, or whatever. For the purposes here, Excel is utilized. This 
is contained in Appendices 1 through 8, corresponding to Chapters 1 
through 8. 

The actual spreadsheet columns are sequenced in alphanumeric, with 
each appearing as a row designator in the following outlines. 

The actual spreadsheet rows correspond to the components involved; 
that is, each row denotes a particular component. To permit space for the 
column headings, the identification of the components start at, say, row 
number 7 on the spreadsheets, for the first (and usually more permeable) 
component, say, component 1, with the increased numbering continuing down- 
ward on the spreadsheets for however many components are to be 
involved. 

The actual spreadsheet calculated results are appended to the corre- 
sponding outlines, as pertain to particular chapter examples. 
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Appendix 1 
L 

Representative Membrane 
Permeabilities and Selectivities 

The information provided in the following tables is an assortment of 
permeability and selectivity values or their alternatives, as per the presentation 
of the subject in Chapter 1. As the concluding tabulation, in Table A1.23, 
this information is condensed into spreadsheet representation of selected 
membrane permeability for various components and membrane materials. 

GASES 

Table A1.1 

System 

Permeability of Solids to Hydrogen at Elevated Temperatures 
i 

Temp. 10 -~ cm2/ 10 -~ cm2/ 10 -') cm2/ 

(~ sec-atm sec-atm sec-cm Hg 

H-Cu 500 3.5 3,500 46.1 
750 8 8,000 105 

H-Fe 500 100 100,000 1,316 
600 336 Etc. 4,421 

H-Ni 500 3.8 50 
750 31.6 416 

H-Pd 500 4,450 58,550 
600 5,750 75,660 

H-Pt 600 0.77 0.1 
800 4.8 63.2 

H-Zn 300 0.4 5.3 
H-rubber 20 0.3 3.9 

100 2.6 34.2 
H-SiO 2 500 6.2-28 0.08-0.37 

800 35-100 0.46-1.3 
H-Pyrex 600 Inappreciable Inappreciable 

Source: Adapted from the International Critical Tables, vol. V, pp. 76-77. 
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Table A1.2 
m | l  

Membrane 

Gas Permeabilities and Selectivity for Different Membranes 
i i i i i 

PHe P.x" 2 PCH 4 He~N2 He/CH4 

Silicone 23 15 59 1.5 0.39 
Phenyl silicone 15 4.0 20 3.8 0.75 
Nitrile silicone 7.9 2.1 10 3.8 0.79 
Polycarbonate 6.7 0.46 0.36 15 19 
Teflon 6.2 0.25 0.14 25 44 
Natural rubber 3.6 1.05 m 3.4 
Polystyrene 3.5 0.22 0.23 16.0 15 
Triethene B 3.4 0.012 0.0084 280 400 
Ethyl cellulose 3.1 0.28 0.64 11 4.9 
Ethylene/vinyl acetate 2.1 0.28 1.1 7.6 1.9 
Viton A 1.7 0.031 0.016 55 110 
Polyvinyl chloride 1.4 ~ 0.2 - -  7 
Polyethylene 1.0 O. 19 ~ 5.3 
Polyvinyl fluoride 0.19 0.0019 0.00065 95 280 
Mylar (at 25~ 0.10 0.0006 0.0006 170 170 
Saran (at 25~ 0.066 0.000018 0.000025 370 260 

Source: Adapted from R.E. �9 1 �9 �9 Keatmg, p. 274. Permeab~lmes are in units 
of 10 -9 cc3(STP)/cm2-sec-cm Hg/cm. Temperature is at 30~ except where noted. 

Table A1.3 
i 

Polymer 

Permeability and Selectivity of Gas in Various Polymer Films 

He/ He/ CO 2 / 02 / N2/ 
P.~ P., Pco, Po, CH4 CH4 H2 N2 CH4 

_ _ _ 

Rubbery Polymers 
Natural rubber 
Silicone 

Glassy Polymers 
Polysulfone 
Polycarbonate 
Cellulose acetate 

Polycarbonates 
TCBA-PC or 

tetrachloro-bis- 
phenol 

Poly(pyrrolone) 
6FDA-TADPO* 

hexafluro- 
dianhydrides 

0.303 0.49 1.34 0.24 1.05 1.63 4.7 2.76 0.30 
5.61 ~ 45.53 9.33 0.41 w 3.37 2.12 0.33 

0.13 0.14 0.056 0.014 49 53 22 5.6 1.0 
0.14 w 0.065 0.0148 50 - -  23.2 5.12 0.93 
0.136 0.050 0.055 0.0068 68 48 27.5 3.4 0.73 

0.026 0.045 - -  - -  25 6.3 2.2 

0.89 m 0.276 0.079 165 m 51.1 6.5 2.4 
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Table A1.3 (continued) 

Polymer 

i | | l l  i i i 

He/ He/ C02/ 02/ N 2/ 
PHe PH, Pco, Po, US4 CH4 H2 N2 CH4 

_ _ _ 

Poly(imides) 
6FDA-6fmDa* 

hexafluro- 
dianhydride of 
fluoroenylidene- 
bis-isopropylaniline 

0.051 0.018 - -  - -  63.8 6.9 3.26 

*The reference supplies the full and exact chemical name. 
Source: Adapted from R. R. Zolandz and G. K. Fleming, 2 pp. 45-47. Based on work 
of R. M. Barrer, "Diffusivities in Glassy Polymers for the Dual Mode Sorption 
Model," J. Memb. Sci. vol. 18 (1984), p; 25, as cited in the chapter references of Zolandz 
and Fleming. Permeabilities in 10 -8 cm'(STP)/cme-sec-cm Hg/cm. Temperature is at 25, 
30, or 35~ 

Table A1.4 
i i 

Gas 

Relative Gas Permeability for Cellulose Acetate Membranes 
, , ,  

Relative Permeability 

H20(g) (considered fast) 

H2 
He 

H2S 
CO 2 
02 
Ar 
CO 
CH 4 
N2 
C2H 6 (considered slow) 

100 
12 

10 
6 

0.3 
0.2 
0.18 
0.10 

Source: Adapted from Gas Research Institute 3 and W. H. Mazur and M. C. Chan. 4 

Table A1.5 Membrane Permeability to Oxygen 

Polymer Permeability 

Dimethyl silicone 50 
Polybutadiene 13 
Polyethylene 0.1 
Nylon 0.004 
Teflon 0.0004 

Note: Permeability is in 10 -9 cm~(STP)/sec-cm 2- 

Source: Adapted from Gas Research Institute. 3 

cm Hg/cm. 
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Table A1.6 

Gas 

Gas Selectivity for Dimethyl Silicone Polymer 

Selectivity (R = P/P,) 

O2/N 2 2.0 
CO2/CH 4 3.4 
CO2/I-I 2 4.9 
CO2/CO 9.0 
H2S/CO 28.0 

Source: Adapted from Gas Research Institute. ~ 

Table A1.7 Polyamide Membranes for Hydrogen Recovery in Refining 
and Petrochemicals 

m , , , ,  

% H 2 in % H 2 in % 
Feedsteam System Feed Permeate Recovery 

Cat reformer H2-CH 4 70-80 90-97 75-95+ 
Cat cracker H2-CH 4 15-20 80-90 70-80 
Hydroprocessing purge H2-CH 4 60-80 85-95 80-95 
Adsorber H2-CH 4 50-60 80-90 65-85 
Ammonia purge H2-CH 4 60-70 80-95 85-95 
Methanol purge H2-CH 4 50-85 90-95 80-95 
Benzene recycle H2-CH 4 50-60 90-95 85-95 
Cyclohexane feed H2-CH 4 60-70 90-95 90-95 
Synthesis gas H,-CO 60-80 90-95 80-95 

Adapted from R. R. Zolandz and G. K. Fleming,-' pp. 81, 84. Based on data from G. L. 
Poffenbarger and P. Gastinne, with the citation in the chapter references in Poffenbarger 
and Gastinne. 

Table A1.8 Membrane Gas Separations: State of the Technology 

Known Separations To Be Determined 

H2/C1+ H2/CO 2 
H2/CO H2S/CO 2 
He/C 1 N H J H  2 
H20(g)/CI+ NH3/C 1 + 
H2S/CI+ NH3/N 2 
CO2/C1+ SO2/C1+ 
CO2/N 2 SO2/CO 2 
CO2/CO NO2/CI+ 
NO2/CO Cl/C 2 
NO2/N 2 N2/C 1 
CO2/air Ar/air 

Organic vapors 

Note" CI+ represents methane and heavier hydrocarbons. 
Source: Adapted from Gas Research Institute ~ and W. J. Schell. s 
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PERVAPORATION (LIQUID 
FEED-REJECT/VAPOR PERMEATE) 

Table A1.9 Pervaporation Membranes  for the Ethanol-Water System 
, | m ,  i n  

Ethanol 
Feed Permeate 
Conc. Temp. Pressure Selectivity H , O Flux 

Membrane Material (Wt %) (~ (kPa) ((x) (kg/m'--hr} 

Polyvinyl alcohol 92-100 90-100 m 
0-100 60 2.0 High 

60-100 75-100 0.02-5 50-2000 
0-100 65 0.01 High 

Cellulose acetate 0-100 25 0-0.04 5-12 
Cellulose triacetate 5-95 20 0.01 1-3.6 
Carboxymethylcellulose 81-95 25 m 2400-590 

0 
Polysulfone 15-95 20 to 50 0.01 3-6 
Acrylic acid-acrylamide 0-90 40 <0.01 1-20 
Polyacrylic 20-100 70 w < 1-2000 

acid-polycation 
Polyvinylfluoride/ 80 70 m 

acrylic acid 
Polyvinylidenefluoride- 0-95 70 3.0 

N-vinylimidazole 
Nation TM 30-98 40 <0.01 Low 

0-0.9 
0-5 
0-2 
0-2.4 

0.1-0.5 
0.3-1.2 

0.005-0.1 

0-10 
0.5-20 

1.8 

0-6 

<0.5 

Note: 1 kPa = 0.001, Mpa = 0.01, bar - 0.01, atm - 0.15 psi. 
Source: Adapted from H. L. Fleming and C. S. Slater, ~ p. 134. 

Table A1.10 Representative Water Pervaporation Behavior 
for Organic /Water  Sytstems 

Organic H,. 0 Concentration Selectivity 
Component in Feed (Wt %) fix) 

H, 0 Flux 
(glm2-hr) 

i-Butanol 8.4 1201 1920 
THF/benzene 0.255 805 82 
Xylene 0.04 5799 25 
Methanol  5.1 58 229 
Methanol/BTX* 1.1 1823 258 
PFP 4.2 22787 1088 
Ethanol/benzene 14.1 142 4220 
n-Butanol 1.41 929 107 
MEK 4.0 3976 907 

*BTX refers to benzene, toluene, and xylenes. 

Source: Adapted from H. L. Fleming and C. S. Slater, ~ p. 142. 
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Table A1.11 Organic Pervaporation Behavior of Organic/Water Systems 
for Selected Membranes 

i 

Permeate Organic 
Membrane Organic Feed Temp. Pressure Selectivity Flux 
Material Conc. (Wt %) (~ (kPa) (o0 (kg/m2-hr) 

Polypropylene Acetone (45) 30 6.5 3 0 .1-1.2  
Silicone Butanol (0-8) 30 - -  45-65  <0.035 

IPA (27-100) 25 0.33 0 .5-12 
IPA (9-100) 25 0.67 9-22 0.03-0.11 

Polyetheramides HAc (1.5-9) 50 <0.2 - -  0 .18-0.28 
Polyacrylic acid HAc (48) 15 ~ 2-8 0.4-0.55 
Silicone EtAc (0.5-4) 30 - 0 . 2 - 0 . 4  High 
GFT ethanol Ethanol (87-100) 60 ~ 150-10,000 0-1.6  

membrane  
(PDMS) 

Note: 1 kPa = 0.001, Mpa = 0.01, bar - 0.01, atm - 0.15 psi. 

Source: Adapted from H. L. Fleming and C. S. Slater, 6 p. 149. 

Table A1.12 Estimated Permeate/Feed Composition Behavior Using 
Pervaporation to Separate Organic Compounds from Water Using 
a Silicone Rubber Composite Membrane 

i 

Max. Feed Max. Permeate Separation 
Compound (Wt %) (Wt %) Ratio Factor 

Ethanol* 1.0 6.0 6 6.3 
Acetone* * 1.0 31.0 31 44.5 
Ethyl acetate* * 1.0 54.0 54 116.2 
1,1,2-Trichloroethane "~ 0.25 55.0 220 487.7 
Chloroform ~ 0.15 40.0 267 443.8 

Note: The feed and reject compositions can be assumed to be equal. The separation factor 
_ can be defined as the ratio of the composition of i to J in the permeate, divided by 

ratio of i to J in the reject. In terms of mole or mass fractions for a binary system, 
where x, is that for the feed-reject and y, is that for the permeate, as per Chapter 2, it 
follows that 

y, / x 
Separation factor = 13,_, - ~ 1  1- x, 

where for convenience mass fractions have been used for the last column. 

*Hydrophilic. 

* * Intermediate hydrophobic. 

~Hydrophobic 

Source: Adapted from J. G. Wigmans, R.W. Baker, and A. L. Aythayde, 7 p. 302. 
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Table A1.13 Comparative Estimated Separation Factors* for the Pervaporation 
of Toluene and Trichloroethylene from Water Using Various Rubber Membranes 

Membrane Component Separation Factor 

Fluorocarbon elastomer 
Poly-acrylate rubber 
Polyurethane 
Epichlorohydrin terpolymer 
Nitrile butadiene rubber 

Polydimethylsiloxane 
Polynorbornene 
Nitrile butadiene rubber 
Polychloroprene 
Nitrile butadiene rubber 
Polyoctenamer 
Ethene-propene-terpolymer 

Toluene TCE 
Toluene TCE 
Toluene TCE 
Toluene TCE 
Toluene TCE 
Toluene TCE 
Toluene TCE 
Toluene TCE 
Toluene TCE 
Toluene TCE 
Toluene TCE 
Toluene TCE 
Toluene TCE 
Toluene TCE 

Small vs. small 
Small vs. small 
Small vs. small 
- 100 vs. - 100 
1,000 vs. 500 
2,000 vs. 1,000 
3,000 vs. 2,000 
4,000 vs. 3,000 
5,000 vs. 7,000 
6,000 vs. 6,000 

18,000 vs. 6,000 
30,000 vs. 5,000 
30,000 vs. 20,000 
50,000 vs. 35,000 

*The separation factor for a component i to a component j is defined as the ratio of the 
concentration of component i to component j in the permeate. This ratio, in turn, is 
divided by the ratio of the concentration of component i to component j in the reject. 

Source" Adapted from J. G. Witmans, R. W. Baker, and A. L. Athayde, p. 303. 

LIQUIDS (MISCIBLE) 
Table A1.14 Permeate Concentrations in the Separation of Alcoholic and Acidic 
Aqueous Solutions Using a Hydrophobic Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 
Membrane 

. ,  , | , .  . . .  ,. , . , , . , . , ,  

Conc. in F e e d  Observed Flux Separation 
Solute (Wt %) Permeate Conc. (kg/m2-hr) Factor 

Water - -  - -  7.4 - -  
Methanol 5.0 10.9 9.2 2.3 
Ethanol 4.9 12.2 8.8 2.7 
2-Propanol 4.5 13.0 10.2 3.2 
Formic acid 5.0 2.1 9.2 2.5 
Acetic acid 5.0 2.1 8.1 2.5 
Propionic acid 5.0 - -  9.2 1.2 

Source: Adapted from H. E. A. Briischke and G. E Tusel, s p. 589. 
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Table A1.15 Permeability of Benzene through Various Treated Cellophane 
Thicknesses at 20~ 

i l l  

Pressure Benzene Permeability 
Thickness (mm) (kg/cm 2) (ml/pressure-hr-cm 2) 

0.0475 (untreated) 
0.058 (treated with 75% EtOH) 
0.070 (treated with 75% EtOH) 
0.075 (treated with 75% EtOH) 
0.082 (treated with dist H20) 

36 1.8 
31 3.4 
35 3.9 
38 13.0 

Source: Adapted from R. E. Kesting, * p. 86. 

Table A1.16 Permeability and Selectivity of Xylenes through 
Treated Polyethylene 

P i, cm 
(@STP)/ 

Temp. cm'--sec-cm Selectivity Selectivity 
Permeant Pretreatment (~ Hg x 10 s (p/o) (p/m) 

Selectivity 
(m/o) 

Low-Density Polyethylene 
o-Xylene - -  45 1.40 
m-Xylene - -  45 1.55 1.28 1.16 
p-Xylene - -  45 1.79 
o-Xylene o-Xylene 45 1.89 
m-Xylene o-Xylene 45 1.87 1.14 1.15 
p-Xylene o-Xylene 45 2.16 
o~ m-Xylene 45 1.50 
m-Xylene m-Xylene 45 1.77 1.39 1.18 
p-Xylene m-Xylene 45 2.09 
o-Xylene p-Xylene 45 1.50 
m-Xylene p-Xylene 45 1.69 1.40 1.24 
p-Xylene p-Xylene 45 2.10 

High-Density Polyethylene 
o-Xylene - -  30 
m-Xylene - -  30 
p-Xylene m 30 
o-Xylene poXylene 30 
m-Xylene p-Xylene 30 
poXylene p-Xylene 30 
o-Xylene 
m-Xylene 
poXylene 

0.106 
0.124 
0.174 
1.06 
1.45 
1.73 

1.10 

0.99 

1.18 

1.13 

1.62 1.39 1.18 

1.62 1.18 1.36 

Source: Adapted from R. E. Kesting, I p. 87. 
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SOLUTIONS (SOLUTE SEPARATION) 
Table A1.17 Performance of Cellulose Acetate Membranes in Reverse Osmosis 

Flux • 10 4, cm ~/ Percent 
Solute Test Conditions cm'--sec (or gal-ft2-d) Rejection 

NaCI 50,000 ppm, 8 Mpa 9.17(19.4) 98 
Methanol 1.7 Mpa 7 
Ethanol 23-138 ppm, 1.7 Mpa 10 
Phenol 1.7 Mpa 0 
NaCI 5000 ppm, 25~ 4.8(10.2) 98 

4.1 Mpa, r - 0% 
Methanol 1000 ppm, 25~ 4.8 (10.2) <0 

4.1 Mpa, r = 0% 
Ethanol 1000 ppm, 25~ 2 

4.1 Mpa, r = 0% 
Urea 1000 ppm, 25~ 26 

4.1 Mpa, r = 0% 
Phenol 1000 ppm, 25~ 17 

4.1 Mpa, r = 0% 
NaCI 2000 ppm, 35~ 0.456 liters/sec 90 

2.9 Mpa, r -  10% (or 10,400 gpd) 
pH 5.0-6.0 

NaCI 2000 ppm, 35~ 0.355 liters/sec 95 
2.9 Mpa, r -  10% (or 8100 gpd) 
pH 5.0-6.0 

NaCI 2000 ppm, 35~ 0.280 liters/sec 95 
2.9 Mpa, r = 10% (or 6400 gpd) 
pH 5.0-6.0 

NaCI 2500 ppm, 25~ 19.5(41.3 gal-ft2-d) 90-92 
4 Mpa pH 7 

NaCI 2500 ppm, 25~ 13.9 (29.5 gal-ft2-d) 95-97 
4 Mpa pH 7 

NaCI 2500 ppm, 25~ 5.57(11.8) 98-99.5 
4 Mpa pH 7 

NaCI 1500 ppm, 25~ 3.47(7.37) 96 
1.5 Mpa 

Methanol 1000 ppm, 25~ 5 
1.5 Mpa 

Ethanol 1000 ppm, 25~ 9 
1.5 Mpa 

Urea 1000 ppm, 25~ 26 
1.5 Mpa 

Phenol 1000 ppm, 25~ 0 
1.5 Mpa 

Source: Adapted from D. Bhattacharyya, M. E. Williams, R. J. Ray, and S.B. McCray, 9 p. 283. 
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Table A1.18 

Ion 

Ionic Rejection in Reverse Osmosis 

Feed Conc. (mg/l) Product Conc. (mg/l) % Rejection 

Calcium 61 0.2 
Sodium 150 3.0 
Potassium 12 0.3 
Bicarbonate 19 0.7 
Sulfate 189 0.4 
Chloride 162 2.9 
Nitrate 97 3.5 
Total dissolved solids 693 11.0 

99.6 
98.0 
97.4 
96.2 
99.8 
98.2 
96.4 
98.4 

Source: Adapted from R. G. Sudak, 1~ p. 268. 

Table A1.19 

Test No. 

Cesium Transport through Supported Liquid Membranes 

Carriers Pcs (cm-hr-l) 

1,3- Calix [4 ]- bis ocrown- 5 
1,3- Ca lix [ 4 ]-b i s-cr own- 6 
1,3- Calix [4 ]- b i s-c rown- 7 
1,3 o Calix [4 ]- bis-p- benz o-crown- 5 
1,3-Calix [4 ]- b is-o- benzo-crown-5 
1,3-Calix [4 ]- bi s- n a pthyl-c row n- 5 
1,3-Calix[4]-bisodiphenyl-crown-5 
n-Decyl-benzo-21-crown-5 

9 x  10 -2 

1.3 
4 x  10 -2 
3 x  10 -3 

2.8 
2.7 
0.1 

9 x  10 -2 

Notes: Aqueous feed solution: 4M NaNO 3 and 1M HNO 3. 
Aqueous strip solution: deionized water. 

Organic solution: Carrier: 10-2 M in 2-nitrophenyl octyl ether. 
Source: Adapted from Z. Asfari et al., 11 p. 382. 

FILTRATION (SUSPENSIONS 
AND EMULSIONS) 

Table A1.20 Membrane Permeability to Water 
| | |  

Type Material 
Initial (Overall) Permeability* 
(10 -I~ m/s-Pa or m3/s-m2-pa) 

Microfiltration PVDF 472 
Ultrafiltration Polysulfone 11 
Ultrafiltration Polyethersulfone 30 
Ultrafiltration Cellulosic 9 
Microfiltration Polypropylene 140 

*During the first few hours the flux dropped sharply to circa 20-30% of the original 
value, followed by a sort of leveling off with a slight decrease. Backwash was instituted 
after about 350 hours. 
Source: Adapted from P. Aptel, 12 p. 269. 
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Table A1.21 Water Permeability for Assorted Microfiltration and Ultrafiltration 
Membranes (at 20~ 
i 

Membrane Pore Membrane Permeability 
Material Size Geometry (liters/m2-hr-bar) 

Microfiltration 

0t-Al203 0.2 btm Multichannel 2000 
ct-A1203 0.2 Plate 3600 
Carbon 0.2 Tubular 1500 
SiO 2, A1203 0.2 Honeycomb 400 
SiC 0.2 Multichannel 
Cordierite, mullite 0.5 Spiral-wound hollow 500 
SS, Ni, etc. 0.5 Tubular 1300 
o~-A1203 0.2 Multichannel 1500 
o~-A1203 0.2 Multichannel 2500 
Ag 0.2 Tubular plate 9000 
SS, Ni, etc. 0.5 Tubular plate 1500 
ZrO 2 0.14-0.2 Tubular 600 

Ultrafiltration 

3t-A1203 

ZrO 2 

3t-A1203 
Zr(OH)4-PAA on SS 
SiO 2, AI203 
ZrO 2 on carbon 
SiO 2 (glass) 
ZrO 2 

AI203 

4 nm Multichannel 10 
50 Tubular 300 
20 Multichannel 400 
50 800 
100 1500 
20 Plate 1000 

Tubular 
50 Honeycomb 250 

Tubular 
10 Tubular 
23 Tubular 70 
83 300 
50 Tubular 250 

Source: Adapted from R. R. Bhave, 13 pp. 103 and 104. 
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Table A1.22 Effect of Surfactants on the Permeability and Selectivity 
of Emulsified Toluene Heptane Separations in Transformer Oil 

Selectivity Coefficient 
Surfactant (maximum) 

Rokwinol 60 (polyoxyethylene ester of fatty acids 
and sorbitan) 

Rokanol K20 (alkyl moiety from coconut oil) 
Sodium oleate 
Potassium palmitate 
Sodium laureate 
Sodium dodecyl sulfate 
Rokafenol N-10 C9H19-C6H40(CH2CH20)loH 
Rokafenol N-8 C9H19-C6H40(CH2CH20)sH 
Sodium dodecyl benzene 
Sulfonate 

2.42 

2.95 
3.65 
4.55 
4.12 

11.00 
3.06 
3.23 

4.60 

Notes: Permeate phase: transformer oil. 
Feed to Permeate ratio: 1 to 2 by volume. 
Surfactant concentration: 0.08 kmoles/m 3. 
Source" Adapted from P. Plucinski, ~4 p. 478. 
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10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 
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Appendix 2 

Membrane Permeation Relationships 

The units of permeability may appear in several forms, as spelled out 
in Chapters 1 and 2, albeit the same symbol P, is used for each set of units. 
For convenience, the transformation or conversion between the several 
forms are furnished in spreadsheet notation as follows, with corresponding 
spreadsheet examples appended for each calculation. 

Table A2.1 Excel Spreadsheet Designators and Formulas for Membrane 
Permeation Relationship Calculations for Example 2.1 

Column Equation or Designator Spreadsheet Formula 

A Basic P (units of 1 0  -9 3 2 cm per cm-sec-cm (given) 
Hg/cm) 

3 Basic P* (10-3)(76), 1 0  -6 c m  per cm2-atm/ 
cm or 10 -6 cm- per sec-atm 

Thickness = Am (microns or 10 -4 cm) 
Overall P, = Basic Pi* (10-9} * (76/22,414)* 

[1~Am(10-4)]* 10 ~ (units of g-moles per 
2 

c m  -sec-atm) 
Overall Pi = D*(30-48) 2. (36001453.9)* 

(1114.696), lb-moles per ft2-hr-psi 
Area, c m  2 

Permeation Flux (g-moles/1000 cm2-sec -1 
atm difference, where 929 cm'-= 1 ft 2) 

Permeation Flux (lb-moles/ft-'-hr-atm 
difference) 

Diffusivity, cm2/sec at 1 atm 

C 
D 

F 
G 
H 

A10* POWER( 10, -3)* 76 

(fixed) 
A10*POWER(10, -9)* 

(76/22,414)* ( 1/C10* 
POWER(10,-4)) '10 

D 10* POWER( 30.48,2)* 
(3600)/(453.9" 14.696) 
(set at 1000 cm 2) 
(set at 1 atm) 
D10*F10*G10 

H 10" 3600/453.6 *(929/ 
1000) 

B10*G10 

261 
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Table A2.3 Excel Spreadsheet Designators and Formulas for Membrane 
Permeation Relationship Calculations for Example 2.2 
�9 i 

Column Equation or Designator Spreadsheet Formula 

A 

C 
D 

F 
G 
H 

K 

Basic P (units of 10  -9 c m  3 per cm2-sec-cm (given) 
Hg/cm) 

Basic P*(10-3)(76), 10  -6 c m  3 per cm-'- 
atm/cm o r  10  -6 c m  2 per sec-atm 

Thickness = am (microns or 10 -4 cm) 
Overall P; = Basic P,*(10-9)*(76/22,414) * 

( 1~Am( 10-4)] * 10 (g-moles per cm--sec- 
arm) 

Overall ~ = D*(30.48)2"(3600/453.9) * 
(1/14.696), lb-moles per ft2-hr-psi 

P/(101 atm) 
Pv ( 101 atm) 
V/F or V/Feed 
Note: As per Example 3.1, the symbol F 

can pertain to the feedstream for the 
entire stagewise operation 

V (arbitrary units of P, and Pv or PL) 
Multiplier for Arbitary P and Px,: 

[( 1 0 - 9 ) / A m  ( 10-4)] * (76/22,414 ) * ( 10 ~ ) will 
give V (units of g-moles/cme-sec) 

Permeate Flux: V converted to flux units 
of g-moles/cm2-sec 

Membrane Area (cm-') per g-mole of F per H10/K10 
second: F (1 g-mole/sec)*(V/F)/Flux 
(g-moles/cm2-sec) gives area in cm 2 

A10*POWER(10, -3)* 76 

(fixed) 
A10* POWER( 10, -9)* 

(76/22,414)*(1/C10" 
POWER( 10, -4))* 10 

D 10" POWER(30.48,2) * 
(3600)/(453.9* 14.696) 
(set) 
(set) 
(specified) 

(from Example 2.1) 
POWER(10, -9)/(C10" 

POWER( 10, -4))* 
(76/22,414)'10 

I10*J10*(F10-G10) 
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Table A2.5 Excel Spreadsheet Designators and Formulas for Membrane 
Permeation Relationship Calculations for Example 2.3 

n i | 

Column Equation or Designator Spreadsheet Formula 

A Basic P, (units of 10 -9 3 _, cm per cm -sec-cm (given) 
Hg/cm) 

3 Basic P, * (10-3)(76), 10-6 cm per cm--sec- 
atm/cm o r  10  -6 c m -  per sec-atm 

Thickness = Am (in microns or 10 -4 cm) 
Overall P/= Basic P * 

(10-9)(76/22,414)*[(1/&m(10-4)] * 10 ~, 
g-moles per cm-'-sec-atm 

Overall P; = D*(30.48)2"(3600/453.9) * 
(1/14.696), lb-moles per ft2-hr-psi 

C 
D 

Mobility: K/viscosity = Basic P~ (76)(10-9), 
3 cm/cm--sec-atm/cm or cm/sec-atm = 

(centigrams-cm/secZ-atm) per 
centigram/cm-sec = darcies/centipoises 

G Gas Viscosity in centipoises (centigrams (fixed) 
per cm-sec). One poise = 1 gram per 
cm-sec, and 100 centipoises - one poise. 

Permeability in darcies 
Permeability in millidarcies 
Permeability in ft3/hr 2 

H 
I 
J 

A10* 
POWER (10,-3)* 76 

(fixed) 
A10* 

POWER (10, -9)* 
(76/22,414) 

D10* 
POWER (30.48, 2)* 
(3600)/(453.9* 14.696) 

A10"76" 
POWER (10, -9) 

F10*G10 
H10*1000 
H10"0.00443 
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Table A2.7 Excel Spreadsheet Designators and Formulas for Membrane 
Permeation Relationship Calculations for Example 2.4 

. | m  

Column Equation or Designator Spreadsheet Formula 

A Component Totality 
B Skip 
C Sp Gr 
D Pc (in psia) 
E MW 
F Normal boiling point in "F 
G Normal boiling point in ~ 
H Vapor pressure at 100~ or 

37.38~ 
I Skip 
J Vol % in Feed-Reject 
K Mass fraction in Feed-Reject 
L Mole fraction in Feed-Reject 

M Sp Gr of Feed-Reject 

N MW of Feed-Reject 

O Skip 
P Vol % in Permeate 
Q Mass fraction in Permeate 
R Mol fraction in Permeate 

S Sp Gr of Permeate 

T MW of Permeate 

(given) 
(given) 
(given) 
(given) 
(given) 
(given) 

(specified) 
J7* C7/(J$7" C$ 7+J$ 8 * C$8) 
(J7*C7/E7)/((J7*C$7)/ 

E$7+(J7*C$8)/E$8) 
J7"C7/100 
M10-SUM(M7:M8) 
E7*L7 
N10-SUM(N7:87) 

(specified) 
P7* C7/(P$7" C$ 7+P$ 8 * C$8) 
(P7* C 7/E7)/((P$7* C $ 7)/E$ 7+)P$ 8 * 

C$8)E$8) 
P7"C7/100 
S10=SUM(S7:S8) 
E7*R7 
T10=SUM(TT:T8) 

U Skip 
V Pseudocritical Pressure of D7*L7 

Feed-Reject V 10=SUM (V7:V 8 ) 
W Pseudocritical Pressure of D7*R7 

Permeate SUM(W7:W8) 
X Pseudocritical Pressure (V10+W10)/2 

(average) 
Y Skip 
Z Flux in gal/hr-ft-' (specified) 
AA Flux in lb-moles/hr-ft 2 Z10*(1/7.48)*62.4*S10*(1FF10) 
AB Membrane thickness in mils (specified) 

where 1 mil = 0.001 in. or 
0.833(10 -4) ft 

AC Skip 
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Table A2.7 (continued) 
i 

Column Equation or Designator 
i i |  

Spreadsheet Formula 

AD Pi (calc) for PL = 30 psia 
AE P~ for Feed-Reject 
AF z 
AG z~, 
AH E) i in ft2/hr (calc) 
AI P (calc) for PL = 130 psia 
aJ 
AK z 
AL z~ 
AM D in ft2/hr (calc) 

(AA 10* R7* AB 10)/(30" k7) 
30/V10 
0.17*AE10 
AF10/2 
AD10*AG10* 10.73"(100+273)* 1.8 
(AA10*R7*AB10)/(130"L7) 
130/V10 
0.17"AJ10 
AK10/2 
AJ 10*ALl0* 10.73"(100+273)* 1.8 



Table A2.8 

Component 
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Membrane Permeation Relationships--Example 2.4 

Properties 

vp at IO0~ 
Sp Gr P (in psia) MW nBP~ nBP~ or 37.38~ (in psia) 

n-heptane 
isooctane 

Totality 
, , ,  

0.6883 396.8 100.2 209.16 98.42 1.6201 
0.6962 372.5 114.2 210.63 99.24 1.7089 

Component vol % 

Feed-Reject (at 100~ 

mass frac mol frac x, Sp Gr M W  

n-heptane 50 0.497147 0.529807 0.34415 53.0867 
isooctane 50 0.502853 0.470193 0.3481 53.696 

Totality 0.69225 106.7827 

Permeate (at I O0~ 

Component vol % mass frac tool frac y, Sp G r M W 

n-heptane 75 0.747854 0.771708 0.516225 77.32519 
isooctane 25 0.252146 0.228292 0.17405 26.0709 

Totality 0.6902 75 103.3961 

Flux Relationships 
Pseudocritical Pressures Am 

Component Feed-Reject Permeate Average gal/hr-ft' lb-moles/hr-ft'- 0.833 (10 -4) 

n-heptane 210.227554 306.2139 
isooctane 175.146764 85.03861 

Totality 385.374318 391.2525 388.3134 0.14 0.007797 8.33E-05 

P1- 30 psia 

Component P Pr (feed-reject) z z~ D, (in ft2/hr) 

n-heptane 
isooctane 

Totality 3.15E-08 0.0778464 0.01323 0.006617 1.5E-06 

I"i - 130 psia 

Component P P (feed-reject) . . . . . . .  z z,~ D (in ft2/hr) 

n-heptane 
isooctane 

Totality 7.28E-09 0.337334 0.0573 0.028673 1.5E-06 



Appendix 3 

Single-Stage Membrane Separations 

Numbers are used to designate a particular component in column 
A, and the number 7 may range on up through, say, 16 or however many 
different components there are to be; that is, i varies from i - 7 through 
i = 16, or the number of components involved, as per column A. For a 
binary mixture, for convenience, i ranges only from i = 7 through i - 8; 
that is, i = 7 and J = 8. Furthermore, the calculation is to be trial-and- 
error in the variable V such that Y_.,x i = 1 (and Y-'Yi = 1). 

The relationships in Table A3.1 apply, as per the accompanying 
tabulation and spreadsheet calculations, where the asterisk symbol (*) 
stands for multiplication and the slash symbol (/) for division. 

Although the answers appear obvious, in the methodology of Excel, 
the first-cited equation for L / V  is typed into Cell G7 as follows, starting 
with the equals sign: 

= 1 - F 7  

In the methodology of Excel, the first-cited equation for K, is typed into 
Cell J7 as follows, starting with the equals sign" 

= C7"D7/(I7+C7" E7) 

On pressing the Enter key, the numerical value is entered into Cell J7. 
To repeat the calculation for the other cells in Column J, press the right- 
side of the mouse, and on the mini-screen that appears, enter the Copy 
command. Then highlight or select the additional cells in Column J (using 
the left-side of the mouse). Again, press the right-side of the mouse, and 
enter the Paste command that appears on the mini-screen. This will enter 
the numerical values in the remaining cells in Column J. The same pro- 
cedure is followed for calculating the x; in Column K and the y; in Column 
L and so forth. 

271 
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Table A3.1 Excel Spreadsheet Designators and Formulas for Single-Stage 
Membrane Separation Calculations 

i i i 

Column Equat ion  or Designator Spreadsheet  Formula 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H (skip column) 
I 
J 
K 
Sum=l 
L 
Sum (=1) 
M 
N 
07  
P7 

q 
R 
S 

Component 
(xF) i (given) 
Pi (given) 
PL (fixed) 
Pv (fixed) 
V/F (specified) 
L/F = 1 -  V/F G7=1-F7 

V 
t t  

I(, = I', I'd ( v + v I,,,) 
x i = (xF)il(V/Fk, + L/F) 

~.,X i = X i + X I 

Yi  = K ~ x i  

Eys = L7+L6 
Skip 
Skip 
Am, microns 
(10 -9) (76/22,414) * 

Q7 * (10 -4) * 10 
A, cm 2 per g-mole/sec 
A, ft 2 per g-mole/sec 
A, ft 2 per g-mole per hr 

(trial and error) 
J7=C7 * D 7/(J 7+C 7 * E7) 
K7=B7/(F7*J7+G7) 
=K7+K8 
L7=J7*K7 

(given) 
3.39074(10 -s) 

=F7( 1/[ (I7)( 3.39074(10-'~) ] 
= Q7/(929)  
=Q7/ (3600"929)  

To obtain the s u m  Y.x  i for Column K, select the cell in which the 
sum is to appear; in this particular case, K16. Into this cell type the 
command 

=sum(K7:K16) 

starting with the equals sign. Then, hit Enter. This will give the summation 
for Cells K7 through K14, or however many cells are to be designated 
and utilized; similarly for ZYi in Column L and so on. 

I T E R A T I O N  

It is assumed that the software for Solver has been installed in 
Microsoft Word initially or as an add-in. Accordingly, using the top 
toolbar under Tools, select Solver to obtain the pull-down menu. 
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The Solver pull-down menu has three main categories for the purposes 
here. The first is called Set Target Cell; here, we enter $K$16, signifying 
Cell K16. Furthermore, the target cell is assigned a value of unity via the 
subcategory Equal to: Value of 1. This signifies that the value to be targeted 
is ~.~cj = 1. (Note that the insertion of the $ sign is conducted automatically.) 

The next principal category is titled By Changing Cells, here we enter 
$I$7, signifying Cell I7. (Note that Cell I6 has already been specified as 
equal to Cell I7.) 

The third category is titled Subject to the Constraints. Under Add 
there are three entries to complete or designate: 

Cell Reference >= Constraint 

$I$7 12 

Setting the "greater than or equal" sign has several built-in designa- 
tions, including the "less than or equal" sign. Setting the constraint may 
require several trials. 

Solver has a secondary pull-down menu, Options, where, according 
to the Help assistance command, the default settings are noted usually to 
suffice. 

The task is set in motion and completed by hitting Solve. If conver- 
gence is not attained, as may be signified in the solution box, then try, 
try again using different constraints. 

The spreadsheet results are shown in Table E.2 for V and the x i and 
Yr The hand-calculated results of Example 3.1 compare favorably. The 
hand-calculated value for V was 12.8874, provided in Table 3.3, whereas 
the spreadsheet-calculated value is 12.88487. 

For calculational purposes, the determination of the membrane area 
is based on a membrane thickness of 10 microns, an assumed value of 
V" -- 12.7, and a value of V/F = 0.5, as in Example 3.1. The nominal 
membrane pressures of 3 and 2 are replaced by 30 and 20 atmospheres, 
introducing a factor of 10/1 for the conversion of units. 

Other values, of course, may be used, so that the calculation for 
membrane area can be considered generalized. 
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Table A3.2 Single-Stage Membrane Separations 
, �9 

Component  PL 
Number  i or j (xF) i Pi to P, (fixed) 

P~, V/F < 1 L/F = 
1 V/F (fixed) (specified) - 

1 0.4 
2 0.6 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Sum x i 
, ,  

Component  
Number  i or j V" (trial) 

20 3 2 0.1 0.9 
10 3 2 0.1 0.9 

(V + P,P~,) x, + L/F y , -  Kix , 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
Sum x i 

12.88487 1.1345401 0.39469 0.447791 
12.88487 0.9122737 0.60531 0.552209 

1 1 

Component  
Number  i 
or j 

Membrane Area per G-mole/sec Of Feed for V/F= 0.5 and V " -  12.7 

Conversion A = (V/F)* A in ft 2 
Factor (10 -~) * [(1/[(V") * per g-mole 

Am in (76/22414) * 3.39074(10-~')]] of  feed 
microns [1/10(10-4)]*(10) in cm e A in ft 2 per hr 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Sum x i 

10 3.39074E-08 1.16E+06 1,250 0.35 
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Multistage Membrane Separations 

The calculations here are confined to two components, the key com- 
ponents, designated i and j (with the components in general designated i). 

The feed composition, membrane permeability, and operating pres- 
sure levels are assigned as before, and a trial-and-error bubble-point type 
calculation performed for V / F -  0. This results in a value for V", which 
is not directly required for determining the degree of separation, other 
than being incorporated into the K-values but would be necessary in 
further determining membrane areal requirements. Thus, the bubble-point 
type calculation simultaneously establishes the values for K s and K i, which 
are used in the separation calculations. 

The number of stages n is in turn to be assigned for the rectifying 
section and the number of stages m for the stripping section (the feed- 
stream location is n + 1 - m  + 1). 

R E C T I F Y I N G  S E C T I O N  

The trial-and-error calculation for the rectifying section is made 
dependent on L/V,  for both components i and j, in terms of the absorbing 
factors A~ and A i. The calculations may be represented as follows, more 
or less in spreadsheet notation, in terms of component i only: 

A i = (xl)  i (1 /K  i) 

(Difference)/= [1 -(Ai)  ''+~] - [1 -(A,)"](L/V) 

Now distinguishing between components i and j: 

(XD)i 
(xD)i 

= K i (xD) i ( 1  - Ai ) / (D i f f e rence ) i  

= K i (xD) i (1 - Ai ) / (D i f f e rence ) j  

275 
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It is required, as a check, that 

(xD) i + (xt)) j = 1 

If the degree of convergence to unity is not satisfactory, then the trial 
value for L / D  or L / V  can be adjusted; in fact, the determination can be 
made computer trial and error. 

STRIPPING S E C T I O N  

The corresponding calculations are performed for the stripping sec- 
tion_in terms of the stripping factors S, and S i, which depend on the value 
for V / B  or L/V (or V / L ) ,  which is assumed, as well as the values for the 
Ks, as determined from the bubble-point type calculation on the feed- 
stream composition. 

OVERALL M A T E R I A L  BALANCE 

Overall, the stream material balance is 

F = D + B  or F " = D " + B "  

And, in spreadsheet notation, for component i or j, 

= F "  / x F(XF) i D(xD) i + B(xB) i or , ~), = D"(xD) i + B"(xB) i 

It may be added that these overall material balances are satisfied 
automatically by the process of starting at the feed location, where the 
feedstream compositions are utilized for initiating the calculations in both 
the rectifying and stripping sections. That is, for convenience in the 
calculations, the composition of the reject stream leaving the cell at the 
feed location (m + 1 - n  + 1) is made identical to the feedstream compo- 
sition, and the flow rate of the reject in the stripping section is made equal 
to the flow rate of the reject stream in the rectifying section plus the 
feedstream flow rate. In other words, in spreadsheet notation, 

(Xm+l ) i  = (X'n+l)i  = (XF)i 
L = L + F  or L " - L ' + F "  

Other entities, in general, follow the scenario of Example 4.1. Addi- 
tionally, the degree of separation is expressed in various ways. The overall 
material balance is checked by 

(xD) i - (xr )i _ B 

(xr) i - ( x B )  i D 

where spreadsheet notation is used. 
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MEMBRANE AREA 

The membrane area for each cell is the same and, for the purposes here, 
is evaluated by determining the conversion factor as used in Example 3.1, 
for the same membrane properties and cell reject and permeate pressures. 
The conversion factor (divisor) calculates out to 9.26152(10-6). The con- 
version is essentially 

A (per ce l l ) -  (V/F)(1/V")/[9.26152(lO-6)] 

where V/F = V"/F". 
In determining membrane areas, it may be again noted that the 

numerical values of the permeabilities P and P~ are in units of 10 -9 
cm3/cm2-sec-cm Hg/cm (where the gaseous volume in cm 3 is at standard 
conditions). The numerical values of the reject and permeate pressures Pv 
and PL are in units of 101 atmospheres. And the numerical value of the 
membrane thickness is in microns or 10 -4 cm. These units are incorporated 
into the overall conversion factor. 

The foregoing membrane specifications are, of course, to an extent 
arbitrary and subject to whether the membrane assembly can be made 
functional for the assigned operating conditions. 

However, the spreadsheet calculation sequence itself is designed to 
allow utilization of other membrane specifications and assigned operating 
conditions. Moreover, the number of stages in the rectifying and stripping 
sections can be changed to adjust the degree of separation, as can the 
recycle or reflux ratios. 

In the limit, on the one hand, there would be a condition of minimum 
reflux or recycle, giving infinite stages, and on the other, total reflux or 
recycle, whereby no finite product streams are obtained. 

As a matter of course, the degree of separation is expressed in a 
number of different ways and not all that sharp. 

FINAL CHECK 

A final check can be made in terms of (xB) i, using the equation 

X B - -  

( L / V  - L /V)x~  + ( L / V  - 1)xt) 

L / V  - 1  

which also automatically satisfies the overall material balance. The values 
for the feedstream composition (xr) i are, of course, initially given, and 
the values of (xD) i are calculated for the rectifying section using an 
assumed L/D or L / V  for a specified number of stages. If the answer is 
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too far afield from the previously calculated values for (xB) i, then a new 
value for V/B or L / V  can be tried, where 

- -  1 
L / V  = I + B /V  = 1+ -- or V / L  = 

V/B 1 
1 + ~  

V/B 
J 

In fact, the calculation can be made by trial and error in V/B or L/V  so 
that, say, the calculated values for (xB); satisfy the summation requirement 
that 

E (x~) i = 1 

In Example 4.1, for both the hand calculations and the spreadsheet 
calculations, the value of V--/B or L/V  used arrives at a result close enough 
for most purposes. 

Table A4.1 Excel Spreadsheet Designators and Formulas for Multistage 
Membrane Separations Calculations 

, , , ,  , ,  , 

Column Equation or Designator Spreadsheet Formula 

A Component 
B (XF) i (given) 
C Pi (given) 
D PL (given) 
E Pv (given) 
F L/D (assumed) 
G L / V -  1/[(1/L/D)+ 1] 1((1/F7)+1) 
H (xn+l)i = (xF)i B7 
I (X , .+I ) i  = (x~)i B7 
J Skip 
K V" (trial and error) 
L Ki = P, Pff[V + PiPv] C7" D7/(K7+C7* E7) 
M E(Yn+I)i = ~-.Ki(Xn+l)i = 1 L7*H7 
N (x,,+l)i = (Yn+l)i/Ki M 7 / L 7  
O Skip 
P L"= V" * (L/V) G7*K7 
Q D"= L"/(L/D) P7/F7 
R Skip 
S V"= V" K7 
T V/B (assumed) 
U V/L 1/(1+(1/T7)) 
V L" - V"(V/L) $7/U7 
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Table A4.1 

Column 

(continued) 

Equation or Designator 
| l  | l  

Spreadsheet Formula 

W 
X 
Y 
Z 
AA 
AB 
AC 
AD 
AE 
AF 
AG 
AH 
AI 
A J  
AK 
AL 
AM 
AN 

AO 
AP 
AQ 
AR 
AS 
AT 
AU 
AV 
AW 
AX 
AY 
AZ 

BA 

BB 
BC 
BD 
BE 

BF 

w 

B ' = L " - V "  
F ' =  L ' - L "  
Skip 
A~ = (L/V)(1/K) 
1 - A  i 

N 
M 
1 -(As) n+l 

[1 - (A)"](L/V)  
Difference 
(XD)i = (Y.+1),(1 - Ai)/Difference 
Normalized 
Skip 
Si-" (V/L)(Ki) 

S I "+1 1 - ( i ,  
[1 - (S)"'](V/L) 
Difference 
(xB)~ = (~,, ,+~),  * (1 - S,)/ 

Difference 
Normalized 
Skip 
(xD)i/(x~,) 
(xB)/(x~,) 
(XD)i/(XBi) 
(xB),/xD,) 
Skip 
[(xD) I -(xt:)i]/[(xF) I -(XB),] = B/D 
B/D 
Skip 
Membrane Thickness: Am 
Conversion Factor = (10 -9) * 

(76/22.414) * [1/Am(10-4)] * (10~). 
g-moles/cm2-sec 

V7-$7 
V7-P7 

G7*(1/L7) 
l - Z 7  
(specified) 
(specified) 
1-POWER(Z7.(AB7+I)) 
(1-POWER(Z7.AB7)*G7 
AD7-AE7 
M7* (1-Z7)/AF7 
AG7/SUM(AGT;AG8) 

U7*L7 
1-POWER(AJ7.(AC7+I )) 
[ 1-POWER(AJ7.AC7) ] * V7 
AK7-AL7 
N7* (1-AJ7)/AM7 

AN 7/SUM (AN7:AN 8 ) 

AH7/B7 
AN7/B7 
AH7/AO7 
1/AS7 

(AH7-B7)/(B7-AO7) 
W7/Q7 

POWER(10,-9)* 
(76/22,414)* 

( 1/AY7(POWER(10,-4)) * 10 
Area per Cell l~er g-mole of feedstream (K7/X7)*(1/K7)/AY7 

per sec (cm) 
Skip 
[(L/V) - (L/V - 1)] * (xri) 
( L/V) - 1 
Check: (XB) i 
E(x~)i 
Ratio: (XB) i Calc/Check 

(( 1/U7)-G7) * B7+( G7-1 )* AG7 
(1/U7)-1 
BC7/BD7 
SUM(BE7:BE8) 
AN7/BE7 
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Table A4.2 Multistage Membrane Separations 

C o m p o n e n t  

N u m b e r  (xfl, P Pr Px LID L /V  = 1 / 
(i or i) (given) (given) (fixed) (fixed) (assumed) [1~(L/D) + 1] 

( X n . ~ l ) t  = 

(Xd, 
(x",,-1), = 

(xd, 

1 (or i) 0.4 20 3 2 0.666667 0.4 
2 (or j) 0.6 10 3 2 0.666667 0.4 

Sum 

0.4 
0.6 

0.4 
0.6 

C o m p o n e n t  

* X  N u m b e r  K = P, PI / Y, = K (, , .1),  
(i or j) V" (trial) [V + P P~.] = O',,-d, 

x ,=  y, /K = 

1 (or i) 12.93171 1.133536 0.45341438 
2 (or j) 12.93171 0.910976 0.546585591 

Sum 0.999999971 

0.4 
0.6 

C o m p o n e n t  
N u m b e r  
(i or j) L" = (L/~,9 V" D " =  L"I(LID) 

1 (or i) 
2 (or j) 

Sum 

5.172685 
5.172685 

7.759028 
7.759028 

C o m p o n e n t  
N u m b e r  
(i or j) 

m 

V " = V "  

V / L  = 
V /B 1/[1 + 1/ L " = V "/ 

(assumed) (V/B)] (V/  L) B " - - L " - V "  F " - L " - L "  

1 (or i) 
2 (or j) 

Sum 

12.93171 
12.93171 

0.6666667 0.4 32.32928 19.39757 27.156598 
0.6666667 0.4 32.32928 19.39757 27.156598 

Component 
Number 
(i or j) 

AI -- 

(L/V) * 
(1/K ) 1 -- a 

n m (xt)t,- O',,-i), * 
(speci- (speci- [1 - (A )"] *(1 - A )/ 
fled) fie,t) I - ( A )  ''-~ (I./~') Difference Difference Normalize, t 

1 (or i) 
2 (or j) 

Sum 

0.352878 0.647122 5 
0.43909 0.56091 5 

5 0.9980692 0.39-81132 0.600258 0.488813909 0.488650v9 
5 0.9928333 0.3934-132 0.599362 0.51151990 v 0.51134921 

1.000333816 1.00()000 

Componen t  
N u m b e r  
(i or j) 

S =  V*  
K/ -L  1 - (S ) .... 

(XB)  t = 

[1 - (S )"'] (~ .... i) ,1 

( V /L )  Dif ference Dif ference Normal ized  

1 (or i) 0.453414 0.991311 
2 (or j) 0.36439 0.997659 

0.39233457 0.598976 0.36501313 0.3648743 
0.39743023 0.600229 0.63536735 0.6351257 

Sum 1.00038048 1.0000 
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Table  A 4 . 2  
i 

Component  
Number  
(i or j) 

( c o n t i n u e d )  

(xD),/(x~), (x td/(x r)1 (x1),)/(x t~), (x ~) / (x  tJ, 

1 (or i) 1.221627 0.912533 1.33923 0.746697 
2 (or j) 0.852249 1.058946 0.805115 1.242059 

Sum 

Component  
Number  
(i or j) (xD: - x~,)/(x~., - xl~,) = BID B/D 

1 (or i) 
2 (or j) 

Sum 

2.523816 
2.523816 

2.5 
2.5 

Component  
Number  
(i or j) 

Memb.  Thickness: 
Am in microns or 
10 -4 cm (specified) 

Cony. Factor: 
(10-")* (76/22414) 

[1/Am(lO-4) * 10 
(in g-moles/cm'--sec) 

Area per Cell per 
g-mole o f  feedstream 
per sec (in cm- where 

929 cm2= 1 ft'- 

1 (or i) 
2 (or j) 

Sum 

10 
10 

3.39074E-08 
3.39074E-08 

1,086,001 
1,086,001 

Component  
Number  
(i or j) 

( L /V - L/V) (x ~) ~ + 
( L / V -  1)(xt,) ' L / V -  1 Check: (x~fl, 

Ratio: (x fl, 
Calc/Check 

1 (or i) 
2 (or j) 

0.5467117 
0.9530881 

1.5 
1.5 

0.364474 
0.635392 

1.00147801 
0.99996115 

Sum 0.999866 



Appendix 5 

Differential Permeation with 
Point Permeate Withdrawal 

The objective is to determine the membrane area required for up to 
100% transfer of the feedstream F -  L~, starting at its bubble point, where 
V =  V ] - 0 .  

Table A5.1 Excel Spreadsheet Designators and Formulas for Differential 
Permeation with Point Permeate Withdrawal Calculations 

i i  i l l  

C o l u m n  Equat ion  or Des ignator  Spreadsheet  Formula  

A (XF) i (given) 
B (xt~) i (given) 
C Pi (given) 
D Pi (given) 
E PL (fixed) 
F Pv (fixed) 
G V/F (signifies bubble-point (fixed at zero) 

condition for L 1 = F) 
H L/F = 1 - V/F (will be unity) 
I Skip 
J V or V" (for bubble-point calc) (trial and error) 
K K i = P, PI/( V + P, Pv) C7" E7/(J7+C7* F7) 
L K i = P/PI/(V + PiPv) D7*E7(J7+D7*F7) 
M x i = (xI~)i/[(V/F)K + L/F] A7/(G7*K7+H7) 
N x i = (xI~)i/[(V/F)K ~ + L/F] B7/(G7*L7+H7) 
0 Yi = Kixi K7* M7 
P Yi = Kixi L7* N7 
Q Zx  i = 1 SUM(O8:P8) 
R 1 / ( x i -  Yi) 1/(M7-O7) 
S [1/(xi- Y,)l~v Ax~ ((R7+R8)/2)*(M8-M7) 
T Partial Sum of S T7+$8 

283 
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Table A5.1 (continued) 

Column Equation or Designator Spreadsheet Formula 

U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 
AA 
AB 
AC 
AD 
AE 
AF 
AG 
AH 

AI 

aJ 
AK 

AL 

LIL 1 = 1/exp(Partial Sum) 
PLx, 

e , ( e , x ,  - e,,y;) 
PLx, 
P~,Yi 

P,'Yi) 
1/[P,(PLxi- PvY,) + P,.(Ptx,- P,L)] 
,SA/AV = ABa,., arbitrary units 
AV = -AL 
z~ ,  arbitrary units 
Cumulative Area, arbitrary units 
Skip 
Units of Ps and Pj: 

-9 3 10 cm/cm--sec-cm Hg/cm 
Units of Pv and Pt: 101 atm 
A, microns or 10 -4 cm 
Conversion Factor: (10 -9) 

(76/22,414)[ 1/10( 10-4)]( 101 ) = 
9.6152(10 -6 ) 

Cumulative Area per g-mole of L~ per AF8/AK8 
sec (cm 2, where 929 cm2= 1 ft 2) 

1/EXP(T8) 
E7*M7 
F7"O7 
C7*(V7-W7) 
E7*N7 
F7*Pj 
D7*(Y7-Z7) 
1/(X7+AA7) 
(AB7+AB8)/2 
U7-U8 
AC8*AD8 
AE7+AE8 where AE7-0 

(specified) 
POWER(10,-9) * ( 76/22,414)* 
( 1/( 10 * POWER(10,-4) ) ) * 10 
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Appendix 6 

Differential Permeation 
with Permeate Flow 

The objective is to determine the membrane area for concurrent flow 
where the feedstream F = L~ is at its bubble point; that is, where V~-  0. 

This procedure may be modified to accept a positive value for V~ 
other than zero and a composition (Y~)i. This composition would be 
entered at E7 - 0 7  and copied for the entire column. Columns K through 
R would be left blank, although column O would be made equal to 
column E. 

Table A6.1 Excel Spreadsheet Designators and Formulas for Differential 
Permeation with Permeate Flow Calculations 

Column Equation or Designator Spreadsheet Formula 

A L 1 = F (fixed) 
B V 1 (fixed) 
C (Xl) i = (Xr) i (fixed) 
D (xl) i = (xF) j (fixed) 
E (Yl)/via bubble-point =05 

determination for L~ 
F Skip 
G P (given) 
H Pj (given) 
I PL (fixed) 
J Pv (fixed) 
K Skip 
L V" (trial and error) 
M K s - P, P~/(V" + P, Pv) G7* I7/(L7+G7*J7) 
N K i = P PL/(V" + P i P v )  H7*I7/(L7+H7*J7) 
0 Yi-  K[x,, where it also follows M7"C7 

that Y i  " -  (Y 1), 
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Table A6.1 

Column 

(continued) 

Equation or Designator Spreadsheet Formula 

P 

Q 

R 
S 
T 

U 
V 
W 
X 

Y 
Z 
AA 
AB 
AC 
AD 
AE 
AF 
AG 
AH 

AI 
AJ 

AK 

AL 
AM 
AN 

AO 
AP 

AQ 
AR 
AS 

AT 

y i -  K xi, where it also follows 
that y : -  (y~), 

Yy , -  1 

Skip 
AL 
L = L l + AL etc., where V~ = 0 

a t L ~ = F = l  
C 

d l '  

Skip 

Yi 
X i 

Skip 
PLx, 
P v Y i  
@1 = P,- (Pc x,. - Pv y , ) 
P, xi 

r = P,(P,x/- y/) 
ao,/(cD~ + r 
-x; + ~;/(r + ~ )  
(1/L)[-x i + @i/t@ i + 

Axi=(llL)[-xi+@,/(@ +@,) ] AL 
X i 

Yi (from material balance) 

Skip 
AA, arbitrary units 
Cumulative Area, arbitrary 

units 
Skip 
Units of P and PI: 10 -9 3 cm per 

2 cm -sec-cm Hg/cm 
Units of Pv and PL: 101 atm 
A, microns or 10 -4 cm 
Conversion Factor: (10 -9) 

(76/22,414)[1/10(10-4)] (10 ~) 
= 3.39074(10 -~) 

Cumulative Area per g-mole 

of L 1 per sec ft 2 
(cm-: 929 cm -~- 1 ) 

N7*D7 

SUM(O7:P7) is required to 
equal 1 

(set) 
T7+$7 where T7=0 

T7+$7/2 

=0.5 
X7-0.4 
X7-AI8 
X9=X8+AI8 

I7"X7 
J7*W7 
G7* (Z7-AA7) 
I7"(1-X7) 
J7*(1-w7)  
H7* (AC7-AD7) 
AB7/(AB7+AE7) 
-X7+AF7 
AH7=AG7 
AH8=(2/U8)*AG8 
AH7*S7 
AJ7=X7 
AJ8=X7+AI7 
AK7=O.5 
AK 8=-AJ 8 * (T8/( l -T8  ) )+ 

0.4/(l-T8) 

(1/(AB7+AE7)) * (-S7) 
AN7-0  
AN8=AN7+AM8 

(specified) 
POWER( 10, -9)*(76/22,414)* 

(1/(10*POWER(10,-4)))'10 

AN7/AS7 
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Appendix 7 

Countercurrent Flow with Recycle 

The preliminaries more or less follow the spreadsheet calculations 
as presented in Appendix 4. The same feed composition is used, and the 
same dimensionless permeability and reject and permeate pressures (plus 
membrane thickness) are given. 

The calculations are therefore the same up to and including the 
bubble-point type determination for the feedstream F, which also estab- 
lishes the (same) value for the permeate flux V" (and the corresponding 
K-values). 

However, from this point on, a degree of separation is assigned 
in terms first of (xD); and_ then (xB)j, along with specifying the external 
recycle ratios L/D and V/B, and the necessary membrane areas are deter- 
mined by analytic integration, for both the rectifying sections and strip- 
ping sections. 

At the end of the dimensionless area calculation, absolute perme- 
ability and pressure values are assigned in terms of a conversion (or divisor 
factor) for a specified membrane thickness, also as in Appendix 4. The 
area so calculated in cm 2 is placed on the basis of 1 gram-mole per second 
of feedstream. 

RECTIFYING SECTION 

The derived integration in terms of component i is 

o tl _ V - P v  + xD V 1 In P,.y Y Pt.~ = A 2 

where y varies from its value at the feed location (y = Kx~) to its final 
value x D. The a r e a  A 2 is designated the area for the rectification section. 
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Integration is from the feed location toward the more-permeable product 
end, designated D, with A viewed as positive. 

The value of V just used can be the flux V', and to place the area 
on the basis of the feedstream rate F, the factor ( F " / V " - F / V ) c a n  then 
be introduced. As in Appendix 4, the conversion factor (divisor) to convert 

2 
the arbitrary or dimensionless units into the prescribed area units of cm 
is 9.26152(10-6). 

STRIPPING S E C T I O N  

The equation used pertains to component j as follows: 

*) 

,nI  ) t l i  L 1 p l _ p ~ L  B - 
( E) " F +P"V P, e_e,, g 

where ~ varies from its value at the feed location (~ = x r ) t o  its final 
value  x B. 

The preceding provides a determination (estimation) for the mem- 
brane area A 2 in the stripping section based on component j. Integration 
is from the feed location "downward" toward the less-permeable product 
end, designated B, with A perceived as positive. 

The value of L used can be the flux L", whereby to place the area 
on the basis of F, the factor ( F ' / L ' - F / L ) c a n  then be introduced. As in 
Appendix 4, the conversion factor (divisor) to convert the arbitrary or 
dimensionless units into the prescribed units is 9.26152(10-6). 

C O M P A R I S O N  W I T H  RESULTS 
OF APPENDIX 4 

The total membrane area calculates to a value pronouncedly less 
than for the accumulations as obtained in Appendix 4 for an assigned 
number of stages and, at that, for a much sharper separation. 

It can be speculated that the use of a (tubular) membrane as a counter- 
current continuum is inherently a much more efficient separation process, 
or else considerable error occurs from assuming constant molar flow rates 
in the continuum, or both. 

CLOSURE 

It may be added that there is not closure on the overall material 
balances, since B/D as determined from the stream flow rates or fluxes 
does not agree with that determined from a mole fraction balance. Of course, 
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part of the discrepancy can be traced to the use only of component i in the 
rectifying section and only j in the stripping section, requiring that the 
other be obtained in each case by difference. 

Calculations eventually become trial and error in the reflux or recycle 
ratios assigned and in the product  composit ions assigned. A check may 
be made on the ratio B / D  as indicated in spreadsheet VF and BG. 

Table A7.1 Excel Spreadsheet Designators and Formulas for Countercurrent 
Flow with Recycle Calculations 

Column Equat ion or Designator Spreadsheet Formula 

A Component Number 
B (xr) i (given) 
C Pi (given) 
D PL (given) 
E Pi, (given) 
F Membrane Thickness: Am (assumed) 

or Am (microns or 10 -4 cm) 
G Skip 
H L / D  (assigned) 
I L / V =  1/[(1/L/D)+ 1] l((1/H7)+l) 
J Skip 
K V" (trial and error) 
L K i = P PL/[V" + P P,.] C7*D7/(K7+C7*E7) 
M Ey, = EKi(xv) ' = 1 L7*B7 
N x i = y,/K M7/L7 
O Skip 
P L ' =  V" * (L/V) K7*G7 
Q D ' =  L"/(L/D) P7/H7 
R F" (see AJ5) AJ7 
S Skip 
T Difference = Pr(WL) - Px. D7* (1/I7)-E7 
U (WP/)/Difference (let V = V") (K7/C7)FF7 
V Y2 = xD (assigned) 
W Difference * (y_, = xt) ) T7*V7 
X Difference * (Yl = Y,) T7*M7 
Y Difference * (Yl) + Pr(D/L) * xI) WT+D7*(1/HT)*V7 
Z Difference * (Yl) + Pr(D/L) * xt) X7+D7*(1/HT)*V7 
AA Y/Z Y7/Z7 
AB Ln(AA) LN(AA7) 
AC A, (in arbitrary units) U7*AB7 
AD Conversion Factor - (10 -~) * =AD7=3.39074(10 -s) 

(76/22,414)[1/Am(10-4)] * (10~), 
g-moles/cm2-sec 
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Table A7.1 (continued) 
| l l  i 

C o l u m n  E q u a t i o n  or Des igna tor  

I | l l  _ _ 

Spreadshee t  Formula  

AE A2, cm 2 per gm-mole of F per sec 
(929 cm-=  1 ft 2) 

AF Skip 
AG V / B  
AH L / V  = 1 + 1/(V/B) 
AI L"  = ( L / V  ) * V "  

AJ F " =  L " - L "  
AK B " =  V"I (VIB)  
AL Skip 
AM V / L  

AN Difference = Pt_ - Pv * ( L /V)  
AO L "IP 

I 

AP (L/Pi)/Difference (let L = L") 

AQ X 2 = x  B 
AR Difference * (x2 = xB) 
AS Difference * (xl = xi) _ 
AT Difference * (xB + Pv(B/V)  * xB 

AU Difference * -5i + Pv * (B/V) * x R 

AV AT/AU 
AW Ln(AV) 
AX A 2 (arbitrary units) 
AY Conversion Factor = (10 -9) * 

(76/22 ,414)[1 /Am(10-4)]  * (10 ~) 
AZ A~, cm 2 per gin-mole of F per sec 

~(929 cm = 1 ft 2) 
BA Skip 
BB (XD)i/(XF) i 
BC (XB)i/(XF) i 
BD (XB)i/(XD) i 
BE Skip 
BF [(XD) I - (X;) i]/[(x;) I - (XR),] = B/D 
BG B / D  

(R7/K7)* (AC7/AD7) 

(assigned for AG8) 
1+(1/AG8) 
AH8*K8 
AI8-P8 
K7/AG7 

1/AH8 
D8-E8*(1/AM8) 
AI8/C8 
AO8/AN8 
(assigned) 
AN8*AQ8 
AN8*N8 
AR8+E8*(1/AG8) * 

AQ8 
AS8+E8* (1/AG8)* 

AQ8 
AT8/AU8 
LN(AV8) 
AP8*AW8 
-AY8=AD7= 

3.39074(10 -8 ) 
(AJ8/AI8)* (AX8/AY8) 

V7/B7 
(1-AQ8)/B7 
(1-AQ8)/V7 

(V7-B 7)/( (B7-( 1 -Q 8)) 
AK8/Q7 
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Appendix 8 
klil 

Membrane Reactors 

The following presentation pertains to an equilibrium chemical con- 
version that is bimolecular in both directions 

A + B c ~ R + S  

but may be adjusted for monomolecular behavior in either direction. The 
reactants are assumed to be at chemical equilibrium and remain at equilib- 
rium during the membrane permeation of product S, which shifts the equi- 
librium. (Other components could also be permeated, of course, complicating 
the presentation. Even more so, the chemical conversion rate could be accom- 
modated as well, further complicating the representation.) 

The initial moles of reacting components (both reactants and prod- 
ucts) are, by definition, specified on the basis of a mole of feed. That is, 
the initial moles of each, when added up, equal 1 mole of feed. The degree 
of conversion is denoted by the symbol X. The accompanying membrane 
transfer of component S, on the same basis, is denoted by Y. 

A succession of arbitrary values are assumed for Y, starting at Y = 0, 
corresponding to the initial equilibrium condition. There is an ensuing 
relationship for X in terms of Y, as determined from the reaction equi- 
librium constant. This in turn enables the calculation of the simulta- 
neously existing mole fraction x s of component S, which is also that of 
the membrane reject stream. 

There is a limiting value for Xs, however, by virtue of the integral 
that establishes the corresponding membrane area: 

_ ~  F dY 
Amembrane - p s [ P L x  s _ Pv ] 
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where Y s -  1 for a permeate of component S only. Therefore, it is necessary 
that 

P .  I',x  > P,, > 1 
P, 

Accordingly, the permeation pressures may be adjusted to accom- 
modate this restriction, which becomes a trade-off between the degree of 
conversion and the upstream membrane feed-reject pressure Pr, for 
instance, which is also the pressure of the reacting system. (Note that, 
for the purposes here, a primitive numerical integration is used.) 

Table A8.1 Excel Spreadsheet Designators and Formulas for Membrane 
Reactor Calculations 

| ,, 

C o l u m n  E q u a t i o n  or Des igna tor  Spreadshee t  Formula  

A (na) o (given) 
B (nB) o (given) 
C (nR) o (given) 
D (ns) o (given) 
E K, (given) 
F Skip 
G Y (values assumed) 
H a = 1 - Kt, 1-F7 
I 
J 

b -  Kp[(na) o + (nR)o] + [(nk),~ + (ns),t- Y] E7*(A7+B7)+(C7+D7)-G7 
c- - -Kt , (na)o(nB)  o + (n~)o(n~)o -(n~)oY -E7*A7*B7+C7*D7 

K ~/(b 2 - 4 a c )  

L X 
M Zn = (na) o + (nB) o + (nR),/+ (ns)~- Y 
N x s = [(ns) o + X -  Yl/Zn 
O Skip 
P EL 
Q Pv 
R (Pl/Pv)xs 
S Skip 
T Ps, cm~(STP)/sec-cm2-cm of Hg/cm 
U Ps[PLxs-  P,,I 
V 1/{Ps[PLx s - P,,]} 
W Skip 
X (1/{Pc[P~x s - P,,]},,,. * AY 

Y 
Z 

-C7"G7 
SQRT(POWER(I7,2)- 

4*H7*J7 
(-I7+K7)/(2*H7) 
A7+B7+C7+D7-G7 
(DT+LT-GT)/M7 

(set) 
(set) 
(P7/Q7)*N7 

(specified) 
T7*(P7*N7-Q7) 
l/U7 

(V8+V7)/2* (G8-G7) 
where X7 = 0 

A = Z(I/{Ps[PLx s - P~,I},,,. : AY (Y7+X8) where Y7 = 0 
Conversion of membrane area, cm2/g-mol (Y7/(929))*((473.6)/(3600)) 

of feed/sec to ft2/lb-mole of feed/hr 
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Table A8.1 (continued) 
| l l  

Column Equation or Designator 
i l l  lllll . 

Spreadsheet Formula 

AA Skip 
AB x A = [(nA) o - X]/En (A7-L7)/M7 
AC x 8 -- [(nB) o - X]/En (B7-L7)/M7 
AD x R -~ [(nR) o - X]/En (C7+L7)/M7 
AE x s = [(ns) o + X -  Y]/En (column N) (D7+L7-G7)/M7 

Table A8.2 Membrane Reactors 

(nA)o (nR)o (nR)o (ns)o K I, Y (assumed) a b 

0.4 0.4 0 0 0.35 
0.4 0.4 0 0 0.35 
0.4 0.4 0 0 0.35 
0.4 0.4 0 0 0.35 
0.4 0.4 0 0 0.35 
0.4 0.4 0 0 0.35 
0.4 0.4 0 0 0.35 
0.4 0.4 0 0 0.35 
0.4 0.4 0 0 0.35 

0.00 
0.05 
0.10 
0.15 
0.16 
0.17 
0.18 
0.19 
0.20 

0.65 0.28 -0 .06 
0.65 0.23 -0 .06 
0.65 0.18 -0 .06 
0.65 0.13 -0 .06 
0.65 0.12 -0 .06 
0.65 0.11 -0 .06 
0.65 0.10 -0.06 
0.65 0.09 -0.06 
0.65 0.08 -0 .06 

SQ 
RT X (calc.) sum n x s (calc.) Pl(atm) P~ (atm) 

* 

X S 

Ps in (10 -')) 
g-mo!es/sec- 

cm--atm 

0.47 0.15 0.80 0.186 30 
0.45 0.17 0.75 0.154 30 
0.42 0.19 0.70 0.123 30 
0.40 0.21 0.65 0.092 30 
0.40 0.22 0.64 0.087 30 
0.40 0.22 0.63 0.081 30 
0.39 0.23 0.62 0.075 30 
0.39 0.23 0.61 0.069 30 
0.39 0.24 0.60 0.064 30 

2.79 
2.32 
1.84 
1.39 
1.30 
1.21 
1.13 
1.04 
0.96 

6.78E-08 
6.78E-08 
6.78E-08 
6.78E-08 
6.78E-08 
6.78E-08 
6.78E-08 
6.78E-08 
6.78E-08 

Averaged Integral in cm'- 
Ps * Reciprocal* per g-mol 

[PLXs -- Pv] Reciprocal AY of feed/sec 
ft 2 per Ib-mol 

feed/hr 

2.42E-07 4.13E+06 0.00E+00 
1.78E-07 5.60E+06 2.43E§ 
1.15E-07 8.73E+06 3.58E+05 
5.24E-08 1.91E+07 6.95E§ 
4.04E-08 2.47E+07 2.19E+05 
2.86E-08 3.50E+07 2.99E§ 

0.00E+00 
2.43E+05 
6.02E+05 
1.30E+06 
1.52E+06 
1.81E+06 

0.00 
32.99 
81.60 

175.89 
205.60 
246.09 
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Table A8.2 (continued) 
. . . . . . . . . . .  

p ~"  

[PLxs- Pv] Reciprocal 

, . . . .  , , , ,  , , , , , ,  , , ,  

Averaged Integral in cm" 
Reciprocal* per g-mol 

AY of feed/sec 
ft 2 per lb-mol 

feed/hr 

1.7E-08 5.89E+07 
5.59E-09 1.79E+08 

-5.55E-09 -1.80E+08 
- , , ,  , , , , , , ,  , 

4.69E+05 2.28E+06 309.75 
1.19E+06 3.47E+06 471.01 

x a x~ x~ 

, , . . . .  , ,  

X~ 
(same as column N) 

0.314 0.314 0.186 
0.312 0.312 0.221 
0.306 0.306 0.266 
0.292 0.292 0.323 
0.288 0.288 0.337 
0.284 0.284 0.351 
0.280 0.280 0.365 
0.275 0.275 0.381 

0.186 
0.154 
0.123 
0.092 
0.087 
0.081 
0.075 
0.069 



Index 

Absolute activity, 35, 38,229 
Absorption, 105 
Absorption factor, 140 
Activity. See Absolute activity 
Activity coefficient, 38, 39 
Anisotropic membranes, 7 
Assymetric permeation, 12 

Barrier membranes, 6 
Bidirectional mass transfer, 194 
Bimolecular reactions, 229 
Binary separations, graphical 

representations (diagrams), 
118ff., 119, 120, 121 

Bottoms product, 105 
British viscosity units (BVUs), 26 
Bubble caps or holes, 105 
Bubble point, 34 
Bubble-point type calculation, for point 

permeate withdrawal, 177ff. 
Bubble-point type curve, 174 
Bubble-point type determination, 82 

Calcium sulfate, from H2S, 16 
Carbon dioxide content of natural gas, 16 
Cascade juxtaposition, 10, 15. See 

Membrane separations, multistage 
Cascade operations, 34 
Cascade separations, 118 
Cascade theory, 3 
Catalytic reactors, 3 
Cellulose acetate membranes (data), 4, 

247 
Centipoises (units), 26 
Ceramic membranes, 3, 6 
Chemical reactions. See Membrane 

reactors 
Claus process, 16 

Coal-derived gases and liquids, 3 
Cocurrent flow. See Concurrent flow 
Coefficient of pressure expansion, 62 
Coefficient of volumetric expansion, 61 
Colloids, 33 
Combined multistage membrane 

separation operations (diagram), 
116 

Compressibility behavior of ideal gases, 
61ff. 

Compressibility factor, 37, 44, 51 
for (saturated) liquids, 53 

Compressibility 
of ideal gas, 61ff. 
of liquids, 59ff. 

Computer programs for multistage 
distillation, 110 

Concentration, 37 
as molar density, 34 
vs. mole fraction, 33 

Concurrent flow, 11. See also Differential 
permeation 

Condenser analogy, 117 
Consistency of units, 40 
Constant permeate rate or flux, 144, 153 
Constrained separations, 87 
Continuous membrane column, 3, 13 
Continuum operations, 34 
Conversion of liquid-phase permeation to 

gas-phase format, 50ft. 
Countercurrent differential flow with 

recycle, 209ff. See also Differential 
flow 

analogy with wetted-wall distillation, 
218ff. 

constant rate, 211 
constraints, contradictions, and 

inconsistencies, 215 

309 
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Countercurrent differential flow with 
recycle, Continued 

example, 223 
feed, 213 
integration of the fundamental rate 

equations, 220ff. 
material balances, 214 
membrane area, 209 
rate equation for rectifying section, 212 
rate equation for stripping section, 213 
rectification, 210 
rectifying section, 220 
spreadsheet calculations, 297ff 
stripping, 210 
stripping section, 221 

Countercurrent flow, 11 
Critical points or criticals, 52 
Critical pressure, 52 
Critical temperature, 52 
Crossover, 143, 152 
Cryogenic nitrogen separation, 16 
Cryogenic separations. See 

Low-temperature separations 

Dalton's law, 38, 122 
Darcy (units of), 26 
Darcy's law, 26ff., 36, 45, 75 
Degree of conversion, 230 
Degrees of freedom 

in distillation, 107, 108 
overspecification, 110 

Delta point concept, 106 
Density (molar), 44 
Density as concentration, 34 
Dew point, 34 
Dew-point type determination, 82, 92 
Dialysis, 6, 22 
Difference point, 198. See also Delta point 
Differential permeation, 11, 35, 173ff., 

185ff. See also Countercurrent 
differential flow, with recycle 

Differential permeation, with concurrent 
flow, 190ff. 

bidirectional transfer, 194 
calculational procedures, 196 
component relationships for 

concurrent flow, 190ff. 
composition change, 192 
membrane area, 193 

Differential permeation, with 
countercurrent flow, 197ff. 

difference point, 198 
recycle, 199 

Differential permeation, with permeate 
flow, 185ff. 

boundary conditions, 189 
bubble-point, 185 
concurrent flow, 185-186, 188 
countercurrent flow, 185-186, 188 
as heat exchanger, 185-186 
material and rate balances, 188ff. 
membrane area, 187 
solution of equations, 189 

Differential permeation, with permeate 
flow, limiting conditions, 199 

bubble-point vs. dew-point, 200 
concurrent flow, 201 
countercurrent flow, 201ff. 
equilibrium, 206 
example, 206 
membrane area for stripping, 204 
membrane area for rectification, 205 
spreadsheet calculations, 289ff. 
stripping vs. rectification, 205 

Differential permeation, with point 
permeate withdrawal, 173ff. 

bubble-point type curve, 174 
concurrent flow, 174 
countercurrent flow, 175 
differential material balance, 175ff. 
differential rate balance, 179 
equilibrium, 179 
example, 180ff. 
numerical integration, 176 
overall material balance, 174 
permeate accumulation, 178 
membrane area, 182ff. 
semi-continuous flow, 175 
spreadsheet calculations, 283ff. 

Diffusion, 36ff. See also Fick's law 
Diffusion coefficient, 22, 36, 41, 43, 48 
Diffusion of gases in polymers, 2 
Diffusivity. See Diffusion coefficient 
Dimethyl silicone membranes (data), 4 
Dissolved solids, 33, 39 
Distillate product, 105 
Distillation, xi, 10 

as a continuum, 106 



embodiment, 105 
schematic, 104 
wetted-wall, 218 ff. 

Distribution coefficient, 33, 49, 80 
Downcomers, 105 

Efficiency 
in distillation, 118 
stage, 118 

Embrittlement. See Hydrogen 
embrittlement 

Emulsions, 33, 254ff. (data) 
Enhancement of separation, 9ff. 
Enthalpy balance in distillation, 106, 

108 
Enthalpy-composition diagram, 106 
Equation of state, 37, 51 

for liquids, 34 
Equilibrium 

in permeate flow, 206 
in point permeate withdrawal, 179 
reaction, 229 

Equilibrium curve, 106 
Equilibrium line in graphical 

representation, 122 
Equilibrium vaporization ratio, 33. 

See K-value 
Examples (including spreadsheet 

calculations) 
differential permeation in 

countercurrent flow with recycle, 
223ff., 297ff. 

differential permeation with permeate 
flow, 206, 289ff. 

differential permeation with permeate 
withdrawal, 180ff., 283ff. 

membrane reactors, 233, 305ff. 
multistage separations, 165ff., 275ff. 
permeation relationships, 67ff., 261ff. 
single-stage separations, 91 ff., 27 lff. 

Facilitated transport membranes, 1, 6 
Feed or feedstream, 77 
Feed pressure, 78 
Feed section in membrane separations, 

110, 113 
Feedstream partitioning in graphical 

representation, 123ff. 
Fermentation gases, 6 
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Fick's law, 22, 36, 41, 48. See also 
Diffusion 

Filtration. See Hyperfiltration 
Filtration data, 254ff. 
Flash-type calculation, 18, 33, 34, 103 
Flash equilibrium, 33. See also Flash-type 

calculation 
Flash separation. See Flash-type 

calculation 
Flash vaporization. See Flash-type 

calculation 
Flow through porous media, 36 
Flux (mass or molar), 35, 36, 40 
Flux, integrated, 41 
Fugacity, 39 

Gas law, 36 
nonideal, 51 
perfect or ideal, 41 

Gas permeation data, 245ff. 
Gas thermometry, 62 
Gaseous systems, 40ff. 
Gas-film mass transfer coefficient, 39 
Gas-liquid systems, 33. See also 

Pervaporation 
Gas-phase format, 33 

adaptation to, 65 
for liquid-phase permeation, 50ff. 
for solution permeation, 55ff. 

Gravity effect, 105 
Gypsum. See Calcium sulfate 

Heat exchanger configurations, 7 
Heat transfer, 36 
Height equivalent of a theoretical plate 

(HETP), 106 
Henry's law, 38 
Hollow fiber membranes, 1, 3, 7, 8 
Hydraulic gradient, 105 
Hydrogen diffusion, 3 
Hydrogen embrittlement, 46 
Hydrogen permeability, 20, 46, 245 
Hydrogen sulfide content of natural gas, 16 
Hyperfiltration, 3 

Ideal gas compressibility, 61 ff. 
Inorganic membranes, 1 
Integral number of steps or stages in 

distillation, 107ff. 
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Integrated gas flux, 41 
Integration, numerical, point permeate 

withdrawal, 176 
Interstage compression, 117 
Isotropic membranes, 7 

Key components, 86, 105 
K-value behavior 

at critical or supercritical conditions, 
122 

in graphical representation, 120ft. 
for light hydrocarbons, 122 
for pure component in graphical 

representation, 122 
K-value, 25, 80, 81 

concept, 103 
form, 33, 38 
ratios, 81 

Limiting conditions for total and 
minimum reflux (graphical), 128 

Limiting conditions, permeate flow, 199 
Liquid compressibility vs. compressibility 

factor, 63ff. 
Liquid compressibility, 44, 59ff. 
Liquid fraction at feed, 107 
Liquid membranes, 6 
Liquid permeabilities, 53 
Liquid permeation data, 251ff. 
Liquid separations, 3 
Liquid systems, 43ff. 
Liquid-liquid extraction, 106 
Liquid-liquid phase equilibria, 33 
Liquid-phase density, 54ff. 
Liquid-phase permeability, pressure 

independence, 70 
Liquid-phase permeation in gas-phase 

format, 50ft. 
Low-temperature nitrogen separation, 16 
Low-temperature separations, 2. See also 

Cryogenic separations 

Mass transfer, 36 
bidirectional, 194 

Mass transfer coefficient, 39 
Material balance in distillation, 106, 108, 

109, 110 
Material balance, differential, point 

permeate withdrawal, 175ff. 

McCabe-Thiele method, xi, 106, 118 
Membrane area, 21, 25 
Membrane area calculations, 23, 96 
Membrane area for mixtures, 22, 65ff., 

69ff. 
Membrane cells, 6ft. 
Membrane columns (continuous), 3 
Membrane gas absorption processes, 1 
Membrane interfacial area, 21 
Membrane permeabilities in mixtures, 50 
Membrane permeability and selectivity 

data, 245ff. 
Membrane permeation relationships, 

33ff. 
spreadsheet calculations, 261ff. 

Membrane pressures, 47 
Membrane reactors, 1,229ff. 

absolute activities, 229 
bimolecular chemical reactions, 229 
conversions, 230 
example, 233 
partial pressures, 229 
reaction equilibrium constants, 229 
reaction rate constants, 229 
spreadsheet calculations, 305ff. 

Membranes 
as catalytic reactors, 3 
ceramic. See Ceramic membranes 
configured as heat exchangers, 7, 185, 

186 
metallic. See Metallic membranes 

Membrane separations, combined 
multistage (diagram), 116 

Membrane separations, multistage, 103ff. 
binary distillations, 106 
material balances, 109 
McCabe-Thiele method, 106, 118 
multistage distillation, 103 
number of stages, 108 
Ponchon-Savarit method, 106 

Membrane separations, multistage, 
analogy with distillation, 110ff. 

efficiency, 118 
rectifying, feed, and stripping sections, 

110ff. 
Membrane separations, multistage, 

graphical representation for binary 
systems, 118 ff. 

feedstream partitioning, 123 



K-value behavior, 120 
limiting conditions, 128 
McCabe-Thiele method, 106, 118 
number of stages, 125 
operating lines, 123 
stepwise graphical calculations, 

126 
Membrane separations, multistage, at 

minimum reflux, 161 
overall component balance, 162 
rectifying section, 161 
stripping section, 161 

Membrane separations, multistage, 
rectifying section calculations 

absorption factor A, 130 
constant permeate rate or flux, 144 
crossover, 143 
effect of feedstream partitioning, 141 
effect of recycle ratio, 140 
feed dew-point vs. bubble-point, 134 
flash-type calculations based on 

internal reflux, 134 
K-value constancy, 133 
liming values for absorption factor A, 

142 
material balances, 133 
partitioning of feedstream, 136 
proration of cell areas, 138 
proration of stream rates, 138 
relaxation of mole fraction 

summation, 146 
stage-to-stage calculations, 135 
stream flow consistency, 139 

Membrane separations, multistage, 
simplifications for, 162ff., 170 

mole fraction summations, 164 
overall material balances, 164 

example, 165ff. 
spreadsheet calculations, 275ff. 

Membrane separations, multistage, 
stripping section calculations, 
147ff. 

crossover, 151 
constant permeate rate, 153 
feed introduction, 150 
flashing of feed, 153 
limiting value for S, 151 
material balance closure, 156 
overall balance, 151 
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recycle or reflux, internal vs. external, 
154 

stripping factor S, 148 
stripping flow rates and ratios, 154 
stripping section ratios vs. rectifying 

section ratios, 150 
Membrane separations, multistage, 

stripping section vs. rectifying 
section, 158 

feed location, 158 
separation requirements, 159 

Membrane separations, multistage, at 
total reflux, 160 

overall component balance, 160 
rectifying section, 160 
stripping section, 160 

Membrane separations, single-stage, 
77ff. 

bubble-point type determination, 82 
dew-point type determination, 82 
expected vs. actual separations, 84 
material balance, 77 
mole fraction relationships, 80 
terms and units, 79 
transient vs. steady-state behavior, 83 
unit permeation rate, 84 

Membrane separations, single-stage, 
multicomponent calculations, 85 

constraints, 87 
key components, 86 

Membrane separations, single-stage, 
two-component calculations, 86 

alternate representations and 
calculations, 98 

example, 9 lff. 
membrane area, 96 
recycle, 90 
spreadsheet calculations, 271 ff. 

Membrane technology, state of (data), 4 
Membrane thickness, 21 
Membrane types, lff. 
Meshing in distillation calculations, 109 
Metallic membranes, 3, 6 
Millidarcy (units of), 28 
Minimum reflux (graphical), 128 
Mixtures 

membrane areas, 65ff., 69ff. 
membrane permeabilities in, 50 
permeabilities in, 118 
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Mobility, 27 
Molar density, 44 

as concentration, 34 
Mole fraction relationships, 80ff. 
Mole fraction vs. concentration, 33 
Molecular diffusion, 6 
Molecular sieves, 6 
Moving membranes, 2 
Multistage distillation, 103 

computer programs, 110 
Multistage membrane separations, 103ff. 

See Membrane separations, 
multistage 

Multistage membrane separations, 
spreadsheet calculations, 275ff. 

Multistage operations, 10, 103ff. 
Multistage separation calculations, 85ff. 
Multistage separations, 118 

Natural gas, 16. See also Subquality 
natural gas 

Nitrogen content of natural gas, 16 
Nitrogen/oxygen separations, 4 
Nonideal gas law, 51 
Number of stages, 106 

in graphical representation, 125 
Number of steps or stages in distillation, 

108ff. 
Number of transfer units (NTUs), 106 

Operating lines in graphical 
representation, 123 

Operating pressure in distillation, 105, 
106, 108 

Overall permeability, 21, 47ff. 
Oxygen/nitrogen separations, 4 
Oxygen permeabilities (data), 4 
Oxygen permeabilities, 247 

Packed columns vis-/i-vis plate columns, 
106 

Partial condenser analogy, 117 
Partial pressure, 23, 33, 37, 40, 44, 52, 

81,229 
Partial-pressure format, 57 
Partial reboiler analogy, 117 
Partitioning of feedstream in distillation, 

107, 109 
Perfect gas law, 41 

Perfect mixing, 12, 18, 77 
Permeabilities in mixtures, 118 
Permeability (overall), 21 
Permeability coefficient, 26ff., 37. See also 

Permeation 
for liquids, 52 
pointwise, 40 

Permeability data. See Permeation data 
Permeability relationships and units, 45 ff. 

spreadsheet calculations, 261ff. 
Permeability units, 19ff., 79 

in context, 50 
Permeable membranes, 6 
Permeate 

accumulation in point permeate 
withdrawal, 178 

constancy of rate or flux, 144, 153 
flux or flow, 78 
flux, units of, 97 
or permeate phase or stream, 33, 77, 

173 
pressure, 78 
reflux, 14 

Permeation coefficient, 80. See also 
K-value; Distribution coefficient 

Permeation data 
filtration (suspensions and emulsions), 

254ff. 
gases, 245ff 
liquids, 251 ff. 
pervaporation (liquid/vapor), 249ff. 
solutions, 253 ff. 
spreadsheet representation, 257ff. 

Permeation 
rates, 35ff. 
units, 19ff. 

Permselectivity, 49 
Pervaporation, 1, 33, 70 

data, 249ff. 
Phase equilibria, 106, 108 
Phase equilibrium and mass transfer, 38ff. 
Phase separations, 77 
Pipeline quality natural gas, 16 
Plastic membranes, 2 
Plate and frame modules, 6, 7 
Plate or stage efficiency in distillation, 118 
Plate-to-plate separations, 103 
Point or pointwise permeability 

coefficient, 40 



Point permeate withdrawal, 173ff. 
Pointwise permeability, 46ff. 
Poises (units), 26 
Poiseuille's law, 36 
Polymer structure, 2, 3 
Ponchon-Savarit method, 106 
Porous media, 26ff., 36 
Pressure 

critical and pseudocritical, 52 
in distillation, 105, 106, 108 
expansion, 62 
of feed, reject, and permeate, 78 
gradient, 26 
gradient in distillation, 105 
independence of liquid-phase 

permeability, 70 
Pressure swing absorption (PSA), 2 
Prism | Gas Separation System, 9 
Pseudocriticals (for mixtures), 52 

Raoult's law, 38, 122 
Rate balance, point permeate withdrawal, 

179 
Reaction conversions, 230 
Reactions, chemical. See Membrane 

reactors 
Reactors, membrane. See Membrane 

reactors 
Reboil, external, 103 
Reboiler analogy, 117 
Rectifying section in membrane 

separations, 110, 111, 112 
Rectifying section, 103, 105 
Recycle, 12 

countercurrent differential flow, 
209ff. 

effect of, 90 
effect on cell size, 117, 118 
external reflux and reboil, 103 

Reduced pressure, 52 
Reduced temperature, 52 
Refinery gases, 4 
Reflux, 14 

external, 103, 134, 154 
internal, 134, 154 

Reject, or reject phase or stream, 33, 77, 
173 

Reject pressure, 78 
Relative volatility, 93 
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Retentate. See Reject 
Reverse osmosis, 3 

Selectivity, 22, 49 
Selectivity factor, 49 
Semipermeable membranes, 6 
Separation calculations 

multistage, 85ff. See Membrane 
separations 

two-component, 88ff. See Membrane 
separations 

Separation enhancement, 9ff. 
Separations. See Membrane separations 
Separations 

constrained, 87 
expected vs. actual, 84 
plate-to-plate, stepwise, or stagewise, 

103 
sloppy, 105, 106 

Single-phase region, 51 
Single-stage membrane separations, 77ff. 

See Membrane separations 
Single-stage membrane unit, 34 
Sloppy separations, 105, 106 
Solids (dissolved), 33 
Solution permeation data, 253ff. 
Solution permeation in gas-phase format, 

55ff. 
Solution separations, 3 
Solution systems, 45 
Spreadsheets and calculations, 243ff. 

differential permeation in 
countercurrent flow with recycle, 
297ff. 

differential permeation with permeate 
flow, 289ff. 

differential permeation with permeate 
withdrawal, 283ff. 

membrane reactors, 305ff. 
multistage separations, 275ff. 
permeation data, 257-8 
permeation relationships, 261ff. 
single-stage separations, 27 lff. 

Stage efficiency, 118 
Stagewise or stepwise separations, 103 
Steady-state, 33 
Stepwise graphical calculations, 126ff. 
Stepwise separations, 103 
Stripping, 105 
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Stripping factor, 148 
Stripping section, 103, 105 
Stripping section, in multistage membrane 

separations, 110, 114, 115 
Subquality natural gas, 14ff. 

reserves (U.S. map), 17 
Sulfur, from H2S conversion, 16 
Sulfur oxides, from H2S conversion, 16 
Supercritical region, 53 
Suspensions, 33, 254ff. (data) 

Taper configuration, 8 
Temperature 

critical and pseudocritical, 52 
reduced, 52 

Temperature change, in distillation, 107 
Temperature scales, 62 
Theoretical plate or stage, 105 
Thermometry or gas thermometry, 62 
Tie-lines, 106 
Total condenser analogy, 117 

Total reboiler analogy, 117 
Total reflux (graphical), 128 
Transient vs. steady-state behavior, 83 
Tube bundles, 7 
Two-component separation calculations, 

88ff. 
alternate methods, 98ff. 

Ultrafiltration, 6 
Unit permeation rate, 84 
Units, consistency of, 40 

Vapor fraction at feed, 107 
Vapor-liquid flash vaporizations, 103 
Vapor-liquid phase equilibria, 33 
Vapor-liquid systems, 33 
Viscosity, 26 
Viscous flow, 36 
Volumetric expansion, 61 

Wetted-wall distillation, 218ff. 
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